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Abstract

In Canada, as in the United States, cities seemed to many to be in complete disarray in the 1960s. Growing populations and the resultant increased demands for housing fed rapid suburban sprawl, creating a postwar burst of urban and suburban planning as consultants were hired in city after city to address the challenges of the postwar era. During this period expressway proposals sparked controversy in urban centres across the developed world, including every major city in Canada, namely Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montréal and Halifax. Residents objected to postwar autocentric planning designed to encourage and promote the continued growth of city centres. Frustrated by unresponsive politicians and civic officials, citizen activists challenged authorities with an alternate vision for cities that prioritized the safeguarding of the urban environment through the preservation of communities, the prevention of environmental degradation, and the promotion of public transit. As opponents recognized the necessity of moving beyond grassroots activism to established legal and government channels to fight expressways, their protests were buoyed by the rapidly rising costs that plagued the schemes. By the latter half of the 1960s, many politicians and civil servants had joined the objectors. Growing concerns over the many costs of expressways -- financial, social, environmental, and eventually, political -- resulted in the defeat of numerous expressway networks, but most were qualified victories with mixed legacies.

Expressway disputes were an instrumental part of a wider struggle to define urban modernity, a struggle that challenged the basis of politicians and civil servants power by questioning their legitimacy as elected leaders and uniquely qualified experts, respectively. The
subsequent emergence of urban reform groups that sought to change the direction of city
development by challenging the autocratic municipal bureaucracies was the direct legacy of
expressway and other development battles. Despite this, autocentric planning continued and
demands for greater citizen participation did not result in significant changes to the form and
function of municipal governments.
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### Acronyms

#### Toronto

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLAST</td>
<td>Businessmen’s League Against Spadina Termination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>Canadian Broadcasting Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPP</td>
<td>Member of Provincial Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP</td>
<td>New Democratic Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIMBY</td>
<td>“Not in my backyard”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMB</td>
<td>Ontario Municipal Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOUT</td>
<td>Students’ Health Organization of the University of Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC</td>
<td>Spadina Review Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSOCCC</td>
<td>Stop Spadina Save Our City Coordinating Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Archives of Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTA</td>
<td>City of Toronto Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUA</td>
<td>Clara Thomas Archives and Special Collections, York University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Vancouver

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOMA</td>
<td>Building Owners and Managers Association of Vancouver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCPT</td>
<td>Citizens Coordinating Committee for Public Transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMHC</td>
<td>Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVRD</td>
<td>Greater Vancouver Regional District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLA</td>
<td>Member of the Legislative Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHB</td>
<td>National Harbours Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>Non-Partisan Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM</td>
<td>Electors Action Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBC</td>
<td>University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTS</td>
<td>Vancouver Transportation Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVA</td>
<td>City of Vancouver Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBCA</td>
<td>University of British Columbia Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPL</td>
<td>Vancouver Public Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Edmonton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>Light Trail Transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METS</td>
<td>Edmonton Transportation Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPCC</td>
<td>Save Our Parks Citizens’ Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URGE</td>
<td>Urban Reform Group of Edmonton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>City of Edmonton Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPL</td>
<td>Edmonton Public Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Winnipeg**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>Coalition On Sensible Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUS</td>
<td>Institute of Urban Studies, University of Winnipeg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATS</td>
<td>Winnipeg Area Transportation Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWARC</td>
<td>City of Winnipeg Archives and Records Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUS</td>
<td>Institute of Urban Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPL</td>
<td>Winnipeg Public Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Montréal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFAH</td>
<td>Common Front Against the Highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>Canadian Pacific Railway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLQ</td>
<td>Front de Libération du Québec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAP</td>
<td>Front Révolutionnaire pour une Alternative Progressiste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURC</td>
<td>Housing and Urban Renewal Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWCC</td>
<td>Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCSA</td>
<td>Montréal Council of Social Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNA</td>
<td>Member of the National Assembly of Québec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>Member of Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUC</td>
<td>Montréal Urban Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ</td>
<td>Parti Québécois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAC</td>
<td>Westmount Action Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Archives de Montréal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANQ</td>
<td>Bibliothèque et Archives Nationales du Québec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDMV</td>
<td>Centre de Documentation Marie-Victorin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUA</td>
<td>McGill University Archives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Halifax**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Action Ecology Centre, Dalhousie University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNR</td>
<td>Canadian National Railway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DREE</td>
<td>Department of Regional Economic Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTNS</td>
<td>Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVE</td>
<td>MOVEment for Citizen Voice and Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPL</td>
<td>Halifax Public Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMA</td>
<td>Halifax Regional Municipal Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UASCD</td>
<td>University Archives &amp; Special Collections, Dalhousie University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

In Canada, as in the United States, cities seemed to many to be in complete disarray in the 1960s. Growing populations and the resultant increased demands for housing fed rapid suburban sprawl, creating a postwar burst of urban and suburban planning as consultants were hired in city after city to address the challenges of the postwar era. As new residential areas cropped up, so too did shopping centres, posing a significant threat to central business districts across the country. For those who still lived in and around city centres, planning policies designed to revitalize struggling urban cores threatened neighbourhoods with large scale renewal schemes. Development battles over housing and central expressways polarized urban residents and prompted public interest in, and anxiety over, urban issues. Canada’s cities were ailing and something had to be done to return them to good health.

During this period expressway controversies erupted in urban centres across the developed world, including every major city in Canada, namely Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montréal and Halifax.1 In each of these cities, residents objected to postwar autocentric planning designed to encourage and promote the continued growth of city centres. Frustrated by unresponsive politicians and civic officials, citizen activists challenged authorities with an alternate vision for cities that prioritized the safeguarding of the urban environment through the preservation of communities, the prevention of environmental degradation, and the promotion of public transit. As opponents recognized the necessity of moving beyond grassroots

---

1 There is also evidence of expressway projects facing “organized opposition” in smaller urban centres across Ontario, including London, Ottawa, Kenora, Sarnia, Brantford, and Brampton. “Implications of the Spadina Expressway Cancellation,” Memo, W.G. Wigle (Program Engineer, Department of Highways, Ontario) to A.T.C. McNab (Deputy Minister), 21 July 1971, Interim Box 737, File: District No. 6 Toronto: [Spadina Expressway] 1971; Archives of Ontario.
activism to established legal and government channels to fight expressways, their protests were buoyed by the rapidly rising costs that plagued the schemes. By the latter half of the 1960s, many politicians and civil servants had joined the objectors. Growing concerns over the many costs of expressways -- financial, social, environmental, and eventually, political -- resulted in the defeat of numerous expressway networks, but most were qualified victories with mixed legacies.

Citizen Activism in the 1960s and 1970s

High levels of citizen engagement characterized the tumultuous 1960s. In both Canada and the U.S., the Cold War provided the political context for the ongoing Civil Rights movement, anti-Vietnam War protests, the rise of second wave feminism, campaigns for Native rights, the New Left and various students’ groups, as well as the proliferation of numerous other countercultures. Politics north of the border were also further complicated by the Quiet Revolution and Québec separatism. Keeping these factors in mind, this study contributes to growing efforts among scholars to document and understand this famously tumultuous era in the Canadian context.2

With many of the same movements growing in both Canada and the U.S., the influence of American activists reached beyond U.S. borders. Protests against the Vietnam War were particularly important in building links between American and Canadian activists, as thousands of draft resisters migrated north, and intellectuals and political activists fled the increasingly

---

intolerable political climate. The most well known American expatriate of the era was renowned urban theorist Jane Jacobs, a leading critic of high modernist projects engaged in urban renewal battles on both sides of the border. In recent years scholars have stressed the importance of this connectivity between American and Canadian activism.³

Burgeoning environmental and urban reform activism animated urban politics in the postwar era. Heated debates over urban renewal and attendant concerns about public housing and transportation systems dominated the debates. New ideas about citizen participation, technology, and the environment emerged out of this activism. Historians have noted the ways in which growing numbers of people questioned their political representatives and no longer accepted city planners as impartial experts. In addition, they have identified these emerging citizen activists as typically middle class white collar workers, often intellectuals, who possessed the necessary political and media savvy to advocate effectively. Many were university educated Baby Boomers who were influenced by the rising student radicalism that helped define the institutional culture of the era. A number of key grievances were shared by urban reformers of various stripes, including accusations that planners offered simplified solutions to complex

³ David S. Churchill reports a net increase of 120,000 Americans immigrated to Canada between 1965 and 1976, a “significant portion” of which due to opposition to Vietnam. The types of immigrants he describes -- “mostly young, healthy, middle-class, and well educated” -- were the same kinds of people who often became leading activists. David S. Churchill, “An Ambiguous Welcome: Vietnam Draft Resistance, the Canadian State, and Cold War Containment,” Histoire Sociale/Social History 37, 73 (2004), 1-26. American expatriates were also influential in the creation of Greenpeace: Frank Zelko, “Making Greenpeace: The Development of Direct Action Environmentalism in British Columbia,” BC Studies 142/143 (Summer/Autumn 2004), 197-239. Zelko stresses the importance of international events like the Vietnam War and nuclear testing in inspiring activism in this country. On the rise of environmental consciousness in the U.S. at this time, see Priscilla Coit Murphy, What a Book Can Do: The Publication and Reception of Silent Spring (Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2005). Jane Jacobs was the highest profile American expatriate of the era. Christopher Klemek argues that although the initial American response to her ideas was largely hostile, the fact that planners in Germany, England and Canada embraced Jacobs’s ideas shows they were “not inherently antiplanning, antimodernist, or NIMBYist.” He further argues these different cultures produced different fates for the urban reform movements in the New York City and Toronto, as the movement in Toronto was driven by a broad coalition of reformers that dominated the local government throughout the 1970s, while the movement in New York City was weakened by internal divisions. Christopher Klemek, “Placing Jane Jacobs within the Transatlantic Urban Conversation,” Journal of the American Planning Association 73, 1 (2007), 49-67 and “From Political Outsider to Power Broker in Two Great American Cities: Jane Jacobs and the Fall of the Urban Renewal Order in New York and Toronto,” Journal of Urban History 34, 2 (2008), 309-332.
problems, that planners obscured the political implications of their planning decisions, and that these professionals claimed scientific objectivity to defend decisions that negatively impacted already marginalized groups.4

Of all the urban renewal and redevelopment projects of the era, transportation infrastructure projects were especially complicated by the historical power of the automobile as a symbol of progress and modernity. Expressways and expressway planning represented aspects of a vision termed high modernism, which historians have employed to better understand these conflicts. Authoritarian high modernism revolved around harnessing the benefits of technical and scientific progress. In this view, scientific knowledge constituted a supreme authority and politics were consequently downplayed or excluded altogether. There was a single best solution to any problem; usually a large scale project that required a public authority to fund and orchestrate the plan. The efforts of high modernist plans proved most tragic where civil society was weak but where citizens were engaged, large scale urban redevelopment plans sparked protracted and unprecedented battles over the future of cities.5


Comparing Canadian and American Expressway Disputes

Expressway protests in Canada and the U.S. shared many features. Scholars have uncovered similar dynamics in numerous expressway disputes across the United States, including in Miami, Los Angeles, New Orleans, San Francisco, Washington, and Baltimore. In these cases, historians identified middle class professionals as the leading activists who worked to halt increasingly expensive expressway projects backed by all levels of government, from federal to city authorities. Opposition that was often initially motivated by the NIMBY sentiment matured into a more substantial reform vision, as protestors noted routes disproportionately targeted underprivileged black and Latino neighbourhoods. Instead of freeways, protestors advocated environmental protection, heritage and community preservation, and public transit alternatives. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, these citizen activists achieved widespread success in halting freeways. Their success, scholars argue, was due to their movement beyond grassroots protests to launching legal appeals, efforts which were bolstered by the rising cost of the schemes.


7 There are differences between highways, freeways, expressways, and parkways. For this study, I am focusing on expressways, which were often called freeways in the U.S. Expressways and freeways were high speed roads typically accessible only by cloverleaf interchanges and usually without intersections. Highways were simply major thoroughfares, with varying speed limits and access points. Parkways were designed like highways, but they were characterized by their aesthetic design, including trees, shrubs, and grassy medians. Parkways were also often literally routed through parkland. Due to the similarities between expressways and freeways, as well as the way in which the terms were used to apply to similar roadways in Canada and the U.S., I use both terms in this work.
While the similarities are striking, there were differences between disputes in the two countries. First, Canadian cities were not as racially divided as American cities, and routes often threatened multiple, diverse neighbourhoods, not just lower income areas occupied by racial and ethnic minorities. This factor meant charges of racial discrimination never defined Canadian disputes although the way in which expressway schemes tended to exacerbate existing inequalities between ethnic and socio-economic groups often animated the debates. Second, in Canada the federal government did not provide critical financial and administrative support to expressway projects. Federal authorities’ refusal to actively support their provincial and municipal counterparts’ plans or intervene in the disputes meant Canadian expressway protests were shaped by local-provincial government relations and the structure of urban governments, which varied across the country.

Taken together, the literature on American disputes and this study demonstrate the power of citizen activism but at the same time call into question the prominent position and credit many historians award to protestors for affecting change in this era. On both sides of the border, the popular protests have often overshadowed other factors in expressway defeats. Nowhere is this phenomenon more clearly demonstrated than in public memory and commemoration. This work clearly shows the ways in which public protests dominated the conversation about expressways and shaped the course of the controversies. At the same time, the stories from the six subject cities demonstrate the importance of financing, and in particular,

---

the ways in which concerns about the non-financial costs of expressways were often key considerations in the decision to grant -- and sometimes rescind -- funding.

The trend of expressway cancellations across Canada and the U.S. were the result of more than a wave of people power sweeping cities. In cities where expressways were defeated, protestors identified and seized the opportunity created by early questions about the wisdom of expensive freeway networks to gain traction for their opposition campaigns. Early objectors fostered and fed doubts and led calls for the plans to be reconsidered. This early phase of questioning in turn raised the profile of expressway schemes in the media and among affected residents. The latter, including commuters as well as inner-city dwellers, took note of the questions being raised on both sides. The resultant emergence of inner city expressway projects as one of the most controversial of the era made all levels of government less likely to pledge available funding. In this way, the availability of funding seemed inextricably linked to the level of public protest but in fact the reluctance of administrations to approve costly expressway schemes actually predated the emergence of protest movements in most cities. Ultimately, governments’ early reluctance to finance expressways was unwittingly underwritten by protestors’ growing efforts until the opposition to the roads was so widespread that it triggered a shift in the prevailing wisdom on urban planning and the future of cities.

Highways in History

The scope of this work is such that a number of different bodies of literature can be called on to help contextualize this interpretation. Histories of Canadian highways represent a small subset of an already modest literature on autocentric development. There are a handful of
solid studies on auto inspired changes in the urban landscape, including the proliferation of
parking lots and service stations, as well as the regulation and restriction of pedestrians.  

Academic writers have largely neglected highways, leaving it to popular historians to promote
three well worn mythologies. First, they have conceptualized the highway as way to foster
nationalism, a tool for drawing the country together and promoting unity, an avenue for greater
mobility that will foster connectivity and a heightened awareness of the country as a whole.

Second, they have conceptualized the highway as a way to conquer nature, where the power,
economic support, and technological innovations required to construct the road represents a
human victory in the ongoing struggle against the country’s natural terrain and climate. Third,
popular accounts present the highway as a way to spread progress and modernity because of the

---


technological innovation its construction requires, as well as its role in facilitating both personal and commercial mobility.\textsuperscript{12}

These mythologies have affected our conception of highways and thus they are beginning to attract critical attention from a new generation of urban scholars. Pushing past the familiar interpretations, they stress the importance of the ideology behind highways, and in turn, the ideological significance of resistance to highway schemes.\textsuperscript{13} The power of the automobile historically was derived primarily from the values and ideals it represented: progress and modernity. Expressway disputes highlight the fact that modernity and progress were neither inevitable nor unilaterally defined. Struggles between expressway champions and opponents were not over whether a modern, progressive city was desirable, but over how a modern, progressive city looked and functioned, and which group would ultimately win the contest to decide. Emphasizing the importance of resistance underscores the fact that autocentric planning as the product of deliberate, conscious, value laden choices.


The existing literature on the c. 1960s-1970s reform movements in Canadian cities is uneven. Most of the more traditional urban biographies review the controversy around renewal schemes, and at least mention, although often very briefly, the related fervour over expressway or freeway plans.\textsuperscript{14} A profile of Canadian urban development in the postwar period emerges when the smaller case studies of earlier scholars are taken together. This pattern reveals a similar trajectory and series of milestones for all of the six subject cities despite geographic and demographic differences. The highlights include earlier reform efforts that contextualize the

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
postwar movement, the introduction of comprehensive “master plans” in the 1940s with planned residential, commercial and industrial regions, extensive highway networks, and

---

expanded utilities provisions, the gradual rising opposition to these schemes, and the continued post-1970s emphasis on managing urban and suburban growth.

This study engages with interpretive questions that punctuate urban scholars’ work. It asks how power and authority are obtained, maintained, and lost in local governments and community based activist groups. Reformers questioned their political representatives -- and dethroned many of them -- while refusing to accept planners and engineers as impartial experts.

There was an irony in activists attacking the very basis of civil servants’ power -- their expertise -- while simultaneously leveraging their own expertise to establish authority among reformers.

Scholars of urban governance and reform have identified a need for more nuanced accounts of


the relationships between and within activist groups, and for a similarly nuanced portrayal of the connections between reformers and the bureaucratic class that was often targeted by their reform campaigns.  

The Question of National History

The scope of this work also inevitably evokes what is the largest question looming over the writing and teaching of Canadian history. Is it possible to write a truly national history? By extension, is it possible to talk about national trends? While previous generations of historians have lamented the death of national narratives, more recent waves have argued the so-called fragmentation of Canadian history actually represents a more accurate accounting of the varied experiences inherent in an incredibly diverse country.

The result of these debates for urban studies, as for many other fields, has been an uneven body of literature. Traditional urban biographies offer sweeping surveys of the lives of cities touching only briefly on reform, while a handful of case studies on the topic are heavily weighted to Toronto and Montréal, and rarely compare the subject city to others within, or

---

outside of the country. The principle strength of the comparative approach is that it enhances understanding by contextualizing results. In practical terms, this means it makes the significance of similarities and differences between reform movements clear, and helps in accounting for these variations. In this respect, this study can be regarded as a measure of the feasibility, rewards and limits of large scale national history projects.

With this claim in mind, this project focuses on six cities of varying sizes and from different regions in an effort to establish an understanding of expressway disputes that at once relays the basic nature of the national experience while also highlighting the important differences in the shape and fate of the controversies in each city.

**Methodology**

This study is based on a wealth of archival sources from numerous repositories across the country, including municipal archives in Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montréal and Halifax, provincial archives in Ontario, Québec and Nova Scotia, and many university archives and public library collections. These repositories hold extensive records from federal,......

---

provincial and municipal governments including reports, internal memos and other documents, and council transcripts. Collections from activist groups and important figures on both sides of the debates were also central to the project. These files contain position and strategy papers, press releases, personal correspondence and protest letters. This material was also supplemented with print media coverage.

Even with these considerable resources, the decision not to conduct interviews with contemporary participants and observers will undoubtedly attract attention and raise questions. Proponents of oral history argue that the value of the approach is not necessarily in unearthing the absolute or objective truth of history, but rather in better understanding how participants and observers remember and interpret history. Critics argue oral history is not credible because it is susceptible to faulty or false memories as well as the strategic reworking of history in one’s own image. In reality, oral history is perhaps no more vulnerable to these shortcomings than documentary sources are, as both can contain incomplete, misinformed and even deliberately deceitful accounts. Similarly, while oral history testimonies are inextricably shaped by hindsight, so too are documentary sources produced in the days, weeks, months and years after the fact. Furthermore, interviews are shaped in much the same way documentary research is: in both cases, the researcher sets his or her own agenda in determining the scope of the inquiry.

Given how alike the strengths and weaknesses of oral and documentary history are, the calls for oral history to complement archival based studies of more recent people, places and events deserve a closer consideration. Oral history often invigorates historical studies by infusing them with the voices of those who might otherwise be omitted from the historical record and by providing a perspective not included in contemporary documentary sources. In the case
of inner city expressway disputes, archives and libraries across the country are well stocked with 
network plans, reports, maps, memos and all manner of evidence documenting the schemes from 
their origins to their conclusions. These are the kinds of sources historians would generally 
expect to find available, but add to this an equal if not greater quantity of records from anti-
expressway forces, including publications, meeting transcripts, and numerous internal 
documents. On both sides of the expressway debates, this archival material illuminates not just 
the events as they unfolded at the time but offers two additional avenues of insight. First, the 
documents disclose behind the scenes details and strategies, and second, sources produced after 
the fact reveal how pro and anti-expressway forces analyzed their perceived victories and defeats 
as well as the impact of the conflicts. These candid disclosures, many made with the benefit of 
hindsight, are precisely the kind of valued insights historians turn to oral history to uncover.

A study of this scope will also be subject to questions about the broader framework 
within which the subject cities are contextualized. Inner city expressway disputes in this era can 
be studied from a variety of perspectives. The exclusive focus on a particular type of highway -- 
expressways -- in a particular location -- inner cities -- could give rise to a number of different 
studies. One approach would be to offer an examination of the inner workings of municipal 
administrations by detailing the proposal, planning and advocacy of expressways. Another 
approach would be to delve into the formation, operation and motivations of anti-expressway 
activists groups. Where a study focusing on city governments might adopt a political science 
approach, a consideration of activist groups could be written from a sociological perspective.

The frame of reference of this study is broader than either of those possibilities. Here 
the overarching focus is on the juncture where pro and anti-expressway forces meet, the points of
debate and dispute. This perspective provides insights on the inner workings of municipal
governments, including their relationship with provincial counterparts, as well as a sense of the
activists’ activities. This broader view uses the conversation about expressways as a guide in
shaping the narrative. Throughout this study, the focus remains on the interchange.

The topic of urban development controversies, and expressway disputes in particular,
also offers a range of possibilities in terms of the geographical context in which a study can be
placed. Expressway controversies can be found not only in the United States, where they are
best documented, and in Canada, as this study demonstrates, but in a number of countries at
similar developmental stages including England and Australia. In all these places, urban
governments faced a common set of challenges and proposed much the same solutions. These
locales saw not only the same kinds of expressway plans, but also the same kinds of expressway
protests. On a broader scale, they all fit into a common profile of cities in this era, which were
beset by challenges stemming from fluctuating demographics and besieged by a remarkable
number of grassroots activist groups with various agendas. Canadian expressway disputes can
therefore be understood as one chapter in a broader history of the ways in which protest and
dissent shaped urban development across the globe in the 1960s and 1970s.

**Study Structure**

This study is divided into six sections, one for each city. The cities represent a cross
section of urban centres in Canada, large and small, established and burgeoning, growing and
declining. Toronto is examined first and the remaining chapters move across the country from
west to east: Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Montréal and Halifax. The Toronto chapter
begins the study because the controversy in that city served as a landmark for the others. Debates in all cities were undoubtedly inspired by the unique, transnational spirit of the times, and many Canadian objectors sought to avoid the fate of their freeway-riddled American neighbours. The expressway cancellation in Toronto, however, was much more tangible and local. Across the country, the majority of activist groups formed in direct response to the freeway threat; they began with a very specific goal that would only later evolve into a broader reform vision. With this limited mandate in mind, Toronto showed both expressway supporters and detractors in other cities that expressways could in fact be defeated and that opposition to the routes was not limited to a vocal, radical minority. In this respect, it was a much more important development than any broader culture of protest for pragmatic activists on both sides of the debates.

Each chapter adheres to a similar narrative arc to highlight the similarities and differences between disputes, following a brief city biographical sketch with discussion of the evolution of the expressway controversy including a review of the plans, initial responses and pro and anti-expressway arguments and advocates, and finally the defeat of the plans.

In each city, planners and consultants assigned the task of solving the growing problem of maintaining easy access to, and mobility within, urban centres brought forward extensive expressway plans based on the assumption that the automobile was, and would continue to be, king. The initial mixed response among politicians and some officials to the expressway plans revealed important technical, philosophical and financial questions that citizen protestors later used to their advantage. While some politicians and officials welcomed the introduction of these plans, others were taken aback by the potential impact and incredible costs of the networks. As
some regarded expressways as essential components in their efforts to give their cities a modern
makeover, others were concerned about the unstudied consequences and raised questions about
the social and environmental impact of the routes. Increasingly, the incredible financial tolls of
the roads were evaluated in light of these other costs.

As public opposition grew so too did debates in official circles. The debates were
punctuated by furious rhetoric that conceptualized the expressway question as a life or death
battle for cities fuelled by groups depicted as imported rabble rousers on one side and nefarious
political interests on the other. Between elected and appointed officials, planners were often
frustrated by politicians’ indecision and reluctance to commit to proposals while politicians were
careful to guard their status as decision makers. At the same time, conflicts over financing often
pitted municipal and provincial administrations against one another. The ensuing disagreements
attracted attention from engaged citizens. Increasing numbers of residents were alarmed about
the impact of the expressway schemes on their cities. Their doubts and annoyance culminated in
landmark demonstrations and public hearings that marked the peak of the debates. Protestors
framed their opposition to expressways as part of broader objections over autocentric planning
and challenged pro-expressway authorities to consider an alternate vision for the future of their
cities.

The height of the debates was followed by the decline and defeat of expressway
networks as a lack of political support combined with strong public opposition resulted in the
cancellation or indefinite postponement of many schemes. The real impact of the controversies
remains a subject of debate but officials’ efforts to learn the lessons of the expressway disputes
were evidenced by new directions in transportation planning in the wake of the defeats as well as
efforts to incorporate public participation in the planning process. Expressways were blocked in many cities but for those who fought the schemes, continued autocentric development exemplified by the expansion of major inner city arteries was not a significant departure from the defeated routes.
Chapter 1: Toronto, Ontario: “Stop Spadina, Save Our City!”

In Toronto the controversy revolved around the Spadina Expressway, a route that would descend into the heart of the city, forming an important link in officials’ ongoing efforts to construct two full expressway loops to encircle the city. While the initial plans met with some opposition from concerned ratepayers, the years immediately following the introduction of the Spadina scheme were characterized mainly by arguments between city and metro councils. Metro endorsed and forcefully advocated for the route as a project that addressed regional transportation needs while the city resisted being subjected to a road that they argued demanded inner city sacrifice for the benefit of suburban communities.

In the late 1960s objections to the Spadina route exploded beyond scattered community opposition and became a large, active and energized citizen protest movement. Protestors called for a new direction in city development, away from autocentric planning. They demanded a complete overhaul of planning practices, with more open government that would welcome greater citizen participation. As protests raised the political stakes on the issue, rising cost estimates also made the plans increasingly untenable. Finally after several reviews and appeals, the provincial government cancelled funding for the route, declaring the move a turning point in city planning. Citizen activists upheld the cancellation as a landmark victory for progressive reformers. In reality, the defeat of the Spadina Expressway was due both to the growing costs associated with the scheme and the protests that dominated the public discourse, and the cancellation did not mark a lasting turn away from autocentric planning.
Situated on the northwestern shore of Lake Ontario, Toronto is a city surrounded by highways: the Gardiner Expressway, the Don Valley Parkway, and Highways 401 and 400.\(^{21}\) These routes were constructed prior to the height of the anti-expressway backlash, starting in the late 1940s and 1950s and concluding by the mid-1960s. For officials, then, the Spadina Expressway represented continuity in transportation planning. At the same time, the city’s historical status as a financial centre in the region and the attendant strength of its financial and industrial sectors helped Toronto challenge Montréal’s dominance and eventually overtake its eastern neighbour as the largest and most influential urban centre in the country by the mid-1970s.\(^{22}\) As the leading city, Toronto often served as a reference point for other Canadian centres, and planners called for modern transportation infrastructure befitting a national centre.

The postwar age of urban renewal spawned many protracted conflicts in Toronto beyond the Spadina controversy. Scholars have argued that earlier attempts to promote local democracy and citizen participation which fell victim to class, ethnic and political divisions set the stage for battles over planning policies in the 1960s and 1970s.\(^{23}\) Others have maintained that activism in years preceding the expressway battle was primarily driven by ratepayers’ groups advocating for their own neighbourhoods, in contrast to the broader based social and environmental activism.

\(^{21}\) Observers have argued early highway development in the region set the stage for the continued expansion of networks that shaped suburban growth and its impact on city development in the Spadina era. John Sewell, “Building a Superhighway System,” chapter 4 in *The Shape of the Suburbs: Understanding Toronto’s Sprawl* (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009), 49-74.

\(^{22}\) For a wide ranging account of the city’s early development, J.M.S. Careless, *Toronto to 1918: An Illustrated History* (Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1983).

driving subsequent movements. Trefann Court was the scene of one of the most notorious renewal battles from the mid 1960s to the early 1970s as destructive plans to remake the residential area were defeated by sustained citizen opposition in favour of constructive rehabilitation. Observers and academics are unanimous on the importance of this case as an example of the power of citizen activism and as marking a shift from destructive renewal to revitalization and preservation. Toronto historical geographer and Spadina-era activist James Lemon argued this kind of citizen activism shaped the city’s development throughout the twentieth century. Lemon identified two political trends in the Spadina era, the simultaneous increases of provincial government involvement and citizen participation in the city. In his assessment, the Spadina controversy was a milestone in the postwar reform battles and a clear indication of the divide between the city and suburbs. Scholars have highlighted Toronto’s embrace of participatory policy-making in the aftermath of these development battles but remain divided on the importance and influence of American expatriates like Jane Jacobs.


In the postwar era, the city and its neighbouring municipalities were each governed by their own elected council and mayor until 1953 when Metropolitan Toronto was created. Metro was created by provincial legislation and included the City of Toronto, the towns of New Toronto, Mimico, Weston, and Leaside, the villages of Long Branch, Swansea, and Forest Hill, and the townships of Etobicoke, York, North York, East York, and Scarborough. Metro was subsequently reworked into six municipalities in 1967, comprised of the City of Toronto, North York, East York, York, Etobicoke and Scarborough. During these years the population of Toronto expanded almost continuously from 667,457 in 1941, to 675,754 in 1951, to 672,407 in 1961, to 712,786 in 1971 while the Metropolitan Toronto population grew much more rapidly, from 909,928 in 1941, to 1,117,470 in 1951, to 1,618,787 in 1961, to 2,086,017 in 1971.28

Metro’s mandate was to coordinate services and planning, including transportation, across municipal territories. While some have detailed the ways in which the creation of regional administrations and rising suburban populations fostered and fed urban-suburban tensions in cities across the country, other scholars have argued provincial officials in Ontario did not intend to restrict municipal autonomy. Instead, they contend, the aim was to strengthen local government by empowering them with a broader planning and implementation mandate, thereby preventing city stagnation and its attendant impact on the province.29 Whatever the intention, the rivalries inherent within a regional government were instrumental in drawing the battle lines that dictated much of the expressway debates.

Concerns “largely speculative and difficult to evaluate”

The origins of the Spadina Expressway can be traced back to January 1948 when a city-wide vote of 34,261 to 32,078 approved plans to improve and widen Spadina Avenue and Spadina Road. By 1952, plans referred to Spadina as an arterial road, and by 1953 after the formation of Metropolitan Toronto, the plan had become the $11,500,000 Spadina Expressway, the cost of which would be split equally between the newly formed Metro government and the province.30 The expressway was slated to run south from Downsview Airport, parallel to Bathurst, shifting east between Eglinton Avenue and St. Clair Avenue West to align with Spadina Road at Davenport Road, then following Spadina Road south to the Gardiner Expressway. The high-speed, limited access portion would stop between Harbord Street and College Street, where the remainder of Spadina Road south to the Gardiner would be reconstructed as a major arterial road. In 1956, the planning board recommended a rapid transit line be installed with the expressway. In December of the following year, the Crosstown Expressway was first proposed, at an estimated cost of $68,000,000. The Crosstown was slated to connect with the Spadina Expressway and run east across the city. By July 1959, plans for the $25,000,000 Yorkdale interchange at the northern end of the expressway were approved. The same year, metro council released its official plan for the region. The plan showed two expressway loops, one at the city limits and one circling the inner city, with both loops linked by the planned Richview and Spadina Expressways.31

30 Nowlan, The Bad Trip, 6.

In October 1961, the Metropolitan Planning Board adopted the Spadina Expressway, subway line, and Crosstown Expressway together. The Spadina plan called for a combined depressed expressway and rapid transit route running through primarily residential areas, and was clearly situated as part of the larger expressway network. The planning board said existing city streets could not accommodate the ever increasing volume of traffic, and thus the

---

32 Ibid.
expressway was needed. Regarding the loss of parkland, they said all compromised areas would be recreated elsewhere in the city, and that although residents in communities bisected by the expressway “may feel somewhat isolated,” such concerns were “largely speculative and difficult to evaluate.” At the time, city council wanted the expressway scheme postponed, advocating rapid transit instead. In addition, forty-five ratepayers’ groups registered their opposition, but despite this opposition, Metro Chairman Frederick Gardiner (1953-61) cast the deciding vote approving the scheme. As Gardiner’s biographer Timothy J. Colton noted, Gardiner assumed that pushing the expressway plans through would leave his successors with no choice but to finish the project, but he was wrong.

A transcript of the public hearings held before the metro council does not exist but in 1962 the council did request that the planning board produce another report responding directly to protestors’ many concerns. In the report, the board argued pollution could only be prevented by completely banning cars. Where downtown congestion was concerned, they argued the expressway would not exacerbate problems, rather it would only bring the same number of cars downtown more efficiently. In response to concerns the expressway would draw consumers out of the core, they argued downtown businesses suffered from the exodus of middle class families to the suburbs, not the creation of roadways designed to increase access between the suburbs and the inner city. The report said complainants’ most common argument against the plan was that rapid mass transit alternatives had not been seriously considered. In response the board argued

---


34 “F.G.’s three votes keep expressways alive,” The Toronto Star 6 December 1961.

that expressways were absolutely necessary regardless of rapid transit provisions because each option served different forms of traffic, and neither could be substituted for the other. They also presented one of the most popular arguments of pro-Spadina advocates, which was that they could not control whether people bought cars or how often they used them. Protestors also questioned whether developers of the Yorkdale Shopping Centre exerted undue influence on the planning process, as their centre was situated directly beside the most northern interchange. The board argued the situation was quite the opposite, in that developers chose their site logically based on the city’s planned expressway network, instead of the city catering to the developers.  

An earlier report from the Metropolitan Roads and Traffic Committee, however, suggested otherwise – as it stated explicitly that “extensive discussions” were held with representatives from Eaton’s about the proposed Yorkdale Shopping Centre in relation to the expressway’s development.  

Finally, the board devoted two pages to comparing population density, miles of expressways, and miles of rapid transit in Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, and Toronto in an effort to demonstrate the need for expanded transportation networks.  

Metro Commissioner of Planning Wojciech Wronski later contradicted this line of reasoning. He told a protestor who evoked American examples to demonstrate the folly of urban expressways that “Expressways in
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36 “Report on Spadina Expressway Brief and Ratepayer Presentations,” 1-2, 3, 8, 4, 9, 1-2, c. February 1962, Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board, F0417-1975-013/002 (24); YUA.


the large American cities cannot be compared to the Wm. R. Allen [Spadina] Expressway. The problems of the cities in the United States are very different from our problems in Toronto.”

In November 1961, 100 angry objectors attended a Roads Committee meeting headed by Metro Chair Gardiner. Speaking out against the Spadina scheme as well as the Crosstown route, protestors stressed the importance of public transit instead. A few days later, a ratepayers’ federation was formed to oppose the Spadina scheme, arguing it would increase taxes and

---

39 W. Wronski to Toronto resident, 26 February 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (3); YUA. The William R. Allen Expressway and the Spadina Expressway were the same road – the Allen was the official name chosen for the route but it was rarely used even in government documents.

destroy parkland in the Cedarvale and Nordeimer ravines. In December 1961, Gardiner approved the Spadina scheme independent of the Crosstown, at a cost of $73,600,000 for the expressway, and $80,000,000 for the subway. When the plan floundered at a subsequent metro council meeting, ratepayers groups from the Bathurst-Lawrence and Downsview neighbourhoods, both in suburban areas north of the inner city, demanded the plan be revived. At the same time, groups from Forest Hill, York, and the inner city maintained their opposition. William Allen, who followed Gardiner as Metro Chairman supported Spadina without the Crosstown link, as did North York Councillor Irving Paisley. There was speculation at the time that Allen, who previously opposed the scheme, had changed his mind when he learned provincial funding would not be available for the Yorkdale interchange where the Spadina route and Highway 401 met if the expressway was shortened. In March 1962 the plan was revived and approved again by metro council at an estimated cost of $154,000,000 for the expressway and rapid transit line, and scheduled for completion in 1970. By August 1963, the Ontario Municipal Board approved the Spadina Expressway at an estimated cost of $73,600,000.

Over three years later in December 1966, metro council adopted the expressway system outlined in its 1959 report, together with the inner expressway ring and the Crosstown
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41 “Form group to fight Spadina Expressway,” The Toronto Star 22 November 1961.


45 “Metro OKs 154 million Spadina thruway plan,” The Toronto Star 7 March 1962. Spadina opponents later accused Paisley of working with Yorkdale development company Webb and Knapp to fabricate public support for the Spadina scheme at this time, and were quick to point out that Frederick Gardiner was on the Board of Directors for the Foundation Company of Canada, of which Fenco-Harris – another company involved in the development of Yorkdale – was a subsidiary. The accusations are included in David Nowlan and Nadine Nowlan’s book on the expressway controversy, they were also aired in the local newspapers. The Bad Trip (Toronto: New Press, House of Anasi, 1970).
expressway. Also in that month, the first northern section of the Spadina Expressway opened from Wilson Heights to Lawrence Avenue, including the Yorkdale interchange. At the time, Metro Commissioner of Traffic Engineering Sam Cass (1954-78; Metro Commissioner of Roads and Traffic, 1978-89), who regarded the expressway dominated Los Angeles as a model for traffic management, argued that persistent calls for increased public transit funding were unrealistic and instead supported the plan to build more expressways. Frustrated by the slow pace of construction, metro council postponed the Scarborough Expressway in favour of hurrying progress on Spadina in spring 1969.

In September of that year, mounting protests caused city council to call for a temporary postponement of construction pending a review, and in October, council completed the Official Plan for the City of Toronto. The section on transportation clearly outlined city council’s stance. The integration of city and regional transportation networks were a priority, as was insuring all areas enjoyed “a full range of transportation services, predominantly modes of mass transit” centered around the downtown core. The plan prioritized the development and expansion of public transit facilities, especially subway lines. Expressways were supported strictly to serve “commercial and industrial traffic and for those people for whom the use of the automobile [was] essential.” Finally, the city council rejected metro’s expressway network, noting specifically that the Crosstown Expressway would not be considered unless the need for such a roadway was

---


proven. Once again, the tensions between city council’s plans for the city and metro council’s overarching regional designs were evident.

“Citizens arise you have nothing to lose but your city!”

While various ratepayers groups and city council members had objected to the Spadina scheme since its inception, the most raucous and sustained protests began in the late 1960s. The Stop Spadina Save Our City Coordinating Committee (SSSOCCC) was the largest and most active group, officially formed in October 1969 specifically to stop the expressway. SSSOCCC began as a discussion group, and was inspired by Praxis, a research organization with which many of the SSSSOCCC members were involved. Praxis sought to connect social theory and social action. Many of the original members also came from the pre-existing Committee of Concerned Citizens. As their name suggests, SSSOCCC’s principal mandate was to coordinate anti-expressway forces. The group divided its efforts into two main categories – “backstage political work, and the front-stage mobilizing of massive public support,” which they considered their “major role.” Once formed, SSSOCCC served as a conduit for anti-expressway sentiment and support, while also attracting a good deal of enmity from pro-expressway forces.

The group’s members were primarily middle class professionals and many lived in the proposed path of the highway. Chairman Alan Powell was a sociology professor at the University of Toronto, and other key members held similar positions. David Nowlan, for

49 Official Plan for the City of Toronto Planning Area, City of Toronto Planning Board, 40, October 1969, F0417-1975-013/006 (04); YUA.


51 SSSOCCC Untitled letter to supporters, n.d., F0417-1975-013/001 (11); YUA.

example, was an economics professor at York University, John Sewell was a Toronto Alderman and later served as the Mayor of Toronto, and Colin Vaughan was an architect. Powell identified the group as “distinctly middle-class” but still broadly based in the city. In March 1970, he estimated SSSOCCC boasted over 1,500 active members. In one of his many articles covering the Spadina controversy for The Globe and Mail, journalist James Mackenzie described the group’s membership succinctly:

Of the near-sixty core organizers of Stop Spadina today, twenty-four are university academics and the rest are professional people like librarians, architects, writers, stockbrokers and planners. There are no labour leaders on the leadership rolls, and few working-class people in the general ranks. Few are suburbanites or, if they are, they are generally York University students or staff.

Despite their membership profile, SSSOCCC did not have a staid middle class image, rather it was known as an energetic and perhaps even radical protest group. Their tactics, which attracted much media attention and certainly promoted public awareness of the Spadina issue, also hurt the group in some respects. In one particularly fiery speech, for example, Powell condemned local politicians “who are clearly capable of stopping the rape of our city by big merchants and greedy corporate interests – only our vow to defeat the worm-eaten trouts [sic] of the Old Guard at the next election can Save Our City. Citizens arise you have nothing to lose but your city!” Although this type of rhetoric attracted a lot of attention, it also turned many people
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52 Alan Powell to M.P. Collins (Professor, School of Environmental Studies, University College London), 14 May 1970, F0417-1975-013/002 (08); YUA.

53 Alan Powell to Paul Hellyer (MP), 25 March 1970, 1975-013/001 (4); YUA.


55 Press Release of Text of Chairman Alan Powell’s Report to SSSOCCC Members and Supporters at Convocation Hall, 15 October 1970, F0417-1975-013/006 (03); YUA.

off. As one finance report for the perpetually under-funded group said, “most of the money came from concerned upper middle class people – academics, professionals, ratepayers, teachers, etc. . . . student organizations were very generous. The upper class – Rosedale and lower Forest Hill – was useless. We lacked restraint and good breeding.”56 But it was organized.

All members and volunteers were assigned specific tasks, including political and legal lobbying, publicity, education and promotion, petitions, and so forth.57 The group networked with like-minded activists and frequently staged media friendly events. SSSOCCC staged its first public protest on 16 December 1969 when group members dressed in Victorian costumes paraded horse drawn carts through the city to underscore their argument that the expressway proposal was a product of outdated thinking. To draw further attention to their cause, famous urban theorist and activist Jane Jacob’s attendance at the event was highlighted on the press release.58 SSSOCCC carefully publicized support from numerous prominent Torontonians in order to bolster their cause. A publicly released December 1969 SSSOCCC petition against the expressway, for example, was cosigned by University of Toronto President Claude Bissell, author Pierre Berton, Toronto General Hospital Chief Surgeon Robert Mustard, famed theorist Marshal McLuhan, architect Ray Moriyama, and Royal Ontario Museum Director Peter Swann, among others.59 Despite such high profile support, SSSOCCC leaders wisely recognized the volatile nature of the controversy, deliberately refraining from making the expressway a key

56 “Informal Observations About SSSOCCC Finances,” Bob Tennant, n.d., F0417-1975-013/004 (06); YUA.
SSSOCCC Untitled Memo, n.d., F0417-1975-013/007 (02); YUA.


58 “Press Release, SSSOCCC,” 16 December 1969, F0417-1975-013/007 (01); YUA.

issue in the November 1969 municipal elections so that the potential victory of pro-Spadina candidates could not be interpreted as public support for the project.60

SSSOCCC’s protests became more sophisticated as the group grew. In February 1970 two members hand-delivered valentines to Metro Chairman Ab Campbell (1969-73) and Mayor William Dennison (1966-72),61 and in April the group celebrated the first Earth Day by planting five trees – silver maples and Douglas firs – directly in the expressway’s proposed route.62 Both events earned front page coverage in city newspapers. Also in April, SSSOCCC co-chairman at the time, prominent Canadian historian Jack Granatstein presented an interim report on an anti-expressway petition and called once again on metro council to commission an independent review.63 SSSOCCC even applied to air a one minute anti-Spadina spot as a paid commercial on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), but the film was rejected “because of the topic’s controversial and political aspects.”64 In May, SSSOCCC lent its support along with another activist group with a broader mandate, Pollution Probe, to “The City is for People Day,” a festival held in Nathan Phillips Square outside City Hall. The event celebrated the notion that “Toronto is not just a collection of buildings and streets. Toronto is a living organism.”65 This

63 “Press release,” 25 April 1970, F0417-1975-013/007 (05); YUA.
64 R.E. Leitch (Assistant Network Supervisor, Institutional Broadcasts, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) to Anelle Parker (SSSOCCC member), 20 March 1970, F0417-1975-013/002 (17); YUA.
festival included performances from a local trio, led by Ned Jacobs, who called themselves The Spadina Singers, and performed protest songs such as “Hey Mr. Cass,” and “The Bad Trip.”

One of the biggest events presented by SSSOCCC was the double bill premiere of “The Burning Would,” billed as “a film statement by Marshal McLuhan,” and the first public talk delivered by Jane Jacobs about the expressway at the University of Toronto in October 1970. The film was a fifteen minute commentary on the ills of urban expressways in general, and the Spadina scheme in particular. In a complimentary review in *Toronto Citizen*, Brian Johnson summarized the film as “. . . an ironic and macabre insight into the politics of urban life-style. Corporate objectives destroy human objectives through a congested maze of concrete . . . We see crowds of people who have no control over their environment . . . They’re alienated by the physical structure of their own transportation patterns.”

Despite their efforts, the group continually struggled to draw support from the suburbs surrounding the city. Consequently, it designed literature specifically for those areas. One pamphlet written by John Sewell for distribution in North York, for example, reviewed the typical arguments against the expressway – that it would cause congestion; that it was the first step in realizing the 1964 metro plan for an expressway network estimated at $2,000,000,000 to $3,000,000,000; and, that instead of the ever more expensive road, public funding should be poured into alternatives such as buses, the creation of exclusive bus lanes, rapid transit, and more broadly into housing, pollution, parks, and education. The call to divert funds to broader community issues was consistent with the larger preoccupations of many anti-Spadina protestors

---


who wanted to preserve and enhance their communities. Sewell’s pamphlet also stressed the financial toll of the expressway, arguing the rapid transit alternate plan not adopted from the 1964 Metro Transportation Plan would cost $912,000,000 less.  

SSSOCCC members also tried to strengthen their forces by networking locally and internationally. In Toronto, members worked with another new group Pollution Probe, founded in 1969. One lengthy handout from Pollution Probe entitled, “The Spadinosaur,” reiterated many of the key arguments of SSSOCCC members. They began by blasting the city’s “automobile oriented economy that poisons the air, congests the city, disrupts it with noise and parking lots, ravages parkland and destroys communities to build ever more expressways.” They argued that the expressway would depress property values, which would trigger an exodus of the inner city middle class to suburban areas, which in turn would trigger the decline of inner city neighbourhoods. The handout also lamented the possible loss of an estimated 23,000 jobs for semi-skilled immigrant workers in the Kensington area garment industry, the loss of parkland in ravines from Eglinton Avenue to Casa Loma, and the unknown effects of increased air pollution. Arguing the expressway would exacerbate congestion instead of relieve it, Pollution Probe members joined SSSOCCC activists in voicing their concerns that the interests of the corporations behind the Yorkdale Shopping Centre and “upper income” earners who could afford cars were being prioritized over the majority of citizens who relied on rapid transit alternatives.
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69 The adopted plan called for 175 miles of expressway and 29 miles of rapid transit, while the alternative plan called for 81 miles of expressway and 88 miles of rapid transit lines. SSSOCCC Untitled pamphlet draft, John Sewell, 25 February 1970, F0417-1975-013/002 (20); YUA.

Outside of the city, SSSOCCC Chairman Alan Powell contacted anti-expressway activists in his former home of London, England, as well as groups in the U.S. Powell was most concerned with whether activists abroad were making progress, and how similar or different the protests in London and Toronto were. While the London activists said a re-evaluation of the city’s transportation plans was under way due to public pressure, they also noted they were only protesting the innermost portions of a proposed network.\footnote{71} Indeed the perspective of London protestors seemed quite different from that of Toronto activists. As one correspondent explained to Powell, “In England you have to play this very cool to have a hope of winning. Emotional stuff about the horrors of the motor car and the need for rapid transit systems etc. are not enough. \textit{Some} expressways are necessary in any city.”\footnote{72} SSSOCCC members also reached out to anti-expressway movements in the U.S., including those in Baltimore, Maryland, and Washington, D.C. Co-Chairman Paul Reinhardt exchanged promotional literature with American activists. As he explained in a letter to the Movement Against Destruction group in Baltimore, SSSOCCC members regarded protests across North America as all being part of a broad movement, where each victory boosted the chances for another, and they believed if Spadina was stopped, it would set a precedent in Canada.\footnote{73}

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnotetext[71]{Alan Powell to T. Martin (Secretary, London Amenity and Transport Association), 26 November 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (06); YUA; J.M. Thomson (Professor, London School of Economics and Political Science) to Alan Powell, 13 March 1970; F0417-1975-013/002 (08); YUA.}

\footnotetext[72]{Emphasis in original. Viscount Esher to Alan Powell, 2 April 1970, F0417-1975-013/002 (08); YUA.}

\footnotetext[73]{Paul Reinhardt to Movement Against Destruction, 3 February 1970, F0417-1975-013/003 (11); YUA; Untitled promotional literature from the Emergency Committee on the Transportation Crisis, Washington, D.C., 26 November 1969, F0417-1975-013/002 (08); YUA. Paul Reinhardt, SSSOCCC Letter (Packaged with new copies of \textit{The Bad Trip}), F0417-1975-013/001 (3); YUA.}
\end{footnotesize}
“A minority group of radicals”

Despite the political savvy of SSSOCCC leaders and their well organized protests, the group had weaknesses. They were chronically short of money, and thus could not fund more expensive moves such as the work of a later activist group – the Spadina Review Corporation – created specifically to ensure anti-expressway voices were represented during the subsequent Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) hearings in March 1970. Ironically, the group’s pairing of a primarily professional middle class membership with what some called radical tactics both helped and hindered its cause. The socio-economic status of the members lent weight to their political protests and objections, but at the same time, the movement seemed aloof to the working class Torontonians. Furthermore, its stalwart defence of the inner city played off the traditional binary between urban and suburban residents. As journalist James MacKenzie noted when interviewing Alan Powell and SSSOCCC treasurer Robert Tennent, “They hadn’t noticed that most of the group’s spokesmen have British or American accents; that their use of the word city in their ‘Save our City’ slogan smacks of arrogance or selfishness to suburbanites; that too many leading members sound elitely [sic] upper middle class, that [some think] the movement is simply unreal.”

Though criticism of activists on either side of the protest was not always as thoughtful as MacKenzie’s analysis, it did illuminate the ideological struggle that lay behind the expressway controversy. Some of the criticism was simply inflammatory, such as Downsview liberal Member of Provincial Parliament (MPP) Vernon Singer’s characterization of anti-expressway

protestors as “hairy, snaggle-toothed academics.”75 Others referred to protestors as ‘kids’ who were immature and out of touch with the needs of the city.76 More commonly, citizens who wrote to various government officials urging the construction of the expressway reminded politicians that they “expect them [elected officials] to carry out the wishes of the majority of the people,” and not yield to the “unreasonable demands of what is without question a very small, but vocal, minority,” or in other words, “a minority group of radicals.”77

There was little change in the way Spadina supporters characterized protestors from the early 1960s through to the 1970s. Spadina supporters frequently accused protestors of being self centered in attempting to preserve their own communities instead of accommodating transportation developments that would benefit many citizens. One letter writer told provincial Minister of Economics W. Darcy McKeough that it was only “a small band of a noisy selfish group” that opposed the roadway, while North York businessman Archie Ginsberg was more direct, calling opponents “selfish idiot[s].”78 Vocal pro-Spadina The Toronto Star columnist Dennis Braithwaite argued protestors were simply unrealistic. He wrote: “More and more expressways will be built in, around and through metro and anyone who believes otherwise is a romantic, Quixotic fool. Expressways are put there to serve King Automobile and are therefore

---

75 Untitled Spadina Protest Flyer from The Annex Ratepayers Association, April 1970, F0417-1975-013/007 (10); YUA.

76 Anonymous letter to SSSOCCC, n.d., F0417-1975-013/001 (06); YUA.


sensible, useful and above all inevitable. King Automobile’s domain is expanding, not contracting and the end is nowhere in sight.”

Braithwaite’s commentary included the key issue which pro and anti-Spadina activists virulently disagreed on – the rightful place of automobiles in the urban landscape.

“Who cared about pollution in 1962?”

The biggest question in the chronological trajectory of the Spadina controversy was, why now? Why, when the expressway plans had been public knowledge since 1953, and when construction had been under way since 1962, did the most raucous and determined objections not arise until the late 1960s? The Toronto Daily Star writer William Bragg asked pro-Spadina Metro Commissioner of Roads and Traffic Sam Cass this question in January 1970. He responded: “The only answer that I can give – and I don’t think it’s a satisfactory answer – is that in very recent years we have seen a tremendous change in the attitude of some people generally which has resulted in protests by primarily youth, but not necessarily, against almost every social and physical institution that has been accepted in the past.” Cass was partially correct -- he and his pro-Spadina advocates were witnessing a significant shift in attitudes, but it was not just youth, and their objections were not as unfocussed as he thought.

The great fervor over the Spadina Expressway in the late 1960s and early 1970s can be explained by recognizing the importance of new ideas about citizen participation, technology, and the environment. Growing numbers of people were no longer assuming politicians would

---


act in their best interests. Increasingly, those who rejected traditional notions of modernism and progress that prioritized technology without concern for its impact on human communities and the environment made their voices heard. The debate was not just among the general public nor was it strictly between residents and politicians – the growing divide was also evident between politicians. Anti-Spadina Alderman and Metro Transportation Committee member Ying Hope (1969-1985) offered scathing criticism of his colleagues, asking:

Will metro fail in its handling of the Spadina Expressway issue? Will the old time politicians in metro continue on a one-track course, in the time honored manner of conducting a series of token hearings, then dismissing them as if they had never been heard, and finally rendering a verdict conceived in the glazed thinking of previous councils?\(^{81}\)

Hope’s analysis was very much in line with other anti-Spadina protestors, one of whom said simply, “I suppose it’s hopeless to think we’ll really be able to stop the juggernaut of metro govt.”\(^{82}\)

These debates were not between two warring factions, one championing progress, and the other resisting the concept of progress outright, rather they were over what constituted progress. Pro-Spadina advocates such as R.M. Wilcox, a member of the Businessmen’s League Against Spadina Termination (BLAST), argued the accommodation and encouragement of growth and expansion in the city as well as the suburbs had to be a priority, and that transportation systems must be designed accordingly. Wilcox regarded the Spadina region as one in need of a modern makeover which would “enable modern high-rise apartments and office buildings to replace out-dated and run-down stores and homes.” He concluded with a warning: “Fish markets must not

---

81 Ying Hope, “‘Metro can’t ignore the expressway hearings’,” *The Toronto Daily Star* 1 June 1970.

82 Toronto resident to John Sewell (Toronto Alderman), 9 February 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (3); YUA.
stand in the way of progress.” The rejection of this notion of progress was fundamental to anti-expressway protestors. As SSSOCCC Chairman Alan Powell argued, they were not against progress, but the notion that expressways were progressive. Another protestor rejected the association of growth with progress, arguing corporations “motivated by ‘The Growth Ethic’” were “destroying the majority for the betterment (short term only) of the wealthy, powerful minority.”

Pro-Spadina advocates like Frederick G. Gardiner, the first Metro Council Chairman who retired in 1962 after pushing the scheme through, also claimed their version of progress was inevitable. In a guest column for The Toronto Daily Star, Gardiner argued that 600,000 motor vehicles in the city had to be accommodated to ensure commercial and industrial businesses were allowed to flourish and grow. In Gardiner’s estimation, the ever-growing dominance of automobiles was inevitable, particularly because people could not be compelled to leave their cars. Gardiner ignored public transit and assumed that the unlimited growth of Metropolitan Toronto was both inevitable and desirable – a view which had grown increasingly unpopular as the 1960s wore on. The response to such logic from anti-expressway proponents was that automobiles would only dominate the urban landscape as far as humans would allow them to,
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83 R.M. Wilcox (President of Do It International Plastics Ltd., and BLAST member) to Alan Powell, n.d., F0417-1975-013/001 (06); YUA.


85 Toronto resident to J.I. Young (Clerk of the Executive Council), 12 March 1971, RG 4-2, Box 474, B222119, File: Spadina Expressway, 1976 (2); AO.

86 Frederick G. Gardiner, “Gardiner: ‘We must finish the expressway’,” The Toronto Daily Star 1 November 1969.

87 This argument was popular among pro-Spadina advocates. For example, A.J. Dakin (Chairman, Department of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Toronto), “Defending the Spadina Expressway,” (letter to the editor), The Globe and Mail 27 December 1969.

88 Colton, 174-179.
and that many people would willingly leave their cars behind if extensive rapid transit networks were available instead.\(^89\) As one protestor asked, “Who are the expressways for: the people or the cars?”\(^90\) Others, including architects Howard Walker and Harvey Cowan argued that cars would eventually be replaced by alternative forms of transportation, whether it would be public transit or more experimental modes such as electric cars and hovercrafts.\(^91\) Cowan called the expressway a “killer” but told Torontonians, “the life of your city is at stake and there’s still time to stop the homicide.”\(^92\)

Part of the protestors’ rejection of expressways and the unthinking prioritization of the automobile was the introduction of an alternative vision of what constituted modernism, and this new vision revolved around broadly defined environmental concerns. \(The Globe and Mail\)’s editor, who aligned with the expressway opponents, wrote, “The crux of the matter is that the Spadina was conceived and begun in an age much different from what the 1970s promise to become. Who cared about pollution in 1962?”\(^93\) Many protest letters reflected this newfound concern about the environment at large. A biologist lamented the “rape of natural resources and the apathy of our society,” saying “A great deal about the threats of nowadays waste has been written, (e.g. Silent Spring by Rachel Carlson [sic]) . . . one thing I would like to mention again is the unrivaled contribution to the destruction of our complicated, delicately balanced biosphere

\(^89\) See, for example, Anonymous letter to Archie Chisholm (Ward 2 Alderman), c. March 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (3); YUA; Scarborough resident to Alan Powell, 26 March 1970; F0417-1975-013/001 (4); YUA.

\(^90\) Toronto resident to Metro Council, n.d., F0417-1975-013/001 (06); YUA.


\(^93\) “Creeping concrete and how to cut it,” \(The Globe and Mail\) 17 February 1970.
by the automobile’s combustion engine. Hence I fully support the war against the car.”94 Another writer urged Premier John Robarts (1961-71) to “put the motor vehicles under control before they choke the human race with their junk and poisonous gasses.”95 Others voiced concerns about the impact of pollution on human health, complaining of irritated eyes and heavy breathing due to the smog, while still others in the Annex neighborhood complained older trees were already suffering from the pollution and many birds that used to inhabit the area had disappeared.96 A SSSOCCC advertisement made the links between rising environmentalism and the anti-expressway movement clear, presenting DDT, thalidomide, phosphates, cyclamates, carbon monoxide, and expressways as all examples of so-called “progress” that were actually “deadly.”97

This shift was also recognized, and succinctly summarized, by W.G Wigle, an engineer in the Provincial Department of Highways. In a memo titled “Implications of the Spadina Expressway Cancellation,” Wigle argued the rise of environmental concerns had completely changed the political landscape for planners, and that if citizen protests continued, transportation and planning departments at all levels were in danger of being effectively paralyzed and powerless. As Wigle wrote:

The fundamental fact to emerge from a study of the Spadina Avenue situation is the sudden emergence of ‘The Environment’ as a popular planning consideration. In 1963 when the metro council asked OMB to approve the Spadina Expressway project, the hearings were completed in two days and the matter was considered so routine that no

94 Rexdale resident to SSSOCCC, 3 February 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (3); YUA.
95 Toronto resident to John Robarts, 16 March 1970, RG 3-26, Box 168, B280692, File: Municipal Roads – Spadina Expressway, April 1-31/70 – Highways; AO.
96 Toronto resident to J.J. Young (Clerk of the Executive Council), 12 March 1971, RG 4-2, Box 474, B222119, File: Spadina Expressway, 1976 (2); AO; Toronto resident to Director of Toronto Humane Society, 23 April 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (07); YUA.
97 SSSOCCC Advertisement, c. 1970, F0417-1975-013/007 (11); YUA.
transcript was taken. During the next six years, fired by noted urbanologist Jane Jacobs, opposition to the Expressway became intensely organized and extremely vocal. So much so, indeed, that when metro council applied to OMB, in January 1971, for funds to complete the construction, the hearings lasted three weeks and approval was given in a split decision.98

Jane Jacobs’ status as a provocative popular writer on American cities meant her perspective on the Toronto situation attracted a lot of attention. Claiming the Spadina scheme “the single greatest menace to this city,” she frequently used American comparisons to warn about the impact of inner city expressways.99 In one article for The Globe and Mail titled “A city getting hooked on the expressway drug,” Jacobs recalled her shock and dismay when she heard Metro Roads Commissioner Sam Cass regarded Los Angeles as a model city. Her perspective was quite different – she called L.A. the city:

where at rush hour the cars on the great freeways crawl at ten miles an hour, the same speed the horses and buggies used to achieve, where the poor have no practicable way to reach jobs, where the exhausts have turned the air into a crisis, where expressways, interchanges, and parking lots occupy some two-thirds of the drained and vacuous downtown.100

In the view of Jacobs and other anti-Spadina protestors, the impact of city planning and development could no longer be ignored or downplayed. As one historian said of American anti-expressway protestors, “Concerns over air and water quality, the physical beauty of the landscape, neighbourhood amenities, safe and healthy housing, unique and historic features of
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98 “Implications of the Spadina Expressway Cancellation,” Memo, W.G. Wigle (Program Engineer, Department of Highways, Ontario) to A.T.C. McNab (Deputy Minister), 21 July 1971, Interim Box 737, File: District No. 6 Toronto: [Spadina Expressway] 1971; AO.

99 “Author says Spadina Expressway is city’s single greatest menace,” The Globe and Mail 5 February 1969.

the environment, and local control over land use decisions represented absolute values, not susceptible to bargaining or compromise.”

“The conflict of generations, the struggles to reconcile the isolated Old Politics with the grass-roots New Politics”

In January 1970, the Metro Transportation Committee bowed to pressure from anti-Spadina proponents and city council, halting construction pending reviews from Metro Roads Commissioner Sam Cass and Planning Commissioner Wojciech Wronski. City council members specifically called for a full investigation of the scheme with special attention to its effects on the surrounding communities, and they also requested that the results be submitted to the various municipal councils so that local residents were able to voice their opinions before a final decision was made. Metro officials recognized how serious a threat the controversy over Spadina was to their expressway network plans and they consequently stopped buying land for the eventual construction of the Richview Expressway, slated to link Highway 401 and the planned Highway 400 extension. North York Controller Irving Allan Paisley expressed the frustration of many pro-Spadina suburban representatives when he argued the majority of the 500,000 people living in North York supported the expressway, and that metro council should not bow to “minority voices.” Scarborough Controller Karl Mallette made similar comments in response to a protestor, saying the common good must not be sacrificed to individual interests.

101 Issel, 617.

102 “Halt ordered on expressway work,” The Toronto Telegram 26 January 1970.

103 “Spadina Expressway and Transportation in Metropolitan Toronto,” Copy of City Council Motion, 23 January 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (08); YUA.


105 Irving Allan Paisley to Toronto resident, 17 March 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (4); YUA.
He also reiterated the familiar arguments that people could not be forced to use public transit instead of private automobiles, and that public transit in any case wouldn’t serve the needs of the business community.\textsuperscript{106} These pro-Spadina voices were supported by renowned city planner and University of Toronto lecturer Hans Blumenfeld, who argued the expressway and rapid transit lines must both be built, because neither on its own could fully satisfy the needs of metro citizens and businesses.\textsuperscript{107}

The requested review was released by the metropolitan council in March 1970, and recommended the completion of the Spadina Expressway as well as the accompanying subway line, now estimated at $143,000,000 and $95,000,000 respectively.\textsuperscript{108} The total cost of metro’s transportation network at this point was estimated at $1,250,000,000, including rapid transit, arterial roads, and expressways. From the report, it was clear that metro officials were planning for the future. Among the many signs of growth in the city, they cited the increase in office floor space from 19,000,000 to 33,000,000 square feet between 1953 and 1968; the increase in apartments from 11,000 in 1959 to 21,000 in 1969; a jump in enrollment at the University of Toronto from 11,000 in 1954 to 23,000 in 1969; a similar increase at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute from 2,000 students in 1957 to 6,000 in 1969; the increase in hospital beds from 5,800 in 1956 to 7,400 in 1969; the construction of new buildings with values totaling $800,000,000 between 1960 and 1969; and the creation of the O’Keefe Centre, the St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts, the renovated St. Lawrence Hall and the St. Lawrence Market, the McLaughlin Planetarium, the new City Hall, and the Court House.

\textsuperscript{106} Karl Mallette to Toronto resident, 31 March 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (4); YUA.


In the report, metro authorities addressed protestors’ concerns as they had in the past. For example, they argued air pollution would decrease because expressway conditions allowed for continuous travel instead of stop and go traffic, while the depressed design of the road would stifle noise. Aesthetically, the design was “simple, contemporary and geometrically pleasing,” and functionally, it included many controlled crossings for auto and pedestrian traffic. In terms of the parkland that would be lost in Viewmount Park in North York, Cedarvale Park in the Borough of York, and the Nordheimer Ravine between Spadina Road and St. Clair Avenue, planners said all parkland required for the expressway would be recreated in alternative locations. They downplayed concerns that widespread redevelopment would follow, saying high density residential developments were already becoming more prevalent in some areas. In reality, the pressure for high rise redevelopment along the expressway route had been public knowledge for at least a year, as residents in the path of the expressway learned whether they would be targeted by metro for expropriation, or by construction companies offering far more money to redevelop the land. York University Professor James Lorimer even went so far as to call high rise developers the “real” forces behind the expressway.

City council also requested its own reports, one from the City of Toronto Planning Board under the leadership of Chairman Loren A. Oxley and another from the City of Toronto Department of Public Works under the guidance of Commissioner R. M. Bremner. The reports were supposed to help inform city council’s decision of whether to vote for or against the revised expressway plans. The city’s report was written in an obviously more cautious tone than metro’s

---


reports. The board began by saying the report would not consider whether the expressway was actually needed, but rather evaluate the positive and negative aspects of the scheme. They did, however, stipulate that transportation needs were subjective, as people would use the transportation means available, so if more expressways were built, they would use them, but if they were not built, they would find other ways to move around the city. Despite their earlier declaration, this statement in itself clearly indicated the city planning board was much less convinced of the need for the expressway than the metropolitan planning board. It also noted that while the city council stated there would be no Crosstown Expressway in its 1969 Official Plan, the Minister of Municipal Affairs changed the stipulation to match metro’s stance, which was that further study of the Crosstown would be required before a final decision was made.

The board further emphasized the importance of public transit alternatives and questioned whether the Spadina route would still be chosen as the best location for a rapid transit line if the expressway was not already planned. They were concerned about noise pollution from the expressway which had yet to be addressed, as well as the destruction of hundreds of homes and the pressure for high density development in the Spadina corridor which planners predicted would intensify if the expressway was built. The board also expressed concern about the impact of the expressway on the Spadina community, saying:

Toronto is not prototypical of many North American cities. The poorer or modest districts that abut its Central Area at Spadina Road are not ‘problem’ communities, but important ethnic populations playing a lively, varied and important role in the community. The role of the Central area as an important residential, as well as commercial core is growing, which requires a great deal of sympathetic and patient debate before change takes place.¹¹¹

Or, as *The Toronto Telegram* reporter Michael Fitzgerald said, the Spadina region’s garment industry and clusters of small shops that attracted immigrants had “character.”\textsuperscript{112} While the board concluded by acknowledging that the ownership of private cars was rapidly rising, and that officials could not control people’s use of their cars, the body of the report seemed to suggest that what was within the city’s control, with metro’s compliance, was how far the car would be accommodated to the detriment of communities and the environment.\textsuperscript{113}

The report from the City of Toronto’s Department of Public Works Commissioner R.M. Bremner was more in line with Metro Roads Commissioner Sam Cass and Metro Planning Commissioner Wojciech Wronski’s reports. Bremner began by declaring the Spadina Expressway “a fundamental and integral part of an overall expressway system which has been planned to meet the needs of the metropolitan area and the City of Toronto.” He also stressed the importance of designing transportation facilities with the future growth of the city in mind, and in particular ensuring easy access to the central city. Here again Spadina advocates’ emphasis on facilitating future growth and preventing decay in the downtown core was evident. Bremner argued the plan had many strengths, including drawing heavy traffic away from residential streets which would improve the quality of life in those neighbourhoods bordering the expressway while simultaneously reinforcing the city centre by accommodating traffic heading in that direction. Bremner also contended that communities bisected by the road would be preserved by pedestrian and auto bridges over the expressway, and that noise abatement

\textsuperscript{112} Michael Fitzgerald, “Its people fear the worst,” *The Toronto Telegram* 1 March 1969.

\textsuperscript{113} Evaluation of the W.R. Allen Expressway, 35, 10 April 1970, F0417-1975-013/004 (12); YUA.
measures were already in place. Finally, he skirted the question of air pollution by simply saying provincial authorities were responsible for pollution control and monitoring.\footnote{Report on Functional Design: William R. Allen Expressway, 1, 6, 1, 8, 12, 14, 15, City of Toronto Department of Public Works, April 1970, F0417-1975-013/006 (06); YUA.}

By this point in the controversy, critics including the Confederation of Resident & Ratepayer Associations of the City of Toronto, and Liberal and New Democratic Party (NDP) provincial politicians were calling for Premier John Robarts to intervene with a provincial review of the scheme, but he refused.\footnote{“Robarts rejects pleas to step into row over Spadina Expressway,” \textit{The Toronto Star} 11 March 1970.} \textit{The Globe and Mail} ran a number of editorials opposing the expressway, including “Queen’s Park is in this.” The editors argued the province was not truly detached from the controversy, as provincial authorities had not only already funded the Highway 401 interchange at Yorkdale, but were also building Highway 403 outside the city limits which increased pressure for more inner city expressways. Furthermore, it was provincial politicians who had created the two tier metro council and city council governance structure for Toronto that the editors argued disenfranchised Torontonians.\footnote{“Queen’s Park is in this,” (editorial), \textit{The Globe and Mail} 11 March 1970.} Robarts rejected the argument in a form letter sent to petitioners, explaining that Spadina was under metropolitan, not provincial jurisdiction. Furthermore, he said he was satisfied that metro council had conducted the appropriate research and studies to support its scheme.\footnote{John Robarts to Toronto residents, 21 January 1970, RG 3-26, Box 168, B280692, File: Municipal Roads – Spadina Expressway January 1970-March 1970; AO. John Robarts to Toronto resident, 25 February 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (3); YUA.} In response to SSSOCCC Chairman Allan Powell’s accusation that metropolitan officials had created “a most undemocratic and unhealthy political atmosphere,” Robarts suggested local officials were best equipped to

---

make local planning and policy decisions, and that provincial interference at the local level would be undemocratic.\(^{118}\)

In reality, the politicization of planning broadly, and transportation networks specifically, was a development of the 1970s that was new to Robarts, and his hands-off approach to Spadina was likely due at least in part to the newfound importance of city planning as a political issue.\(^{119}\) Other provincial officials, notably Minister of Highways George Gomme (1966-71) and MPP Allan Grossman, used the same reasoning as Robarts in their responses to concerned constituents, with Grossman explaining that the province only “exercise[d] an audit function” to ensure provincial funding was properly used.\(^{120}\) Provincial politicians were also aware that however democratic or undemocratic such interference might be, it would establish a precedent which they feared would result in metro authorities passing all expressway planning responsibilities to the province.\(^{121}\) Gomme also advised one protestor that “numerous attempts [had] been made to obtain Federal assistance in solving our urban transportation problems unsuccessfully.”\(^{122}\)

\(^{118}\) Allan Powell to John Robarts, 12 March 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (4); YUA; John Robarts to Alan Powell (Chairman of the Stop the Spadina Save Our City Coordinating Committee), 17 March 1970, RG 3-26, Box 168, B280692, File: Municipal Roads – Spadina Expressway January 1970-March 1970; AO.


\(^{122}\) George E. Gomme to Toronto resident, 20 January 1970, F0417-1975-013/001 (3); YUA.
In addition to the reviews, the Metro Transportation Committee also held public hearings in April. It received 230 applications to present briefs, ninety-nine percent of which Toronto Alderman and anti-Spadina proponent Ying Hope said opposed the expressway.\textsuperscript{123} The hearings were heated with anti-expressway speakers and pro-expressway metro council members shouting each other down and trading insults. Most of the news coverage of the hearings highlighted the contentious atmosphere of the often raucous sessions. \textit{The Toronto Daily Star} headline read “Spadina foes call controller ‘pig,’ ‘Fascist’.”\textsuperscript{124} While some journalists regarded the proceedings as chaotic, others like James MacKenzie had a different perspective. Mackenzie wrote: “The hearings point up to the conflict of generations, the struggles needed to reconcile the isolated Old Politics with the grass-roots New Politics. They show that what, in the broadest and vaguest terms, can be called The Revolution has filtered to Toronto.”\textsuperscript{125}

During the hearings, protestors touched on all the major complaints against the scheme, often employing rhetoric that demonstrated their concern for the environment and hostility towards the uncritical prioritization of the automobile within the urban landscape. A brief from the Students’ Health Organization of the University of Toronto (SHOUT), for instance, cited air pollution as a major contributor to respiratory and cardiac diseases. The group argued metro’s approval of Spadina would amount to the “raping, maiming and crippling of many of the communities in Toronto.”\textsuperscript{126} The Association of the Teaching Staff and the Students Administrative Council of the University of Toronto both filed briefs opposing Spadina as

\textsuperscript{123} “Plan Monday start for Spadina hearing; 230 briefs are filed,” \textit{The Globe and Mail} 2 April 1970.


\textsuperscript{126} “Students’ Health Organization of the University of Toronto (SHOUT): Brief to the Metro Transportation Committee Re: Spadina Expressway,” April 1970, F0417-1975-013/003 (01); YUA.
Opposition from the university community in Toronto was echoed by the York University Student Council, which complained that public transit lines accessible to all citizens were needed instead of expressways that only wealthy car owners could use.

SSSOCC also submitted a brief for the hearings, authored by group member Paul Reinhardt. He began by advocating increased citizen participation in government and the redistribution of power so that city council could reclaim its power over metro council and the provincial authorities on housing, transportation, and welfare issues. Specifically addressing the expressway, Reinhardt called for alternative measures such as higher parking rates to discourage auto commuters, tolls for cars with only one occupant, and commuter buses sponsored by the city for every neighbourhood.

Another brief cosigned by a large group of economists, architects, planners, and engineers called for an independent inquiry. The group blasted the government’s failure to explore “real alternatives” to the expressway, and further argued the purpose of the expressway in facilitating north-south movement had been preempted by the development of suburban centres north of Toronto in the mid to late 1960s.

Other petitioners relied on the familiar anti-expressway rhetoric to make their case. One Toronto resident attempted to characterize planners as Social Darwinists who abided by “survival of the fittest” theory by serving the ultimate symbols of “middle America,” the suburban home.

---

127 “A Brief concerning the Spadina Expressway Proposal from the Association of the Teaching Staff and the Students Administrative Council of the University of Toronto,” April 1970, F0417-1975-013/005 (03); YUA.

128 Brief from the Council of the York Student Federation, the York University Student Council, to the Metropolitan Toronto Transportation Commission, April 1970, F0417-1975-013/005 (02); YUA.

129 “Brief on the ‘Goals, Objectives and Priorities of this City Council’, ” Paul Reinhardt, 2,10-11, April 1970, F0417-1975-013/006 (02); YUA.

130 Untitled Brief, April 1970, F0417-1975-013/006 (02); YUA.
Prominent Torontonians continued to weigh in on the dispute as well, including broadcaster Adrienne Clarkson, who deemed the expressway a “meaningless, dumb, expensive strand of concrete.” Other protestors targeted the commercial interests behind the plan, particularly the developers behind the Yorkdale Shopping Centre. As one resident of Cedarvale area in York noted, “They [Eatons and Simpsons] are reaping a golden harvest in dollars while we the citizens of Metropolitan Toronto are paying and will continue to pay for many years for the roads leading to their Yorkdale Plaza.” In contrast, North York Alderman Robert Yuill wrote one of the few briefs supporting Spadina. Noting that his borough boasted a population of 45,000, Yuill said local newspapers gave the wrong impression by providing excessive coverage of the opposition. He argued expressways such as the 401 enhanced the surrounding communities, warning metro politicians that “the silent majority expects you to do all that is possible to proceed with the construction of the Allen Expressway and rapid transit line.”

In addition to the two-tier local government and provincial involvement, municipal decision-making in Toronto was complicated by the involvement of the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB), an independent administrative body that adjudicated a range of municipal disputes including planning disagreements. After deciding to proceed with Spadina construction in June 1970, metro council applied to the Ontario Municipal Board for approval to obtain another loan
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131 “A Brief in Opposition to the Spadina Expressway,” April 1970, F0417-1975-013/005 (04); YUA.
132 “Re: The Spadina Expressway,” (brief), Adrienne Clarkson, April 1970, F0417-1975-013/005 (07); YUA.
133 Untitled brief, April 1970, F0417-1975-013/006 (01); YUA.
to complete the project. During the council’s debates, Councillor Anthony O’Donohue was among those who spoke out against the expressway. He argued that the number of cars in the city had increased from 320,000 in 1954 to 900,000 in 1964, that to continually accommodate the auto presence was “not a sign of progress,” and furthermore that council should “not be afraid to say that we have been making mistakes.” When challenged by pro-Spadina Controller Karl Mallette that he had only been swayed from his earlier support for the expressway because of protestors, O’Donohue replied: “I’m influenced by the new thinking on the environment, of the relationship of the automobile to people. This is what I’m influenced by... as I’ve said before, is the new thinking of the 70’s, that have made people more aware of this, and I think it’s about time that we became in touch with these problems now and try and solve them.”

O’Donohue’s comments show that “new thinking” had taken hold with many politicians as well.

The Ontario Municipal Board held hearings on metro council’s application as well as the Spadina Review Corporation’s counter request to deny approval for the loan -- which would effectively cancel the Spadina scheme -- in January 1971. The Spadina Review Corporation (SRC) was formed in November 1970 by anti-expressway advocates to orchestrate a massive fundraising drive to support anti-Spadina forces during the OMB hearings. The corporation was operated by a board of twenty-two directors, headed by architect Colin Vaughan. Boasting

---


the same widespread support the preceding anti-expressway campaign had attracted, the corporation sought to raise $40,000 in part to hire lawyer J.J. Robinette to speak for the ratepayers associations, residents’ groups, professional associations, home and school associations, churches, conservationist groups, business groups, apartment tenants and owners all represented by the corporation.\footnote{Untitled Spadina Review Corporation Press Release, 3 December 1970, F0417-1975-013/004 (02); YUA. “Spadina Review Corporation,” Brochure, n.d., F0417-1975-013/004 (02); YUA. Lawyer J.J. Robinette was actually hired to represent “twelve resident and ratepayer associations” interests at the OMB hearings in August 1970; the formation of the Spadina Review Corporation by members of the original group followed a couple months later to address fundraising needs. Untitled Press Release, 4 August 1970, F0417-1975-013/007 (05); YUA.} In a bid to make their plea as broadly appealing as possible, SSSOCCC protestors had increasingly focused on the skyrocketing costs of the expressway, and the Spadina Review Corporation adopted this approach as well, emphasizing the disparity between the original cost of $73,000,000 and the latest $142,000,000 estimate.\footnote{“Press Release: Toronto’s Spadina Expressway Costs All Ontario Taxpayers $40 Each,” 11 March 1971, F0417-1975-013/007 (05); YUA. Chris Leo also noted the shift from protestors’ original emphasis on safeguarding the “appearance and livability” of Toronto to highlighting escalating costs in an effort to mobilize as broad a support base as possible. Leo, 36.} They also argued the Spadina question was about more than just one road – that the Crosstown, Richview, Christie, Parkside, Scarborough expressways and the Highway 400 extension would all be affected.\footnote{“Spadina Review Corporation,” Brochure, n.d., F0417-1975-013/004 (02); YUA.} Although SSSOCCC Chairman Alan Powell was also a board member for SRC, the two organizations did not form an alliance. SSSOCCC member Paul Tennant noted SRC members “couldn’t understand” why the former group didn’t help fundraise, but said “our style was quite different and would have conflicted. We went after the general public, whereas they went after their friends. Our rabble-rousing would have destroyed their attempts to create a responsible image.”\footnote{Bob Tennant, “Informal Observations About SSSOCCC Finances,” n.d., F0417-1975-013/004 (06); YUA.}
In February 1971, the OMB announced an unprecedented split two to one verdict approving the loan, at which point the Spadina Review Corporation appealed to the Provincial Cabinet to reverse the decision. The decisions from all three board members underscored how much questions about the social and environmental costs had shaped the arguments and subsequent judgements both for and against the road. OMB members W. Shub and R.M. McGuire both approved metro’s application. Shub acknowledged the “very strong opposition that has developed,” but rejected protestors’ claims that the scheme was inadequately researched by metro officials. He was satisfied that metro authorities had accurately measured the impact of the proposed expressway on the affected neighbourhoods, and maintained, “it is necessary to brush aside some of the human and emotional factors which governed the position taken by a large body of the opposition.” In his decision, McGuire noted that applications for more funding were typically only considered in light of whether the municipality in question could shoulder the increased financial burden, but because of the application against the Spadina scheme, the board undertook a broader review. In announcing his approval of metro’s application, McGuire argued protestors’ fears of “a deterioration of their stable downtown residential neighbourhoods” were “overstated.” Instead, he argued, “A metropolitan community

---


144 Jan Milligan explores the way in which tensions over urban development manifested in the hearings in “‘This Board Has a Duty to Intervene’: Challenging the Spadina Expressway Through the Ontario Municipal Board, 1963-1971,” Urban History Review 39, 2 (Spring 2011), 25-39. Milligan argues the split decision made it “palatable, legitimate, and respectable” for the province to subsequently overturn the decision, thus cancelling the route.

145 Ontario Municipal Board Decision on the Spadina Expressway, 10, 13, February 1971, reprinted by The Spadina Review Corporation, 4-5, F0417-1975-013/003 (06); YUA.
is a place for earning a livelihood,” and accordingly, the accommodation and encouragement of expansion and growth must be a priority.\textsuperscript{146}

The dissenting vote came from J.A. Kennedy. In his judgment, Kennedy said noise and air pollution, the uprooting of established residential areas, and the destruction of the “natural beauty” of the threatened ravines all meant the plan should be reconsidered. He was particularly displeased by expert’s suggestion that the expressway would inevitably be congested in the future. Kennedy argued: “The almost cruel social cost in terms of disruption of established communities seemed to engender growing opposition and resentment on the part of those citizens ‘down stream’ who did not require the transportation but were asked to tolerate the invasion.” Contrary to his colleague’s accusations, he was careful to note opponents were not fuelled by “emotion or lack of realism.” Kennedy engaged the rhetoric of the new movement, concluding, “Machines are made to serve man, not man to serve machines, regardless of whether the machine is an automobile or a computer.”\textsuperscript{147}

While the Spadina Review Corporation’s appeal sat before the Provincial Cabinet, the OMB prohibited further land purchases for the anticipated Scarborough Expressway.\textsuperscript{148} The Globe and Mail’s editorial board once again trumpeted its opposition to the expressway, applauding the “clear mind and great deal of courage” shown by OMB Chairman J.A. Kennedy in making his decision against the scheme. The board further argued the cabinet was the right body to make a final call because it would decide in the new “climate of opinion” that “puts the quality of life for human beings ahead of the automobile, and sees expressways as an assault on

\textsuperscript{146} Ontario Municipal Board Decision, 15, 21-22, February 1971, F0417-1975-013/003 (06); YUA.
\textsuperscript{147} Ibid, 4-5, 6, 4, 7.
that quality of life.”

The board also noted that the upcoming provincial election would motivate cabinet members to ensure they gauged the majority opinion accurately.

In the meantime, further evidence of the tensions between city and metropolitan councils came in May 1971 when city council met to draft “A Blueprint for Our Time,” which was a statement of goals and objectives to guide the council’s operations. The impact of the expressway disputes was clear, as council specifically called for “better communication between the Council of the City of Toronto, its administration and the public,” and called on the metro council to use similar guidelines in governing the entire Metropolitan Toronto region. The most striking part of the document addressed the power struggle between metro and the city: “This council is the one which must ultimately provide the impetus and energy to direct the future destinies of our Toronto. This council must fashion the goals for our future, with a vision which goes far beyond the day-to-day concerns of civic administration.”

“If we are building a transportation system to serve people, the Spadina Expressway is a good place to stop”

Finally in June 1971, Premier Bill Davis (1971-85) announced the reversal of the OMB decision, thus denying metro permission to obtain the loan needed to complete the road, effectively putting an end to the Spadina Expressway. Like OMB member Kennedy, Davis
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150 “Toronto – A Blueprint for Our Time,” 3, 6, City Clerk’s Department, City of Toronto, 7 May 1971, F0417-1975-013/001 (11); YUA.

151 Emphasis in original. “Toronto – A Blueprint for Our Time,” 2, City Clerk’s Department, City of Toronto, 7 May 1971, F0417-1975-013/001 (11); YUA.

152 “Spadina from start to finish,” The Globe and Mail 4 June 1971. Although Davis cancelled provincial funding in 1971, the portion of the roadbed between Lawrence Avenue and Eglinton Avenue that was already fully prepared was subsequently paved in the mid 1970s. In February 1985, provincial authorities granted a 99 year lease on a three foot strip of land directly abutting the abbreviated expressway at Eglinton Avenue to ensure the plan would not be revived.
referred to the social and environmental costs of the road repeatedly in explaining his position. He said his government knew it was making a precedent setting decision, and recognized what he referred to as the “symbolic” importance of the issue as a power struggle over planning and development. Instead of the expressway, Davis stressed the importance of developing alternative transport, mainly rapid transit services, which he said the province would help fund. He argued that although his decision went against the elected metro politicians, “growing evidence and accumulative experience gathered elsewhere on this continent demonstrates the ultimate futility of giving priority to the passenger car as a means of transportation into and out of cities.” He cited the prevention of further pollution and environmental destruction as well as the preservation of quality of life in urban neighbourhoods as reasons for halting construction, while also admitting concern over the escalating costs of the scheme. The most often quoted part of Davis’ decision was the point at which he declared transportation systems must be built to serve people, not cars, and that the expressway did not fit that mandate: “If we are building a transportation system to serve the automobile, the Spadina Expressway is a good place to start. But if we are building a transportation system to serve people, the Spadina Expressway is a good place to stop.” Protestors’ rhetoric was prominent in his statement but he made the link even more explicit when he said, “One might borrow some of the popular rhetoric and say . . . that the streets belong to the people.” Davis further situated himself within new modes of thinking about the environment and citizen participation in city planning when he concluded by declaring his decision “both positive and progressive.”

153 Transcript of Statement by the Honourable William Davis, Prime Minister of Ontario, on the Future of the Spadina Expressway in the Legislature, Thursday, June 3rd, 1971, 2, 5-7, 2-4, 8, F0417-1975-013/003 (05); YUA
While Davis’s decision surprised some, the way in which protests raised awareness and concerns about the financial, social and environmental costs of the scheme actually created the opportunity for him to make a decision that was politically savvy. The premier’s proclaimed affinity for protestors’ alternative vision helped define him as a politician but was also further reflected in his new transportation policy, announced weeks after the Spadina cancellation. Davis approved increased municipal subsidies for road work from twenty-five to thirty percent, and increased funding for public transit to “provide alternatives to the private motor vehicle and to encourage municipalities to view public transportation as a better alternative to spending ever-increasing funds for road improvements.”

Locally, the defeat of Spadina effectively ended metro council’s expressway network plans for the Metropolitan Toronto Region. As in cities across the U.S. and others in Canada, the freeway revolt marked the end of not just one road, but an entire network. The Toronto controversy also acted as an incubator for reformers in the city, the most notable example being anti-Spadina Alderman John Sewell, who later became mayor. As Sewell noted, the 1969 and 1972 City Hall elections “brought fresh voices to express the sentiments of those opposed to the new ways of planning.”

The significance of the Spadina Expressway controversy was not limited to local reverberations. The episode was an example of what happened to modernism when it hit a crossroad. It was not simply a case of “not in my backyard,” or NIMBY. Protestors fought against the expressway and the network they knew would follow as a whole. Debates over

154 Claire Hoy, Bill Davis: A Biography (Toronto: Methuen, 1985), 86-88, 89, as quoted in Hoy, 225.

interchanges, and on-ramps, and off-ramps, and four lanes versus six were all irrelevant – no expressway, no matter where in the Greater Toronto Region it was located, would have been acceptable. Similarly, aesthetic considerations such as landscaping adjacent to the planned route were irrelevant. No number of trees would appease protestors because this dispute was about fighting the expressway unconditionally. Furthermore, while the rhetoric of class based conflicts was adopted by protestors to some extent, there was no slum clearance mandate in Toronto, and the negative impact of the expressway would have affected just as many upper middle class residents, if not more, as working class counterparts.

The Spadina Expressway controversy was created and fuelled by the intersection of a number of different movements – increased citizen activism, the politicization of city planning, and the rise of environmentalism – all of which contributed to the clashing conceptions of modernism that characterized the debates. Despite other factors that contributed to the road’s demise, the Spadina episode remains an important benchmark for activists who continue to uphold the cancellation as a monument to the power of citizen action. In the numerous articles that followed the death of Jane Jacobs in April 2006, her role in the Spadina victory was always portrayed as being substantial and hailed as one of her most significant contributions as a Canadian citizen. The defeat of the expressway is also frequently cited in coverage of current transportation planning disputes. One writer criticized new transportation schemes in Toronto by arguing that the Spadina controversy “should have taught us the hard lessons about super-sized roads.” Furthermore, in June 2006, the anniversary of the Spadina defeat was commemorated with a celebratory reception in Toronto titled “Thirty-Five Years Without the Spadina

156 Barry Wellman, “Jane Jacobs the Torontonian,” City & Community 5, no. 3 (Fall 2006).

Expressway,” where “the important work of community members in saving the city and our neighbourhoods from the perils of superhighways” was acclaimed.158 Less than a year later “The Spadina Expressway Affair,” an exhibit applauding the defeat of the scheme, opened in The Market Gallery located in Toronto’s St. Lawrence Market.159

A key reference point to both pro and anti-expressway activists across the country, the defeat of the Spadina Expressway occupies an important place in Canada’s urban history. The conviction and zeal with which both sides pursued the issue was sometimes written off as unrealistic and utopian or alternatively, as excessively rigid and authoritarian. But the often furious nature of the battle must be understood as more than just a shortsighted or emotional clash over a road. The rejection of expressways resulted in a fundamental shift in the relationship between citizens and government, as activists sought to bring politicians in touch with their desire to create a livable city, and install more accessible civil servants who supplemented their training and expertise with community consultations.

In this respect, when Bill Davis delivered his dramatic announcement effectively cancelling the Spadina Expressway, he struck a powerful blow on behalf of all activists in the battle against expressways while co-opting the cause for his own legacy. At the heart of Davis’s decision to overturn the OMB ruling was an acknowledgement that the costs of expressways far exceeded the financial terms, and that any decision about the roads had to take the broader costs into account. The long term implications of the controversy, however, are less clear. The episode was undoubtedly a landmark battle; one that continues to occupy a central place in the

city’s mythology, even garnering anniversary celebrations marking the cancellation of the road. The reality of Toronto post-Spadina, though, is not that of an expressway free pedestrian paradise. The city is still very much shaped by the high speed arteries that surround it. From the outskirts to the core, accommodating automobiles remains a key consideration in planning and development decisions as tensions between motorists, public transit users and cyclists rise. Ultimately, Spadina’s legacy is mixed, as what seemed like a shift in planning priorities at the highest levels did not translate into a willingness to adopt protestors’ vision wholeheartedly, including many of the most important tenets of their philosophy that would have really transformed the city.
Chapter 2: Vancouver, British Columbia: “What kind of city do we want to be?”

Vancouver’s expressway debates unfolded in two stages, each associated with a section of the city’s planned expressway network. Like many cities across the country in this era, Vancouver faced the dual problem of downtown congestion and restricted access to the city’s core. Particularly in the communities on the north shore suburban sprawl increased the stress on the existing transportation infrastructure as ever growing numbers of commuters, mostly in automobiles, moved in and out of the city on a daily basis. Planners proposed an expressway network to remedy the burgeoning mobility problems. It looked much like the double ring standard of the era, with adjustments for Vancouver’s peninsula situation. The initial local response was generally cautious approval, but the provincial government’s position was firmly in opposition to expressways in Vancouver. Over the years subsequent provincial administrations seemed more open to the prospect of expressways in the city, but none would make the substantial funding commitments needed for city council to move forward with the freeway plans.

The reality of limited local resources and the reluctance of provincial officials to support the schemes did not result in a quick or complete defeat of freeways, as expressway advocates remained committed to the roads. In limiting local authorities’ power to advance the freeway agenda, the provincial position created an opening for freeway opponents to gain traction as they waged a sustained campaign against the roads. The public protests centered around two parts of the planned network, the Chinatown or Carrall link, and the third crossing between the city and the north shore. Vancouver’s activists worked together to organize a sophisticated and coordinated campaign to defeat freeways. After the first wave of controversy concluded with the
defeat of the Chinatown link, officials responded not with resignation but with a landmark study that renewed the city’s commitment to freeways with a network plan that was almost entirely unchanged from the original version. This move was met with a second wave of opposition focused on the next project to move forward, the plans to construct the third crossing.

In the case of both the Chinatown link and the third crossing, protestors mobilized in opposition to a particular component of the freeway network but opposed freeways in the city at large and their activism reflected the related broad based concerns. The debates concluded with the defeat of the third crossing and effectively, the entire network. During both waves of protests, the lack of provincial funding hindered local expressway supporters’ efforts to push the plans forward and lent weight to protestors’ appeals about the unacceptability of not only the social and environmental costs, but also the financial.

Vancouver

Situated on the country’s west coast, Vancouver’s location on a peninsula surrounded by the Burrard Inlet, the Strait of Georgia, the Fraser River and the Rocky Mountains posed a challenge to transportation planners in the postwar era. At the same time, pressure on the existing facilities increased due to expansion by immigration, migration and the annexation of two neighbouring municipalities -- Point Grey and South Vancouver -- in the late 1920s. During the postwar era, Vancouver’s population rose from 275,353 in 1941, to 344,833 in 1951, to 384,522 in 1961, to 426,256 in 1971, while the Greater Vancouver Region grew from 388,687 in
1941, to 554,188 in 1951, to 769,006 in 1961, to 985,689 in 1971.\textsuperscript{160} The west end was home to more affluent communities while disadvantaged residents were concentrated in the east. The city’s status as a major international trade port on the strength of its forestry, mining and fishery sectors also brought it into competition with other flourishing cities like Edmonton to supplant Winnipeg’s traditional status as the dominant western Canadian city.\textsuperscript{161} This competition between cities contextualized the expressway debates, as each aspired to regional dominance and national prestige.

The proposed expressway network was not the only transformative project planned for Vancouver in the post-World War II era. During this time, the city was widely redeveloped with massive office towers, expansive hotels, shopping centres and numerous high rise apartment buildings crowding the downtown landscape. Scholars have framed this transformation within the broader context of the inner urban challenges in the 1960s and resultant efforts to prevent Canadian cities from meeting the same fate as American counterparts.\textsuperscript{162} Key renewal projects included the remaking of False Creek from its former industrial use into a residential community, a project initiated in the late 1960s and carried out in the 1970s and early 1980s. Another high profile project in the 1970s was the reworking of a neighbouring industrial area, Granville Island, into a popular entertainment district. The historic Strathcona neighbourhood was also targeted

\textsuperscript{160} Patricia Roy, ““Table II: Vancouver City as a Proportion of Greater Vancouver, 1901-1971,”” in Vancouver: An Illustrated History (Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1980), 168. The municipalities included in the Greater Vancouver figures are Burnaby, Coquitlam, Delta, Indian Reserves, New Westminster, North Vancouver City, North Vancouver District, Point Grey, Richmond, South Vancouver, Surrey, University Endowment Lands, Vancouver and West Vancouver.


by urban renewal schemes that destroyed much of the area in the 1950s and 1960s until
community resistance triggered a turn towards rehabilitation in accordance with the move away
from large urban renewal projects. Historians have noted the broad-based nature of citizen
activism in this period, as questions about individual projects quickly evolved into broader
objections to downtown development plans and calls for more open government. Some like
Patricia Roy have also pointed to the public disapproval of the massive, multi-use Pacific Centre
and its imposing presence downtown as a motivating force for citizen activists and a direct
contributor to the abandonment of Project 200, another mega-development connected to the
expressway plans.

The politics of urban renewal were further complicated by Vancouver’s demographics,
especially by the presence of a well-established and substantial Chinese community. Historians
have covered the history of Asian immigrants in Vancouver thoroughly. Initial accounts of the
group’s history focused on the racism to which they were subjected. More recent scholars
have acknowledged that racism often made the Chinese community insular and encouraged the
formation of political cliques, but also stress the nuances within immigrant Asian communities

163 David Ley, Daniel Hiebert and Geraldine Pratt, “Time to Grow Up? From Urban Village to World City,
1966-91,” in Graeme Wynn, Vancouver and Its Region (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1992), 234-266. Ley, Hiebert and
Pratt also note that while pro-growth Mayor Tom Campbell (1966-72) was in office during the height of renewal
debates, the reformist impulse outlasted his tenure, encouraged perhaps in part by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau’s
1968 promise of an “open society.”
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that have been overlooked. These observers argue that urban renewal fights like those to save the downtown neighbourhood of Strathcona and the Chinatown commercial district from freeways bonded the community in a way that would not be sustained in subsequent decades as the population dispersed.

Vancouver was governed by a council of aldermen and a mayor and distinguished by its tradition of party politics at the local level, an unusual feature in Canada cities. Municipal politics also played a role in shaping the expressway debates. City politics had long been dominated by the Non-Partisan Association (NPA) which arose in the late 1930s as an alliance between Liberals and Conservatives in response to the social-democratic Co-operative Commonwealth Federation. The renewal related disputes of the 1970s led to the emergence of a new political force -- The Electors Action Movement (TEAM) -- led by reformers who were active anti-expressway protestors. In 1967, metro government was introduced in the form of the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), an elected administrative board whose responsibilities included planning, housing and transportation. Social geographer and political theorist David Ley has understood this era in municipal governance as as response to an earlier conception of modernism that focused on establishing order for mass society. In the post-1960s
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169 For a more detailed account of the creation of the Greater Vancouver Regional District, its function and operations, refer to Roy, *Vancouver* (Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1980), 157-159.
era, he argued, modernism was about combatting a sense of placelessness and addressing the need for urban community. Accordingly, municipal government was dominated by liberal professionals who sought to build a postmodern city in that image.\textsuperscript{170}

\textit{“The major deficiencies are such that they can only be solved efficiently and practically by constructing an entirely separate system of high speed facilities, called freeways”}

Vancouver’s expressway plans followed the model of the era, with adjustments for the city’s unique geography. Instead of two concentric rings linked by connectors, planners called for a modified design with one ring around the downtown core and connectors emanating from that route to connect with existing provincial routes beyond the city’s borders. The city’s location on a peninsula shaped other key features of the design as well, making the connecting routes to the burgeoning suburban communities on the north shore particularly important. Indeed the remarkable and continuing growth of communities on the north shore created much of the demand that was overloading the existing transportation infrastructure. Without sufficient access points between the north shore and city, many commuters were forced to travel along the Burrard Inlet and back along the peninsula to access the city centre. While access to the city was a leading concern, so too was mobility within the urban core. Leaders in the commercial districts downtown worried that growing congestion would deter potential customers from traveling downtown, and as a result, nurture competing commercial regions in the suburbs. Like in other cities, consultants were asked to solve the twin problems of access and mobility with a freeway centered solution and, as a result, the final plans were shaped primarily by the consultant’s limited mandate which reflected the transportation planning trends of the era.

Officials began to seriously consider expressways as a solution to the Vancouver region’s burgeoning traffic problems in the early 1950s, as growth in the region put stress on the existing transportation infrastructure. The city’s unique geography complicated the issue, requiring bridge or tunnel crossings to span the Burrard Inlet on the north side and False Creek on the south side to provide downtown direct access to those living in neighbouring communities. Two existing crossings on the south side and one on the north were not enough. Explosive development north of the city was of particular concern, and simply was not adequately serviced by the existing Lions’ Gate Bridge crossing. The only other option for motorists heading into the city was to take a detour to the east and then wind back around to the west to reach the urban core.

By 1954 officials were already reporting on the need for a second Burrard Inlet crossing. Officials pointed to the number of North Vancouver residents making the daily commute into the city to explain the increased pressure on the existing crossing. Their solution at the time was a four lane crossing to match the existing Lions’ Gate Bridge at the first narrows, as well as a four lane crossing to replace the existing aging structure at the second narrows. Over the next few years several studies on the traffic problems facing the region emerged, and by the end of the decade, Vancouver had it’s first expressway network proposal. A highway planning committee declared Vancouver’s existing highways inadequate in 1956, adding that freeways were a necessity for the city. Planning Director Gerald Sutton Brown (1953-59) estimated

---


$300,000,000 would be required for road construction, including freeways, over the next twenty years.\textsuperscript{173}

In April 1959 the plans for Vancouver’s freeway network were officially released. Like most other cities across the country, Vancouver had experienced explosive growth in the postwar period. City officials identified rising population and the attendant growth as “the area’s problem,” to which the expressway-centered plan was the solution. The plan, they noted, must be designed to accommodate population projections, be consistent with area development, and also be flexible.\textsuperscript{174} The network included forty-five miles of freeways at an estimated cost of $340,000,000, including two Burrard Inlet crossings, two Fraser River crossings, an eight lane elevated freeway traversing the downtown, a completely rebuilt Georgia Viaduct, and a rapid transit component comprised of a “freeway-express-bus.”\textsuperscript{175} $120,000,000 of the budget was reserved for a bridge at the first narrows, Cambie Bridge, and the Georgia Viaduct together.\textsuperscript{176} Freeways facilitated uninterrupted high speed travel for large volumes of traffic for private

\textsuperscript{173} “Fantastic future’ seen for Vancouver,” The Vancouver Sun 11 April 1956. Once again, the troublesome congestion was blamed on significant increases in downtown traffic volumes in Vancouver as well as the neighbouring communities of Burnaby, New Westminster, Richmond and Coquitlam. “Freeways for city needed,” The Vancouver Sun 13 November 1956. The Metro Highway Planning Commission issued their official report in November 1956 declaring expressways a necessity for the city. The $300,000,000 estimate planning director Brown provided did not include the cost of integrating existing streets into the new system.


\textsuperscript{175} “45-mile freeway plan urged here,” The Province 21 April 1959.

\textsuperscript{176} Jack McCaugherty, “‘City will need 4 new bridges’,” The Province 22 April 1959. This figure did not include funding for the Trans-Canada Fraser River bridge.
vehicles as well as public transit buses.\textsuperscript{177} A rapid rail transit system was deemed too expensive.\textsuperscript{178}

The essential problem, according to planners, was that the city’s existing roads could not handle projected traffic volumes. As they explained:

\begin{flushright}

\textsuperscript{178} Ibid, xi, chapter 6, 44. The expense of rail systems such as monorails and subways were both rejected because the cost was prohibitive (55).
\end{flushright}
If these deficiencies are not alleviated, severe congestion will result throughout the downtown area, over a wide portion of the Burrard Peninsula and on the major crossing facilities of Burrard Inlet, False Creek, and the North and South Arms of the Fraser River. It is estimated that, if these deficiencies are not overcome, the annual costs of congestion resulting from increased vehicle mileage costs (excluding the value of time losses) would increase from between $1,000,000-$2,000,000 per year today to about $50,000,000 per year by 1976.\textsuperscript{179} The further adverse consequences of such congestion upon real estate values, retail and wholesale trade, and the general economy and livableness of the area would be significant.

Planners warned that part of the cost of unaddressed congestion would be shared by motorists and transit users alike, in the form of longer travel times. In addition, delays in public transportation trips would decrease the attractiveness of the service, in turn increasing the number of private motorists on the road, reducing transit revenues, and eventually, service. Furthermore, planners cautioned that property may be devalued because of proximity to heavy traffic volumes, while congestion may deter retail and wholesale customers from visiting central areas, eventually forcing businesses to relocate.\textsuperscript{180}

The freeway network solution offered by officials was not surprising given their mandate and the terms of reference for the study which called for a report on “future arterial highway requirements.”\textsuperscript{181} In accordance with their mandate they concluded that: “The major deficiencies are such that they can only be solved efficiently and practically by constructing an entirely separate system of high speed facilities, called freeways.” Officials also carefully described the routes they envisioned, explaining, “Freeways have no cross traffic at grade and have no access to or from abutting property. Connections to major streets and other highways are made at

\textsuperscript{179} The cited increase cost was estimated “in terms of extra vehicle operating costs.”

\textsuperscript{180} Ibid, 1, 21-22.

\textsuperscript{181} Ibid, 1.
specially designed interchanges."182 The study authors acknowledged the beliefs underlying their plans, noting that they assumed that the city and province would continue to grow, that commuters’ habits would not change significantly, that cars and transit would continue to be the primary forms of transportation, and that air transport or other alternatives such as monorails would not impact current urban transportation challenges significantly.183 The committee rejected alternative solutions to the city’s traffic problems, including making the downtown a transit-only zone and staggering work hours, branding such suggestions “impractical,” and insisting people would not change their habits.184

Finally, planners touched on funding but did not offer specifics. Their report stipulated that users would bear the freeway costs without detailed breakdowns. Emphasizing the need for users to bear a significant portion of the financial burden of the expressways, officials even raised the possibility of tolls for the downtown network.185 They were also careful to note other implications of the extensive freeway scheme, mainly the roads’ potential influence on land development patterns, and called for a thorough land use plan for highway corridors to manage the expected boom in high rise residential and commercial development as well as ensure the roads did not have the unintended and undesirable effect of decentralizing of Vancouver’s central business district.186

182 Ibid, xi.
183 Ibid, 3-4
184 “45-mile freeway plan urged here,” The Province 21 April 1959.
186 Ibid, Chapter 4: “Implications of the plan.” The loss of taxable land in Vancouver and neighbouring municipalities was also mentioned as evidence of the scheme’s “mixed blessings” (71).
“When people say that cars should be kept at home they mean the other fellow’s car”

Early reaction to the expressway plans was mixed. Many local officials and media outlets welcomed the proposal as fitting for a modern city. The argument among expressway proponents throughout the debates was that expressways represented an essential feature of a modern city, and Vancouver must be made modern. In all cities the creation and maintenance of a modern urban infrastructure was of paramount importance to ensure continued growth and vitality. This vision of a thriving yet uncluttered metropolis came to life in artists’ sketches of the proposed routes. The ability of cities to compete on a national and international level was important to many civic leaders, and the construction of modern transportation infrastructure was regarded as essential in that regard.

Many local officials and the city’s largest newspapers welcomed the scheme as an essential move in the development of a modern, competitive city. Regarded by most as a cutting-edge plan that employed the latest techniques, the plan was applauded by some aldermen as a “boldly conceived” freeway scheme.\textsuperscript{187} \textit{The Province}’s editorial board also approved of the plans, saying they would encourage the formation of a metropolitan government.\textsuperscript{188} The board argued the municipalities needed to work together with the province to institute the expressway plans, adding the network must be implemented in its entirety. In addition, they advocated dedicated bus lanes to ensure public transit was an attractive alternative.\textsuperscript{189} \textit{The Sun}’s editorial board echoed \textit{The Province}’s assessment, calling the network a necessity for the city.\textsuperscript{190}

\textsuperscript{187} “Finance problem facing freeway,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 21 April 1959.

\textsuperscript{188} The possibility of forming a metropolitan government was under study by a special committee.

\textsuperscript{189} “Expressways: The beginning of Metro . . . and high speed public transit . . .” (editorial) \textit{The Province} 22 April 1959.

\textsuperscript{190} “Metro traffic can either circulate or strangulate,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 22 April 1959.
Support also came from business and automobile advocacy groups. The Downtown Business Association favoured freeways so strongly that they rejected plans for rapid rail transit to accompany the highways, arguing there was insufficient traffic density to support such a system and that public transit demand could be handled by buses using the freeways.\textsuperscript{191} Not surprisingly, the British Columbia Automobile Association also favoured the freeway plans. The association sponsored a forum that foreshadowed early objectors’ community meetings, where dire congestion forecasts were issued and provincial and municipal governments were urged to take action on the city’s transportation problems. Norman Lea of the Foundation of Canada Engineering Corp Ltd. participated in the forum, advocating freeways with mass transit.\textsuperscript{192} Lea outlined his argument in favour of freeways, explaining:

> Canada’s cities require modern freeways with parking. Only in this way can the urban traffic problem be solved and urban transportation be supplied in the most economical form. These facilities will remove isolation from certain communities and give access and communication; they will protect investment already made in highways and motor vehicles; they will save lives; they will save dollars in property values and congestion; they will maintain a high level of employment.\textsuperscript{193}

Not everyone welcomed the expressway scheme. Provincial officials were strangely ambivalent about the plans and their noncommittal response set the tone for the subsequent conversation about freeways between provincial and municipal authorities. From the outset, provincial officials seemed to support freeways for Vancouver as long as local officials would

\textsuperscript{191} “Citizen probe of freeways urged,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 10 February 1960.

\textsuperscript{192} Frank Walden, “Traffic jams to cost city $50 million yearly by ’76,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 2 June 1960.

\textsuperscript{193} Norman D. Lea, “Will Freeways Solve Our Urban Traffic Problems?” \textit{Public Works in Canada} (Reprint: June 1959); Office of the City Manager Fonds, Board of Administration, Commissioners’ Subject Files 1960-1967, 114-A-3, File 17, CVA. Lea elaborated on financing strategy, arguing an extensive freeway network would pay for itself: “Sufficient freeways should be provided to make the total transportation bill a minimum. The financing of this optimum rate of freeway construction will require new sources of revenue. The method of financing which is used will, itself, have an important influence upon the effectiveness of the freeways and, from this point of view, financing in part through tolls would appear the most desirable.”
take the lead in planning, implementing and financing the routes. Minister of Highways Phil Gaglardi responded to the plans by remarking, “By the time we are through building them they will be obsolete. But think how horrible it will be if they aren’t built.” He also requested a meeting with officials from the municipalities affected by the expressway network, explaining that he wanted to see the city and municipalities take the initiative on the project and hoped it would spur the creation of a metropolitan government.

Detractors’ doubts revealed fundamental misgivings that would plague the plans, as critics raised questions about the potential impact of freeways in the city and even asked whether the roads were necessary for Vancouver. These detractors also issued the first of many calls for a comprehensive regional transportation plan. Many candidates in the civic election deemed the plans unrealistic and too expensive, calling the scheme a “dead duck.” Community opposition focused on the potential impact of the plans on Vancouver’s beloved Stanley Park. The Division One Vancouver Centre Liberal Association, for example, singled out the planned section that would traverse the west end of the park. Group member Humphry Mostyn said of the route, “It would turn our famous park into a city slum like the Loop did to Chicago.” The West End Community Council’s Burrard Inlet Crossing Committee also questioned the freeway plans, as did the Planning Institute of British Columbia. These groups were among the first to organize

194 “Gaglardi cautious on freeway,” The Vancouver Sun 27 April 1959.
195 “Gov’t will co-operate on freeways,” The Vancouver Sun 23 April 1959. “Gaglardi cautious on freeway,” The Vancouver Sun 27 April 1959. Cost sharing and technical studies were still required for the freeways. “Freeway financing top civic problem,” The Vancouver Sun 6 May 1959. In June 1959 the provincial government debated financing their share of the $340,000,000 cost of the expressway network. “Gov’t debating freeway share,” The Vancouver Sun c. June 1959.
196 “Freeway plan pipe dream to all civic candidates,” The Province 5 December 1959.
public meetings to discuss the plans.198 The Vancouver Branch of the Community Planning Association of Canada also challenged the notion that freeways were necessary for Vancouver. They acknowledged that the transportation problems were both complicated and urgent, but raised concerns over the city’s lack of comprehensive transportation policy and argued the preferred routes were chosen without any consideration of the impact of freeways on the areas they traversed.199 Other early critics of the plans included Warnett Kennedy, the executive director of the Architectural Institute of British Columbia. Kennedy called on municipal authorities to enact measures to “deter” automobile traffic in the downtown core but was rebuffed by Commissioner John Oliver who argued mass transit had to be as efficient as the automobile if it was to compete with private transportation, saying, “When people say that cars should be kept at home they mean the other fellow’s car.”200

Even local officials who championed the plans were divided on a number of details, including which routes should take priority in the construction schedule and whether neighbouring municipalities should bear some of the financial burden. Engineers said the east-west freeway in Vancouver would be the first priority, but that the second first narrows crossing

198 The West End Community Council advocated for a tunnel crossing instead of a bridge, opposed any freeway routing that would traverse Stanley Park, and were concerned about the impact of the proposed network on the city’s west end. West End Community Council meeting notice c. September 1959, 114-A-3, File 17, CVA. Planning Institute of British Columbia, 23 March 1960, 114-A-3, File 17, CVA.


The north and west Vancouver councils, however, argued the second first
narrow crossing should be the priority route, and urged that it not be dependent on the east-west
expressway. At the same time divisions over the form the crossing should take emerged, as
the city’s crossing committee recommended consultants’ favoured bridge plan be replaced by a
tunnel scheme, arguing the bridge would waste land and be more expensive at $95,000,000
compared to $79,000,000 for the tunnel.

---

201 Gordon McCallum, “Freeway more urgent than span say experts,” The Province 9 September 1959. A report to
Gagliardi and the first narrows crossing committee was rumoured to set a start date of 1966 for the second first

202 “North shore asks span now: ‘Don’t wait for freeway’,” The Vancouver Sun 10 September 1959.

203 “West end pressures for tunnel,” The Province October 1959. Burrard Inlet Crossing Committee to Commissioner
J.C. Oliver, 21 September 1959; Office of the City Manager Fonds, Board of Administration, Commissioners’
Subject Files 1960-1967, 114-A-3, File 17, CVA. The Council held public meetings on the issue: Burrard Inlet
Crossing Committee, Meeting Poster, September 1959; Office of the City Manager Fonds, Board of Administration,
Commissioners’ Subject Files 1960-1967, 114-A-3, File 17, CVA.
During the winter of 1959 to 1960, the growing divisions on city council over freeways became increasingly clear. While most debated the scheme under the assumption that freeways would indeed be built in Vancouver, councillors’ positions represented the full range of opinions on the scheme, from complete support, to complete opposition, to advocating a compromise plan. Alderman Frank Frederickson (1958-63), for example, advocated public transit over freeways, insisting, “The aim of city planning is to create greater freedom of movement for the individual not to increase road space for an increasing production of autos” with “gargantuan freeways.” Alderman Bert Emery (1959-65) called for roads to be widened while Alderman Reg Atherton (1957-68) criticized provincial officials’ for not being as generous as American states in funding urban roads that would benefit the whole province. The freeway costs, Atherton noted, exceeded the metro region’s financial capacity. By May 1960 a provincial freeway financing study was underway. Alderman Atherton again weighed in on the situation, telling his colleagues: “We have got to do something about traffic soon. If we don’t, we’re going to be choked.”

Vancouver’s city councillors did not find allies in their municipal counterparts in communities outside the city. The freeway plans actually gave rise to some local tensions, as politicians from other communities argued the network was designed to benefit the city and, as such, it should be the city’s financial responsibility. North Vancouver Councillor Vic Barber
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204 “Freeze not city freeway policy,” The Province 6 November 1959.

205 Los Angeles Mayor Norris Poulson argued Vancouver needed freeways like his city had, adding transit alone would not solve the area’s traffic problems. Ken Clark, “Los Angeles mayor says Vancouver needs freeway,” 22 March 1960. Alderman Bert Emery opposed the west end route. Frank Walden, “City to pay $46,000 for freeway financing study,” The Vancouver Sun 1 February 1961.

206 Frank Walden, “Freeway finance study under way,” The Vancouver Sun 27 May 1960. Atherton later the councillor changed his position, announcing that he “opposed freeways in principle” because the roads would destroy the downtown shopping area. Frank Walden, “City to pay $46,000 for freeway financing study,” The Vancouver Sun 1 February 1961.
argued freeways that directed traffic into the city centre should be the city’s responsibility, noting, “The freeways are designed to funnel everybody into downtown Vancouver.” Shortly thereafter city council commissioned a $115,000 freeway financing study, but the north Vancouver council voted against cost sharing for the report, arguing financing freeways was a provincial responsibility and rejecting the high cost of the work.

“Everyone is in favour of good environment but agreement on the detailed items of what constitutes good environment is less unanimous”

The relationship between provincial and city authorities for the duration of the freeway debates was fraught with tension. Initially provincial officials failed to adopt a clear position on the freeway scheme, only encouraging local officials to take the lead if they wanted to move forward with expressways. Before long, though, provincial officials strongly opposed the plans, flatly refusing funding and even echoing local officials skepticism about the need for freeways altogether. Provincial officials’ refusal to support expressways for Vancouver set the tone for intergovernmental relations throughout the debates. While subsequent provincial administrations were more open to the plans, the relationship remained antagonistic and the continuing tension between local and provincial authorities significantly impacted the ability of the city to implement the plans.
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207 Lew Thomas, “Reeve attacks high cost of freeways,” The Vancouver Sun 22 June 1960. Barber’s claim that the route served downtown was likely a strategic move to downplay his municipality’s benefit from, and resultant financial responsibility for, the route.

208 Frank Walden, “City to pay $46,000 for freeway financing study,” The Vancouver Sun 1 February 1961. The study was to investigate the estimated costs of the roads as well as alternative sources of revenue and revenue raising methods to finance the plans.

209 “North Van rejects freeways study,” The Vancouver Sun 7 February 1961.
Discord between provincial and municipal officials first emerged when Mayor Alsbury requested provincial funding for a freeways feasibility study in the early 1960s. Provincial officials’ immediate reluctance to invest in feasibility studies set the tone for the discussions between the two levels of government throughout the expressway debates. Over the years, local authorities continually appealed to their provincial counterparts to make a firm financial commitment to the scheme. Provincial officials refused each request and even went so far as to question the need for expressways in Vancouver. Privately Alsbury expressed his frustration over the lack of support from provincial officials, but publicly the two provincial politicians who exerted the most influence over the issue had already come out against the scheme. Premier W.A.C. Bennett (1952-72) told reporters his government opposed freeways because the roads would not solve congestion and would occupy large swaths of otherwise taxable land and Minister of Highways Phil Gaglardi’s (1955-68) position mirrored the premier’s, as he called for rapid rail transit over freeways.

210 Alsbury reminded provincial Minister of Highways P.A. Gaglardi that the city had cooperated by funding part of a rail-rapid transit study “at your insistence” that proved transit infrastructure could not supplant freeways. He explained, “The BC Research Council has stated that rail-rapid transit is not feasible at the present time, and that by 1976, which is the target date for completion of the initial freeway system, only one line would be feasible.” A.T. Alsbury to P.A. Gaglardi, Minister of Highways, 4 April 1962; City Council and Office of the City Clerk Fonds, Office of the City Clerk, Subject Files (Including Council Supporting Documents) 1959-1970, 20-G-5, File 6, CVA. The BC Research Council reported that the city would not be large enough to support even a 5 mile subway line until 1980, but recommended planners consider including rail lines with each freeway, which at a minimum they estimated would cost $66,200,000. “In another 20 years, we may have a subway,” The Province 2 March 1963.

211 Bud Elsie, “Freeway plan gasping its last?” The Province 24 April 1962. Province city columnist Bud Elsie attributed the lack of progress on freeway plans to changing public opinion and a recent provincial announcement about the lack of funding available for the scheme. Elsie also credited the apparent stalemate to, “A swing in public opinion -- at least what there is of it -- from freeways to rapid transit.” Bud Elsie, “Freeway plan gasping its last?” The Province 24 April 1962. The Vancouver Sun’s editorial board was critical of Bennett’s lack of support for the city’s freeways and skeptical of his October 1964 pledge of funding for northern roads in the province as the Vancouver plans continued to stall. Cliff MacKay, “Can Bennett spare Metro freeway monkey?” The Vancouver Sun 3 October 1964. Bennett had previously made a proposal to Vancouver officials, offering the existing Lions Gate Bridge to the city including the toll proceeds from the link, if they built a new crossing. The move was designed to combat criticism the province was stalling on the third crossing but the municipalities rejected the offer, insisting the third crossing was a provincial responsibility. Vancouver Mayor Tom Alsbury called the proposal “delightfully vague.” “Bennett: ‘Build span, get 1 free,” The Vancouver Sun 1 October 1959.
In the meantime, while many studies on all components of the city’s wide ranging transportation plans were commissioned, the replacement of the Georgia Viaduct was the first major project to be undertaken. The viaduct was regarded by many as a potential gateway project, one that would necessitate the construction of an entire freeway network for Vancouver. The scheme was designed to replace an existing structure, and while planners made provisions for the viaduct to be integrated into the full scale freeway network, the revitalized structure could stand alone without the freeway component. The preliminary engineering report for the $7,400,000 Georgia Viaduct replacement was released in July 1963. City engineers estimated the aging structure handled over 20,000 vehicles daily and was long overdue for replacement. It was designed to fit seamlessly with the expressway links including the east-west freeway to the Trans-Canada Highway, the north-south freeway to the Deas Tunnel Thruway, the downtown loop freeway and the Burrard Inlet waterfront alternate. The structure would connect with Georgia Street heading into the city and Dunsmuir Street heading out of the core.

Although the viaduct was meant to be a self-sufficient component of the city’s transportation infrastructure and one that did not require freeways to function effectively, the engineers made their belief in the necessity of freeways clear. Downtown traffic volumes were such, they added, that freeways were essential. They conceded the viaduct could function without freeways but maintained, “The provision of the new viaduct will not by itself significantly improve the environment. A comprehensive plan for a downtown bypass, transit
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212 Traffic Division, Vancouver Engineering Department, Georgia Viaduct Replacement: Preliminary Engineering Report (July 1963), Summary. Government Publications, VPL.

213 Ibid. The viaduct originally opened in 1914.

214 Ibid, 29.
facilities, integrated parking garages, and separation of pedestrians and vehicles is needed.”

The viaduct engineers acknowledged the structure would impact Vancouver’s downtown and stressed that good design would be the key to ensuring the effect was positive. Officials circumvented questions about the environmental impact by stating: “Everyone is in favour of good environment but agreement on the detailed items of what constitutes good environment is less unanimous.” In the most general terms, they offered a description of the ideal downtown core as “pleasant and interesting,” an easily accessible area that would be home to a concentration of offices, hotels, shopping and entertainment and cultural venues.

“Nowhere on the continent has a government kept in mind the problems of a large city more than in BC”

Debates over freeway financing continued through the early to mid-1960s as municipal and provincial politicians argued over each administrations’ responsibilities. Some municipal politicians outside of the city called for a fifty percent gas tax to be imposed on motorists in the lower mainland to help fund the freeways. North Vancouver Mayor Frank Goldsworthy insisted a gas levy instead of a property tax must fund the freeways, reasoning that the burden of paying for the routes should fall on the “the user.” The mayor also argued there should be federal financing for Vancouver’s scheme because some of the links would connect with existing Trans-Canada routes. Minister of Highways Phil Gaglardi disagreed, stressing the importance of municipal funding. Vancouver, he maintained, must shoulder part of the financial responsibility

---

215 Ibid, 4-7.
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for the freeways, saying it was time the city “stopped passing bucks and started spending some.”\textsuperscript{217}

The provincial stance frustrated many local officials, perhaps none more than Alderman Phillip Lipp (1962-65), who was so enraged that he said southern British Columbia (BC) should secede from the northern part of the province and Vancouver Island if the province refused to fund the freeways.\textsuperscript{218} Premier Bennett insisted that accusations of provincial indifference or even disdain for Vancouver were completely unfounded, saying, “Nowhere on the continent has a government kept in mind the problems of a large city more than in BC.” The premier argued the province had fulfilled its obligation to Vancouver by purchasing the Lions Gate Bridge, constructing the Second Narrows Bridge and the Oak Street Bridge, as well as offering to construct a twin to the Lions Gate bridge if the municipalities would construct the freeways. Bennett further noted that provincial authorities had designed the existing freeways to circumvent the city to prevent unnecessary congestion, thereby “protecting them [Vancouverites].”\textsuperscript{219}

Bennett’s response to the growing frustrations of local officials seemed to only further inflame the situation, as Vancouver Mayor Bill Rathie (1963-66) publicly released a letter he sent to Bennett regarding negotiations to obtain $20,000,000 of federal funding for the east-west

\textsuperscript{217} Goldsworthy rejected tolls because such systems slowed traffic flow. “Mayors say: Use gas tax for freeways,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} \textit{7} \textit{October} 1964. Gaglardi recommended a joint municipal-provincial committee to determine the division of costs. This was not the first time the minister had stressed the importance of cost sharing between road users and municipal, provincial and federal authorities. “Metropolitan gov’t needed to finance new freeway,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} \textit{21} \textit{April} 1959.

\textsuperscript{218} “Lipp turns separatist,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} \textit{13} \textit{October} 1964.

\textsuperscript{219} Ian MacAlpine, “‘We’ve completed our obligations’,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} \textit{24} \textit{October} 1964.
expressway by making it part of the Trans-Canada.\textsuperscript{220} City officials insisted there should be a federal contribution by pointing to other cities where substantial federal funding helped build highways, including the Trans-Canada through Québec City, the National Harbours Board (NHB) road projects in Montréal, and highways in the Maritimes.\textsuperscript{221} Provincial authorities were unmoved, as Minister of Highways Gaglardi expressed doubts the federal government could be persuaded to contribute,\textsuperscript{222} and Premier Bennett maintained the east-west freeway was unnecessary, reiterating his position that freeways should not run through cities. Local government supporters of the route were unsurprisingly annoyed with Bennett, and Mayor Rathie dismissed the premier’s comments with an insult, saying Bennett often recanted and likely would again.\textsuperscript{223}

While provincial officials remained cool to some of their municipal counterparts’ freeway plans, they began to look to federal authorities for funding on select components of the network, particularly the proposed first narrows crossing. In August 1965, Gaglardi presented a $109,000,000 bridge and tunnel scheme for the first narrows at Brockton Point, but provincial authorities still had yet to make a firm commitment to the plan, and more importantly, no funding arrangements were in place.\textsuperscript{224} Shortly after Gaglardi’s presentation, Premier Bennett

\textsuperscript{220} The plan was to begin at the Trans-Canada terminus at Boundary Road, run the expressway downtown and connect it to the proposed new first narrows bridge.

\textsuperscript{221} Cliff MacKay, “City freeway talks bared by Rathie,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 13 November 1964. In Québec City, the $175,000,000 Trans-Canada route cost was shared by federal ($40,000,000), provincial ($100,000,00), and city ($35,000,000) authorities. In the Maritimes, 90 percent of highway costs were covered by the federal government and some routes in Newfoundland were completely covered by federal government.

\textsuperscript{222} “Show me freeway money”: Phil,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 14 November 1964. “Phil won’t count on Ottawa,” \textit{The Province} 16 November 1964.

\textsuperscript{223} Ian MacAlpine, “Bennett scotches plan for freeway,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 17 November 1964.

\textsuperscript{224} Frank Rutter, “1st Narrows link bared by Gaglardi,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 5 August 1965.
announced he approved of the route in principle but rejected his minister’s plan because it did not include municipal funding. At the same time, the premier raised the issue of possible federal funding for the crossing route by criticizing his federal counterparts’ lack of support for downtown projects, remarking, “They’re still thinking around Toronto and Montréal. The place where the action is is in BC.”

As both provincial and local authorities began looking for ways to secure federal funding, they considered three main avenues of support: obtaining Trans-Canada designation for the new routes, applying through urban renewal programs to the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), or appealing to the NHB for assistance with waterfront routes and
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225 “Bennett dumps Gaglardi’s bridge,” The Vancouver Sun 9 August 1965.
crossings. Coast-Capilano Member of Parliament and Parliamentary Secretary to Prime Minister Lester Pearson, Jack Davis (1962-74) reported that Pearson (1963-68) had confirmed the crossing route would be eligible for federal funding if it was changed from a provincial highway to become part of the Trans-Canada. Davis suggested federal funding could be channeled through the NHB since the project would qualify as a waterfront improvement like the Jacques Cartier and Champlain bridges did in Montréal. Alternatively, he suggested, the route could be modified so that it would become part of the Trans-Canada, thus qualifying as a public works
City officials were eager to take advantage of the opportunity to access federal funding for the route and, accordingly, outlined four ways in which the project could qualify: the route could be designated part of the Trans-Canada; the route, traversing a number of urban renewal areas, may be eligible for funds under the National Housing Act; the impact of the waterfront section on renewal efforts in the area may qualify the route for federal funds; and finally, the waterfront redevelopment component would include harbour facilities, and as such, it may have qualified the project for NHB funding.

A few months later, local officials followed through on their plans to pursue federal funding for the city’s expressways. First, city aldermen asked Premier Bennett to reroute the Trans-Canada so that it would include the proposed east-west and waterfront freeways, the Georgia Viaduct, and the first narrows crossing near Brockton Point. The officials’ hope was that the modifications would qualify the route for both federal and provincial funding, but Bennett refused the request. The premier told local expressway advocates that rerouting the Trans-Canada would require provincial and federal cooperation, and that his administration would not participate in any such discussions. He also maintained that traffic should be routed around, not through, the city, reiterating his position that downtown freeways only exacerbated congestion.
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226 “Davis says Ottawa should share plan,” The Vancouver Sun 23 August 1965. Davis noted Vancouver was a national harbour just as Montréal was.

227 Planning Department, City of Vancouver, Trans-Canada Highway Route Through Metropolitan Vancouver and Burrard Inlet Crossing (c. late August - December 1965), 1-2. Government Publications, VPL. Officials also noted the Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges, both in Montréal, as well as the Saint John Bridge in New Brunswick and Burlington Skyway in Ontario had all benefitted from federal funding. Planning Department, Trans-Canada Highway Route, “Federal Aid -- Various Highway Bridges” [unnumbered page].

228 Keith Bradbury, “Aldermen will ask Bennett to re-route Trans-Canada,” The Vancouver Sun 21 January 1966. Bennett added, “The federal government can no more relocate the highway (without provincial agreement) than fly to the moon.”

229 Dave Arlett, “City freeways are ‘life-blood’,” The Vancouver Sun 21 January 1966.
Soon after encountering the premier’s resistance to rerouting the Trans-Canada, local officials encountered another roadblock in their efforts to secure federal funding, this time from the CMHC. City officials attempted to access federal funding through CMHC by presenting components of the city’s transportation plans as part of overarching urban renewal efforts, which included revamping the government centre, Chinatown, the downtown East side, the Old Granville Townsite and the southern sector warehouse area. In March, however, the corporation notified Vancouver Planning Director W.E. Graham that the organization would not fund two freeway studies, explaining, “We do not consider that the $75,240 cost relating to a study of the Georgia Street Freeway Ramp and the N/S [North-South] Freeway location to be a legitimate charge against Section 23A, since it appears to be more appropriately a charge against normal municipal planning operation.”

After local officials were rebuffed twice in their efforts to access federal funding, Premier Bennett came forward with an offer of provincial support for one third of the cost of the planned waterfront freeway, but it was contingent on an equal federal grant. Instead of focusing on the proven difficulty of obtaining a federal contribution, Vancouver Mayor Bill Rathie welcomed the premier’s announcement. Telling reporters he was confident federal authorities would agree to
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230 W.E. Graham, Director of Planning for the City of Vancouver to Board of Administration, “City of Vancouver Urban Renewal Program: Request for Financial Assistance for Preparation of Urban Renewal Scheme No. 4,” 3 January 1966; City Planning Department Fonds, Director’s General Files 1965-1969, 926-E-5, File 6, CVA. Includes map of urban renewal areas outlined. New transportation infrastructure was regarded as an essential part of urban renewal efforts. “Report of the Board of Administration to the Standing Committee on Civic Development, Re: Urban Renewal Transportation Studies,” 17 January 1965; City Planning Department Fonds, Director’s General Files 1965-1969, 926-E-5, File 6, CVA.

231 R.G. Clauson, Regional Supervisor for the BC Region of the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, to W.E. Graham, Director of Planning for the City of Vancouver, “Re: Vancouver Urban Renewal No. 4 -- Proposed Section 23A Scheme,” 2 March 1966; City Planning Department Fonds, Director’s General Files 1965-1969, 926-E-5, File 6, CVA.
the arrangement, the mayor said the plan “shows we have a place in BC.” Setting the Trans-Canada and CMHC initiatives aside, Rathie added that the city should receive the federal portion from the NHB and through Ottawa’s urban renewal program because the freeway was connected

232 “Rathie delighted with road offer,” *The Vancouver Sun* 24 March 1966. The announcement did not represent a change in Bennett’s opposition to inner city freeways, as the premier maintained the network routes “must be thruways not freeways.” As the author noted, “Bennett did not explain the difference [between thruways and freeways].” The waterfront route ran from the Bayshore Inn, over the CPR tracks, east to Columbia, linking with the Georgia Viaduct to the Port Mann Freeway. Highways Minister Gaglardi shared Rathie’s confidence that federal funding would come through for the first narrows crossing even if the route was not designated as part of the Trans-Canada. Wayne MacDonald, “Gaglardi sure Ottawa to aid in another narrows crossing,” *The Vancouver Sun* 22 December 1966. Despite the premier’s offer, some continued to criticize provincial funding of Vancouver area highways. NDP Vancouver East Alex Macdonald said, “In rural areas they [the province] pay all highway costs, in small cities and villages they pay 50 per cent, in the city of Vancouver they pay practically nothing.” The province granted the city $350,000 annually for roads but received an estimated $14,000,000 through the gas tax.
to a $50,000,000 NHB dock and “Skid Road” in the east end. Waterfront revitalization efforts -- of which the highway was an essential component -- were central to the city’s broader renewal agenda, he stressed.233

“Planning is too serious a matter to leave solely to the professional civic officials”

By January 1966, several signs that the nature of the freeway debates were changing began to emerge. City officials admitted the freeway network was on hold while they reviewed Gaglardi’s new first narrows crossing plan. In addition, Mayor Rathie suspended discussions of American consultants’ 1964 review of the city’s freeway plans. It was at this time that the mayor proposed a change in terminology, from freeway to parkway. As journalist John Taylor explained, “On Thursday the mayor said in a speech that the term freeway should be dropped anyway and one more acceptable to the public -- possibly parkway -- replace it. He explained today that he was thinking in terms of more landscaping along freeways to make them palasanter and safer.”234 Province city affairs columnist Bud Elise had a different view on the situation. He noticed Rathie’s change in terminology, particularly after Bennett insisted repeatedly that his administration would only fund thruways, not freeways. It seemed Rathie had followed the Premier’s lead in dispensing with the “freeway” label. Parkway was a friendlier label, Elise explained: “A freeway is six or eight (or more) lanes of concrete slashed indiscriminately through the city. It is usually clogged with speeding cars, clouded in exhaust fumes and, all in

233 Keith Bradbury, “Federal help sources seen for thruway,” The Vancouver Sun 25 March 1966. Rathie’s adoption of the new terminology -- thurway instead of freeway -- demonstrated his understanding of the importance of Bennett’s prior speech on the importance of finding language that was amenable to the general public’s changing mood, as well as the premier’s insistence that his administration would fund thruways, not freeways.

all, is an eyesore . . . A parkway is a different thing. Sweeping curves, plenty of landscaping and, best of all, hidden from view.”

As politicians tried to frame the expressway plans in terms palatable to local residents, architects and planning experts fed the growing consternation surrounding the plans. Warnett Kennedy, the executive director of the Architectural Institute of BC, had previously supported the plans, but expressed doubts in early 1966. Kennedy feared Vancouver would be webbed in freeways by 1984, and that the situation would drive residents from the core. “The tendency to scatter and decentralize,” Kennedy explained, “will be irresistible and like lemmings we shall flee up the Fraser Valley. And I think the Fraser Valley will be a planless, tasteless jumble of scattered buildings characterized by a sense of nowhereness.” According to Kennedy, the root of the problem was that no architects were involved in planning the freeways. “I have no confidence that our freeways will be beautiful,” he complained, arguing, “They will be designed by engineers alone and architects won’t get a look in.”

At the same time, American planners cautioned their neighbours to the north about repeating their mistakes. Dr. A.L. Grey, a professor of urban planning at the University of Washington told the Western Canadian Roadside Development Conference that Vancouver should not repeat the mistake of Seattle and other American cities by constructing a raised waterfront freeway because it would cause environmental blight. The president of the American Society of Planning Officials echoed his colleagues’ sentiments, also criticizing elevated waterfront and downtown freeways as he told attendees at a public meeting in
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Vancouver that the routes divided communities and hurt cities. He cited Boston’s “Black Monday” on 30 December 1963 “when motorists were unable to move because of the jam of vehicles pouring into the city.” The solution, he said, was to “subordinat[e] the motor vehicle to other community needs,” preserving open spaces of natural beauty around cities.238

The first wave of sustained and focused opposition revolved around the Chinatown link -- also known as the Carrall Street link -- component of Vancouver’s proposed freeway network. The Carrall Street freeway link that was planned to run through Chinatown was part of the city’s original expressway plans, but it was not until officials presented a $145,000 study that described the link as a thirty foot high elevated waterfront freeway running along Carrall Street through Chinatown and linked to the Georgia Viaduct that city residents really began to take notice.239

The impact of the Carrall Street link on Chinatown was described by councillors as “act[ing] as a roof,” or “a building that happens to have a roadway on top.”240 Surprisingly, the Chinatown Property Owners’ Association of Vancouver initially endorsed the elevated freeway, saying it would alleviate congestion on Pender Street. Association spokesman Harry Fan commented, “I don’t see how it can be anything but good for Chinatown,” while John MacD. Lecky, president of the Downtown Business Association also supported the plan.241

The initial positive response did not last, as less than a week after the full details were released, concerned community members began raising questions about the scheme. Chinatown

238 Al Donald, “U.S. planning expert warns of ‘brutality of freeway’,” The Vancouver Sun 27 October 1966.
239 George Peloquin, “Transportation study: Downtown freeway web unveiled to city council,” The Vancouver Sun 1 June 1967. The study also included a redesigned Chinatown with shops and “walking areas,” as well as details on the other components of the city’s freeway network, including the east-west and north-south freeways.
240 George Peloquin, “Freeway study linked to tunnel,” The Vancouver Sun 2 June 1967.
241 “Businessmen back freeway proposal,” The Vancouver Sun 2 June 1967. The one critical response at the time came from Mike Wallach, the president of the Central Council of Ratepayers, who argued the waterfront route was preferable to a cross town freeway.
property owners Lawrence Killam along with architects Bud Wood and Rudy Kovak urged the city to hold a public hearing, arguing the freeway would destroy Chinatown. In Wood’s words, “Chinatown, the neck of the city, will be throttled by a wasteland of concrete.” The men warned officials that if the project was left looming over the area, it would prevent fellow land holders from making improvements to their properties.\textsuperscript{242} Shortly thereafter, a special council meeting was scheduled to discuss the Chinatown link, but concerned residents pushed for a full public hearing.\textsuperscript{243} Just two weeks after the interim oral report on the Chinatown freeway was issued, city council halted the study and ordered a full public hearing. The move was supported by anti-expressway allies such as Alderman Harry Rankin (1966-86; 1988-93), who argued the study’s terms of reference were too narrow and urged his colleagues to consider alternatives.\textsuperscript{244}

As local officials discussed financing for the Chinatown route, Montréal loomed large in the conversation. Vancouver aldermen called for the same ten to one funding ratio for senior and municipal governments that Montréal officials enjoyed.\textsuperscript{245} Others also compared Vancouver’s transportation challenges to Montréal, but instead of calling for more freeways they urged local officials to emulate the Québec city’s emphasis on transit. Vancouver resident Murray Blair, whose letter to the editor appeared in \textit{The Province}, argued, officials should adopt an extensive

\textsuperscript{242}Ed Clark, “Businessmen start drive to preserve Chinatown,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 10 June 1967.

\textsuperscript{243}“Chinese protest freeway,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 13 June 1967. Bud Wood said of the freeway: “It’s insane.”

\textsuperscript{244}“City halts freeway study, orders full public hearing,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 15 June 1967. Since 1954 an estimated $1,000,000 was spent on transportation studies but no official action had been taken. Council discussed the possibility of widening the terms of reference on previous transportation studies to allow consultants to consider alternative routes for the north-south and east-west freeways as well as the approaches to the Georgia Viaduct but ultimately decided against the move. “City freeway studies began in 1954,” \textit{The Vancouver Sun} 17 June 1967. Vancouver City Council Minutes, Special Council Meeting, 5 July 1967; City Council and Office of the City Clerk Fonds, Office of the City clerk, Subject Files (Including Council Supporting Documents) 1959-1970, 20-G-5, File 6, CVA.

mass transit system like the one created in Montréal for Expo ’67 instead of more freeways. He explained:

A recent visit to Expo 67 brings home the sanity of mass transportation. No cars are permitted to enter the Exposition. If they were allowed you can imagine what hopeless confusion would prevail. Instead, they have electric trains; the largest, the Expo Express, big and roomy; runs continually. People get on and off whenever and wherever they like, and the cost is nil. You see Expo, like the downtown area of any large city is for people, not cars.246

In October 1967 city council approved the $200,000,000 Chinatown freeway link but had yet to secure funding for the project. At the time, funding had only been finalized with federal authorities for the first narrows crossing and waterfront freeway.247 Recognizing financing was essential to the success of the project, prominent freeway opponent Walter Hardwick led demonstrations when Minister of Federal Transport Paul Hellyer (1967-69) visited Vancouver. The councillor and professor led sixty geography, architecture and community planning students from the University of British Columbia (UBC) and Simon Fraser University in picketing Hellyer’s hotel in opposition of the route.248 Hellyer’s response to the controversy was not what local officials hoped to hear. He said federal authorities would not relocate the Trans-Canada,


247 Bud Elsie, “Chinatown freeway route,” *The Province* 18 October 1967. In January 1967 officials had recommended a six lane tunnel structure for the Burrard Inlet crossing, aligned with Brockton Point. The final decision as to whether the crossing should be a tunnel or bridge, officials they, should be left until a preliminary design was available. *Report of the Joint Technical Committee on Burrard Inlet Crossings* (January 1967), 8-10. Government Publications, VPL. *The Province*’s editorial board followed the announcement with a column applauding the Chinatown route, noting the plan in turn settled the north-south and east-west routes. Although they called the freeway “a handsome conception and a practical proposition,” the board also criticized the lack of consultation with the community over the plans. “Freeway planning isn’t all concrete . . .” (editorial) *The Province* 19 October 1967.

which already ran along the 401 freeway, the second narrows crossing, and the Upper Levels route, and accordingly, no federal funds would be available for the city’s planned expressways.249

Mayor Tom Campbell (1967-72) insisted the Carrall link was not a gateway project to the east-west and north-south routes, but his attempt to downplay the expressway plans did not placate protestors.250 On the contrary, opposition groups mobilized for joint action. In October the Chinese Benevolent Association formed a fifteen member committee to fight the freeway.251 Members including the Community Arts Council reported they were “shocked and horrified” that transportation plans had been finalized for the city without widespread public consultation, and accused officials of planning according to “out-dated concepts of the city.”252

In the face of this growing controversy and repeated calls for public hearings, some council members called for a revaluation of the expressway plans. Alderman Ernie Broome (1962-72) requested a public meeting to discuss the routes,253 while fellow Alderman Harry Rankin called his vote in favour of the Carrall link a mistake and asked that a broader study be commissioned that would consider all possible routes.254 At the same time New Democratic Party (NDP) Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA) and former Alderman Robert A. Williams reiterated others’ criticism that bureaucrats were to blame for producing poor

---


251 “Chinese to fight freeway,” The Province 23 October 1967.

252 Moira Sweeny, Chair of the Civic Arts Committee, Community Arts Council to Council, 19 October 1967; Mayor’s Office Fonds, General Correspondence Files 1967, 45-B-6, File 16, CVA.


254 “City delays ‘great debate’ on freeways,” The Province 6 November 1967. Broome later insulted Rankin, who was pushing for more consultation, saying Rankin was seeing “capitalists under every bed.”
information by rushing studies with limited mandates. Others were frustrated with their colleagues for questioning the already approved project. Alderman Ed Sweeney (1966-72; 1974-76), for example, accused his fellow aldermen of backpedalling, comparing them to “cows in a field regurgitating their food.” Alderman Halford Wilson (1934-42; 1947-53; 1955-72) also supported freeways for the city, citing Tokyo as a city where freeways were “beautiful in design” and calling for roads that were “equally modern in design” for Vancouver. At the end of the discussions, council yielded to protestors’ demands and set dates for public hearings, but even then Mayor Campbell showed no signs of bending to expressway critics, telling reporters the sessions would be “futile” since the Carrall route had already been finalized.

At the same time, Erickson Massey Architects came forward with reservations about the plans. Chinatown, they noted, was a unique and irreplaceable part of the city: “The spaces, the streets, the lanes, and the facades are of a quality and scale which offer no compromise to the scale and mass of a major freeway structure.” Maple Tree Square, considered the historical heart of the city, would also be threatened and was one of a few historical sites in the city. The consultants observed that Chinatown was home to “low and minimal income” residents, who depended on “the existing marginal facilities and services of the Old City and Chinatown,” concluding, “An important sociological issue rises out of this insofar as any changes to the area
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255 “Rankin apologizes for freeway vote,” The Province 31 October 1967.

256 “City to hold meeting on freeway planning,” The Province 1 November 1967.

257 “Campbell discounts freeway changes,” The Province 9 November 1967.
will directly affect these residents and their dwellings.” The freeway, which would be eight to ten lanes wide and thirty to fifty feet high, would create a barrier across “a well integrated commercial area.” The architects argued the scale of the project would also be completely incompatible with the existing commercial and residential area and, as a result, would require a comprehensive redevelopment plan for the area to avoid the destructive impact of “insensitive planning” evident in cities like Seattle and San Francisco. The freeway would only be viable with such a redevelopment plan, they added, insisting its net effect must be to improve the area and help integrate the old and new areas of the city.

The Chinatown link hearings marked the climax of the debates on the route. The 23 November 1967 session drew 500 attendees and was described as a “near-riot” by Mayor Campbell, as attendees shouted at councillors, heckled them and called for resignations. Vancouver Sun journalist George Peloquin recalled: “Minutes after the meeting started Campbell announced there was a sell-out crowd. ‘It was a sell-out before it started,’ someone shouted back.” So many citizens submitted briefs that there was not enough time to hear them all and another session had to be scheduled to continue the hearings.

258 Erickson Massey Architects, “Urban Design and Architectural Aspects of the Carrall Street Freeway Alignment,” 22 November 1967 in Vancouver Transportation Study: Information for Public Meeting, November 23rd, 1967 (City of Vancouver), 23; City Publications Collection, Public Records Series 591, PD 192, CVA. Activists recognized this threat to the city’s historic heart and vowed to continue their preservation efforts even after the Chinatown link was defeated. Joseph Lawrence, the president of the Vancouver Historical Society and a history professor at UBC, voiced his group’s opposition to freeways through two historic parts of the city -- Chinatown and Gastown. “Hands off,” Lawrence told officials, adding, “This is our heritage.” Historical society vows battle,” The Vancouver Sun 25 March 1968.


261 George Peloquin, “Freeway foes heap scorn on Campbell,” The Vancouver Sun 24 November 1967.
After the first session Mayor Campbell blamed the unruly atmosphere on UBC students and staff who he accused of flooding the gathering, telling reporters, “This wasn’t public reaction. It was a university reaction.” Leading activist and UBC Geography Professor Walter Hardwick rejected Campbell’s accusation, as did Sun writer Peloquin, who reported only thirty students and twenty staff were among the 500 attendees. Others on city council nevertheless shared the mayor’s frustration, like Alderman Asbury who also suspected undue influence from the academic community. Asbury remarked, “I am speaking not as an alderman but as a taxpayer and I came here to hear again what consultants have to say. I’m surprised at some of the impatient academicians from the university. Let’s get the facts and then refute.” Alderman Earle Adams (1952-72) also questioned the opposition, telling reporters: “Many were there just to oppose the authority and some were just out for a night of fun.” Another Alderman, Halford Wilson, agreed with his colleague’s assessment, deeming the hearing a “circus,” and saying, “We had a number of rah rah boys supporting Hawthorn [sic: Hardwick]. They were just a bunch of punks out to disrupt the meeting if possible.” Other officials such as Alderman Rankin attempted to defuse the situation by reminding council members that they could cancel or change plans. Rankin noted simply, “There’s nothing wrong with admitting you’re wrong.”

---


264 “Freeway critics rapped -- ‘Punks bent on disruption’,” The Vancouver Sun 28 November 1967. Hardwick defended himself and other freeway opponents, insisting Wilson’s characterization of the hearing was unfair and inaccurate. “No punks, no riot, claims Hardwick,” The Vancouver Sun 29 November 1967.

On 7 December 1967, the second session of the Chinatown freeway hearings was held.266 By that time, Mayor Campbell had softened his attitude towards expressway critics, assuring attendees complaints against the Chinatown link would be considered.267 The “orderly” December session attracted 800 attendees who overwhelmingly opposed the plans, and was marked by the dramatic public resignation of Planning Commission Chairman and head of UBC’s school of regional and community planning Dr. Peter Oberlander. He told the crowd that he could not support the commission’s approval of the freeway, even with their stipulation that it was “socially and esthetically” compatible with the affected community.268 He argued the city needed a comprehensive plan instead of a series of separate projects. “Planning,” he said, “is too serious a matter to leave solely to the professional civic officials.”269

The presentation of briefs from concerned community groups and residents served as the centrepiece of the hearings. Freeway opponents employed a number of different tactics, often using statistics, forecasts, and budget projections to demonstrate the folly of freeways. They lamented the irreversible impact freeways would have on the city and urged officials to shift their attention to public transit instead. They also chastised officials for the lack of community consultation over the plans, for handing consultants’ limited terms of reference that asked consultants where, not whether, freeways should be built, and for using piecemeal planning to move forward with the freeways without being forthcoming about their commitment to the network as a whole. Critics maintained Vancouver needed a comprehensive master plan to guide

266 “Second Public Meeting Re: Vancouver Transportation Studies,” c. December 1967; City Council and Office of the City Clerk Fonds, Office of the City Clerk, Subject Files (Including Council Supporting Documents) 1967, 20-G-6, File 3, CVA.

267 “Freeway changes in offing?” The Province 7 December 1967.

268 “Freeway backed -- at last,” The Province 6 December 1967.

its development, one that was supported by current studies and widespread community consultation.

The Community Arts Council, for example, argued officials were relying on outdated statistics from the first volume of the freeways plan published in 1956 and said the emphasis on freeways over public transit reflected “the pre-occupation with moving cars rather than with moving people.”270 Sharing the Arts Council’s position, the Greater Vancouver Branch of the Community Planning Association of Canada also criticized city officials’ approach, noting, “The basis for council’s decisions are being based on outdated planning reports, and not on official planning policies.”271 The Greater Vancouver Chapter of the Architectural Institute of British Columbia echoed those sentiments, noting that some routes were never publicly acknowledged until the official studies were released.272 The Vancouver and District Council of Churches and the Central Council of Ratepayers similarly accused council of thwarting the “democratic process.”273

The hearings also hosted a number of community groups who were worried about the impact of freeways on their inner city neighbourhoods. These presenters voiced common


concerns that freeways would displace numerous residents, leaving their neighbourhoods divided and, eventually, promoting blight.\textsuperscript{274} The Grandview Ratepayers’ Association, for example, suggested growing congestion and pollution could be addressed with the creation of a “waterfront perimeter system,” or preferably, a monorail network. The group also rebuffed charges theirs was simply a NIMBY perspective, insisting their position was “neither narrow or short-sighted” and pointing out that freeways in the United States had only exacerbated congestion and pollution.\textsuperscript{275}

In the fight over the Chinatown link, some of the most impassioned opposition came, not surprisingly, from the Chinese community. The Chinese Benevolent Association observed: “This Community was not built by the Chinese people as a tourist attraction with the view of making a fortune . . . The business activities in Chinatown are there not by choice but by necessity because of the discriminatory attitudes of the population in years gone by and because of the language barrier.” The Association warned council, “The Chinese is [sic] not so naive [sic] as to believe that a Carrall link will improve Chinatown or that the area beneath the freeway can be made into attractive shops and malls.”\textsuperscript{276} Activists also recalled the threat earlier renewal schemes had posed to Chinatown. Community spokesman Foon Sien recalled previous urban renewal measures, noting, “City officials smiled at our protests and said all this would ‘make a better Chinatown.’ But I look at it differently. A place without Chinese people is not Chinatown to


me.” Lawyer Jack L. Lee agreed, remarking, “Somebody has assumed that Chinatown is expendable.” Ultimately, Sien said, the community favoured a waterfront freeway instead of the Chinatown route. Local businessman Dean Leung was frustrated by city council’s failure to learn from other cities’ experiences. Leung explained, “They tried to rebuild the Chinatowns of Los Angeles and Toronto after chopping them up in the name of progress, but it didn’t work.”

A number of presenters delivered detailed arguments as to why expressways were wrong for Vancouver. These presentations challenged the routes and the administration that produced them, with special attention to the working relationship between politicians and civil servants. Provincial MLA Robert A. Williams, for example, argued problems arose because civil servants, not elected officials, were making key decisions. He explained: “I’m not saying that we do not need the involvement of the civic staff and the consultants, however, it seems that the experts have been asked to answer political questions and make value judgements which the community and the politicians alone should make.”

The academic community from the UBC was also well represented at the hearings, and like MLA Williams and others, they were most concerned with what they regarded as systemic problems in the city’s administration. Architecture Professor Henry Elder stressed to council the fundamental necessity of defining what kind of city Vancouver should be as a starting point in formulating planning policy. He also defended his colleagues, saying: “I noted with some

277 “Concrete knife in the heart of Chinatown?” The Province 2 December 1967. While community members were pleased with council’s later decision to cancel the link, some Chinatown property owners were furious when they later learned their properties would be expropriated for the Viaduct replacement. Kathy Tait, “Chinese bitter over city taking property for viaduct,” The Province 6 March 1969.

misgivings that the unruly nature of the last meeting [the first hearing session] was blamed upon the UBC. This was of course quite untrue. If however what was meant was that the questions asked contained some intellectual merit that is another matter. Certainly no answers were given.” A large group of professors from UBC also submitted a joint brief. Like many petitioners, the group criticized the lack of strong leadership from council, arguing civic officials’ decisions had resulted in “some kind of shifting commitment” to freeways and asking, “Does anyone know if council has accepted this freeway system or is it only the private plan of civic officials?” UBC Professor and future City Councillor Walter Hardwick (1969-74) picked up on his colleagues’ concerns, telling attendees:

There has been a crisis brewing in city government for a decade . . . council has failed to seek advice from the body politic but become the puppets of the experts . . . Our ‘experts’ by their professional training (mostly in civil engineering), age, background, do not appear to be able to comprehend the range of social, economic, and political forces that must be included in formulating major public policies today.

On the other side of the debates were freeway supporters, some who supported the routes by default as they believed freeways were undesirable but necessary, and others who agreed with the schemes wholeheartedly, maintaining expressways were essential to the future health and success of their city. Petitioners who offered moderate support typically criticized the proposed

---


routes or the lack of public consultation, but conceded that freeways were a necessary part of the solution to Vancouver’s transportation problems.282 Those who offered stronger support for the freeways stressed that traffic problems were hindering the growth and economic development of the downtown core, and advocated the creation of a regional transportation authority to coordinate planning across the Vancouver region. The Vancouver Board of Trade and the Downtown Business Association were both prominent freeway proponents that espoused these views.283 The Town Planning Commission also issued its full fledged support for the scheme, as did the BC Section of the Institute of Traffic Engineers.284 The Project 200 developers who were creating a complex downtown also fully supported the freeway network and asked council to ensure their site had access to freeways on both the east and west sides.285 The Building Owners and Managers Association of Vancouver (BOMA) took a different approach, stressing the importance of clear municipal leadership and defined planning principles to guide development. BOMA President E.T. Morrison warned hearing attendees of the impact of weak governance, explaining, “If an investor contemplates development in a community administered by a local government yielding to day-to-day pressure, he must anticipate that his investment will be


subject to similar expedient decisions based on future pressures on future governments.”

Less than a month after the second hearing on the Chinatown section, city councillors rescinded their earlier approval of the route, cancelling the link. Mayor Campbell as well as Aldermen Rankin, Broome, Adams, Wilson, Bird, Linnell, and Alsbury voted to rescind the approval while Aldermen Graham and Sweeney voted against the motion, and Alderman Atherton was absent. Alderman Ernie Broome, who had previously criticized expressway opponents, said council was indebted to Hardwick and Oberlander for sparking widespread opposition to the scheme. Telling his colleagues, “I must reject freeways completely,” he explained he was not convinced of the suitability of the location or even the need for a freeway. Both Hardwick and Chinatown spokesman Jack Lee were happy with the cancellation, but remained cautious noting the decision could be reversed again. Hardwick explained council’s new, broader support for his anti-expressway position by again blaming

---


287 City council debated the link throughout December but delayed making a final decision until January to avoid influencing the outcome of a federal study on the Burrard Inlet crossing. Bud Elsie, “Big debate on freeways likely today,” The Province 12 December 1967. Vancouver City Council Minutes, 12 December 1967, 14 December 1967; Downtown Business Association Fonds, General Files 1959, 1961-1963, 1966-1968, 553-B-6, File 5, CVA. Second hearing more orderly, “showed that a large percentage of the population is concerned about freeway planning”; “Freeway debates shelved,” The Province 15 December 1967. Council also approved the drafting of detailed engineering plans for the $10,000,000 Georgia Viaduct replacement, noting the viaduct work could move ahead without a firm freeway plan. Bud Elsie, “New Georgia Viaduct closer than freeways,” The Province 13 December 1967. Vancouver City Council Minutes, Excerpt, 9 January 1968; City council and Office of the City Clerk Fonds, Office of the City Clerk, Subject Files (Including Council Supporting Documents) 1959-1970, 20-G-5, File 8, CVA. Motion: “That whereas Council has endorsed the Carrall Street section of a proposed freeway without having fully discussed or clearly committed itself to any overall freeway plan, Therefore be it resolved that council rescind this decision.”

288 “Chinatown link plan rescinded,” The Vancouver Sun 10 January 1968.

289 Bud Elsie, “Council to scrap freeway plans?” The Province 10 January 1968.
bureaucrats, saying, “Previously, [aldermen] had not been fully informed of all the ramifications of their decision by city officials.”

While protestors and those in the threatened neighbourhoods welcomed the decision, others were frustrated by the change in policy and expressways supporters pushed back against anti-freeway forces in the wake of the Chinatown link cancellation. Both developers and planners pressured city officials to move forward with the roads. The developers behind Project 200 took the opportunity to release the most detailed plans for their site yet, underscoring what might be lost if the freeway plans were not realized by telling officials construction on the project could not begin without a guarantee on the waterfront freeway. The $300,000,000 site was positioned according to the freeway plans, bordering the planned waterfront route and within easy distance of the proposed third crossing link and the Georgia Viaduct connection to the East-West freeway. The development included fourteen office towers, three apartment towers, a hotel, restaurants, theatres, a department store, retail shops and parking for 5,000 cars. Situated on the city’s north shore, the development was designed as “the vital link between the waterfront and the prime downtown business, commercial and shopping centre.”

Developers were not the only freeway supporters remaining after the Chinatown cancellation, as local pro-expressway officials received encouragement from a colleague in Toronto. Metro Toronto Planning Board Chairman W. Grant Messer argued Vancouver needed freeways, adding that subways could not fill the same role because they could not carry freight.

---
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Freeway critics, he maintained, were not being practical; it was Vancouver planners who best understood the community’s needs. As Messer said, “The easy way is to ban cars, but it’s not practical. Our philosophy is give Joe Blow the maximum choice to get from here to there,” adding, “Expressways, in the long run, have to come.”

While expressway supporters were alarmed by the cancellation, the apparent victory encouraged anti-freeway activists to build on the momentum with the goal of increasing their influence over city planning. These efforts resulted in the formation of the Citizens’ Council for Civic Development in January 1968. Envisioned as an independent, inclusive group dedicated to guiding Vancouver’s growth, the council was formed “in answer to Vancouver city council’s challenge for the groups who presented briefs at the public meeting on freeways to constitute themselves into a Citizens’ Committee.”

The group organized public talks to foster debate over the city’s planning challenges, including open gatherings focusing on the future of the city and staged events where city officials were invited to speak to attendees. At one meeting attendees greeted the Chair of City Council’s Rapid Transit Committee Alderman Halford Wilson with laughter when he tried to persuade the audience of the benefits of freeways by explaining that Tokyo’s elevated freeways were ideal because “The people (of Tokyo) don’t even notice the traffic above them -- they can’t even see it.”

---


At the same time, a new municipal political party that would become a major force in city politics emerged called The Elector’s Action Movement (TEAM). TEAM members positioned themselves as an alternative to current power holders the Vancouver Non-Partisan Association (NPA), arguing that since the NPA dominated city council, council policy was NPA policy. TEAM members also claimed they would offer better transportation and housing policy, promising, “TEAM won’t be a council that is pulled screaming into the future . . . like the Mayor and NPA council majority.”296 Internally, TEAM members were focused on building a coalition to defeat the NPA in the December 1968 election. On all counts, the new party accused NPA counterparts of “bumbling,” while also branding them as irresponsible, inept, and even dishonest. TEAM members also blamed officials for problems in the city’s government, explaining, “Supporting the political weakness is the professional staff that is either unwilling or incapable of clearly analyzing the issues and alternatives that are open to political decision.”297

“A combination of freeways and rapid transit is the answer”

As pro and anti-expressway forces planned their next moves, the official city response to the Chinatown link cancellation came with the October 1968 release of the Vancouver Transportation Study (VTS). In the landmark VTS, consultants reaffirmed the necessity of


expressways in the city while also emphasizing the need for a rapid transit solution. The new emphasis on the importance of public transit suggested anti-expressway protests were having some impact on officials’ decision making, but planners’ continued insistence on the importance of expressways in the city even after the Chinatown link controversy set the stage for another round of debates. While consultants viewed Vancouver’s situation as unique because of the city’s geography, their solution to the region’s traffic problems in the VTS was consistent with trends across the country. Vancouver was experiencing rapid population growth, and with it, dramatic increases in automobile ownership rates. Public transportation ridership had declined during the post-WWII period but had leveled off in the early 1960s; the proportion of transit users to motorists was expected to further decline by 1985.

The consultants’ solution to the city’s transportation challenges was shaped primarily by the terms of reference handed down by city officials, which dictated that the final plan would involve a network of freeways including the previously proposed elevated waterfront highway as well as the east-west and north-south freeways. The final VTS plan contained a detailed description of the revised freeway network. As consultants explained:

The freeway system of the recommended plan commences on the west side of downtown Vancouver with the Brockton Interchange which connects to a proposed subaqueous motor vehicle tunnel alignment across Burrard Inlet provided by the city for Study
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298 George Peloquin, “Mass transit called vital,” The Vancouver Sun 28 October 1968. The study from San Francisco firm Parsons, Brinckeroff, Quade and Douglas cost $250,000.

299 Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. Engineers, Vancouver Transportation Study 1968, 3. Government Publications, VPL. The consultants remarked, “Few major metropolitan downtown centres of the world are as confined by topography and surrounding development. Few have as difficult problems of access and internal circulation in the face of continuing rapid growth.”

300 Ibid, 1-4.

301 Ibid, 7-8. Planning consultant Hans Blumenfeld subsequently wrote a letter to City Engineer R.M. Martin with additional remarks on the plan and also urging a scale model of the plans as well as a regional transit study. Hans Blumenfeld to R.M. Martin, City Engineer, 25 September 1968; City Council and Office of the City Clerk Fonds, Office of the City clerk, Report Files 1968, 120-D-7, File 272, CVA.
purposes. From the Brockton Interchange at Coal Harbour, the Waterfront Highway proceeds along the downtown waterfront to the vicinity of Abbott Street where it becomes the North-South Freeway. This freeway turns south along Carrall Street and continues along the east edge of False Creek and west of Main Street to the Study area boundary at 12th Avenue. In the vicinity of Georgia Street, the Georgia Interchange provides connections between the North-South Freeway, the East-West Freeway, the Taylor Expressway, and ramps to and from downtown streets. The Taylor Expressway, not part of the study, extends westward from this interchange along the north side of False Creek to the vicinity of the Granville Bridge. The east-west element within the Interchange consists of the replacement planned for the existing deteriorated Georgia Viaduct. This element connects directly to the East-West Freeway which continues east in the Prior-Venables Streets corridor to the Study area boundary at Woodland Drive. Ramps are provided between the freeway and street systems at strategic points, including proposed direct access for a large parking garage planned as part of Project 200 along the downtown waterfront.\footnote{Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. Engineers, \textit{Vancouver Transportation Study 1968}, i-iii. Government Publications, VPL. Details of the Project 200 parking garage, 24-25, 32-33; the north-south expressway and Brockton Interchange, 44-47; the Georgia Viaduct replacement and east-west freeway 56-58. The viaduct reconstruction was expected to precede the freeways, and consequently was planned as a connector between existing grade level streets that could subsequently converted into a connector between the east-west expressway and the central downtown routes. The Waterfront Highway was designed in conjunction with a massive downtown development called Project 200. The development, the consultants explained, involved, “a complex of private and government office buildings, transportation terminal facilities including up to 5,000 parking stalls, hotel and entertainment facilities, department stores, a pedestrian promenade, and other functions (13).” The report also included a description of the Project 200 site: “It extends from Howe Street on the west to Abbott Street on the east, with most of its major new development to be located north of Cordova and Water Streets along the waterfront side of the downtown area.” In addition, a limited access service road was planned for the waterfront, to be controlled by the National Harbours Board and ensure access to the Project 100 development opposite Cambie Street. The route would not be open “for general use by the public” or as a downtown bypass (33-34).}

The estimated cost of the freeways, not including expropriation, was $97,600,000.\footnote{Ibid, iv. Consultants included a note on expropriation costs, commenting, “The right-of-way cost of those elements of the plan for which the City is able to provide such estimates totals $27,400,000.”}

The impact of the Chinatown link opposition was evident in a new emphasis on the need for public transit as well as the downgrade of the contentious route from a freeway to an arterial link. Consultants explained the Pender-Keefer Diversion and Keefer Street could be used as an alternative to the Chinatown link, meaning the contentious section would “no longer [be] required for major volumes of vehicle movement.” In the future, they added, a section of Pender
Street could be used “purely a local street” or converted into a pedestrian mall. The study authors expressed some concerns over the potential impact and limitations of the freeway, warning that the waterfront route in particular would change “the unique scenic beauty and

\[^{304}\text{Ibid, 75.}\]
character” of the city. Despite their reservations, engineers acknowledged that the Brockton Interchange and Burrard Inlet crossing must be supported by the Waterfront Highway to prevent

---

downtown streets from being completely overloaded. Together the Interchange and Waterfront Highway were estimated at $30,500,000, not including expropriation costs.

While consultants maintained freeways were necessary for Vancouver, they harboured reservations about the limited capacity of the city’s transportation infrastructure, even if all the proposed freeways and road improvements were completed. The fully realized system would reach capacity by 1985, they noted, and would in many places be congested “beyond generally acceptable or tolerable levels,” a problem that would extend beyond the freeways and arterials to the city’s streets. These issues would also “severely affect” downtown bus routes. The way to address this seemingly unavoidable problem, they argued, was with public transportation. Consultants suggested that inner city transit plans should be designed with an awareness of regional challenges, and could include bus system improvements, incentives for transit users, rights-of-way for transit vehicles and rapid transit provisions.

Some consultants’ concerns over the impact and limitations of freeways in Vancouver went far beyond the reservations referenced in the official report. Months before the public release of the study, dissenting consultants contacted city council directly to detail their concerns. Geoffrey Massey on behalf of Erickson Massey Architects and Planning Consultant Hans Blumenfeld argued the planned freeways would soon be filled to capacity and even congested because the proposal did not include a transit component, only repeated statements stressing the


307 Ibid, 36-38.

308 Ibid, v.


310 Ibid, vi. The consultants did not specify the form of rapid transit.
importance of transit. They added that the planned tunnel from the north shore under the Burrard Inlet effectively dictated the best route for the proposed east-west and north-south freeways and argued, “The proposed solution would seriously impair the unique scenic beauty and character of Vancouver in three respects . . . the waterfront itself, Carrall Street, [and] the elevated structures at the entrance to Coal Harbour.” They added that the planned tunnel across the Burrard Inlet posed yet another problem, as it required a three part connection at Coal Harbour consisting of the freeway as well as two access ramps. “Of necessity,” Massey and Blumenfeld explained, “these three structures have different alignments, both horizontally and vertically. The resultant maze of concrete would entirely ruin the visual aspect of Coal Harbour -- the views from the city centre to Stanley Park, from Stanley Park to the centre, and to Burrard Inlet from the West End.” They concluded by urging another, new study be conducted with an eye towards a balanced transportation system.311

Local politicians’ response to the VTS was consistent with their established positions on freeways. While Mayor Campbell had voted to rescind the Carrall link, he maintained his support for freeways in the city. He argued the problem with the Carrall route was that it was an elevated route which “would be like a knife cutting through the area.” Instead, he called for a depressed connector route east of Main. “If [the Crosstown link] is depressed (below ground level),” the mayor explained, “then it doesn’t have the same impact as spaghetti (i.e., an elevated freeway system). So the plan we’ve got is pro-Chinese, but perhaps anti-Italian. No spaghetti.”312 Campbell concluded: “A combination of freeways and rapid transit is the answer.


312 “Mayor Campbell opposes Chinatown freeway link,” The Vancouver Sun 22 November 1968. Four of five Swan Wooster schemes employed the Carall alignment.
Let’s not make the same mistake as Los Angeles with spaghetti freeways strung all over the city.” He was also careful to note that while the VTS included extensive freeways, the only part of the network city council had committed to was the viaduct replacement. Other council members responded differently, opposing freeways outright. Newly elected Councillor Walter Hardwick argued consultants and federal officials exerted too much control over the freeway debates. His colleague Marianne Linnell’s (1960-64; 1966-74) anti-expressway stance was informed by the advice of a “youthful braintrust” she formed, explaining, “My council told me that the young people have changed their living habits and that a communal transportation system is not foreign to them anymore.”

“The mood of today’s generation”

The release of the VTS concerned expressway opponents, encouraged expressway supporters, and set the stage for the next round of debates. The second wave of controversy focused on the proposed third crossing but also addressed the ongoing replacement of the Georgia Viaduct. Both were regarded as gateway projects by opponents who feared the construction of the entire proposed network would follow. Debates over the crossing and viaduct also drew attention to the growing disagreement in officials ranks over the wisdom of expressway-centric transportation planning. Divisions that had emerged during the Chinatown

313 “Mayors issue call for transit authority,” The Vancouver Sun 29 October 1968. Campbell and West Vancouver Mayor Alex Forst also called for a regional transit planning authority.

314 George Peloquin, “City freeway plus subway routes set,” The Vancouver Sun 18 December 1968.

315 “City out of driver’s seat,” The Vancouver Sun 19 December 1968. Hardwick was elected December 11 under TEAM.

316 “Youth council favours rapid transit system,” The Vancouver Sun 21 November 1968. One year before the group had granted “cautious approval” of the freeway. “Linnell’s braintrust back freeway plan,” The Province 26 November 1967.
fracas once again came to the fore as concerns about the crossing and viaduct quickly grew into larger questions about the merits of expressways and their suitability for Vancouver.

A new, more detailed plan for the crossing released in March 1969 acknowledged anti-expressway sentiment and attempted to address the concerns behind it. The crossing plans included a series of new “basic design principles” which showed that in the wake of protests planners were adjusting to reflect “the mood of today’s generation.” According to the new design principles, the consultants explained:

Emphasis should be on the movement of people rather than vehicles. To this end the balanced transportation system recommended to the city by their consultant, N.D. Lea & Associates, which would include both rapid transit as well as highways, has been assumed in the current examination. There should be no freeways within the Downtown Peninsula, unless in Tunnel. There should be no separation of people from the use and enjoyment of the Burrard Inlet Waterfront, but rather additional opportunity should be provided for public access to the harbour frontage.

Consultants also addressed changing public opinion directly, admitting, “If we ask ourselves if Vancouver’s planning is oriented towards its people, the obvious answer is that during its growth and development up until today other factors have taken precedence. It is the mood of today’s generation to reverse the situation.”

After a public presentation of the new crossing plans, concerned citizens petitioned city councillors as they debated which of the potential crossing designs would be approved. Letter writers overwhelmingly opposed the project as they urged councillors to carefully consider
alternatives and pay attention to citizens’ concerns before making a final decision. Some also raised concerns about the plans not being widely publicized, calling for another public hearing or vote. Groups from the threatened communities also voiced concerns. The Strathcona Property Owners & Tenants Association, for example, were particularly concerned about the Georgia Viaduct, which seemed to make the east-west freeway a necessity, and as a result, would destroy six blocks of homes in their neighbourhood. The Chinese Benevolent Association, whose members would have been similarly affected by the scheme, also opposed it. The Greater Vancouver Real Estate Board also opposed freeways and criticized local development authorities, remarking, “It is to be hoped that the Greater Vancouver Regional District will quickly become a fully operative regional agency and thus put an end to the present condition of political paralysis.”

Opponents were not alone in appealing to council. Freeway supporters also lobbied councillors. There was some diversity in their positions: some supported freeways anywhere in the city while others agreed such roads were necessary but objected to the standing routes that threatened the historical Gastown and Chinatown neighbourhoods. Among the more ardent
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320 Sunrise Ratepayers Association to Council, 16 May 1969; Walter Hardwick Fonds, Urban Planning Publications Series 1946-1998, Box 1, File 21, UBCA.

321 Patricia Lee to Mayor Campbell, 15 May 1969; Walter Hardwick Fonds, Urban Planning Publications Series 1946-1998, Box 1, File 21, UBCA.
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325 Judith M. Blackman to Mayor T.J. Campbell, 15 May 1969; Walter Hardwick Fonds, Urban Planning Publications Series 1946-1998, Box 1, File 21, UBCA. Blackman urged councillors, “Let us hear from our consultants; then let us decide!”
supporters was the Marathon Reality Company, whose General Manager wrote in support of the waterfront freeway, as well as the Composite Committee on Regional Transportation who wrote specifically in favour of the crossing. The Vancouver Board of Trade endorsed freeways but also called for “equal priority” for rapid transit. Additionally, the Project 200 developers reiterated their support for the plans as did the Downtown Business Association, which objected to the branding of the scheme as a metropolitan project when it was actually a regional system.

After hearing these appeals councillors narrowed their preferred options to two schemes. Both included the redevelopment of Chinatown and Gastown and a freeway along False Creek for the first narrows crossing alignment. They subsequently approved the first narrows approach as the best solution for west end traffic congestion. Shortly thereafter, local officials began petitioning their provincial counterparts for funding for the crossing project. North Vancouver Mayor R.C. Andrews asked BC Premier W.A.C. Bennett to help the municipality acquire land in the vicinity of the crossing on the north shore. November 1969.
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327 D.D. Mears, Chairman of the Composite Committee on Regional Transportation to Council, 29 April 1969; Walter Hardwick Fonds, Urban Planning Publications Series 1946-1998, Box 1, File 21, UBCA. The Composite Committee was comprised of the Boards of Trade and Chambers of Commerce in the Greater Vancouver Urban Area including the Lower Mainland, Burnaby, Cloverdale, Coquitlam, Delta, Langley, Maple Ridge, New Westminster, Fraser Mills, Hastings, Kitsilano, North Vancouver, Port Moody, Surrey, Richmond, Vancouver and West Vancouver. The committee also urged the creation a comprehensive transportation planning scheme coordinated between the federal, provincial and municipal governments.
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Broome and West Vancouver Mayor A. Forst both supported Andrews’s appeal. At the same time, the Board of Parks & Public Recreation were calling for the Burrard Inlet crossing to be a twin for the existing Lions Gate Bridge and an access road to be tunnelled under the park. The board argued the location was ideal because it was the most narrow point of the crossing and accordingly, would be the least expensive. The route would be six lanes with separate but attached facilities for two transit lanes running directly underneath.

As debates grew over the crossing plans, the replacement of the Georgia Viaduct -- detailed plans for which were released in 1963 -- was also under discussion at city hall. The aging structure served as a distributor, connecting highways outside the city with inner city routes. The official handling of the viaduct reconstruction debates bore the impact of the Chinatown debates, as council appointed a special liaison committee to report community opinion on the plans.

The liaison committee and city councillors met several times between September 1970 and May 1971 to discuss the proposed freeway connection between the Georgia Viaduct and Highway 401, which threatened approximately 1,200 homes. In July 1971, some members of
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335 Special Committee Re: Freeway Connection: Georgia Viaduct to Highway 401, Meeting Minutes, 26 October 1970; Mayor’s Office Fonds, General Correspondence Files 1972, 45-F-3, File 21, CVA. Special Committee Re: Freeway Connection: Georgia Viaduct to Highway 401, Meeting Minutes, 18 January 1971, 19 April 1971, 26 May 1971; Strathcona Property Owners and Tenants Association Fonds, Subject Files 1971, 583-C-5, File 3, CVA. Special Committee, “Report Re: Meetings of the Liaison Group, Freeway Connection: Georgia Viaduct to Highway 401,” 17 August 1971; Strathcona Property Owners and Tenants Association Fonds, Subject Files 1971, 583-C-5, File 3, CVA.
the liaison group issued a minority report that detailed their misgivings about the scheme and stressing their complete opposition to any freeway link between the viaduct and highway. Alderman Harry Rankin joined with several community councils in blasting officials: “Freeways and rapid transit serve mutually exclusive contradictory and opposing interests and aims,” adding that the policy helped obscure official’s real intention of pursuing freeways without rapid transit. They further argued freeways would only exacerbate growing congestion in the core, perpetuating the current problems and fostering ongoing demand for accommodations for motorists including parking, service stations and even more freeways. The group was also suspicious of freeway advocates, accusing developers of downtown projects, construction interests and “the car supply and oil industries” of being the real forces behind the roads. The liaison group was particularly critical of city officials, saying that: “The city’s plans for a freeway are already much more advanced than many people realize. They are being foisted on the people piecemeal in such a way that the total effect is not being seen or felt all at once and in such a way that each completed section logically demands another.”

During this time the city’s freeway plans seemed to flounder but in reality, the city was on the brink of a second chapter in the freeway debates as plans for the crossing would soon arouse widespread renewed public opposition and culminate in a second round of public hearings. Activists followed the emerging details closely and remained on high alert, concerned that either the viaduct or crossing projects would make inner city freeways a reality.
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The most significant group to form at the time was the Citizens Coordinating Committee for Public Transit (CCCPT), a coalition of labour and community groups including the Central Council of Ratepayers in Vancouver, the Vancouver Tenants’ Council and the Vancouver Labour Council. The CCCPT represented twenty-seven citizens’ groups with a mandate to publicize planning threats to the city and brainstorm alternative solutions to traffic problems, focussing on the East End freeway and Third Crossing of Burrard Inlet. CCCPT Chairman Bruce York branded freeways “authoritarian and undemocratic.” Toronto anti-expressway activist and architect Colin Vaughn encouraged the group, telling them freeways “destroy the city,” citing Detroit and Los Angeles as examples. He argued the key to successful activism was to focus on the issue, not the politics, noting Toronto organizations underscored the exorbitant costs of expressways to win their argument. “Freeways don’t solve traffic problems, they create problems,” Vaughn said, continuing, “They destroy housing, destroy the air, and destroy the city as a place to live in.”

As public opposition to crossing plans grew, there were some signs that officials were listening to freeway opponents and furthermore, that the ongoing opposition was influencing their plans. A.C. Kelly, the Chairman of the Transportation Function Study Committee of the Greater Vancouver Regional District, called officials’ failure to act on the numerous existing transportation reports and move forward with comprehensive transportation planning “a gross...
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dereliction of responsibility.” He urged cooperation and compromise between the involved municipal authorities as well as other higher level governments and agencies, warning that without action “we will probably be still talking about our problem in another ten years, having in the meantime followed the lead of some other cities and destroyed our environment with freeways and parking lots.”

His committee’s policy statement stressed the value of public transit not as an independently profitable enterprise, but as one that brought so many benefits to the urban transportation system at large that the subsidies it received were equivalent to the financial benefit it generated.

Others were also distancing themselves from the city’s freeway plans. At a Roads and Transportation Association of Canada seminar Alderman Harry Rankin told attendees Vancouver was “fortunate” that the city could not afford to build freeways because it saved them from the fate of Los Angeles and Seattle. Shortly thereafter Dick Hayward, the assistant director of the city planning department spoke out against a smaller highway project, telling aldermen “that the general mood of the public today is away from cars, and more pedestrian oriented.” Finally, the Board of Administration articulated city council’s changing priorities and the potential impact on transportation planning, noting, “Council has resolved that transit is the number one priority in regional transportation. While this does not necessarily eliminate the need for this [east freeway approach to Georgia Viaduct] highway connector, it may have a bearing on the timing of


its implementation.” Frustrated by the growing opposition to the crossing route, new Vancouver Port Authority Chairman and former Mayor Bill Rathie urged the “silent majority” -- “the people who aren’t always shouting” -- to save the crossing project from “the knockers who run around protesting everything.”

Tensions were further heightened when the Georgia Viaduct officially opened in January 1972. Most opponents regarded the viaduct as a gateway installation that anticipated and increased the pressure for freeways in the city. Protestors who attended the opening with signs reading “Save our city for the people,” jeered Mayor Campbell and formed a human chain to block his motorcade, forcing some cars to turn back. Campbell responded to the protests by remarking, “if we were to listen to the knockers we’d never get anything done. As long as I am in office we’ll pay no attention to these vocal minorities.”

Despite this resistance from some officials, activists continued to work against the crossing project. The Citizens Coordinating Committee for Public Transit held a public meeting in January 1972 that was attended by an estimated 700 concerned citizens, the majority of whom opposed the project. The only two aldermen who accepted invitations to the meeting were freeway critics Walter Hardwick and Art Phillips (Alderman 1968-72; Mayor 1972-76). Phillips agreed with opponents’ concerns that the crossing was a gateway project, warning, “This is the

345 Board of Administration, Meeting Minutes, 26 November 1971; City Corporate Services Fonds, Director of Finance, Subject Files 1971, 94-C-4, File 10, CVA.
346 “Silent majority urged: ‘Save inlet crossing’,” The Vancouver Sun 2 December 1971. Local administrations were already largely on board, as three north shore municipalities had approved the plan although city council had yet to make a final decision. Crossing supporters also attracted criticism when it was announced federal funding via the National Harbours Board was only be available for the crossing, not any transit infrastructure that was to accompany the route. “Federal policy ‘prevented transit system deal’,” The Vancouver Sun 24 December 1971.
watershed. It must be stopped now.”

After the meeting, the group demanded a plebiscite on the crossing. Reaction from council was predictably mixed, as crossing supporters generally opposed the move, while opponents favoured a vote. Alderman Hardwick backed the move, while his colleague Alderman Earle Adams opposed it. “What a plebiscite would accomplish I can’t see,” Adams said, adding, “It’s going along with the usual mob that’s against everything.”

Vancouver Mayor Campbell also rejected the calls for a plebiscite, noting the government represented the people and adding, “As far as we [the government] are concerned, there will be no plebiscite. Those who want to oppose it (the crossing), ignore them.”

Undeterred by the mayor’s refusal to call a vote, the CCCPT initiated a petition against the crossing, collecting 14,000 signatures. The activists argued the mayor’s defiance actually stimulated opposition to the project.

While some councillors maintained their support for the crossing, anti-expressway activists had enough supporters on council to secure the public hearing they wanted. Mayor Campbell insisted only experts would be speakers at the event, adding that CCCPT Chairman Bruce York was not an expert. The mayor charged the crossing was being sabotaged by “Maoists, Communists, pinkos, left-wingers and hamburgers.”
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discredit the anti-expressway municipal party TEAM by arguing that Alderman Harry Rankin was with the Communist Party and TEAM was with Rankin, so the defeat of the crossing would be “a victory for the Community Party of Canada.” Bill Rathie agreed with Campbell that communists were behind the crossing opposition, and insisted they were not exaggerating the connection. He explained, “No one is better organized in working on such things than the Communist Party. I’m concerned about the leadership given to this by a Communist.” Rathie also pointed to York’s involvement in the Vancouver Tenants Council, a group Rathie said deterred developers from working in the city, and asked, “Is this progress?”

As opposition to the third crossing gained momentum, provincial officials’ position on the project changed. CCCPT Chairman Bruce York called on Premier W.A.C. Bennett to follow Ontario Premier Bill Davis’s example in cancelling the Spadina Expressway in Toronto and cancel the crossing project, but Bennett argued protestors should direct their frustration towards the federal government because federal funding made the crossing possible. Only a few weeks later, however, provincial officials began to distance themselves from their previously staunch support for the project. New Minister of Highways Wesley Black (1968-72) called for rapid transit, arguing an expressway would destroy the city. His colleagues Minister of Municipal Affairs Dan Campbell (1964-72) and Attorney General Leslie Peterson both expressed doubts over the wisdom of expressways in cities, although they declined to address the situation in Vancouver specifically. Instead of his usual spirited rebuttals to expressway opponents, the
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premier simply maintained that there would be no provincial involvement despite provincial funding, and insisted that he had no personal opinion on the scheme.  

In March and April 1972, the debates over the crossing peaked in a series of public hearings similar to those held at the height of the Chinatown link controversy four and a half years earlier.  

Hundreds attended sessions in Vancouver and North Vancouver. Anti-expressway protestors dominated the meetings, but some supported the project and only questioned the chosen alignment or the bridge design, arguing the route should be tunneled instead.

Many critics voiced concerns that the third crossing project was a gateway to the resurrection of the VTS freeway network as well as the defeated Chinatown link, and accused city councillors of not being honest about that connection or their future plans for the city.  

The UBC Alma Mater Society, for example, urged council to abandon freeways in favour of public transit, remarking, “We should certainly not be expected to tolerate piecemeal implementation of a secret plan with consequences we cannot be aware of.”
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the Vancouver Chapter of the Architectural Institute of British Columbia also argued the crossing would have an irreversible impact on the beauty and accessibility of the waterfront and renewed calls for a comprehensive development plan for the region.\textsuperscript{362} The Planning Institute of British Columbia supported this view, arguing the crossing would be a gateway to freeways as well as a temporary solution to a problem which would be more effectively addressed with the development of a large-scale public transit system.\textsuperscript{363} The Citizens Council on Civic Development also noted the evolution of the city and public opinion, observing, “The last eight years have seen a complete change in attitude of a great many people to the values of urban living. Environmental quality, pollution control, and humanizing city life have become priorities ahead of the demand of growth for growth’s sake.”\textsuperscript{364}

The cost of the scheme was another target for critics. The Burnaby Tenants Association, for example, proposed the $194,300,000 cost of the crossing combined with the estimated $600,000,000 interest on the federal loans could be used to fund an expanded, free transit system.\textsuperscript{365} UBC Planning Professor Robert Collier and Architect William H. McCreery argued that the central problem throughout the freeway debates was that planners, not politicians, were

\textsuperscript{362} H.T.D. Tanner, Chairman of the Vancouver Chapter of the Architectural Institute of British Columbia, Brief, 10 March 1972, \textit{Third Crossing Briefs} (Vancouver: 1972). Government Publications, VPL. The United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America issued their support for the Institute, telling Council, “We do not want to be involved in a project which, in our opinion, results in socially useless work. We do not want to a party in any way to something which would have long range adverse affects on this City.” J. Takach, President of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Brief, 10 March 1972, \textit{Third Crossing Briefs} (Vancouver: 1972). Government Publications, VPL. Also, Henry Edler, Professor of Architecture, University of British Columbia, Brief, 22 March 1972, \textit{Third Crossing Briefs} (Vancouver: 1972). Government Publications, VPL.


making key decisions, and that neither group was effectively communicating with Vancouver area residents. They told council: “Our role as professionals is simply to be advisors and administrators. I do not trust experts to make political decisions -- they are too often wrong. These [decisions] must be made by the people and their elected representatives.”

Supporters of the crossing adopted a different position, arguing the feature was badly needed to accommodate the ever increasing numbers of commuters traveling from north Vancouver to the city daily. North Vancouver-Capilano MLA David M. Brousson (1969-73) was a long time supporter of the crossing. He told attendees he welcomed the hearings because it would address the largely “emotional and ill-informed opinions” that were fueling “the endless and useless debate on rapid transit versus freeway and so on.” Another crossing supporter, resident Norman Erikson, argued opponents including the 21,000 who signed a petition against the route were ill-informed about the plan. Erikson stressed that it was council’s job to represent the majority, noting the “ease and versatility” cars provided could never be rivaled by public transit.

North Vancouver resident Anne Macdonald, former Arts Council President and member of the Advisory Planning Commission for the District of North Vancouver, framed her support for the crossing in similar terms. She argued: “What has made this third crossing issue so controversial is that people’s emotions have often dominated practical common sense.”

---


The Downtown Business Association also supported the project, arguing a regional transportation strategy was necessary “if Vancouver is to achieve its destiny as the Executive City of the West and not forfit [sic] it to Edmonton or Calgary.”

“The time has come to make a choice between the automobile and transit”

The fate of the crossing played out much in the same way as the Chinatown freeway link. In both cases, shortly after the hearings politicians moved to distance themselves from the contentious plans. When the federal government shelved the crossing project in April 1972, officials indicated the scheme was on hold until the next election and noted funding had not been withdrawn. Some were skeptical, as Alderman Ed Sweeney insisted federal authorities had really cancelled funding for the crossing but would not admit it. The move also prompted an acknowledgment from the Chairman of City Council’s Transportation Committee Alderman Halford Wilson that although he was not personally opposed to the plan he recognized the “considerable public opposition.”

In September 1972 Minister of Municipal Affairs James Lorimer (1972-75) announced the cancellation of provincial funding for the crossing as well as the redirection of those funds to rapid transit and bus service improvements for the city. Lorimer said the decision was based on
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the fear that the tunnel would produce so much downtown traffic it would necessitate freeways.

“The time has come,” he explained, “to make a choice between the automobile and transit.”

Premier Dave Barrett (1972-75) added that the decision was a product of his determination not to see the freeway mistakes of American cities repeated in Vancouver. Local officials and leaders generally welcomed the announcement, which they had expected after federal authorities shelved the plans. North shore mayors were happy to have a definitive policy statement to guide their planning, though North Vancouver Mayor Tom Reid (1969-77) maintained the crossing would still be necessary eventually. Some local politicians urged federal authorities to follow the province’s example by reallocating their former crossing funds to transit. Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) Transportation Committee Chairman Allan Kelly welcomed the transit funding but was not surprised by the announcement, saying he considered the crossing project long dead. This sentiment was widespread among local officials, and likely originated from federal authorities’ move to shelve the project in April.374 Lorimer rejected the criticism the third crossing was ultimately inevitable, maintaining such a route would only exacerbate traffic problems, and explaining, “You build one bridge and pretty soon you find you need another bridge. Bridges are only a short-term solution . . . transit is the real solution.”375

The following year, GVRD members took their cue from the crossing defeat in declaring their outright opposition to freeways, announcing: “Further construction of freeways and

---


375 Marjorie Nichols, “Lorimer rejects suggestion third crossing is inevitable,” The Vancouver Sun 4 October 1972.
expressways in any of their forms in the GVRD must be banned at all cost.”

The group also stressed the importance of transit; it was the group’s boldest stance against freeways to date. The composition of the Transportation and Transmission Policy Committee which issued the statement represented another element of the changing trends in transportation planning. The committee was comprised of citizens who responded to a public call issued with the explicit purpose of incorporating citizen participation in the planning process. Committee Chair Francis P.D. Navin emphasized the importance of the group and the willingness of citizens to get involved in the planning process, noting, “The policies and programs contained in this report indicate that citizens can address their problems in a public forum and produce meaningful policy statements and viable programs to achieve those goals.”

The group also reissued GVRD officials’ longstanding call for a regional planning authority that would be granted authority and funding from federal, provincial and municipal governments, and have control over all transportation within the GVRD. Minister of Municipal Affairs Lorimer praised the committee’s emphasis on transit but stressed that funding was the pivotal, unresolved issue. Provincial funding without provincial control or influence over the proposed planning authority was unlikely, he noted.

---


378 G.M. Morris, General Manager of Vancouver Board of Trade, to Premier David Barrett, 4 October 1973 and “Vancouver Board of Trade: Statement of Policy on Regional Transportation,” 1 October 1973; City Councillors’ Office Fonds, Records of Alderman Vankatachala Pendakur, Subject files 1973-1974, 84-C-7, File 59, CVA.

The turn towards community consultation and public participation in local government and city planning was the legacy, in part, of the expressway protests across Canada. Freeway opponents helped make the transportation and city planning processes more open and accessible to area residents. These activists drew attention to seemingly mundane city planning processes and fostered the notion that everyone was entitled to voice opinions on how to shape the city. This broader shift shaped subsequent approaches to city planning by awakening many officials to the emerging reality that planning was no longer the exclusive purview of the city hall experts and consultants. Anti-expressway protestors’ insistence on attending to the social and environmental impact of freeways on the city made the projects increasingly divisive among residents and politically risky for supporters in local government. Importantly, the lack of provincial funding from the outset also gave protestors an advantage before they had even embraced the cause.
Chapter 3: Edmonton, Alberta: “The city exists for the people, not solely for automobiles”

Edmonton’s expressway debates were shaped by the projected route for a road to run through one of the city’s undeveloped river valleys. The route triggered the opposition, and unlike in other cities, the leading opposition group during the debates did not actually oppose expressways altogether, just expressways in parks. Even before Edmonton’s expressway plans were formally released in 1963, parks advocates within the city administration voiced opposition to the schemes. Activists quickly built on this initial sentiment when the plans were released, launching a sustained protest campaign designed to raise public awareness of what was at stake. The opposition to expressways in Edmonton was unique because parks protection advocacy predated anti-expressway ideology but was later absorbed into the burgeoning movement, becoming one tenet of a broader vision for urban reform.

The immediate public opposition that greeted the expressways of the Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study (METS) was followed by a long period of indecision on the part of city councillors. While provincial officials were willing to bear the majority of the expressway construction costs, they remained steadfast in their refusal to meet the city’s demand for an even larger contribution. The stalemate over funding made many councillors reluctant to move ahead with the entire network, giving opponents ample time to arouse public interest in and concern over the potential loss of parkland as well as the broader impact of inner city expressways. In this atmosphere, the MacKinnon Freeway -- which earned early approval from city councillors -- became a lightning rod for anti-expressway activists. Facing a provincial administration unwilling to increase their funding offer and under sustained public opposition,
councillors ultimately cancelled the MacKinnon route and subsequently shelved the METS freeways altogether.

**Edmonton**

The defining geographical feature of Edmonton is the North Saskatchewan River which bisects the city. The waterway and its valleys provide an unusually expansive green space in the heart of the city, creating both challenges and opportunities for transportation planners. Traditionally known as the “gateway to the north,” Edmonton’s historical boom-bust pattern of growth ended during WWII when the city became a key military centre and subsequently established itself as a processing hub for the oil industry. These developments resulted in growth that saw Edmonton outpacing and quickly overtaking the prairie region’s previously dominant city, Winnipeg. Historians have often attributed Edmonton’s growth and rise in status to boosters who promoted the city’s strengths and worked to attract new residents, businesses and industry. Urban planners’ schemes were shaped by boosters’ ambitions, as they sought to design a transportation network fitting of an upwardly mobile regional centre.

At the same time expressways were under consideration, Edmonton underwent large scale redevelopment in the post-World War II era. As a result, very few heritage buildings
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380 Some historians have questioned the city’s gateway status, arguing Edmonton is no more a gateway to the north than other northern Canadian cities, and attributing its growth to strong agriculture and petroleum sectors. Paul Voisey, “Unsolved Mysteries of Edmonton’s Growth,” in Bob Hesketh and Frances Swyripa, eds, *Edmonton: The Life of a City* (Edmonton: NeWest Pub., 1995), 316-335.


382 Alexander Bruce Kilpatrick, “A Lesson in Boosterism: The Contest for the Alberta Provincial Capital,” *Urban History Review* 8, 3 (1980), 47-109. Boosterism was not limited to Alberta’s major cities and was in fact employed by smaller centres to highlight their sense of community and social values in contrast to urban centres: Donald G. Wetherell, “Making New Identities: Alberta Small Towns Confront the City, 1900-1950,” *Journal of Canadian Studies* 39, 1 (Winter 2005), 175-197.
remained, with the exception of the Old Strathcona neighbourhood. The revitalization of that area, initiated in the 1970s, has been animated by tensions between the dual priorities of preservation and commercialism.  

Edmonton has long been considered an anomalous liberal city in an overwhelmingly conservative province. Historian Gilbert Stelter has portrayed Edmonton as a city where the principle concerns are enterprise, quality of life, diversity and respect for differences, while its southern neighbour Calgary is characterized by its “strong American connection” and “conservative, free-enterprise ideology.” During the expressway debates, the city was governed by an elected council of twelve and a mayor, as well as a commission board with administrative functions. In 1950 the city distinguished itself by creating the first regional planning commission in the country, but there remained no regional government. At the same time, postwar annexations of neighbouring suburbs fostered tensions between urban and suburban communities. This growth was reflected in the city’s rapidly growing population, from 93,817 in 1941, to 159,631 in 1951, to 281,027 in 1961 and 436,264 in 1971. Metropolitan Edmonton’s rate of growth matched the city, from 176,782 in 1951, to 337,568 in 1961, to 495,915 in 1971.

---


386 Grierson MacGregor, Edmonton, “Appendix IV: Population,” 327. Metropolitan Edmonton population figure for 1941 is not available. The Metropolitan Edmonton figures account for the city including South Edmonton and Strathcona, as well as Beverly and Jasper Place.
“A viable urban area”

The transportation network proposed in the Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study was consistent with the schemes put forth by planners charged with solving the same kind of transportation problems seen in other cities across the country. Designed to alleviate congestion in the city’s core, the centerpiece of Edmonton’s new transportation infrastructure was an expressway network consisting of two rings around the city joined by several connectors. The majority of the expressways were routed through the city’s river valleys wherever possible, a placement that soon became a major point of contention. Running expressways through parkland was favoured by planners as a cost effective alternative to clearing paths through established residential, commercial and industrial areas. Parkland was already publicly owned, which freed officials from pursuing expensive and often contentious expropriations. In addition, because the targeted land was widely regarded as undeveloped, plans typically encountered less public opposition than those that threatened established areas. Even the use of developed parkland that boasted community amenities was often less controversial than the loss of residential, commercial or industrial properties. Where public transit was concerned, METS included only modest improvements to existing provisions, as plans for a light rail transit system in the city were addressed separately.

Prior to the release of the Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study, consultants seemed to be signaling their interest in a balanced transportation network for the city by stressing the importance of transit to city councillors. “Inordinate reliance upon the automobile is giving way to an enlightened appreciation of the necessity for balanced transportation plans.
incorporating the best features of all modes,” they told council.\footnote{Canadian Bechtel Limited, \textit{Rapid Transit for the City of Edmonton} (June 1963). City of Edmonton Archives (CEA), Reports.} Rapid transit, they argued, should be regarded as a necessity for every city, as important as essential services like police, fire and water systems. Noting European countries had already prioritized mass transit systems, the planners also pointed to American centres as well as Toronto and Montréal as leaders in this regard. Planning in advance for such a system would minimize the disruption and costs involved in building through “densely developed” areas. The rapid transit system proposed for Edmonton would follow the METS road plan loosely, with six lines radiating from the city centre.\footnote{“Rapid Transit System Route Plan,” in Canadian Bechtel Limited, \textit{Rapid Transit for the City of Edmonton} (June 1963), 3. CEA, Reports. The six lines were: Southwest, Southeast, Northeast, North Central, Northwest and Jasper Place.} The METS proposal’s emphasis on transit separated it from similar plans for other cities. While many plans acknowledged the importance of public transit, few included any detailed plans for improving existing systems, and none recommended a transit system like Edmonton’s light rail that would require it’s own dedicated infrastructure.

In December 1963 the Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study was released, calling for a $133,500,000 network of expressways, freeways, arterial roads, overpasses and bridges.\footnote{Ben Tierney, “Traffic plan would cost 133 million,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 10 February 1964. Reg MacDonald, “Urban renewal problems confronting Canadian cities,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 19 July 1963. Simultaneously to the release of METS, the Traffic Research Corporation Limited released an analysis of traffic travel and projections for Edmonton. Traffic Research Corporation Limited, \textit{Growth Development and Transportation Choices: Edmonton Metropolitan Area} (29 July 1963). CEA, Reports.} The highway network was designed to divert unnecessary traffic from the city centre, alleviating congestion caused by crosstown and through trips.\footnote{Edmonton District Planning Commission and Member Communities in Co-operation with the Government of the Province of Alberta, \textit{Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study: Volume 2: Plan and Program} (December 1963), 38. CEA, Reports. The Study was commissioned by the province and the city as well as neighbouring suburban communities, all “under the leadership of the Edmonton District Planning Commission.”} The basic form of the network
was two rings encircling the city, one within the city limits and one further out, joined by four connectors, comprised of the North-East Freeway, the North-West Freeway, the South Freeway, the Mill Creek Freeway and what would become the most controversial route, the MacKinnon Ravine Freeway.\footnote{Ibid, 13-25.} The METS plans paid little attention to public transit. A chapter on “mass passenger transportation” stressed the importance of quick travel as the primary determinant of whether citizens opted for public or private transportation. Ultimately consultants called for an expanded bus system with some dedicated lanes and park and ride facilities in suburban areas.\footnote{Ibid, 27-33, 38.}

Planners used statistics on land use, population, employment, and work and leisure travel patterns to inform their design of the extensive transportation infrastructure and attendant land use proposals. The planners argued that neither the existing public nor private transportation infrastructure could carry projected traffic volumes. They urged politicians to be proactive, particularly where land acquisition for potential future projects was concerned. Although the financial burden would be substantial, they added that the costs were essential to ensuring that Edmonton preserved its status as “a viable urban area and also achieve its growth potential.”\footnote{Ibid, 5. Includes detailed description with function, right-of-way width, moving lanes, daily volumes, access conditions, traffic and planning features for freeways, expressways, major arterial and collector roads (9-11). See also: Edmonton District Planning Commission and Member Communities in Co-operation with the Government of the Province of Alberta, Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study: Volume 1: Requirements (June 1963). CEA, Reports.}

To fund the massive network, city officials looked to the province for increased funding and contemplated seeking new municipal powers to tax motor vehicles to help bridge the anticipated shortfall. At the time, the province typically covered half of the costs for highways handling by-

\footnote{Ibid, 13-25.} 
\footnote{Ibid, 27-33, 38.} 
\footnote{Ibid, 5. Includes detailed description with function, right-of-way width, moving lanes, daily volumes, access conditions, traffic and planning features for freeways, expressways, major arterial and collector roads (9-11). See also: Edmonton District Planning Commission and Member Communities in Co-operation with the Government of the Province of Alberta, Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study: Volume 1: Requirements (June 1963). CEA, Reports.}
pass traffic as well as major bridges carrying highway traffic, contingent on a five year construction program commitment.\footnote{Edmonton District Planning Commission and Member Communities in Co-operation with the Government of the Province of Alberta, Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study: Volume 2: Plan and Program (December 1963), 44-45. CEA, Reports. City Commissioner G.C. Hamilton also raised concerns about the cost of the scheme early, voicing his fears that the city’s transportation plans would increase the asking price of properties slated for expropriation. Hamilton cautioned his colleagues that METS costs would increase and stressed the importance of securing provincial and federal funding. “Land for city roads said future problem,” Edmonton Journal 9 July 1963. The question of a road tax to fund METS construction was an early indicator of the importance of the cost of METS particularly in relation to the city’s limited funding.}

“To judge the prime requisite for the city’s future, council must know specifically what the choice is”

As in other cities, the initial response to the expressway plans for Edmonton was mixed. Not surprisingly, parks department staff insisted on the protection of parks and did not favour the METS plans to run expressways through the city’s river valleys. Others argued the METS plans placed too much emphasis on expressways instead of developing public transit schemes, but expressway advocates maintained Edmonton was not large enough to support a rapid transit system. Some local officials also noted the city’s modest resources meant the ambitious plans would require considerable funding from provincial or federal administrations. The response from city planners demonstrated remarkable foresight, as they warned city councillors they must make a firm decision as to whether parks or roads were the priority, and then let that position shape future development decisions.

Even before expressways were formally proposed for Edmonton the schemes met with resistance from official ranks. Some city planners argued the plans did not go far enough and urged city council to take a clear stand on the priorities that should guide the city’s development. Assistant Chief Planner S.C. Rodgers, for example, branded the plans “inadequate,” noting the
expressways were only designed to accommodate traffic projections until 1980. Rodgers was also concerned by the lack of specific plans for new and modified routes as well as transit, and the impact of the changes on existing roads. Expressways were necessary for the city, the planner maintained, but the east-west routes would destroy the river valley park system, so city politicians had to be clear about their priorities before any further plans were made. “In essence,” Rodgers explained, “the River Valley is subject to major conflicts of land use; roads may be claimed to be a functional necessary use for the River Valley with parks as an emotional and undefinable need. To judge the prime requisite for the city’s future, council must know specifically what the choice is.”

A different kind of opposition emerged from the city’s parks department. Instead of urging officials to form more complete plans with a clear commitment to expressways in the river valley, Parks Superintendent Jack Wright argued parkland in the city must be protected. He urged officials to compromise on expressway routes to prevent the loss of parks and argued that the public must be made well aware of the threats expressways posed to parkland before any final decisions were made. Instead of bisecting parkland with expressways, Wright proposed the roads be routed along the borders of parkland with ramps extending into recreational areas to increase access.

Reactions to the METS scheme continued to be mixed. Regional Planning Commission Director Frank Marlyn defended the plan’s emphasis on expressways over transit, arguing suitable traffic solutions depended on city size and Edmonton was only a medium sized city.


Freeways and buses together were appropriate for Edmonton in 1964, he asserted. Rapid transit, on the other hand, would not be viable until the city’s population grew to 1,000,000 residents. In either case, he maintained that transit did not negate the need for expressways; both expressways and transit were necessary.\textsuperscript{397} Some were not satisfied with this explanation. Parks and Recreation Superintendent Jack Wright continued to criticize METS, insisting public transit must be prioritized, and pointing out that the study ignored rapid transit.\textsuperscript{398} Despite Wright’s reservations, city commissioners approved METS in concept although city council had yet to examine the plan in detail.\textsuperscript{399} With their approval, the commissioners were careful to note that the city could not afford the extensive scheme, and urged their colleagues to pursue a new financing arrangement with provincial and federal administrations for road work.\textsuperscript{400}

\textbf{“The city exists for the people, not solely for automobiles”}

As with the other elements of the Edmonton story, the public opposition to expressways in the city was shaped primarily by their parkland routes. The first opposition group active in the debates was the Save Our Parks Citizens’ Committee (SOPCC), formed in the mid 1960s. As the name suggested, this group was concerned primarily with protecting parkland in the city. Accordingly, members were really only interested in the METS expressways because they threatened the city’s ravines. The committee’s mandate shaped their activism, and lent them the distinction among activist groups nationally of functioning as an anti-expressway group although
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they did not actually oppose expressways. While some groups in other cities opposed expressways in a limited way, usually taking issue with the route whether it threatened residential areas, waterfront vistas or valuable industrial tracts, all ultimately rejected expressways on principle anywhere in their cities. In Edmonton, SOPCC was the most active and ardent anti-expressway group during the bulk of the debates, but it never opposed expressways outright. Repositioning expressways so they did not encroach on parks was not a second choice or compromise position for the group; it was their preference. SOPCC members regarded expressways as an essential component of modern transportation infrastructure and were careful to note that they never desired to stand in the way of progress, and furthermore that they regarded expressways as progressive. There is little indication that SOPCC members would have ever become involved in the METS debates if not for the ravine routing. In fact, while their mandate was to preserve and protect parks broadly, the group was founded in direct response to the METS threat. 401 When faced with a choice between parks and roads, the group advocated wholeheartedly for the protection of parks over the convenient routing of expressways, demonstrating the presence of some progressive ideology. The METS scheme was built on planners’ fundamental assumption that roads were more important than parks and SOPCC’s response, although different in scope and inspiration from other activist groups, firmly disabused them of that notion.

Setting the differences aside, anti-expressway activism in Edmonton organized, argued and lobbied much like organizations in other cities. SOPCC allied with like-minded officials in the Department of Parks and Recreation to publicize their position and pressure others within the

401 “Save the parks committee supported by civic board,” *Edmonton Journal* 16 February 1965.
city administration to support their cause. Group members employed common protest tactics targeting contentious components of the METS scheme, including picketing a construction site and organizing a city-wide petition to force a plebiscite. Other anti-expressway voices emerged as the debates progressed, most of whom adopted the more typical stance of opposing expressways. Others conceded expressways were needed but challenged the necessity of the extensive networks proposed and stressed the importance of developing better public transit systems. Among the growing chorus of anti-expressway voices, professors and students from the University of Alberta were the loudest.

Organized opposition to the METS scheme emerged early in Edmonton. While expressways in other cities threatened some parkland, the plans in Edmonton were distinguished by the great swathes of river valley land used to run the roads into the city. Parkland was favoured for expressway development because it was often already publicly owned and saved officials from having to pursue the expensive expropriation of developed residential, commercial and industrial areas. SOPCC urged the city to protect Edmonton’s parkland, and threatened to petition for public trusteeship or parks commission guardianship if officials did not act. Leading members of the group including J.W. Nicholson, F.T. Basset, Dorothy Barnhouse, and prominent local artist G.F. Chapelle brought their objections to the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board in February 1965. The board welcomed the group’s budding activism, though the sentiment was not unanimous. While most board members pledged their support for SOPCC and promised “any assistance” required in their opposition efforts, board member and Alderman J.F. Falconer objected to the group’s efforts. Falconer argued METS planners should be given credit for the scheme, adding that industry, not roads, was to blame for eroding parks. Routing the expressway
through the ravine would actually increase public access to the area, not destroy it, he contended, concluding plainly: “I don’t think we should block progress.”

At the same time, chief roadways engineer W.E. Gillespie pushed back against growing opposition, reminding the Edmonton branch of the Community Planning Association of Canada that people created the demand for roads while insisting that progress required parkland for freeways. Gillespie asked attendees to demonstrate by a show of hands how many had travelled to the meeting by automobile, and when most raised their hand, he told the group, “Well I’m not responsible for invading park land, you are.” The only alternative to sacrificing parks, he cautioned, was the expropriation of costly developed land to accommodate the roads. Alderman Frank Edwards agreed with Gillespie, saying a decision between parks and roads would eventually be necessary, and insisting, “The city exists for the man and not the man for the city.”

SOPCC was not deterred by officials’ contention that expressways were progressive, insisting instead that “parks are progress.” The group was encouraged by support from 1,400 citizens who signed a petition the previous year opposing the Mill Creek Ravine Road, west end and Highlands routes. SOPCC President Paul T. Bassett explained the group’s opposition to expressways by outlining their vision of a future where city residents in 1980 would have more leisure time due to thirty to thirty-five hour work weeks, but would be left with the dual burden of still paying for the expressways constructed a generation earlier, and no park facilities in

402 Ibid.
403 “Battle of parks against roads waged at planning meeting,” Edmonton Journal 24 February 1965.
405 SOPCC President Bassett said the Mill Creek Ravine could be cleared for parkland with $20,000 from the city. “Mill Creek clearing pressed,” Edmonton Journal 22 June 1965.
which to enjoy their increased leisure time. Bassett argued engineers had assessed the financial
cost, but not the human toll of the network, adding that if the city would not take up its
responsibility to inform citizens of the METS cost, then the city’s largest newspaper the
Edmonton Journal must. Bassett also noted freeways in other North American cities such as
New York City, Los Angeles, and San Francisco had all proven ineffective at remedying what
ailed the urban centres.406 He also cautioned that plans could be finalized without public

knowledge, warning residents, “It is the price we pay for apathy; for bringing to the battle ‘too little and too late’.”

SOPCC continued to enjoy support from Parks and Recreation Superintendent Jack Wright during this period. The group rallied against council’s endorsement of METS despite the lack of public consultation and almost complete lack of representation for parks’ interests on the original METS committee. They noted that Wright was the only one of fourteen METS committee members who represented parks’ interests and argued that council had “railroad[ed]” the plan through without consulting constituents or exploring alternatives. Meanwhile Wright maintained his vocal support for SOPCC, reiterating group President Paul T. Bassett’s earlier

---

407 *Edmonton Journal* 16 March 1965. Bassett urged Edmonton area residents to consider other priorities in shaping the city’s development, asking rhetorically, “Can it be that in this modern age that time and speed are our only criterion of life?” *Edmonton Journal* 8 April 1965.

contention that the public was not fully aware of the negative impact of the METS plan, and accusing council of approving a plan that awarded cars an “inflated social and psychological value” unrelated to their utility. Wright echoed scores of anti-expressway activists with the refrain, “The city exists for the people, not solely for automobiles,” directly challenging Alderman Edwards’ earlier assertion.409

While SOPCC members found an ally in Jack Wright, they made little headway in their efforts to persuade city councillors of the ills of the MacKinnon and Mill Creek ravine routes. As a result, they escalated their opposition in May 1965 by hiring lawyers to appeal city council’s endorsement of METS, arguing the river valley land threatened by the scheme was

bequeathed to the city expressly for public parks, and also took their campaign for parks protection to the provincial legislature.410

Soon after, city officials adopted a more tempered stance towards METS, but whether the change was the product of external pressure or internal misgivings was unclear. The city’s general plan, released in July 1965, called for the “indefinite postponement” of rapid transit discussions and instead recommended express buses and greater service to the University of Alberta. The plan also included council’s endorsement of the METS network but questioned the expressway components, particularly the Mill Creek Ravine and Fort Road routes.411

As city officials seemed to be reevaluating their approval of the METS expressways, opponents explored new ways to communicate their objections. SOPCC member Margaret Chappelle took the lead in this regard. As a local artist married to a prominent city doctor, Chappelle was well known in Edmonton. Her activism during the METS controversy earned her a feature profile in the city’s newspaper, in which she reiterated that it was not her intention to block progress but defended her efforts arguing that city council regarded anyone with an opinion as a “pressure group.” Her profiler Ruth Bowen concluded that Chappelle had successfully “rile[d] the burghers of Edmonton” into reevaluating their expressway plans.412

Chapelle’s central role in organizing ongoing protests at the proposed site of the MacKinnon Freeway helped make her a leader among expressway opponents. In fall 1965, local residents repeatedly picketed the 142nd Street Bridge which crossed the MacKinnon Ravine


where work had begun on clearing a path for the freeway. Chapelle was part of a group reporters
demed a “band of housewives” who lamented the loss of parkland for future generations. She
told reporters their demonstration was “a neighbourhood protest,” emphasizing, “This is an
established neighbourhood.” To underscore their point, the women carried signs with slogans
like “Treeways -- Not Freeways,” “Our Children Need Parks, Down With METS,” “Save Our
City,” “Roads in the valley, kids in the alley” and even brought a poodle wearing a placard
declaring “I love trees.” A rotation of forty to fifty women picketed almost daily throughout
October. The group also planned daily pickets in other areas threatened by METS expressways
but said the scheme was a “pretty hopeless set-up to fight.”

Eventually the women forced a brief halt to construction when a foreman called his
workers back to avoid a confrontation. Chapelle accused the city of “poor and immature
administration,” and said her group had contacted activists in many other North American
cities, all of whom advised them “to hold firm.” “Our ravines are a precious heritage,”
Chappelle argued, “which should be passed on to future generations and not be fed to hungry
bulldozers.” Another protestor, Maria Jablonski, said the ravine route demonstrated a “colonial
spirit” of exploitation without regard for the consequences of the destruction. “Edmonton,”
Jablonski explained, “is like the barbarian nouveau riche. It grew too fast and didn’t have time to
develop an awareness and appreciation for other human values!”

---
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month-long protests was marked by the hanging of effigies of City Commissioners G.C. Hamilton and Dudley Menzies from a bridge overlooking the MacKinnon route, but Chappelle’s group denied any involvement in the display.\textsuperscript{417}

The anti-expressway sentiment met with mixed reaction. The controversy motivated many local residents to become more engaged in their communities, with at least one homeowners association being formed specifically to oppose the MacKinnon route.\textsuperscript{418} Others also agreed with the protestors, like \textit{Edmonton Journal} writer Ian C. MacDonald, who urged his city not to sacrifice ravines for expressways, arguing Toronto had lost 800 acres of parkland to construction and expressways, and that it cost $200,000 an acre to buy back.\textsuperscript{419} Others opposed expressways but felt there was little that could be done to defeat the routes given the popularity of automobiles. During an October community panel discussion on the METS scheme, University of Alberta Civil Engineering Professor J.J. Bakker encouraged citizens to push for the development of parkland into recreational facilities to make the land unavailable for transportation arteries. As it was, Bakker concluded, the ravines were needed for freeways since Edmontonians were “wedded to their cars.”\textsuperscript{420}

SOPCC activists continued their efforts in late 1965. Possibly looking for a smaller victory to boost the movement’s momentum, the group initiated a petition calling for a plebiscite on the 72nd Street bridge, a multi-million dollar link in the METS expressway network. The plebiscite committee consisted of SOPCC, the Alberta Voters Organization, the Local Council of
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Women, the Civic Rights Association, the East End Ratepayers, the United Voters Association and the West End Ratepayers.\textsuperscript{421} The coalition opposed the project because of the destructive impact it would have on the Capilano Ravine.\textsuperscript{422} The cost of the project also fuelled tensions, as city officials estimated the total would be $9,850,000 while the plebiscite committee insisted the actual cost would be closer to $21,000,000.\textsuperscript{423}

The increasingly contentious nature of the relationship between activists and city officials was exemplified by the plebiscite committee’s threat to file an injunction if city council challenged the legality of the petition, long before it was even presented to council. The petition which required 7,500 signatures to trigger a plebiscite had amassed 9,600 supporters in a little over three months.\textsuperscript{424} City officials were unmoved by protestors’ efforts, maintaining opposition to METS did nothing to change the overwhelming popularity of the automobile and the consequent need for autocentric transportation infrastructure. As chief roadways engineer W.E. Gillespie reasoned, the popularity of the automobile and residents’ unwillingness to abandon it made expressways and their “unpleasant side effects” of displacing families and destroying parkland unavoidable.\textsuperscript{425}
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\item \textsuperscript{424}“Home owners may seek injunction on bridge vote,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 11 February 1966. “Artist with a cause,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 15 February 1966. SOPCC later presented their petition to force a plebiscite on the 72nd Street Bridge in February 1968, which was held but resulted in overwhelming support for the necessary funding. “Plebiscite on bridge likely,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 5 February 1968.
\item \textsuperscript{425}“Freeways needed in city despite unpleasant aspects,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 7 January 1966.
\end{itemize}
“An auto-oriented city”

Subsequent government debates over METS were punctuated by many of the early concerns officials’ first raised after the plan’s release. Funding was the primary concern, as always. Local officials appealed to their provincial counterparts for greater support. Local officials stressed the need for freeways in Edmonton and the seriousness of the transportation problems plaguing the city, but provincial authorities were unmoved. Despite the lack of increased funding, councillors approved the MacKinnon Freeway. As local officials continued to stress the need for increased funding from senior levels of government, some began to raise questions about the utility and necessity of the METS network. Immediately after the release of the METS, planners had stressed the need for city aldermen to adopt a clear stand on whether roads or parks would be the priority in planning and development decisions. Such a decision, they argued, would establish some clear guidelines for debates over any METS related issue. Council did not heed the warning and the resultant lack of clarity encouraged debate. The perpetual indecision persisted for years after expressways for the city were first introduced.

As activists took a stand on the 72nd Street Bridge as one of the first major components of METS to be implemented, new higher estimates for the total freeway network tested relations between city and provincial authorities. In December 1965, the network that was estimated to cost $135,000,000 only a few years earlier was now slated at $200,000,000. City officials acknowledged the cost of the roads far exceeded the city’s resources and appealed to the province for assistance. Mayor V.M. Dantzer (1965-68; 1980-88) promised the city would
finance secondary roads but asked the province to cover the cost of the freeways, including expropriation costs.\(^{426}\)

In their application to the provincial government, the mayor and city commissioners detailed the transportation challenges facing Edmonton including the substantial cost of acquiring right-of-way for the extensive METS network, estimating the total cost at $150,000,000 with $90,000,000 for construction and $60,000,000 for right-of-way acquisition. Roads and bridges required to support the freeway system would cost the city an additional $80,000,000 to $90,000,000. City officials’ appeal for provincial funding was based on their conviction that METS addressed problems created by inadequate provincial highways, mainly a lack of bypass routes around the city. They argued that the METS routes “must be identified for what they truly are: an urban extension and completion of the provincial highway system,” and accordingly, should be the province’s responsibility.\(^{427}\)

City officials detailed the depths of the problem at length, explaining to provincial authorities that the historical development of the city was guided primarily by the street railway system, which resulted in major roads and bridges all leading to a central downtown site. The result in the modern day, they continued, was that all traffic traversing the city was led downtown and no routes for bypassing the area existed. The persistence of these historic traffic patterns combined with a lack of alternative routes resulted in insurmountable urban gridlock.

As city authorities explained:


The peak hours are generally identical both for downtown and for cross-city travel, with the result that today, at rush hour, well over half the traffic clogging the central streets and impeding the heavily-laden mainline bus routes is traffic which has no wish to be downtown but which must add to the downtown congestion because there is no acceptable alternative route. Downtown streets have now become dangerously over-loaded at peak hours so that the construction of new high-capacity roadways bypassing the central area is an urgent matter.428

“This condition,” they concluded, “clearly points up [sic] the required solution: build a bypass ring around downtown: connect high speed roadways to radiate outward from this ring, to link eventually with the provincial highway system at the edges of the city. This is the essence of the METS recommendations.”429 Minister of Highways Gordon E. Taylor (1951-71) rejected the city’s request arguing that city officials adopted the scheme that benefited their area and maintaining that they were responsible for a portion of construction costs as well as right-of-way acquisition. Taylor also pointed to new legislation that would have the province cover seventy-five percent of freeway construction costs, an arrangement he deemed “very fair.”430

Despite provincial officials’ refusal to fully fund the METS network, in June 1966 Edmonton’s city council moved ahead with the first major component of the scheme, authorizing construction of the MacKinnon Freeway. At the time crews had already cleared the ravine and were preparing the road bed. Some councillors thought the approval would deter freeway opponents. One unnamed alderman remarked to the Edmonton Journal, “once you lose, you go

428 Ibid, 4-5.

429 Ibid, Introduction. The submission stressed the severity of the traffic problem in Edmonton, where cars and trucks in the city had risen from 29,200 in 1950 to 136,087 in 1965.

along with the majority.” Yet council’s authorization of the MacKinnon Freeway did not end public opposition to the METS expressways. Instead, the move fired up opponents while exposing growing discord between and among city councillors and civil servants. Even after city council approved the route, aldermen remained divided. The concerns raised made clear that the reservations about expressways were much wider-ranging than the potential impact on parks. Some questioned whether the freeway could function as a stand-alone artery without the attendant network and advocated an expanded public transit system instead. Alderman Edmund Leger, for example, noted freeways failed to solve traffic problems in other cities. Others like Alderman Frank Edwards supported the network, maintaining freeways were “not passe.”

The growing discord among politicians and officials was again evident as the release of the general plan was followed shortly thereafter with a report by City Commissioner Stan Hampton calling for the METS freeway scheme to be downgraded to arterial routes and instead emphasizing rapid transit for the city. Further questions were raised about the city’s commitment to METS when the annual planning department report outlining upcoming projects was released and there were no specific references to METS. As officials and planners seemed to be distancing themselves from METS, city engineers held firm, insisting Edmonton was “an auto-oriented city” and suggesting a road tax might help fund the necessary freeways.

---

431 “Freeway delay unlikely,” Edmonton Journal 16 June 1966. Officials were encouraged by consultants like D.E. Leuw, Cather and Company Vice President J.E. Leisch, who presented freeways as a current and internationally recognized solution to urban traffic ills. Leisch noted the METS scheme was consistent with plans his firm had produced for other cities including Ottawa, Salt Lake City, Utah, Auckland, New Zealand, and Perth, Australia. “Continuous push needed on freeways -- specialist,” Edmonton Journal 28 March 1966.


434 Edmonton Journal 12 July 1967.

The period between 1968 and 1971 was characterized by a lack of progress on METS schemes and, consequently, a lull in protest activity. The stagnation of the scheme in Edmonton was typical of the experience in other cities across the country in an era when large scale city plans faced often widespread public opposition on one hand, and noncommittal officials preoccupied with funding shortfalls on the other. Officials’ actions in these years reflected the lack of consensus on transportation planning issues. Planners recommended a rapid transit system for the city as a complement to, not a replacement for, METS, while city councillors curtailed the scheme’s freeways in an attempt to control suburban expansion on the outskirts of the city. In July 1968 plans for an electric rail transit system were released that would use the existing rail lines to run passenger trains through the city at ten minute intervals. Some stations would include parking lots which would be serviced by transit buses. Planners were careful to note the system was not intended as a replacement for the proposed METS roads, nor could it function as such.\footnote{Rapid Transit Executive Report No. 1; Initial “Rail Transit” Project for the City of Edmonton (19 July 1968), 2-7 (excerpts), 15 (quote), 14-15. CEA, Reports. Only the section traversing the University of Alberta campus would require rail lines to be constructed. On roads, planners said, ‘This ‘Rail-Transit’ project is not a substitute for Edmonton’s Major Roadway Plans and Improvements. It neither provides the capacities, services all the directions, nor handles the several functions required of a modern roadway system [emphasis in original].’} In May 1971 city council marked the Mill Creek ravine off limits for the south east freeway, fearing the road and other METS routes would encourage unregulated growth in the Sherwood Park area.\footnote{“Southeast freeway,” (editorial) Edmonton Journal 28 May 1971.}

“Concerned about the future of the city”

Emerging discord among officials was met with new critiques from a variety of expressway critics. Opponents in Edmonton differed significantly from those in other cities.
The Save Our Parks Citizens’ Committee’s parks protection mandate guided their activism, shaping their position as a group that opposed expressways in parks, but not expressways in general. Their position evolved during the debates into a broader critique of expressways. Still, their position differed from most other leading anti-expressway activist groups as they maintained they did not oppose freeways even as they objected to those in the METS scheme. SOPCC president Paul T. Bassett clarified the group’s stance, stressing that they were not against freeways or bridges but that they objected to the excessive and continually rising costs associated with METS. At the same time, Bassett said his group -- which had been instrumental in organizing the petition calling for a plebiscite on the 72nd Street Bridge -- did not oppose the bridge or its cost but the cost of expropriation and the impact on the community. According to Bassett, the MacKinnon Freeway would be nothing more than “a fabulous effigy of grandeur” that was antithetical to progress. It was his group’s responsibility, he added, to ensure citizens were aware of the threats to their city.\footnote{438 Paul T. Bassett, “Here’s why we’re petitioning,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 9 March 1966. City officials responded by disputing the accuracy of Bassett’s claims about the widespread loss of homes and businesses, insisting he overestimated the cost of the project and maintaining that only 215 houses and 17 commercial buildings would be expropriated for the bridge’s right of way. “Bridge rivals clash on cost estimates,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 16 March 1966.}

While SOPCC continued their work, the emergence of the Urban Reform Group of Edmonton (URGE) in December 1973 reinvigorated the opposition.\footnote{439 URGE Pamphlet, N.D., Clippings Files: URGE (Urban Reform Group of Edmonton), CEA.} As a municipal political reform party that later won several seats on city council, URGE boasted a much broader mandate than SOPCC. They challenged officials to demonstrate the need for expressways and pressured councillors who expressed doubts to come out publicly against the roads. Where SOPCC’s anti-expressway advocacy was born out of a desire to protect the city’s parkland, URGE’s mandate of...
urban reform covered all areas of the city’s development. Compared to SOPCC, URGE’s position on urban expressways was compatible with other anti-expressway movements across the country. URGE completely rejected inner city freeways for Edmonton. This position was shaped by members whose participation in the expressway debates inspired them to become more involved with other aspects of city planning politics and in turn reinforced their conviction that greater citizen participation was essential to municipal reform. URGE members described themselves as citizens “concerned about the future of [the] city,” including a diverse group of “businessmen and housewives, clergymen and students, people of many backgrounds who represent all kinds of interests and concerns.”

The group’s critique of the MacKinnon Freeway resembled that of other activist groups nationally. Members questioned the severity of traffic problems and criticized officials for not being open to alternative schemes, many of which were presented by concerned citizens. Mass transit was the solution to growing congestion, they argued, not roads that catered to the private automobile. Group members also suspected minority interests were pushing the expressway scheme, telling city councillors, “It is really incredible that a handful of influential individuals, who only have their own interest and convenience at heart, without even one thought given to the community at large, can actually manipulate the chosen representatives of the citizens to undertake a project these citizens don’t want but will yet be forced to pay for.” URGE members also looked for potential allies in officials ranks, encouraging councillors who expressed reservations about the METS freeways to oppose the routes outright. Longtime

---

440 Ibid.

441 Elly de Jongh to City Councillors and Commissioners of the City of Edmonton, Open Letter, 23 February 1974, MS 127.2, Box 1, File 3, CEA. De Jongh did not identify the “influential individuals” to which she referred.
expressway opponent and URGE member Professor Gerald H. Wright stressed to Councillor Una McLean Evans (1966-74) the lack of public support for the MacKinnon route, and questioned whether the available information really indicated a need for expressways in Edmonton.\textsuperscript{442}

URGE members’ activism continued to focus on expressways in the city even in the wake of the MacKinnon defeat. The group lobbied the city’s Regional Planning Commission, for example, chastising officials for “promot[ing] the unquestioned proliferation of expenditures on roadways for the automobile and starv[ing] public transportation by comparison.” The reformers maintained that traffic could and should be managed in other ways, including staggering work hours to alleviate rush hour congestion, restricting auto access to the downtown, establishing exclusive bus lanes as well as a network of bike paths accessible all year, and expanding the light rail transit (LRT) system.\textsuperscript{443} This initial emphasis on transportation challenges was evident throughout the 1970s. During this time members proposed dedicated bus lanes for the downtown core, electric trolleys to reduce pollution, reduced bus service in off peak hours for improved efficiency, and regional commuter transit networks.\textsuperscript{444}

URGE members underscored their opposition to freeways in the city by questioning the need for such routes anywhere, and by accepting a proposition that had appeared first among academics studying recent urban history. They regarded expressways as creations of a

\textsuperscript{442} Ivor Dent, Ph.D., University of Alberta to Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Edmonton, Letter, 9 February 1973, MS 127.2, Box 1, File 3: MacKinnon Ravine, CEA. Wright apparently targeted Alderwoman Una McLean Evans after she questioned the scheme in a council meeting, writing with information addressing her questions and raising others in criticism of the scheme. Gerald H. Wright, Chairman of the University Practicum II on Rapid Transit, to Una McLean Evans, 27 March 1972, MS 127.2, Box 1, File 3: MacKinnon Ravine, CEA. There is also some evidence Wright was working with provincial politician(s) to publicize problems with and alternatives to the MacKinnon route. Unknown/unnamed member of Legislative Assembly of Alberta to Gerald H. Wright, Letter, 5 February 1973, MS 127.2, Box 1, File 3: MacKinnon Ravine, CEA.

\textsuperscript{443} Elly de Jongh, “URGE Newsletter,” June 1975, MS 127.2, Box 1, File 4: URGE -- Membership Lists, Bulletins and Financial Statements, CEA.

\textsuperscript{444} Leslie Bella, “URGE Newsletter,” 24 May 1977, MS 127.2, Box 1: URGE Newsletters 1977, CEA.
conspiracy, worse an American conspiracy. University of Alberta professor and URGE policy
Chairman Cliff Young argued planners were predisposed to highways and industry supported the
roads. Fellow University of Alberta professor Gerald Wright insisted Edmonton did not even
have a traffic problem. Young asked rhetorically, “If you have planners ninety percent
committed to building roads and whole industries dependent on road building what other
solutions are they going to come up with?” Wright argued that Edmonton was a uniquely
Canadian city and that accordingly, officials should not simply import American solutions. He
observed: “We Canadians have imported American images and myths of the city that aren’t
necessarily true for our cities. What we have to do as Canadians is look at our cities as our
cities.” The city, they argued, was a “collective of people,” not a corporation, that should be
designed for residents, not travellers who were simply passing through.445

“Burn the functional plans we have now for freeways”

In Edmonton, growing reservations among city councillors about the MacKinnon
Freeway in particular led council to halt the project pending a full review. Chronic indecision
subsequently plagued council and the project stagnated for several years. As a final decision on
the scheme was perpetually postponed, planners and other officials gradually moved away from
the expressway network model. The availability of financing, and particularly the provincial
government’s refusal to contribute more to the schemes, forced local officials to revaluate their
planning priorities. In all cities, public opposition fuelled an evolving appreciation of the social
and environmental costs of the scheme. This shifting perspective helped change the way

officials evaluated expressway projects, bringing them to the conclusion in city after city that the real cost of each plan far exceeded the financial toll, and that the broader cost was simply too high.

The renewed opposition exacerbated persistent divisions between officials and reignited the METS debate among city councillors. In April Alderwoman Una Evans made a motion to halt construction of the MacKinnon and Jasper Freeways, arguing that to allow construction to continue would effectively mean committing to the whole METS network. In this view, the Jasper Freeway was a gateway to the remaining freeways. Evans and her allies wanted the Jasper route to be subject to the new aesthetic, sociological and environmental impact studies instituted by city council in the years since METS was originally released in 1963 and 1964. Supporters contended that the freeway was necessary to provide improved access to the central business district and argued the parkland had already been eroded by other thoroughfares. The need for rapid transit had not been proven, they maintained, adding that the escalating costs of the freeways should be blamed on the “token public opposition” that had delayed construction.446

A divided city council approved the Evans’ motion.447 Despite planning superintendent Clive Rodgers’ warning there would be backlash from motorists if the freeway was cancelled,448 council suspended the project until a comprehensive transportation plan could be drafted.449


448 Edmonton Journal 20 April 1972.

449 Marc Horton, “City must return $863,776 if freeway abandoned,” Edmonton Journal 7 July 1972. If the city cancelled the Jasper Freeway, $800,000 of provincial money used for land acquisition would have to be repaid. In June 1972 Edmonton’s transportation plans still included the centerpieces of the METS scheme with the two expressway loops encircling the city, but the routes were referred to as “outer ring road” and “inner ring route.” The changing terminology hinted at the way in which the city’s expressway plans would evolve over the next several years. City of Edmonton, General Transportation Plan: Position Paper (June 1972), 4-6, 16-19. Edmonton Public Library (EPL), Heritage Collection.
Edmonton Journal approved of council’s decision. The editors insisted councillors should go even further, arguing that the Jasper Freeway should be abandoned altogether. The controversy, they noted, offered two lessons for “the car-worshipping, freeway obsessed engineering clique in the civic administration that has for too long dominated this city’s planning” -- first, that freeways were no longer the favoured solution for urban traffic problems, and second, that the river valley must be preserved. Noting citizens had protested against the “madness of freeways” effectively in Toronto and San Francisco, the editors asked rhetorically, “who wants to picnic in a traffic circle?”

As councillors reviewed the METS scheme in the wake of their decision to halt the MacKinnon Freeway, the cost of the plans quickly dominated the debates. When revised figures pegged the METS price tag at $750,000,000, city officials immediately recognized that the municipality would never be able to fund the work under the existing cost sharing agreement with the province. As a result, in June city officials appealed to the province to consider a cost sharing agreement that would extend beyond the standard five year term to make modified transportation improvements possible.

Even with the prospect of more generous provincial funding provisions, the ballooning METS costs put the plans out of reach. While councillors hoped to strike a new financing arrangement with the province, city officials also sought ways to make the METS improvements more affordable. At a public forum, City Engineer George Hodge admitted the revised cost estimates were prohibitive and would effectively end the METS plan as it was originally


conceived. Hodge and Director of Transportation Planning Don MacDonald drafted a position paper which suggested the METS freeway routes be converted to roads and that a rapid bus service be developed. “Burn the functional plans we have now for freeways,” transportation engineer and METS study director Louis Grimble said, adding, “they’re completely out of scale for Edmonton.” But Ross Walker of DeLeuw, Cather and Company, a firm that authored many feasibility studies on the city’s transportation infrastructure, warned that freeways constructed on the outskirts of the city would promote decentralization, in turn threatening the vitality of the urban core.452

By fall 1972 city council still had yet to make a final decision about freeways for Edmonton. The prolonged period of official indecision allowed anti-expressway activists to grow in strength. A public meeting that month attracted over 300 attendees, the majority of whom opposed freeways for Edmonton and were frustrated by city officials’ perpetual indecision. They criticized METS as a plan that was almost a full decade out of date. One attendee urged the others to “fight this thing and not let it ruin our lives or the lives of our children.” Alderwoman Una Evans, who had introduced the motion to halt the MacKinnon Freeway months earlier, chastised engineers for saying the road was likely fifteen years from being fully constructed, arguing that kind of prediction would result in the development of slums in the areas slated for expropriation. City Transportation Planner Donald MacDonald stressed to angry attendees that METS was up for discussion. He acknowledged the plan was the product of an earlier era when freeways were frequently proposed for North American cities, public opinion was supportive of such schemes, and funding from senior governments seemed readily available.

MacDonald pinpointed the current cost estimates combined with the lack of available funding as the most significant hindrance to METS.\textsuperscript{453}

As public sentiment against METS freeways grew, signs of the impact of the opposition emerged. For example, in early 1973, the city planning department solicited public feedback on

\textsuperscript{453} Marc Horton, “Montrose vows to stop NE freeway,” \textit{Edmonton Journal} 26 October 1972.
the city’s transportation plans. Some officials maintained expressway opponents simply lacked a full understanding of the plans, but they also acknowledged respondents’ calls for greater emphasis on public transit in transportation planning and clear guidelines for public participation in the planning process, as well as demands to incorporate broader concerns including social, economic and environmental factors in planning.\textsuperscript{454} This greater awareness of, if not concern for, public opinion was reflected in council debates. As city councillors continued to debate the merits of the halted MacKinnon Freeway, deciding between requesting further studies of the route or scrapping the plans altogether, some councillors argued council should change its planning priorities to meet the apparent shift in public opinion.\textsuperscript{455} Public opinion had now become a factor in shaping planning trends.

Shortly after soliciting public opinion on the city’s transportation plans, the planning department took a significant step towards formally incorporating citizen participation in its operations. Department officials put forth a plan for public input in which they carefully outlined the scope and limits of citizen participation, explaining:

The basic purpose of citizen participation is to establish a two-way communication system so that citizens and technical staff can work together in developing plans and proposals. Although the ideas, suggestions and concerns of citizens would hopefully


influence final decisions, the purpose of citizen participation is not to change the legal
decision-making powers and responsibilities of elected officials. Rather, the focus is on
communication and exchange of information among all groups.\textsuperscript{456}

Provincial officials watched local developments with interest, concerned that opposition
to the inner city METS expressways would make it harder to implement the scheme’s outer ring
road. For provincial authorities, the ring road was an essential component of the region’s
transportation infrastructure, one that would link existing provincial routes with the urban
expressways that would venture into the heart of Edmonton.\textsuperscript{457} The impact of the METS
controversy was clear as consultants reevaluated the original ring road component almost ten
years after METS was originally released. They were careful to note the road was not designed
to alleviate downtown traffic congestion, but would help reduce traffic volumes on arterial routes
while also serving as an important connector between provincial and local roads. The planners
were cautious when presenting their justification for the project, noting, “It is extremely difficult
to prove or disprove, in absolute terms, the need for a transportation facility which would
directly or indirectly serve a large population.”\textsuperscript{458}

The other feature of the consultants’ reevaluation that demonstrated the impact of the
ongoing freeway debates was the inclusion of impact analyses, which assessed the environmental
impact of the route on soil, vegetation, and wildlife, agricultural and recreational areas, and air

\textsuperscript{456} Planning Branch, Research and Long Range, City Planning Department, “Citizen Participation and
Transportation Planning in Edmonton,” March 1973, 1, RG 17, Class 9, File 6, A83-26: Public participation in
transportation planning, CEA. The Planning Department later recommended the Municipal Planning Commission
adopted their guidelines for citizen participation. W. Walchuk, Manager of Planning Co-ordination, to Municipal
Planning Commission, 2 August 1973; RG 17, Class 9, File 6, A83-26: Public participation in transportation
planning, CEA.

\textsuperscript{457} Planning Branch, Alberta Department of Highways and Transport, \textit{Edmonton Area Study: Outline Plan for Roads

\textsuperscript{458} DeLeuw Cather in association with L.W. Downey Research Associates Ltd., \textit{A Multi-Disciplinary Evaluation of
the Edmonton Parkway Ring} (September 1973), 13. EPL, Government Publications Collection. The origins of the
outer ring road in Edmonton were traced to 1951, from which time the route had been moved increasingly further
from the city centre as the urban region grew.
and noise pollution. Consultants also included a “visual analysis” that explored ways in which the “visual intrusion” of the road could be minimized\textsuperscript{459} as well as a statement on the socio-economic impact of the route.\textsuperscript{460} They argued that the parkway ring would ultimately benefit the city, but was not an inherently positive or negative project. They explained:

We conclude that a Ring Road cannot be judged, in and of itself, to be good or bad, desirable or undesirable, worth the investment or not worth the investment. To the extent that such a facility is developed in the context of a host of desirable related policies, it could and should prove to be a contributor to the well-being of the city’s citizens. However, to the extent that such a facility is developed as a good in its own right, it is as likely to be a disaster as it is a success.\textsuperscript{461}

Provincial officials’ concerns over the impact of the METS controversy on the outer ring road did little to hurry city council’s decision on the contentious MacKinnon Freeway. From April 1972 when councillor Evans first introduced the motion to halt work on the route, councillors remained undecided for two and a half years.\textsuperscript{462} While provincial authorities waited to see what impact the council’s decision would have on regional transportation plans, those on both sides of the debate grew increasingly impatient. Alderman Dudley Menzie (1971-74), for example, maintained the road should be completed especially since the roadbed had already been
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prepared. The construction of the freeway would allow “breathing time,” he reasoned, for coordinating a transit system for the city. Editors at the Edmonton Journal, meanwhile, stood firm in their opposition to the route, criticizing “the freeway lobby” for pressuring council to approve the east-west road. The road, they argued, was a “futile and costly” “highway to chaos” that would destroy the MacKinnon Ravine, and open the floodgates to the construction of the entire METS network of expressways.

“Ravines and roadways are an undesirable mix”

When the time came to make a final decision on the MacKinnon route, drama erupted at city hall. Aldermen Cec Purves and Dudley Menzies walked out in the middle of a special meeting in August 1974 to make a final decision on the route, breaking quorum and consequently making the vote impossible. The freeway was so controversial by this point that only eight of thirteen councillors attended the special meeting, making the loss of just two councillors fatal. A second meeting was scheduled for a few weeks later in a second attempt to come to a final conclusion on the route. During that second session, the MacKinnon route was defeated in a contentious six to five vote.

In the aftermath of city council’s cancellation of the MacKinnon Freeway, planners issued a report exploring the impact of and possible alternatives to the MacKinnon route. Citing the many delays since the route was originally proposed in 1963, officials admitted that previous


465 “Ravine impasse,” Edmonton Journal 11 August 1974. The absent councillors claimed they were on holidays or had previous commitments.

evaluations had been incomplete as they did not adhere to the department’s own guiding principles requiring planners to consider the social, economic, physical and environmental impact of proposals. The latest assessment, therefore, was meant to redress those oversights as well as consider possible alternative plans.

Upon reevaluating the route, planners acknowledged it would increase traffic flow into the city centre which would in turn translate into increased need for parking lots as well as “increas[ing] the disruption of pedestrian movements, dispers[ing] the downtown functions over a wider area, and result[ing] in visual disamenities” which could hurt downtown businesses.467 Contrary to expressway supporters continual assertions, they conceded that an expressway and a park could not co-exist in the valley, explaining: “Construction of the Roadway down the bottom of MacKinnon Ravine would nullify any existing potential for recreational use. The steep sides of the ravine, and the volume of traffic on the Roadway, would preclude any possible uses of a recreational nature.”468 The road would also disrupt and potentially destroy the function of the ravine as a wildlife habitat, though the planners noted that impact was difficult to quantify as there was no information on the animal population of the area.469

The planners’ evaluation of the route became increasingly critical as the report progressed, as the group condemned the project on every possible count. Noting transportation planning had the potential to be the primary determinant of urban growth patterns, they argued the freeway was in conflict with primary principles of Edmonton’s general plan, noting that the


469 Ibid, 24-25.
document specified “much greater consideration must be given in transportation planning to community objectives related to the kind of city and urban patterns that are developed as a result, rather than concentrating on meeting only narrow transportation-user objectives.” The MacKinnon route, the planners concluded, followed neither principle. Nor was the route compatible with the city’s policy of transportation planning “in a manner resulting in the minimum consumption of energy and nonrenewable resources.” In addition, the road also violated the resolution against new freeways in the city’s river valleys or ravines. On that count the planners noted, “It has been argued that the MacKinnon Ravine Roadway was planned before this principle was established. Nevertheless, the principle indicates acceptance by the city of the fact that ravines and roadways are an undesirable mix. Moreover, the opportunity still exists in this instance to enact the principle.” The planners further noted the road would violate the city’s planning guidelines as they pertained to public transit and parking, by promoting automobiles and in turn increasing demands for parking facilities. The planners did not propose any alternative routes but suggested the completion of the outer ring road that provincial authorities had advocated might alleviate stress on the city’s roads, adding that the improvement of the public transit system, with light rapid transit and expanded bus routes, would be preferable alternatives to the freeway.

City planners’ revaluation of the MacKinnon route was later followed by a similarly critical reassessment from the Edmonton Regional Planning Commission. While the

470 As quoted in Ibid, 27. [Original General Plan p 12.1].
471 As quoted in Ibid, 27. [Original General Plan p 12.1].
474 Ibid, 29-33.
commission acknowledged that METS was outdated, the group still upheld the least controversial components of the scheme. Provincial authorities’ favoured outer ring road, for example, was still under consideration. In addition, many major roads and river crossings outside the city were under construction. The impact of the MacKinnon controversy was clear in the commission’s assessment of the METS expressways, as it explained:

In the intervening years [since METS was released] the major components of this freeway system have become economically, environmentally and politically unattractive . . . the METS study, as was in vogue during the sixties, proposed a freeway dominated transportation system for Metropolitan Edmonton; public transit facilities received scant coverage.\footnote{Regional Plan and Research Division, Edmonton Regional Planning Commission, “Regional Roadways Policy Review [Draft],” July 1975, ix-x, RG 17, Class 11, File 9 (c): ERPC Agenda and Minutes Transportation Committee 1975-1976, CEA. Includes more details on status of other regional road plans. Still, METS continued to influence regional planning, as the Regional Planning Commission Transportation Committee acknowledged that METS “although not adopted as an official plan, had strongly influenced location of new major roadway.” Transportation Committee, Edmonton Regional Planning Commission, Meeting Minutes, 30 July 1975, RG 17, Class 11, File 9 (c): ERPC: Agenda and Minutes: Transportation Committee 1975-1976, CEA.}

By 1974, the inner city expressways had been removed from the city’s agenda. The elimination of that threat allowed reformers to focus more on other aspects of the city’s development. URGE’s concerns for the city at large were wide ranging yet also consistent with burgeoning urban reform parties in other cities. Policy subcommittees within the group helped define and articulate the group’s stance on housing and land, social community services, inner city neighbourhoods, transportation, parks, environment, business and industrial development, and labour.\footnote{Iain Taylor, URGE Newsletter, March 1977, MS 127.2, Box 1: URGE Newsletters 1977, CEA. The formation of the subcommittees was spurred by the forthcoming municipal election. Newsletter includes policy points on commercial and industrial areas, parks and recreation planning in residential areas, the river valley park system, and parks, recreation and the downtown area.} Among their foremost concerns were the “deterioration of the inner city; too much stress on physical growth; too much dependence on cars; encroachment on park land; [and]
alienation of citizens from their city’s government.” 477 URGE’s city development guidelines held that the downtown core should be the focus of the city, that older areas be preserved and restored, that small parks be established throughout the city and the large river valley and ravine be protected, that public transit be improved and finally that the city’s ward system be reformed to improve communication between city government and residents as well as fostering greater public participation in planning. Members also suggested a rapid transit line be built in the ravine to ensure the freeway scheme was never resurrected.478

In August 1977, any lingering thought about resurrecting the MacKinnon Freeway was laid to rest as city council approved a comprehensive park plan for the ravine. Councillors who still championed the freeway were unhappy with the decision, especially with councillor Bettie Hewes’s (1974-84) suggestion to install a bikepath. Alderman Bob Matheson (1974-77) voiced his frustration: “I have been fervently trying to find a bike rider in the west end for months. Why don’t we face it that nobody in the west end wants a bike path in that blinking ravine.” 479 Despite Matheson and others’ reservations, the park plan went through and the MacKinnon Ravine park later officially opened on 10 June 1984.480

In the years following the cancellation of the MacKinnon Freeway, city officials struggled to find solutions to many of the transportation challenges that gave rise to the original METS proposal. Key problems included growing traffic volumes and rush hour congestion, increasingly onerous commutes for those who worked in the city but lived in the still growing

477 URGE Pamphlet, N.D., Clippings Files: URGE (Urban Reform Group of Edmonton), CEA.
suburbs, the challenges of meeting heavy peak demands and servicing dispersed suburban populations with transit buses and LRT, meeting parking demands in commercial and residential areas, and reducing truck traffic in residential areas.\(^{481}\)

Fledgling efforts to incorporate greater public participation in the transportation planning process revealed the impact of the recent expressway controversies. By the end of the decade, the principles of public participation outlined in the 1973 planners’ report had been enshrined in the city’s general plan\(^{482}\) and more tangible evidence of the importance of these new values came in the form of the Citizens’ Transportation Planning Conference, held September 4-7 1974.\(^{483}\) Other efforts to accommodate greater public participation included February 1978 hearings held by Mayor C.J. (Cec) Purves’s (1977-83) council on the deliberately vaguely labelled “West End traffic situation.” Officials were careful not to focus on the abandoned MacKinnon link in an attempt to not provoke “the emotional response we are trying so hard to avoid.”\(^{484}\) After the sessions, the city’s planning department recommended a four lane “compromise road” for the ravine.\(^{485}\) The hearings were regarded as a “noble experiment” by some, but one that was in need of a more defined focus that would question the perceived dominance of the west end in making decisions that affected the whole city.\(^{486}\)


\(^{482}\) Planning Department, City of Edmonton. *Edmonton General Plan: Citizen Participation, Issue Paper No. 8.* (Edmonton, February 1979), 1-8. MS 127.2, Box 1, CEA.

\(^{483}\) “Resolutions Passed at the Citizens’ Transportation Planning Conference, September 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1974,” Memorandum, Agenda, c. September 1974, RG 17, Class 9, File 6, A83-26: Public participation in transportation planning, CEA.


\(^{486}\) “Can transportation hearings work,” (editorial) *Edmonton Examiner* 5 April 1978.
The new “compromise road” proposal dismayed critics who saw similarities between the emerging transportation plans and the original METS plans. *Edmonton Journal* editors who had been among the most vocal critics of the city’s previous transportation plan quickly dubbed the new proposal the “son of METS” and called it an unacceptable “new flirtation with the freeway.” The editorial board argued planners wrongly assumed that residents would shun a rapid transit system. They recommended car pools, staggered work hours, controlled parking and restrictions on automobiles in the inner city. It appeared that the entire expressway debate in all its details had been stirred up. If the plan was to go through, the editors sighed, “we might as well make the automobile our official city emblem.” “METS was abandoned years ago,” they reminded readers, “because it was unaffordable and because city council perceived a better future for this city than turning it into Los Angeles North.”

Despite some efforts to resurrect the METS freeways over the years, the only components of the scheme that were eventually constructed were a modified Capilano route and bridge, the Quesnell Bridge and Whitemud Drive. Years after the MacKinnon debates had died down, one local journalist attributed the defeat of the route to “a combination of rising costs and mounting opposition,” while another identified the protracted debates between city councillors and the lack of available funding as the primary reasons for the plans’ demise. "Down this road before,” *Edmonton Examiner* 29 May 1998. Neil Waugh, “MacKinnon -- 12 years of bitter indecision,” *Edmonton Examiner* 9 November 1977.

---


488 The proposed development of the Quesnell freeway mirrored the planned Harbour Drive approach in Halifax, where the road would be “constructed initially to arterial street standards and be converted later to freeway operation,” in order to qualify for provincial funding. De Leuw, Cather & Company of Canada Limited, *Quesnell Freeway: Functional Planning Report, Volume 1* (February 1968), 2 (quote), 10-12. CEA, Reports. The consultants explained: “This procedure [arterial to freeway conversion] enables the city to take advantage of the 75% Provincial contribution towards freeway construction where the initial roadways form part of an ultimate freeway. This staging process was a major criteria in the development of the plan.” Report includes very detailed route description; planned park system in river valley between freeways (10-12).

writer Neil Waugh noted the project was divisive, exposing east-west tensions in the city as east
enders were blamed for defeating a road the west end needed, while west enders were accused of
offloading their problems to another community.\footnote{Neil Waugh, “MacKinnon -- 12 years of bitter indecision,” \textit{Edmonton Examiner} 9 November 1977.}

In most ways, Edmonton’s expressway debates looked much like those in other cities
across the country. Like in other cities, funding challenges and indecisive councillors
inadvertently allowed critics to move in and mobilize opposition. The main activist group’s
unique mandate, and the resulting limitations in their anti-expressway activism distinguished
them from protestors in other cities. Their limited mandate accounts for the way in which those
opponents mobilized in full force almost immediately after the expressway plans were released,
and relatedly, why their work predated protests by activists in other cities by several years.
Ironically, the river valley routing that was chosen in part to ensure the planned freeways were
minimally disruptive ultimately precipitated the controversy, triggering protests that contributed
to the repeated delays between the introduction of the plans and city council’s arrival at a final
decision on the scheme.

Importantly, officials’ decision making process was complicated by city official’s
conviction that the city deserved greater funding, and the province’s refusal to respond to those
demands. City officials’ appeals for increased provincial funding in the mid-1960s evoked some
of the tensions that would also be evident in the Winnipeg debates by suggesting the city’s needs
had been neglected by the province. In Edmonton expressway supporters went a step further by
arguing the province’s failure to provide adequate provincial highways had created the traffic
problems in the city that now required an expressway solution. In the face of a more generous
provincial funding offer, however, city officials still chose to wait for the full funding to which they felt they were entitled. As a result, the plans were left until the early 1970s when new cost estimates had ballooned to over six times the original figures, making the network unaffordable for the city even with substantial provincial support. Ultimately, the dual considerations of escalating public opposition and what city officials regarded as inadequate funding slowed the decision making process to a near standstill. The result was a mounting financial toll and increased awareness of the social and environment impacts that made it increasingly unlikely that expressways would be built in Edmonton until they were abandoned completely.
Chapter 4: Winnipeg, Manitoba: “At war with each other”

Winnipeg’s expressway controversy was characterized by intergovernmental conflict. Even before the official release of the expressway network proposal, government dissension had marred the proceedings. Once the plans were formally released, conflict between the metro and provincial administrations really ignited, as provincial authorities refused to commit to funding the project and challenged their municipal counterparts to demonstrate the need for expressways in the city. In addition to challenges from their provincial counterparts, municipal officials also had to contend with dissension from their civil servants who disagreed over how to guide the city’s development and what kind of transportation infrastructure was best.

Add to these early tensions public opposition, which came from academics and social activists who regarded the expressway plans as symptomatic of systemic problems in the city’s administration, particularly the power struggles between councillors and planners. In Winnipeg, where intergovernmental discord over expressway plans overpowered the planning process, public opposition never grew to the same level as in other cities. Protestors capitalized on the persistent government conflict when articulating their objections and seemed to understand that the more pronounced disagreements between governments grew, the less likely it was that the expressways would ever be constructed. This awareness in turn meant that highly active public campaigns to defeat the scheme were unnecessary. Ultimately, the provincial government’s reluctance to fund expressways for Winnipeg doomed the plans from the beginning and, after protracted conflict at all levels, that same administration’s final decisive stand against the plans effectively closed the debates. In the end, questions about the appropriateness of expressways
for Winnipeg made politicians, planners and residents less likely to accept the financial, social and environmental costs of the roads.

**Winnipeg**

Traditionally known as the “gateway to the west” among Canadian cities, Winnipeg earned the nickname in part because of its location at the meeting of the Red River and the Assiniboine River. Its regional significance was later reinforced by the routing of national railway lines. These natural and built features established lasting patterns for major arteries that influenced all future transportation plans. Winnipeg’s rapid early expansion stalled by World War I and although it rebounded by World War II, the city would never again match pre-World War I growth and was eventually unseated as the most populous and influential city west of Toronto. While many historians have attributed the city’s early growth to self-made boosters, more recent works have challenged this interpretation, arguing western city-builders were often wealthy transplants from elsewhere in Canada who helped cultivate the social hierarchies they were previously thought to eschew.491

During the first half of the twentieth century, historians argue Winnipeg politics were characterized primarily by class and ethnic tensions. The Winnipeg General Strike of 1919 exemplified the city’s status as a centre for labour activism as ethnic tensions escalated between

---

established Anglo communities and Slavic and Jewish immigrants.\textsuperscript{492} As part of this interpretation, noted historian Alan F. J. Artibise pointed to the election of left-leaning Ukrainian Mayor Steve Juba in 1957 and his subsequent twenty year tenure as marking a new era of improved relations between the city’s diverse communities, marked by working class and minority concentrations in northern neighbourhoods and more affluent residents to the west and south.\textsuperscript{493} During these postwar years Winnipeg’s population growth was modest, from 221,960 in 1941, to 235,710 in 1951, to 265,429 in 1961, to 246,270 in 1971. Meanwhile, the total population of the city’s suburbs had risen dramatically from 75,779 in 1941 to 289,210 in 1971.\textsuperscript{494}

Like in other cities, Winnipeg’s expressway plans were part of a larger redevelopment trend during the 1960s and 1970s. Despite these renewal schemes, the city is still distinguished by the large number of heritage buildings that remain, most notably the cluster constituting the Exchange District. Those examining urban renewal in Winnipeg have celebrated this


comparatively widespread preservation of historic buildings, documenting the history of noteworthy properties without much critical evaluation of those that were demolished.495

City government was reformed a number of times in the era of urban renewal in an effort to move towards regional administration. Historians have contextualized the move towards regional government by pointing to tensions between Winnipeg and the rest of the province. Alan F.J. Artibise observed that the centre’s urban character was unique in Manitoba, and as such, provincial policies typically ignored urban concerns despite the fact that Winnipeg’s success was integral to the province’s vitality. This resulted in a sometimes combative dynamic between city and provincial officials, which permeated the expressway debates. Artibise argued that the creation of a metropolitan government was intended to address the disconnect.496 The 1960 Metropolitan Winnipeg Act brought together seven cities, five suburban municipalities and one town under a two-tier government. The resulting dissatisfaction with that arrangement led to the 1972 creation of the Unicity, governed by a single tier structure comprised of a fifty-one member council with representatives from across greater Winnipeg including Transcona, St. Boniface, St. Vital, West Kildonan, East Kildonan, Old Kildonan, Tuxedo, Fort Garry, Charleswood and St. James.

The Unicity organization was further revised in the years after expressways were shelved, scaled back to a much smaller governing council. Scholars agree that the remarkable size of the Unicity administration made it largely dysfunctional and led to its abolition. They argue that


496 Artibise, Winnipeg: An Illustrated History, 173.
while the smaller administrations that followed were more practical, their ability to govern effectively was curtailed by the long standing problem of limited municipal funding. Observers including noted urban specialist Christopher Leo argue the severity of Winnipeg’s struggle with suburban competition and inner city decline in this era was most like the dire circumstances in many American cities. Indeed, this sense of urban crisis was particularly strong in Winnipeg and was a prominent concern raised during the expressway debates.

“An expressway system will handle major volumes of long-trip through traffic thus relieving major arterial streets and helping overcome handicaps of existing street patterns”

Planners’ initial vision for Winnipeg was consistent with urban planning trends at the time but modified for the size of the city. Instead of two full expressway loops, one nestled inside the other, one loop was planned to run through the suburban areas on the outskirts of the city with offshoot routes emanating from it into the heart of the city. The routes were designed to alleviate congestion by removing through traffic from city streets, but the construction of an extensive new roads system was also regarded by officials as an opportunity to define land use boundaries in the city, in turn guiding future development. The new highways were designed to improve efficiency as well as increase mobility and accessibility.


Expressways first became part of the transportation planning conversation in Winnipeg in the 1950s as consultants considered the combined impact of burgeoning suburbs and growing automobile ownership rates on the city’s road network. Analyzing projected traffic volumes for 1981, the consultants anticipated that downtown congestion would be created in large part by “traffic which has no desire to be in the central business district.”\footnote{Wilbur Smith and Associates, \textit{Part VI: Major Street and Highway Planning for Metropolitan Winnipeg} (New Haven, Connecticut: c. 1950s), 5-6. Winnipeg Public Library (WPL), Reference Collection.} Expressways were considered an ideal solution to the problem as they would prevent traffic that literally had no business downtown from clogging inner city arteries by allowing through traffic to bypass the city centre.\footnote{Ibid, 13. In the report, the function of an expressway was described as to “provide for expeditious movement of heavy volumes of through traffic between areas and across the city, and not intended to provide land-access service.”} The proposed expressway structure for Winnipeg was typical of the networks favoured at the time. An expressway loop would encircle the downtown core to remove all traffic not destined for the heart of the city from major arteries with two of its four sections situated “wholly within Winnipeg.” The main expressway loop would have radial routes extending into outlying suburban areas.\footnote{Ibid, 15-16, 19-20. Winnipeg’s mass transit system -- which came under public ownership in May 1953 -- was completely absent from this discussion. \textit{Tracks to Tires} (Winnipeg: Greater Winnipeg Transit Commission, 1955). WPL, Local History Collection.} The consultants described in detail how expressways should function:

> With the outward expansion of cities, distances between trip origins and destinations become greater and volumes on existing arterial streets increase. To satisfactorily serve longer trips and relieve existing facilities of excessively high volumes, higher vehicle speeds and greater capacity are necessary than are obtainable on most major arterial streets with frequent at-grade intersections. Control of access is thus normally required. An expressway system will handle major volumes of long-trip through traffic thus relieving major arterial streets and helping overcome handicaps of existing street patterns.\footnote{Wilbur Smith and Associates, \textit{Part VI: Major Street and Highway Planning for Metropolitan Winnipeg} (New Haven, Connecticut: c. 1950s), 14. WPL, Reference Collection.}
As useful as expressways could be, the consultants noted such routes must be carefully situated so that they did not carve up the city’s landscape, but rather helped define pre-existing land use boundaries. As they explained:

Present as well as future land use play an important role in the determination of the expressway system. While express facilities should connect areas of major traffic generation, providing the fastest and most convenient means of travel between them, they should not disrupt sound land use developments. Expressway conformance should logically form the boundaries of different land use areas.  

These early plans for expressways in Winnipeg came to life when consultants released three volumes of the landmark Winnipeg Area Transportation Study (WATS), commissioned by metro council. The first two volumes were released in 1966, one covering covered base conditions and one including traffic analysis and several preliminary network options. The final volume released in 1968 detailed the favoured network. The first volume called for $100,000,000 of public investment in transportation. Metro Executive Director Donald I. MacDonald (1969-71) applauded the undertaking, saying it marked the end of a “by gosh and by golly” approach to the city’s transportation challenges. In April 1966, an initial study confirmed that downtown intersections were clogged during rush hour and declared low inner city travel speeds unacceptable, adding that bus travel typically took double the time of auto travel through the inner city. The old street system, consultants contended, would have to be overhauled. By July planners identified bus transit as an important part of the city’s overall transportation scheme. Rapid transit was a possibility for the future if the city’s population grew

503 Ibid, 14.
to support it. In December the second volume of WATS offered the first glimpse of the possibilities for the city’s future expressway network. The volume presented four versions of the plan, each with a freeway system running through the city, an inner perimeter highway, existing streets that would be converted to arterial routes, and a monorail or subway system.

In February 1969 Volume III of the Winnipeg Area Transportation Study was released, six years in the making at a cost of $400,000. WATS III called for $767,000,000 to be spent over twenty-two years on projects including nineteen miles of freeways, 5.4 miles of subway, thirty-seven miles of suburban beltway, and seventeen bridges. $429,000,000 of the total amount was slated for the freeways. Officials argued the network was essential for the city and urged the immediate adoption of the scheme, insisting they must plan ahead if the city was to reach its “growth potential” in “the most economical and orderly way.” The plan’s centrepiece was a suburban beltway from which five freeways emanated, running into the downtown core. The public transit component called for a rapid transit line downtown as well as expanded bus routes that would utilize the proposed freeways.

---


508 Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, Manitoba Streets and Transit Division, Winnipeg Area Transportation Study: Volume 3 (Winnipeg: Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, 1966-1968). The foreword included the following note: “While the recommended plan will appear at first glance to provide facilities of a more substantial and costly nature than the Greater Winnipeg area needs or can afford, it is only so when viewed in light of current transportation requirements. The projections of population growth and land use development on which the transportation plan is based are those of a growing and dynamic urban community.”

509 Ibid, 10-11, 172-175, 182-205.

510 Ibid, 12-13, 176-177, 208-213.
Officials boasted of the many benefits of the network. Its efficiency would save private motorists and the trucking industry time and money, the rapid transit system’s speed and efficiency would increase ridership and strengthen the Portage Avenue - Main Street corridor, downtown investment would increase as a result of a more accessible and populated central business district, the general increase in mobility and accessibility throughout the city and
surrounding regions would give residents more flexibility in choosing home and work sites, and communities would benefit from the reduction of traffic congestion on the main arteries.\footnote{Ibid, 16. Bob Lisoway, “Metro details road needs,” \textit{Winnipeg Free Press} 28 February 1969.}

The transportation network also presented an opportunity to guide development and land use in the region. Officials argued that expropriations for the system would propel urban
renewal measures and might even qualify for federal, provincial and municipal funding. As they explained, “The acquisition of property in built-up areas involved the relocation of residents or businesses, and, as the right of way is to provide for a transportation facility related to the future development of the area, it constitutes, in effect, a form of urban renewal.” Beyond the land required for the proposed freeways, officials advocated the purchase of additional property in the transportation corridor so that metro council could regulate development. They noted:

This concept is being recognized and considered by the United States federal government in their proposed Joint Freeways-Urban Development Program, which, it is anticipated, will eliminate many of the objections to urban freeway construction, will permit sound planning of complementary freeway and urban development and will result in substantial recovery of the initial property costs through land sales and eventual higher property assessment from resulting development.\(^{512}\)

“"The same tired old plan that has been prepared for every urban area”

The initial response to the WATS freeways set the tone for the ensuing debates, as metro and provincial authorities did little to conceal the animosity between them. Previous disagreements over the terms of study for the city’s master plan spilled over to the WATS scheme as provincial officials challenged local officials’ contention expressways were needed in Winnipeg and accused them of bungling early expropriations. At the local level, metro councillors defended their decision making powers against planners who argued their professional expertise was wasted in a system where indecisive politicians had the final say.

The release of the first two WATS volumes coincided with the formulation of new broader city planning policy, a process that exposed growing tensions both between and among city officials and politicians. In an editorial series, The Winnipeg Tribune columnist Val Werier

\(^{512}\) Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, Manitoba Streets and Transit Division, Winnipeg Area Transportation Study: Volume 3 (Winnipeg: Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, 1966-1968), 230.
expressed cautious optimism about the city’s master plan, calling planners “disinterested professionals who viewed impartially the needs of the whole community.”

Behind the scenes, however, the process was plagued by intergovernmental conflict. Planners from eastern Canada who were brought in as outside consultants criticized the provincial government for not cooperating with metro and attempting to dictate the terms of the master plan. As one observer noted, the metro and provincial administrations appeared to be “at war with each other.”

Metro Councillor Lorne Leech alluded to these tensions after attending the Canadian Transit Association Meeting in Montréal in June 1967. Leech praised the host city’s extensive expressway and transit networks, but noted that unlike in Winnipeg, cooperation between federal, provincial and municipal governments in Montréal “must be of the greatest” to support such projects. He suggested the creation of a transit commission, like in Montréal, would avoid the problem of political interference.

Metro Director of City Planning Earl Levin was a key figure in the Winnipeg debates. A seasoned planner who had worked in a number of cities including London, Vancouver, Ottawa and Regina, Levin was a vocal critic of the metro administration despite also being a member of the group. Levin argued that the metro administration was oftentimes dysfunctional, unable or unwilling to overcome fragmentation to operate as a cohesive and unified governing body.


515 D.I. MacDonald memo, 6 July 1967; B.R. Wolfe, “In brief highlight of the Canadian Transit Meeting held in Montréal June 18-23rd,” 1-5; Metro GC-3, GC-4, City of Winnipeg Archives and Records Control (CWARC).

Winnipeg Mayor Steve Juba (1957-77) fumed over Levin’s criticism, arguing metro
administrators like Levin should not interfere and insisting metro councillors, not directors, set
policy.\textsuperscript{517} The exchange between Levin and Juba was indicative of broader tensions between
planning experts and elected officials, whereby planners argued they were hampered by the
limited mandates of uninformed politicians, and politicians complained about planners pushing
their own agendas.

Levin saw Winnipeg as a city facing challenges as well as opportunities and urged
politicians and citizens alike not to compare the city to larger urban centres like Toronto and
Montréal. Levin argued that Winnipeg’s slow postwar growth rate was actually a blessing
because it allowed for thoughtful, careful planning. In his view, city residents should have been
grateful not to deal with the larger scale development challenges facing Toronto and Montréal.
According to him, Winnipeg’s size was ideal and its location underrated.\textsuperscript{518} The main challenge
the city faced was a lack of confidence and an unhealthy emphasis on rapid growth in relation to
other Canadian cities like Calgary and Edmonton that were, at the time, riding high. A vital inner
city was essential and could not be replaced by any number of growing suburban centres. Levin
explained, “The issue at stake here is not so much whether we will remain the number four city
in the hierarchy of Canadian cities, but whether we can continue to improve the quality of our
urban life.”\textsuperscript{519}

\textsuperscript{517} “City’s downtown core will stay alive: Juba,” \textit{The Winnipeg Tribune} 19 December 1968.

\textsuperscript{518} Val Werier, “Planner’s concern: The quality of life,” \textit{The Winnipeg Tribune} 10 January 1968.

\textsuperscript{519} E.A. Levin, “Winnipeg -- Downtown or Downhill?” (Address to Downtown Business Association) 23 April
1968, 10 (quote), 1-33. Dr. Earl A. Levin Collection, Institute of Urban Studies (IUS), University of Winnipeg.
A strong downtown, and a strong central business district in particular, was essential to the vitality of the whole metropolitan area. Levin offered a vivid description of the ideal city centre:

Our downtown should be full of people of every type and station, of every shape and description, rich and poor, young and old, smart and dowdy, because only people can endow any enterprise with life and with value. It should be full of things to see, to do, to enjoy, to buy, because that’s what a downtown is for. It should be easy to get to, and having got there it should be such a delightful experience as to make one reluctant to leave. It should be a city within a city, with all the variety, choice, stimulation, wonder, gaiety, pleasures, ideas, experimentation, opportunities, and human richness that can possibly be crowded into its relatively narrow limits, because really that’s what cities are all about.\textsuperscript{520}

Levin stressed the main transportation problem facing the city was mobility within the city rather than between the city and outlying areas. Responding to federal plans to aid provincial governments in acquiring property for inter-urban arteries, Levin argued such a program would be useless for Winnipeg, as the city was not struggling with the same kind of rapid sprawl and growing population of other larger Canadian cities. Branding the financing program “typical” of the federal government and agencies like the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, he explained, “The statutes and their administrative procedures are conceived in terms of the Toronto and Montréal situation, and have only the remotest relevance, if any, for the realities of the smaller cities of Canada.”\textsuperscript{521}

\textsuperscript{520} Ibid, 11. Levin’s position formed the basis for: Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, Planning Division, \textit{Downtown Winnipeg} (Winnipeg: Metropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, Planning Division, 1969. The report included sections on the decline of the downtown core and suburban sprawl; the essential nature of a healthy central business district in ensuring the well being of the entire metropolitan area; and Winnipeg’s rate of growth and standing in comparison to other Canadian cities, particularly Calgary and Edmonton as western metropolitan centres, and Toronto and Montréal as the two largest cities in the country.

\textsuperscript{521} E.A. Levin, “Untitled Speech,” (Address to Manitoba Regional Group, First Canadian Transportation Conference”) 10 July 1968, 12. Dr. Earl A. Levin Collection, IUS, University of Winnipeg. Levin’s contention that federal authorities were focussed on transportation challenges in bigger cities was consistent with remarks from Minister of Transportation Paul Hellyer, who told reporters that he wanted to see high speed monorails between airports and city centres in Vancouver, Toronto and Montréal. Bruce Phillips, “Hellyer off to conquer transport,” \textit{The Winnipeg Tribune} 19 September 1967.
As the city waited for the release of the final installment of WATS, *The Tribune*’s editors continued to publish editorials on the city’s transportation challenges. They argued the WATS plan would facilitate “the rot of the metropolitan centre” through urban decentralization like in San Francisco and Los Angeles, where officials were already looking to rapid transit for relief. Condemning the transportation plan as “the same tired old plan that has been prepared for every urban area these many years,” the editors insisted planners could not address transportation problems without reference to broader development challenges.\(^{522}\) *Tribune* editors also insisted that “modern concepts of urban development” must be employed, making urban centres “fully livable organisms once more.”\(^{523}\)

The depth of government divisions over WATS became clear almost immediately after the release of the final volume of the study. The relationship between metro and provincial officials was the main source of tension, with the two administrations at odds over the appropriateness of the extensive highway networks proposed in the WATS plan, as well as the expropriations underway in anticipation of the construction of some outlying sections. Metro Vice-Chairman Bernie R. Wolfe had already expressed local authorities’ frustration with the lack of provincial cooperation during the WATS study, accusing the provincial government of not fulfilling its constitutional duty.\(^{524}\) Provincial government hostility was exemplified with Minister of Transportation Stewart McLean’s (1968-69) assertion that education, not transportation, was the province’s most pressing problem. McLean also reminded officials that


transportation outside urban areas was equally important as transportation within urban areas.\textsuperscript{525} His position unnerved metro officials who, at the time, were just months away from releasing WATS.

Tensions between provincial and metro authorities were further exacerbated when McLean’s successor as Minister of Transportation Joe Borowski (1969-71) raised questions about metro’s expropriation procedures for the suburban beltway portion of the WATS network. At stake was the proposed Whittier Park development. It required the rezoning of industrial land to accommodate high rise apartment buildings but was instead expropriated by the city.\textsuperscript{526} In a television interview, Borowski said, “There are some places that outrageous sums were paid to the speculators. It’s not people that are benefitting by this it were [sic] speculators and we were held up for large sums of money. I would think the government and metro would lose considerable money by it.” Metro Chair and conservative suburban Councillor Jack Willis (1967-71) responded by blasting newly elected Premier Edward Schreyer (1969-1977) for allowing his minister to make such inflammatory accusations and for not relaying the province’s concerns directly to metro authorities.\textsuperscript{527} These growing hostilities would soon be further inflamed, as the province ordered a full review of WATS, a move that outraged metro officials.

\textsuperscript{525} “‘Education the main problem,’” \textit{The Winnipeg Tribune} 25 January 1969.

\textsuperscript{526} Mel Jones, “Metro will get bylaw to expropriate controversial Whittier Park property,” \textit{The Winnipeg Tribune} 24 April 1969. The developers’ lawyer, Samuel J. Drache, defiantly told reporters the scheme that threatened his clients’ project was, “just a piece of paper, pictures and lines.”

\textsuperscript{527} Letter, J.E. Willis to E.R. Schreyer, 2 October 1969, File: Metro SC 5.8 (N/W) Box 294/295, CWARC. Willis also contacted Borowski prior to the minister’s public comments expressing his frustration over the province’s slow response to Metro’s expropriation requests: Letters, J.E. Willis to Joe P. Borowski, and Joe P. Borowski to J.E. Willis, 19 September 1969 and 1 October 1969, File: Metro SC 5.8 (N/W) Box 294/295, CWARC. A few months before, the provincial election had fostered debate about city infrastructure and governance, exacerbating existing tensions. NDP candidate -- and soon to be Premier -- Edward Schreyer aggravated metro officials when he called for a regional urban council to replace metro, one which would be “more culturally and socially oriented than financially oriented.” Bob Culbert, “Schreyer proposes new regional urban council,” \textit{Winnipeg Free Press} 25 June 1969.
One of the first critical evaluations of WATS to emerge from outside official ranks came from University of Manitoba Architecture Professor Dimitrios Styliaras. He argued that a public transit system was needed, and that expressways would be a wasteful and uncreative use of riverfront land in Winnipeg and St. Boniface. Instead of focussing on highways, Styliaras called for a city-wide renewal scheme that included transportation systems. He also stressed the importance of public participation in generating new ideas to guide planners, noting, “In many cities business or other groups are instrumental in generating alternative plans, which action they regard as their duty.”

Metro Director of City Planning Earl Levin understood the growing significance of opposition from people like Styliaras in the context of the Spadina Expressway controversy in Toronto. Levin was particularly aware of the threat to the status and role of the “expert” in urban planning posed by energized citizen groups. At an engineering conference, Levin warned his audience that professionals no longer enjoyed the status of experts who were beyond reproach. Instead of engineers solving engineering problems, he explained, “ordinary citizens” had the power to intervene and thwart their efforts, questioning the “social morality” of projects like the Spadina route in Toronto. “Today,” Levin said, “there is a general reaction against the professional and a rejection of the expert by our society which at one time accorded them the highest respect.” He attributed the shift to a variety of factors including the social upheaval of World War II and the destruction of the atomic bomb, combined with an educated generations’ growing disillusionment with consumer culture and concerns about environmental


stewardship.530 “Dissident groups” now occupied a central role in society, he contended, and there was no majority collective “to submerge radical views and render them relatively ineffectual.” What was even more troubling, he added, was that “The reaction against the professional is not confined to groups which can be described as radicals and malcontents. The suspicion and lack of trust and confidence with which the professions are now regarded, extends through a significant cross-section of society.”531 Professionals in all fields, Levin concluded, had to address the problem and reposition themselves to ensure they were in tuned to society.

While Levin advised his colleagues to be cognizant of shifting public sentiment to avoid losing their influence to “dissident groups,” he also took more tangible measures to limit the resources of these critics. As metro considered whether to help fund the Institute of Urban Studies (IUS), a policy research centre affiliated with the University of Winnipeg, Levin advised Metro Executive Director D.I. MacDonald that the Institute should be a low priority. Levin recounted how officials had hoped the centre, formed in 1969, would generate useful information through studies, help disseminate and explain metro planning policy, and advise officials on planning issues. “Instead of being useful to the Corporation,” Levin explained, “the work of the Institute at best has had no relevance for the Corporation’s interests, and at worst has been obstructive and hostile.”532 The IUS’s focus, he continued, was political activism, not objective research. The group believed the current political system was not representative, that citizens must reclaim their power, and that the Institute was “the natural successor to the government as

530 Ibid, 8-9.
531 Ibid, 10.
532 E.A. Levin to D.I. MacDonald, Memo, 25 May 1971, 1, P-3 Studies, CWARC.
the leader of ‘the people’,” Levin said. As a group that focused on small scale local problems that lacked any relevance to broader city planning issues, their work was of little value to metro and city residents, he concluded. While Levin grossly overstated the IUS’s ambitions to lead “the people,” the group’s members were vocal advocates for the restoration of the inner city and one of its’ graduate students, Terry Partridge, later became a leader of the anti-expressway opposition in the city.

“It is important to avoid applying the solutions of the 1960s to the 1970s”

The intergovernmental conflict that dominated the Winnipeg expressway debates revolved around provincial officials’ refusal to fund the WATS scheme. Provincial authorities were skeptical even before the formal plan was released of the need for expressways in Winnipeg, while local officials insisted their proposal was the product of sound planning and careful study. Minister of Transportation Joe Borowski’s early cool response to the prospect of freeways for Winnipeg was a sign of things to come, as provincial officials refused to make a funding commitment or even an official policy statement on WATS in the years following the plan’s release. Provincial officials’ continuing skepticism over the need for expressways was best exemplified in their creation of a WATS review committee which, predictably, exacerbated tensions with municipal officials who refused to participate and later attacked the committee’s unfavourable final report. The antagonism between provincial and municipal officials allowed local councillors to repeatedly postpone adopting their own official position on WATS. Those ongoing debates minimized the significance of feuds at city hall, as councillors’ approval without

533 Ibid, 2.

534 Ibid, 3.
provincial funding would not advance the plans. Still, the ongoing indecision of local councillors elicited anger and frustration from community activists who were becoming increasingly concerned with the apparent lack of leadership in their city.

Metro civil servants were soon fielding challenges to WATS from both provincial and city politicians. Metro Executive Director D.I. MacDonald authored a report to address city council’s questions concerns raised by sociological and economic studies conducted for WATS, concerns which Metro Councillor John W. McGurran deemed “stupid.” The province, meanwhile, had yet to make any kind of financial commitment to the WATS scheme. As metro tried to move the project forward, the province showed no signs of moving in the same direction. Metro Vice-Chairman Bernie R. Wolfe called for provincial and federal financial aid to help design urban transportation schemes. At the same time Wolfe advocated the purchase, by expropriation if necessary, of “land banks” along the expressway routes, with the eventual plan of reselling the land for substantially higher prices after the transportation projects were complete. Provincial Highways Minister Joe Borowski was not interested in metro’s appeals for funding. He argued that instead of building the inner perimeter highway that was integral to the WATS network, metro should give residents free rides on the city’s transit system. Borowski added that he wanted to avoid the mistake of other North American cities, noting, “when you


536 Wolfe noted other cities including Calgary, Edmonton and Baltimore, Maryland had all followed this model of land acquisition and resale. “Tri-level approach urged on urban plan,” Winnipeg Free Press 25 August 1970. Metro Executive Director D.I. MacDonald noted the lack of the provincial or federal funding when City of Winnipeg officials requested detailed information on the funding arrangements in place for WATS projects: “We [metro council] would advise that, as yet, neither the Federal nor Provincial Governments have any meaningful programs of assistance for substantial urban transportation problems which face the major cities. The requirements are beyond the limited financial capacity of the urban centres, Metro Winnipeg included. Until such time as the necessary programs of assistance emerge from the senior governments, the Corporation can only maintain a very limited and inadequate scale of transportation improvements.” D.I. MacDonald to Metro Council, 6 July 1970, ST-10, CWARC.
build more roads you create more traffic.” The minister acted on his conviction by freezing the province’s standard fifty percent contribution to expropriation costs.537

Borowski’s move fuelled speculation that the provincial government would soon announce its outright rejection of WATS freeways. Metro Chairman Jack Willis fought back, insisting the inner perimeter highway addressed needs public transit could not, and that the city’s growth would be stunted without the road.538 Metro Councillor Bernie R. Wolfe supported his colleague, reiterating their frustration that two years had passed since the official release of WATS and still the province had not committed to funding, or even issued a policy statement on the matter.539 Willis even petitioned Premier Schreyer for a statement on the province’s position on the beltway expropriations, to no avail.540 The province’s silence on the matter also affected public transit plans. Metro Director of Transportation H.F. Burns (1971-81) argued transit required a provincial subsidy because it was simply not profitable, noting the Ontario government had helped finance Toronto’s subway construction. As an “in-between” city, he acknowledged Winnipeg required something more than a bus system but noted its population was insufficient to support a subway. Burns added that no transit system could supplant the need for expressways.541

539 Transportation Committee Chair to Council, Memo and Attachment, Wolfe Statement, 3 December 1970; ST-10, CWARC.
540 J.E. Willis to E.R. Schreyer, 23 December 1970, SC 5.8, CWARC. Metro authorities were reluctant to abandon expropriations for the beltway and, by extension, attempts to secure provincial funding because they regarded it as an indispensable part of the region’s transportation network. Metro Executive Director D.I. MacDonald explained, “Since the Beltway is an integral part of the Winnipeg Area Transportation Study, it would, in effect, pull the props out from under that Study and make it largely obsolete.” D.I. MacDonald memo to Council, 16 December 1970, SC 5.8, CWARC.
The growing tension between metro and provincial officials peaked in March 1971 when Minister of Transportation Joe Borowski notified Metro Chair Jack Willis that the province was putting together an advisory committee to review WATS. Borowski asked Willis to refer two metro representatives for the ten member group, but metro officials were enraged. Metro Executive Director D.I. MacDonald advised his fellow councillors they should demand control over the membership and mandate of the committee, or refuse to participate. MacDonald wanted to keep Winnipeg City Council members off the committee, arguing city officials “cannot be objective” and “automatically object to metro’s plans, regardless of their merit.”

“It appears to me,” MacDonald explained, “that the provincial government, being unable to make up its own mind, is now anxious to farm out some of the more difficult decisions respecting future transportation requirements to some as yet unidentified group of people. I am very dubious about the propriety of the Corporation becoming a party to this process.”

Willis responded to Borowski’s request to appoint metro representatives to the committee by asking for a meeting to discuss the proposed provincial review, the stalled beltway expropriations, and an “economic study of the place of the metropolitan area in the Provincial economy.” Minister of Urban Affairs Saul M. Cherniack (1970) replied that the terms of reference were already set for the committee and requested Levin and Hryorczuk join the group on behalf of metro. Willis then requested a meeting with Premier Schreyer to discuss the committee stalemate. In a statement approved by metro council, the metro chair told Schreyer
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542 D.I. MacDonald to Council, 17 March 1971, ST-10, CWARC.
543 Ibid.
544 J.E. Willis to E.R. Schreyer, 18 March 1971, ST-10, CWARC.
545 S.M. Cherniack to J. Willis, 16 April 1971, ST-10, CWARC.
that the proposed provincial committee’s terms of reference were such that all metro planning proposals -- including the Metropolitan Development Plan already approved by the province -- would be subject to review. The committee members would require “a higher degree of expertise” than the authors of the original studies, Willis reasoned, if they were to critique the plans. This remark about expertise attacked Borowski’s goal of composing the committee of accountable citizens as completely inappropriate.\footnote{J.E. Willis to E. Schreyer, 23 April 1971, 2-3, ST-10, CWARC. Willis relayed Borowski’s remarks to the media, quoting the Premier as saying of the prospective committee members, “I wanted to hear from these people because they live in this city, pay taxes, and will eventually have to stand up and defend their recommendations.”}

Since the committee was to produce a critical evaluation of metro planning policy, Willis added, metro members would be in “an untenable position.”\footnote{Ibid, 2-3.} In the meantime, Schreyer continued to ignore Willis’s calls for a meeting, reiterating his request that metro name its two committee members.\footnote{Edward Schreyer to Jack Willis, 12 May 1971, ST-10, CWARC.} Willis would not be moved as he told Cherniack that metro would not appoint members to the group and instead called for “professional advisors,” recommending DeLeuw Cather and Company -- consultants who had authored expressway plans for cities across the country -- whom he described as “likely the most knowledgeable firm in transportation and land use available in Canada.”\footnote{J.E. Willis to S. Cherniack, 13 May 1971, ST-10, CWARC. Willis reiterated his position in a subsequent letter to Schreyer, J.E. Willis to E. Schreyer, 18 May 1971, ST-10, CWARC.}

After six months, the committee charged with studying WATS relayed its findings to the premier. The group charged WATS was the product of outdated planning that was inconsistent with the new standard of interdisciplinary studies. “It is important,” the committee wrote, “to avoid applying the solutions of the 1960s to the 1970s.” It went so far as to question the premise

\footnote{546 J.E. Willis to E. Schreyer, 23 April 1971, 2-3, ST-10, CWARC.}
of the plan, denying that a transportation crisis existed in Winnipeg.\textsuperscript{550} The group concluded that the WATS plan failed on every count: it was too expensive and included no reasonable funding proposal; it was justified only by “an arbitrary and narrowly based ‘standard of living’” criteria; freeways were inappropriately prioritized; the statistics used to support the plan were unreliable; the network was too basic; and no consideration of the environmental impact was included. The committee did not fully blame consultants for the shortcomings of the study, noting the problems could be attributed in large part to the limited terms of reference handed down by metro officials.\textsuperscript{551} The province was careful to stipulate the committee’s scathing assessment was not to be interpreted as an official policy statement, but this did little to appease metro officials.

Enraged by the criticism, metro officials argued that the provincial committee that criticized the study’s limited terms of reference failed to understand the study’s mandate, insisting the plans were merely proposals that would be subject to a series of additional evaluations before graduating to the construction stage. Such subsequent studies would address other issues raised by the committee, including their charge that, “Environmental aspects of the transportation system are largely neglected and this is especially serious in the downtown area.”\textsuperscript{552} Metro officials argued their provincial counterparts were unwilling to acknowledge the merits of the plan simply because they did not agree with the prioritization of automobiles over public transit.\textsuperscript{553}


\textsuperscript{551} Sidney Green to Stephen Juba and J.E. Willis, “Re: Provincial Advisory Committee on Transportation,” 25 November 1971; Provincial Advisory Committee on WATS, “Evaluation of WAT Study,” 1-7; MTC SC 5-8, CWARC.

\textsuperscript{552} “Comments on the interim report of the provincial advisory committee on transportation,” 2 December 1971, 2; ST-10, CWARC.

\textsuperscript{553} Ibid, 4.
Metro officials insisted that they had paid attention to transit and that residents frequently used the city’s already well developed network. They insisted that only federal and provincial governments had the authority to take steps such as taxing cars to help fund transit systems before they were economically self-sustaining.\textsuperscript{554} The provincial committee also characterized the study as “substantially unresponsive to the introduction of community considerations other than those of vehicle users,”\textsuperscript{555} but metro officials insisted on the plan’s objectivity, stating, “There is no policy explicit or implicit. There is simply the principle of answering transportation needs in the most economical and efficient way within the structure of the existing modes of traffic.”\textsuperscript{556}

While the provincial committee’s devastating evaluation of WATS frustrated metro officials, it did not mark the end of the plans. Metro officials enjoyed a morale boost courtesy of a Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation report on transportation in Manitoba that downplayed public transit, disregarded alternative forms of transportation like bicycles, and stressed the importance of accommodating the private automobile. While \textit{Tribune} columnist Peter Calamai criticized the report for ignoring recent public backlash over inner city expressway projects, metro council nevertheless welcomed the praise for the city’s high transit user figures, recommendation to divert some rural road financing to urban areas, and calls for $20,000,000 to be invested in roads infrastructure annually.\textsuperscript{557} City politicians, on the other hand, were not moved by CMHC’s report. During the 1971 mayoral race, current and soon to be re-elected

\textsuperscript{554} Ibid, 4.
\textsuperscript{555} Ibid, 3.
\textsuperscript{557} Peter Calamai, “Driving cheaper than walking: transportation report,” \textit{The Winnipeg Tribune} 28 July 1971. D.I. MacDonald memo to Council, 1 September 1971; ST-10, CWARC.
Mayor Steve Juba attacked WATS, arguing the scheme was too expensive. Metro Chairman Jack Willis insisted Juba was exaggerating the costs and that the network was necessary for the city. The mayor maintained his opposition after his re-election but was careful to note that he did not oppose all facets of WATS, just what he called the “grandiose freeway proposals” and the associated costs.

Metro executives in Winnipeg were also taking note of similar debates in other parts of the country in their effort to understand both the public and provincial opposition to the scheme. Although they were alarmed by the provincial cancellation of the Spadina Expressway in Toronto in June 1971, they liked the public transit funding arrangement Premier of Ontario Bill Davis announced at the time. The new agreement meant the province would cover half the construction and equipment costs of public transit as well as subsidizing half of the system operating costs, an arrangement similar to one metro executives campaigned for a few months earlier.

Metro Executive Director D. I. MacDonald also distributed a report on the cancellation of the Spadina Expressway in Toronto to his metro colleagues. MacDonald told them, “I am not sure what the precise lesson is from the Spadina project, but it is clear that there are implications

---


560 D.I. MacDonald, Memo, 7 September 1971; D.I. MacDonald and H.F. Burns, “Government of Ontario Support for Public Transit Systems,” 27 August 1971; J. Willis memo, 30 June 1971; K.E. Porter, Memo to Council, 30 June 1971; ST-10, CWARC. City officials also reviewed a student paper supporting WATS and sent a copy to the provincial Minister of Urban Affairs Sidney Green. In the paper, student Phil Backman argued freeways would help, not hurt, the city and that they were essential to any good public transit network. Backman characterized WATS opponents as irrational and uninformed, writing, “Criticisms of the WAT study have been emotionally based for the most part and have tended to come from academics who do not know anything about urban transportation in general, or transportation planning, or municipal politics, or the problems and possibilities of public transit. However by bandying about such cliches as ‘burying the city in a jungle of concrete’ the critics have managed to get the occasion to air their hysterical concerns for the ‘welfare’ of the public at the hands of fiendish transportation planners.” Andrew Currie to K.E. Porter, 7 January 1972, and Phil Backman, “The Urban Transport Problem . . . with particular reference to Winnipeg and the WAT study” (Student paper), 16, 22; MTC SC 5-8, CWARC.
in the transportation planning processes which are not yet fully appreciated and the problems are even more complex than they have hitherto been considered to be -- if that is possible.” The Toronto based transportation and planning consultant who authored the report blamed opposition on citizens’ inability to understand the complexities of planning and argued Premier Davis had yielded to citizens’ unreasonable demands in cancelling the route.

Engineer and consultant John R. Crosby offered a long list of lessons from the controversy, arguing ultimately that opposition was unavoidable, noting, “citizens are frequently incapable of comprehending the need or desirability for change even within rapidly growing urban areas.” Planners must be prepared with irrefutable facts and examine all possible alternatives in order to effectively manage citizen opposition, but community activists, whom he called “semi-experts,” should not be allowed to hijack the proceedings. The only truly legitimate community representatives, he maintained, were elected officials. Planners should also be aware that community opponents would oppose all components of a plan even if they only found one feature objectionable. Crosby further argued that the “cruel social cost” that Spadina opponents often complained of was actually inflicted on those who suffered from the expressway not being constructed. He was further unsatisfied with Davis’s explanation of the decision to cancel the road, saying it was devoid of factual reasoning and instead revealed the “emotional and philosophical” issues shaping the controversy.
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561 Letter, MacDonald to Metro Council, 18 October 1971; ST-10, CWARC.


563 Ibid, 68. Crosby lamented, “The current democratic process seems to require the total involvement of citizens in the decision-making role irrespective of the questions or issues involved. This appears to be a direct attack upon the mandate given to an elected representative and implicit in his success at the polls,” 74.

564 Ibid, 70.
defeat in the future, Crosby insisted master plans must be adopted by officials and updated periodically; once adopted, functional planning proposals would be generated. At that point, the schemes would “no longer [be] open to a question of need and/or desirability,” because, according to Crosby, “These questions cannot be answered at this stage, as they are completely unrelated to specific projects. They must be considered a direct attack upon the official plan and the related transportation plan.”

Despite the lack of commitment from the province to WATS, metro officials moved forward with expropriations around the city. The acquisitions met with opposition from some local councillors and the ensuing debates increased pressure on city council to make an official decision on WATS, which it had yet to endorse or reject. Inconsistencies in expropriation approvals also drew criticism and calls for council to take a firm stand, as acquisitions for the proposed beltway and attendant crossing in Sturgeon Creek were approved, but expropriations for the southeastern freeway were blocked. The process was further complicated by the reluctance of the provincial government to approve expropriations without an official decision on WATS from the city. As D.I. MacDonald urged city officials to make a commitment, yet another meeting was scheduled in an attempt to reach a final decision.

Meanwhile criticism of local government grew. The Winnipeg Free Press ran an editorial calling council disorganized, and accusing the group of having misplaced priorities that resulted
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in delayed implementation of long term projects. Delays with the WATS scheme were of particular concern, with councillors taking nine months to consider the plan and as long as a year to make a decision regarding implementation. The editorial board also urged council to turn attention to the debates over railway relocation in the city, an issue linked with the WATS controversy. If downtown rail yards were to be relocated outside of the city, there would be substantial prime real estate to develop, while it was widely rumoured that relocating some rail lines would leave an ideal corridor for freeway development. Consultants later admitted that their study on railway relocation was written under the assumption that the WATS network would be constructed, though Metro Councillor Bernie R. Wolfe maintained the rail plans were “conceptual” and that Winnipeg freeways would not be like the infamous American thoroughfares.572

Discord among city councillors and staff over the WATS scheme peaked in the spring of 1973 as they tried to come to an agreement as to their official position. In April, fifty city councillors met over two days to discuss the proposed railway relocations, downtown development, and WATS. Administrators argued the development plan was flawed from its


571 A report jointly commissioned by the federal, provincial and metropolitan governments, CP Rail and Canadian National Railways proposed freed railway corridors should be geared towards “uses more amenable to social, environmental and economic goals and objectives of the urban community.” Bob Lisoway, “Rail relocation urged by report,” Winnipeg Free Press 29 June 1972.

inception because planners lacked adequate authority under the metro administration. City Planning Director Roy Darke responded by criticizing councillors for failing to support city administrators by upholding the city’s development plan, adding that the plan could be amended if changes were necessary. Civic Environment Commissioner David G. Henderson agreed with Darke, accusing council of inaction and indecision, in turn preventing administrators from implementing policy.

At the end of the marathon sessions, characterized by one newspaper as “[Mayor] Juba’s traveling circus,” Transportation Director Harry F. Burns maintained his support for the implementation of WATS, but most councillors opposed the freeway system including the suburban beltway component. While they acknowledged a freeway might be necessary in the future, they questioned current need. The group also agreed that the broader community should have a voice but that council would still make the final decision. Riverbank land acquisitions, they added, should be for parks, not freeways.

“The trend towards the private car was assumed inevitable, and the proposal was to accommodate it at any cost”

The public opposition to expressways in Winnipeg resembled that in other cities. Many of the most vocal and active protestors were academics with the University of Winnipeg and the
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University of Manitoba who publicized their position and recruited supporters by organizing public meetings and publishing anti-expressway literature. Academics in Winnipeg operated much like their colleagues in other cities, networking with like-minded activists both within and outside of the university communities to garner broader public support and pressure officials to take a firm stand against the highways. Observing the lack of provincial support for WATS, activists focused their efforts on local politicians, most of whom had repeatedly avoided a stance on WATS as metro and provincial authorities battled over the proposal. Protestors were particularly concerned about the relationship between local politicians and civil servants, alternately accusing each group of exerting undue influence over city planning and pursuing their own, undisclosed agenda with little regard for what was best for the city and its residents in the long term. While activists raised the public profile of the expressway debates and asked important questions about the power dynamics within the city’s administration, the fate of the Winnipeg expressways was really sealed by the provincial government’s refusal to fund the schemes. The consistent lack of provincial support for WATS freeways meant activists’ efforts to turn local officials against the scheme were never instrumental in the defeat of Winnipeg’s expressways.

The most important protest group in Winnipeg was the Coalition On Sensible Transport (COST), a citizen group that mobilized in response to concerns over the city’s freeway plans. Terry Partridge, COST’s leader and a graduate student working out of the Institute of Urban Studies at the University of Winnipeg, argued that planning reports throughout the 1950s and 1960s appeared to be “purely technical” but in reality, “The trend towards the private car was assumed inevitable, and the proposal was to accommodate it at any cost.” The WATS
recommendations, he argued, were a foregone conclusion.\textsuperscript{578} Like other activist groups across the country, COST members were eager to mobilize opposition to the expressways and later, they were careful to document their key role in the debates. Prior to the formation of COST there were already a number of concerned community groups engaged in discussion over the WATS scheme. The initial impetus for community concern was the plan to remove rail lines in the city, which activists from groups including the IUS, the Neighbourhood Service Centre, the Community Welfare Planning Council and some Resident Advisory Groups regarded as the first step in making way for the WATS expressways. Officials repeatedly denied the removal of rail lines and yards meant expressways would follow, insisting such roads were but one possibility for the way in which the cleared land could be repurposed. Partridge explained the group’s position: “It appeared obvious that the freeway plan was being pushed hard and that it was far from the remote possibility it was being made out to be. Unless it was debated before the rails were removed, it would be a virtual fait accompli.”\textsuperscript{579}

As far the activists were concerned, a public meeting in January 1973 was simply another venue for officials to issue their denials. IUS members decided to target city meetings by preparing probing questions that would disrupt officials’ carefully constructed presentations and encourage attendees to question official plans. They worked with local Pollution Probe member Andrew Little as well as Peter Hudson, from the University of Manitoba’s social work school, to refine their approach while the Community Welfare Planning Council contacted Resident Advisory Groups to set up meetings to make their presentation on the rail track removal scheme.


\textsuperscript{579} Ibid, 33.
In February 1973, this network of activists banded together as the Coalition on Sensible Transport. The group made presentations on the rail issue to the Central Area Council, which coordinated social agencies in the city. Soon the Winnipeg Citizens Transit Committee, the Manitoba Environment Council, and the Community Planning Association of Canada joined the opposition.  

As Partridge explained, councillors and officials were at odds:

The administration voiced frustration at the lack of direction. They had prepared a development plan, a major transport plan (WATS), a downtown development plan, and the railway study. They wanted decisions to be made regarding implementation. Council was not in fact giving direction. Positions had not been taken in public debate during the election because that was not the nature of the supposedly non-partisan city politics.

Director of Transportation H.F. Burns admitted publicizing the $767,000,000 cost of WATS was likely a mistake. Partridge argued it was civil servants who were the driving force behind the city’s development policies. He noted:

The administration’s influence on policy was enormous. They had a monopoly control of the plans and the technical reasons that supported the plans. Council relied solely on them for advice. One councillor in a Freudian slip even referred to the administrators as ‘policy makers’. Another councillor complained that the administrators were giving sales pitches for the development plans and were not presenting council with alternatives.

The majority of councillors preferred public transit and the development of arterial roads to expressways. COST continued to hold a series of public meetings, each time inviting public
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582 Ibid, 40.
officials and councillors to join activists in debate over the scheme, but city officials only agreed to deliver presentations.583

Growing public scrutiny increased pressure on local politicians to take a clear stand on WATS. COST pushed the debate to the next level by moving beyond the merits of the WATS expressways to questioning the need for such roads in Winnipeg. The “Why WATS?” paper was born out of this effort, and sent directly to councillors, planners and community groups.584 Partridge argued freeways were not worth the exorbitant costs and questioned the statistics metro officials and consultants used to demonstrate the need for the roads. Partridge questioned the forecasting tools and procedures of the government’s consultants, saying the projections were based on assumptions and criteria that were not clearly explained in the official reports. Intangible factors such as comfort, reliability and trip continuity could not be factored into quantitative data, he added. Partridge also questioned the utility of constructing networks to accommodate peak traffic volumes.585

For Partridge, the larger issue was the detrimental impact WATS would have on the heart of the city. The freeways were not compatible with the downtown development plan, he argued, since the routes facilitated decentralization and core depopulation. These growth patterns in turn increased the demand for new and existing roads, while making effective public transit

583 Ibid, 28-52. COST’s calls for public participation in the planning process were supported by the Free Press editors, who argued accommodating community participation was the right way to proceed, even if it slowed the decision marking process. Paul Pihichyn, “In the proper spirit,” Winnipeg Free Press 16 June 1973.


585 Terry Partridge, Why W.A.T.S. (Institute of Urban Studies, University of Winnipeg: March 1973), introduction, 6, 7-8. IUS, University of Winnipeg. Partridge also questioned the role of consultants’ statistics in supporting the plan: “As early as 1964, before the model had even been tested on the 1962 data, metro transport planners announced the need for a plan similar to that proposed today. It is time for a rethink,” Why W.A.T.S., 15.
increasingly difficult to provide.\textsuperscript{586} The promotion of decentralized development combined with the focus on freeways at the expense of public transit would also negatively impact city residents. As Partridge explained:

> More than a third of any urban population, old people, children, the handicapped, and the poor will always be dependent on public transport . . . [the] environmental and social costs to the victims of progress should receive fair consideration and generous compensation should be made when disruption is deemed necessary for the general good.\textsuperscript{587}

\textit{“The results of the comprehensive six year study of urban transportation had been essentially rejected by a drastic change in public values”}

The death knell for WATS came in May 1973 when Premier Edward Schreyer came out against the scheme. Speaking in the legislature, Schreyer supported his announcement by referencing a provincial report on transportation in Winnipeg which called for a better bus system with lower fares and transfer stations, weather-protected pedestrian paths, and more expensive downtown parking rates to deter drivers from bringing their cars into the city by “bring[ing the] private costs of automobile use more in line with social costs.”\textsuperscript{588} Less than three months later in July, the Unicity Council followed the province’s lead by including in a general policy statement a resolution against freeways. The council “decided to reject freeways in favour of an expanded arterial street system, with increased emphasis on public transport.”\textsuperscript{589}

After the provincial and municipal administrations both abandoned WATS, the plans quickly faded from the public agenda. Only small, isolated components of WATS that were

\textsuperscript{586} Ibid, 5-6.

\textsuperscript{587} Ibid, 14.


unrelated to the freeways survived, such as the Fort Garry-St. Vital bridge.\textsuperscript{590} The Manitoba Motor League remained hopeful that the network would be resurrected, but there was no political support.\textsuperscript{591} In the 1974 municipal election campaign, all three parties running mayoral candidates -- the Independent Citizens Election Committee, the New Democratic Party (NDP), and the Civic Reform Coalition -- opposed freeways for the city.\textsuperscript{592} 

Several years after the defeat of WATS, consultants identified shifting public values as the reason for the scheme’s demise. In an assessment that curiously failed to acknowledge the government conflict that provided the backdrop for the debates, consultants said simply, “The results of the comprehensive six year study [WATS] of urban transportation had been essentially rejected by a drastic change in public values.” In self-defence, they noted the defeat of similar schemes in other cities and argued that the expressway component of WATS was widely publicized while the transit components were overlooked. They concluded, “The essential point to consider is that the change in current public values was only related to one component of the WATS recommendations, namely major roads, and perhaps in particular to only part of the component, namely the radial freeways orientated towards the downtown.”\textsuperscript{593} The consultants also noted that official investment in regional transportation infrastructure declined in the years 


\textsuperscript{591} Manitoba Motor League, \textit{Getting Around: A Look at Traffic & Transit Issues in Winnipeg}, (Winnipeg: Manitoba Motor League, 1974), 4-6, 21-25. IUS Library, University of Winnipeg. The League positioned itself as a moderate voice in the “car vs. people” debate, advocating a network that catered to both private auto and public transit users. They criticized those who advocated strictly for either cars or transit, branding both equally unrealistic visions. While supporting public transit, they argued Winnipeg’s population concentration would not support a rapid transit system.


\textsuperscript{593} Damas and Smith Ltd. for the Winnipeg Tri-Level Committee on Urban Affairs, \textit{Transportation: A Background Paper on Urban Transportation Systems for Winnipeg} (Winnipeg: Damas and Smith Ltd., 1978), 3-4. IUS Library, University of Winnipeg.
following the WATS defeat, though it was rebounding by the mid 1970s. Static long range plans that sought to predict and plan for changes over several decades like WATS were neither realistic nor feasible, they added. Instead, metro authorities should aim for flexible plans that include alternative arrangements and recognize both predictable and unpredictable variables in urban development.

The government conflict over WATS was likely the most important factor in the eventual defeat of the scheme. Public opinion was undoubtedly shifting, a change that manifested in the mobilization of protest groups in the early 1970s, but it was the province’s initial reluctance -- and later outright refusal -- to support metro’s scheme that left the plans vulnerable to opponents. Squabbling between city politicians and officials further inflamed the debates.

Lawyer and former NDP City Councillor Lawrie Cherniack (1972-74) offered some insight behind the scenes of the controversy with his candid assessment of the problems between city politicians and civil servants. Cherniack blamed former Mayor Steve Juba for creating an incredibly contentious atmosphere in which planners were marginalized. Cherniack argued that morale was low among city planning staff because the politicians lacked direction and did not give planners the freedom to be creative with their work. He boldly accused Juba of ruling by fear, and said metro was unconcerned with consulting citizens about urban development. “At metro,” Cherniack explained, “the atmosphere was that of a responsible tyrant -- a reasonable, although paternalistic, source of power. There was no need to consult citizens or to be concerned about the impact of metro’s schemes on the citizenry.” He also exposed the strategic nature of some appointments, claiming that Environment Commissioner David G. Henderson was awarded

594 Ibid, 6-8.
595 Ibid, 57-60.
the job “because he was not Mr. Levin,” referring to Earl Levin, the outspoken planner who, despite his opposition to anti-expressway forces, also openly challenged his colleagues’ interpretation of development challenges in the city and urged them to tune into the shifting public sentiment behind the protests. Civil servants under Juba’s administration, Cherniack argued, had become politicized. He offered a bleak final assessment: “Morale is low among the administration within the environment section because they know how important they could be -- and they know how insignificant they really are.”

The government conflict that plagued WATS throughout the late 1960s and 1970s was likely the most important factor in the scheme’s eventual demise, but public opposition also played a role. After provincial and municipal administrations both abandoned WATS in 1973, Coalition on Sensible Transport leader Terry Partridge reflected on the group’s role in the debates. In his estimation, COST’s role was “very similar in kind, though not in magnitude, to that of the Spadina protestors in Toronto and the Boston inner beltway critics of the late sixties.” Partridge offered a detailed analysis of his group’s contributions to the debates over expressways and planning in Winnipeg. He explained:

The contribution of COST to the events of 1973 constituted but one element in a complex planning process characterized by changing institutions, technologies and political debate. While organized action by community interest groups on planning issues is by no means new to Winnipeg, the degree of organization on an area-wide basis, the use of professionals, and the level of technical debate did represent a novel dimension.

He argued advocacy was essential and that professional advocates in particular had an important role to play in planning and development decisions. Such advocates helped inform the public of

---


598 Ibid, 47.
alternatives, forcing officials to compete with other groups for public support and in turn, improve their own work. Increasingly centralized and sophisticated planning methods had resulted in less responsiveness to local concerns, but advocates could help bring back more local perspectives in the planning process.

Partridge was careful not to overstate the group’s influence, acknowledging that COST was “an ad hoc, spontaneous reaction to an immediate problem.” Partridge admitted it was difficult to measure the group’s success since there was no way of knowing how many citizens had received handouts and pamphlets, how many read, heard or watched press coverage, and no way to measure the impact of fostering debate. Ultimately, he concluded, advocacy groups depended on funding and would benefit greatly from “institutionalized channels for dissent in the form of public hearings, with provision for submission of evidence and cross-examination of technical witnesses.”

In many respects, the expressway debates in Winnipeg followed the national model. Planners presented a large scale transportation scheme, anchored by a network of expressways, as a modern solution to their city’s transportation challenges. Officials debated the plans, public opposition emerged, and the plans were subsequently shelved. Furthermore, the real impact of the defeat of expressways in Winnipeg is still up for debate, as it is in many other urban centres. While the WATS expressways were never realized, the subsequent expansion of several main arteries in the city suggested the car was still king and that critics’ calls to demote the automobile’s central role in city planning were not heeded.

599 Ibid, 50.
600 Ibid, 47-52, 51 (quote).
Important in Winnipeg was the consistent lack of provincial support for expressways, even before the plans were introduced. The dependence of cities on provincial financing for major projects meant provincial governments’ willingness to fund expressways was essential to the realization of the schemes. Widely held reservations about the wisdom of inner city expressways and the appropriateness of such schemes for Winnipeg informed the province’s stance. These considerations also affected the public response to the plans. Public opposition never grew to the level of other cities at least in part because the plans never progressed beyond some early expropriations outside of the city. Activists were motivated to mobilize by the prospect of expressways in their city and used the opportunity to offer broader criticism of operational problems in their local administrations. For most, however, the expressway threat was never that real as the many costs of the roads -- financial, social, environmental and even potentially political -- reinforced doubts among officials and residents alike about the plans.
Chapter 5: Montréal, Québec: “The autoroute is apparently going ahead over the heads of the citizens”

Even in Montréal where many freeways already existed or were in progress, initial plans for the east-west expressway -- later designated as part of the Trans-Canada and subsequently officially named the Ville-Marie Expressway -- initially encountered a mixed response and later sustained opposition. Opponents who first condemned the east-west’s original waterfront site for threatening heritage blocks and the city’s shoreline vistas were equally unhappy with a subsequent relocation inland that endangered residential areas. The inland route aroused opposition primarily because the neighbourhoods in its path were disproportionately working class and francophone communities. In a city and era where social activism was already robust, expressway objectors worked through local neighbourhood groups and later through broader based, higher profile coalitions of community leaders and politicians. Like in other cities, anti-expressway critiques evolved into broader calls for reforms in urban planning and government.

While the public protests mirrored those in other Canadian cities, early and full financial backing from metropolitan, provincial and federal governments propelled the construction of the east-west route despite the opposition. Unique circumstances, mainly the city playing host to both Expo ’67 and the 1976 Olympics, led the province to fast track the city’s road network for completion in time for the landmark events and ensured the availability of federal funding. Ironically, preparations for those same events led to delays on the construction of the east-west as other priority routes were fast-tracked. The slowing of progress allowed anti-expressway activists more time to campaign against the route and mobilize opponents in the municipalities the road traversed. Ultimately, the delays were so protracted that the east-west expressway was still incomplete when the Parti Québécois (PQ) won the 1976 provincial election. The PQ
government quickly cancelled the expressway, and while funding shortages were blamed, Québec’s familiar cultural tensions seemed to be at play, as the cancellation stopped the road before it was built through the francophone districts clustered on the north end of the Island of Montréal.

**Montréal**

Montréal’s geographic challenge to transportation planners is its position in southwestern Québec on the Island of Montréal where the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers meet. The city built on its earlier role as a regional centre for the fur trade to become the most important industrial, commercial and financial centre in the country in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The development of the St. Lawrence seaway combined with railway construction reinforced these growth trends. Both the city and the suburban communities on its outskirts continued growing after World War II when transportation planning was marked primarily by the construction of numerous highways crisscrossing the city.

Rising tensions between Francophones and Anglophones shaped the postwar era in many ways. Exemplified by the 1970 October Crisis and the 1976 provincial election of the separatist Parti Québécois (PQ), these tensions fuelled an exodus of Anglophone business interests. Combined with industrial decline in the face of growing international competition, observers have argued that the moves contributed to high unemployment and Toronto’s dethroning of

---

Montréal as the financial heart of the country. Montréal subsequently lost its status as Canada’s most populous urban centre to Toronto in 1976 as its population experienced modest decline compared to Toronto’s explosive growth. The loss of primacy did not mean the end of growth. During the expressway construction boom, Montréal grew from 903,077 in 1941, to 1,036,542 in 1951, to 1,257,537 in 1961, to 1,214,352 in 1971, and the metropolitan region grew from 1,192,235 in 1941, to 1,539,308 in 1951, to 2,215,627 in 1961, to 2,743,208 in 1971. The city’s changing position created support for large infrastructure and prestige projects, as Montréal officials fought the growing dominance of their western neighbour.

Post WWII, Montréal’s downtown centre shifted west and inland from the historic core. The new heart of the city was targeted by urban renewal campaigns which sacrificed heritage properties for massive developments. This trend was symbolized by Place Bonaventure and Place Ville Marie, complexes which housed office towers connected to an extensive underground network of shops, restaurants, businesses and several Metro stations. Other significant projects undertaken at the same time as the expressway construction boom included the construction of a subway system initiated in 1966 as well as hosting Expo ’67 and the 1976 Summer Olympics. Renewal made many of these projects possible, as older areas in need of repair were cleared to make way for the new, modern Montréal. As in other cities, historians

---


603 Jean Claude Marsan makes a case for the importance of Place Ville Marie and Place Bonaventure as symbolic of the new city and provides detailed descriptions of the developments in his book, Jean Claude Marsan, Montréal in Evolution: Historical Analysis of the Development of Montréal’s Architecture and Urban Environment (Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1990), 346-358.
have emphasized the social inequality inherent in these schemes, as disadvantaged communities
were disproportionately impacted both in terms of displacement and negative environmental and
health consequences, especially where highways were concerned.605

At the helm during these transformative years was Mayor Jean Drapeau (1954-57; 1960-86). Drapeau led the Parti Civique de Montréal, which dominated council during much of his tenure, implementing his growth agenda. The mayor made his mark on the city by focussing
on large scale projects designed to transform the city and raise its international profile.

Historians have argued that Drapeau’s preference for legacy monuments in the modernist style --
“projets de grandeur” -- was influenced by Montréal’s shifting status and stature.606 They also
note that the limited opposition to many early projects foreshadowed the more robust citizen
activism that would develop in the late 1960s.607

During the expressway debates, Montréal was governed by an elected mayor and council
as well as an executive committee, consisting of councillors chosen by the mayor, that controlled
the city’s budget and by-laws. The 1970 creation of the Montréal Urban Community (MUC)
added another layer of administration as a regional body with jurisdiction over urban planning
among other responsibilities. Despite this move, academics have been unanimous in their
depiction of Drapeau’s administrations as top-down regimes under which the municipal

605 Claire Poitras, “A City on the Move: The Surprising Consequences of Highways,” in Stéphane Castonguay and
Michèle Dagenais, Metropolitan Natures: Environmental Histories of Montréal (Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of


607 Stephen J. Shaw, “The Canadian ‘World City’ and Sustainable Downtown Revitalisation: Messages from
punctuated Drapeau’s reign also had the perhaps unintended affect of serving as incubators for young designers.
Lydia Ferrabee Sharman, “Design and Innovation in Montréal Through the 1960s and 1970s,” Material History
Review 61 (2005), 43-51. Some have also highlighted student campaigns in the 1950s to challenge the notion that
Québec was devoid of activism prior to the 1960s: Nicole Neatby, “Student Leaders at the University of Montréal
from 1950 to 1958: Beyond the ‘Carabin Persona’,” Journal of Canadian Studies 29, 3 (Fall 1994), 26-45. Neatby’s
case study considers students focused on educational reform at the University of Montréal.
government dictated development and increasingly worked with industry and other private interests. Pierre Filion has argued that the introduction of a federal program in 1973 to promote citizen participation had little effect in Montréal as Drapeau continued to pursue centralized planning and policy-making. Annick Germain and Damaris Rose agree that there was no real move towards the kind of citizen participation that expressway opponents sought until the post-Drapeau era. Many scholars have contended that the citizen activism of the 1970s was a direct response to the mayor’s governing style, as critics united under the reformist municipal party the Montréal Citizens Movement in 1974 and subsequently won seats as councillors and mayor.

A “cross-island boulevard”

As early as 1925 Montréal officials discussed ways to relieve the downtown bottleneck between Mount Royal and St. Lawrence with a 150 foot wide “cross-island boulevard” running the length of the island. Almost ten years later the idea of a waterfront expressway was still


612 “150-foot highway length of island to be studied,” The Gazette 8 August 1925. These early plans were the first incarnation of expressway plans for Montréal.
being discussed. Reporters explained that Montréalers were “proud” of their waterfront and, accordingly, wanted a boulevard to enhance the harbour. They said, “Local people would like to think that they had beautified their harbour as Toronto has done,” adding that the boulevard would be “for the benefit of people getting a good view of the harbour or for making it a show spot for tourists.” But even in 1932 the harbour commissioners had the foresight to predict there was little chance of such a project ever going through because of roadblocks including the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) rail yards.613
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613 “Obstacles in way of harbour boulevard are man; situation explained by expert in city,” *The Gazette* 27 August 1932.
By 1945, city officials cited congestion as a significant problem in the city’s master plan. From this point forward, expressways were justified as necessities with little mention of aesthetics or tourism. Two highway studies targeted the problems, one for a route along the harbour and Lachine Canal and another to run between Park Avenue and Saint-Laurent Boulevard. Parking shortages and congestion throughout the city were highlighted as pressing problems for the city. The planners carefully noted the importance of flexibility in city planning, saying, “It must be noted that a master plan can in no case be final. It remains essentially alive as a constant guide to urban evolution.”

A few years later in February 1948 formal plans for the east-west expressway were released. Officials argued the expressway would help ensure Montréal kept pace with major American cities where expressways proponents claimed they mitigated a number of urban ills including decentralized development. As they explained:

Montréal is keeping pace with leading American cities, which have recognized the necessity of rapid and free flowing traffic thoroughfares, in order to relieve congestion and avoid its harmful consequences of mounting accident tolls, great losses in depreciated property values, interference with business expansion forcing decentralization, costly delays in transportation and, in some cases, the spreading of blight.
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614 Department of City Planning, City of Montréal, Master Plan: Preliminary Report: Planning for Montréal (Montréal: November 1944), 31-34. Blackader-Lauterman Library of Architecture and Art, Redpath Building, McGill University. The plan also included a detailed discussion of housing plans for the city, including outdated housing, housing zones for rehabilitation and building codes (35-42).

615 Ibid, 47.

616 City Planning Department, An East-West Expressway (City Planning Department, City of Montréal, 16 February 1948), cover letter, 1. Archives de Montréal (AM). City planning director Aimé Cousineau offered numerous examples of recently constructed American freeways, including the Chicago Outer Driveway, the Davison Expressway in Detroit, the Arroyo Seco and Cahuenga Parkways in Los Angeles, and the $600,000,000 freeway network in New York. Cousineau further emphasized the trend by also highlighting projects that were under construction, including the Bayshore Freeway in Oakland, several freeways in Los Angeles, the Central Boulevard Expressway in Dallas, the Calumet and Tri-State Outer Highways in Chicago, the John C. Lodge and Edsel Ford Expressways in Detroit, the Penn-Lincoln Parkway near Pittsburgh, the Willow-Newburgh Freeway in Cleveland and ongoing roads work in New York.
Officials accented the wholly practical purpose of expressways, noting, “Expressways are not merely by-passes or tourist facilities but highly utilitarian roadways, to serve primarily the traffic moving about the metropolitan region and traffic with either origin or destination in the city itself.”
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617 Ibid, cover letter, 1. Later in the report officials expanded their idea of an expressway, explaining, “Broadly defined, an expressway is a thoroughfare with no traffic lights, no intersections at grade, with opposing streams separated, and with entrances and exits limited to a few chosen points. The important streets crossing the right-of-way are carried over or under the expressway. It is a street for continuous movement of traffic especially at the periphery of the territory, unhampered by start-and-stop driving, parking or pedestrian problems, and with the danger of accidents greatly reduced” (8).
Image 3: “Access Roads to Montréal Region,” City Planning Department, An East-West Expressway (City Planning Department, City of Montréal, 16 February 1948). Courtesy of Archives de la Ville de Montréal, XCD00_p6893.
The route was designed as a twelve mile, four lane partially elevated road, estimated to cost $24,600,000.\textsuperscript{618} The road was projected to carry an estimated 50,000 vehicles a day on four lanes as opposed to the fourteen to eighteen lanes of “ordinary” streets that currently carried the traffic, and require $15,000,000 worth of expropriations.\textsuperscript{619} Beginning in the west end with an interchange linked to Westminster Avenue and the Toronto Highway, the road would run east along the Montréal Tramways Company’s right of way bordering the Turcot Yards, to Côte Saint-Paul Road. A north-south link was also planned to connect Girouard Avenue with the expressway and de l’Église Street.\textsuperscript{620} City Planning Director Aimé Cousineau argued the east-west proposal, the product of several planning reports as well as traffic and parking studies, would help “integrate the various communities of Montréal, facilitat[e] business operations, and solv[e] our major traffic problems.”\textsuperscript{621} Cousineau explained:

The project expressway will perform many important functions for Montréal and the surrounding communities. It will provide the free circulation of through traffic and afford facilities for channelizing local movements; it will tie together parts of the city which have been laid out as independent sections; provide a rapid means of connection between the heart of the city, the outlying districts and the adjoining Provincial highways; aid the decongestion of the central area; afford better access to and from adjoining industries, warehouses and the waterfront, and by doing so, will facilitate industrial and commercial transportation which is essential to the economy of Montréal.\textsuperscript{622}

\textsuperscript{618} Ibid, 32-35. The proposed speed limit was 65 kilometres an hour. The estimate covered construction only costs, not “consequential damages, relocation of tramway and rail lines, maintenance of utilities construction of engineers’ fees” or expropriation, though they estimated the value of the land and buildings affected was $15,000,000.


\textsuperscript{620} City Planning Department, An East-West Expressway (City Planning Department, City of Montréal, 16 February 1948), 28-32. AM. Interchange locations: 34.

\textsuperscript{621} Ibid, cover letter, 2.

\textsuperscript{622} Ibid, cover letter, 4.
The freeway was intended to complement the city’s current street widening program and, according to planners, was more urgently needed than a north-south route. Expressways such as the east-west were regarded as a necessary part of the city’s transportation infrastructure, along with subways to serve mass transportation needs. Cousineau argued that the expressway would facilitate connectivity across the city with minimal disruption:

The east-west expressway will connect the provincial boulevard and the industrial region in the west and with the business, industrial and harbour districts in the central area, and may be continued eastward along the waterfront to provide a direct route to the east end of the Island. The route selected for this project affords convenient traffic facilities without interfering with residential neighbourhoods or the parks, playgrounds, churches and local shopping centers serving them.

The freeway was intended to complement the city’s current street widening program and, according to planners, was more urgently needed than a north-south route. Expressways such as the east-west were regarded as a necessary part of the city’s transportation infrastructure, along with subways to serve mass transportation needs. Cousineau argued that the expressway would facilitate connectivity across the city with minimal disruption:

The east-west expressway will connect the provincial boulevard and the industrial region in the west and with the business, industrial and harbour districts in the central area, and may be continued eastward along the waterfront to provide a direct route to the east end of the Island. The route selected for this project affords convenient traffic facilities without interfering with residential neighbourhoods or the parks, playgrounds, churches and local shopping centers serving them.
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Planners envisioned the expressway as a tool for urban renewal, explaining that land acquisition for routes in depressed urban areas was relatively inexpensive, and that expressways boasted the added benefit of increasing surrounding land values once constructed. “By running through slums and blighted city blocks,” they reasoned, “construction will be less costly as regard [sic] land acquisition and will at the same time enhance the value of the adjacent area. If the expressway is conceived along those principles, it can aid in urban rehabilitation, without
impairing its primary function of meeting predetermined traffic needs.” Indeed, a number of alternative alignments were ruled out in the planning stages because of the high cost of expropriation in office or industrial areas. Routes suggested by concerned citizens were also deemed impractical.

“Everyone desires to make Montréal as modern a city as there is”

Local print media generally approved of the proposal but expressed doubts over whether the government would act on the plans. The Gazette’s editors questioned whether the plans would be realized, noting the east-west link in an expressway network proposed in 1946 was “still gathering dust.” They argued the city’s transportation system should prioritize both expressways and mass transit, noting Toronto’s subway plan had already been approved. The Montréal Star’s editorial echoed the Gazette’s perspective, saying the east-west route plan was well designed but noting the lack of action on the scheme. The board also agreed with Planning Director Aimé Cosineau that expressways and public transit -- specifically, subways -- must be planned together. The Montréal Herald applauded the proposal, saying the expressway “would enable Montréal to keep pace with leading American cities.”

_________

627 Ibid, 18-19. The report also included a page of eight ground level photographs of scenes along the route, all showing run down buildings and empty streets, 33.


630 “Another expressway plan,” (editorial) The Montréal Star 3 February 1948. The Montréal Star also called the plan “one of its [the Planning Department’s] loveliest dreams of the future” in the article, “12-mile expressway proposed by city planners,” The Montréal Star 28 February 1948. The editors supported their argument in favour of expressways and mass transit together by pointing to New York City, where an extensive expressway network had not cancelled out the need for mass transit.

631 Clive Clift, “$24,600,000 expressway proposed here,” The Montréal Herald 28 February 1948.
of the east-west highway as long as the route was not treated as a substitute for improved public transportation.632

Meanwhile in 1950 a provincial act established the Montréal Transportation Commission. It enabled the city to appoint five commissioners, take over the Montréal Tramways Company, and establish an urban transit system for the city. It began replacing the streetcars (tramways) with buses and trolleys. By 1970, the service covered 370 miles of city streets with 2,000 vehicles and 5,000 employees. To service the city’s growing central business district the commission argued neither private nor public automobiles would be sufficient:

With all due respect and admiration for the modern automobile as an unsurpassed means of personal travel, the fact must be faced that it is a notoriously poor vehicle for assembling or dispersing large numbers of people. Its mobility evaporates completely when too many of them try to be in the same area at the same time. New streets, wider streets, and parking areas will be provided, but whenever such new facilities are built, they seem to fill up almost immediately, and little overall progress is made in solving the traffic problem.633

Government discussions about the expressway in the 1950s focused almost entirely on securing financing despite the fact the route had yet to be determined.634 After returning from a New York City trip to consult “engineering experts,” City Planning Director Aimé Cosineau and Public Works Director H.A. Gibeau acknowledged there was still no firm decision on the east-west proposal. Expressway advocates complained that delays would likely result in higher
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634 S-Henri residents voiced their opposition to the east-west route early on, arguing it would divide their neighbourhood. “S-Henri ne veut pas etre sectionne par l’autostrade,” La Presse 13 April 1951. City planning director Aimé Cosineau acknowledged in May that no decision had been made on the east-west route. Gene Lees, “Expressway need again emphasized,” The Montréal Star 5 May 1953.
costs. Despite concerns over the high cost of expressways, officials maintained the roads must be built. Councillor J.O. Asselin, Chair of the City Executive Commission, acknowledged that public demand for auto infrastructure was greater than public support for the financial costs, but insisted residents had to bear the costs of making Montréal a modern city. Asselin called on civic organizations “to explain to the broad body of citizens that though everyone desires to make Montréal as modern a city as there is ‘we must be prepared to pay the costs’.”

Over three years later officials still had failed to secure financing for the east-west expressway. In December 1957 city traffic director Jean Lacoste told reporters the east-west waterfront route was still a possibility if funding was available. The following year, new estimates pegged the cost at $125,000,000. Executive Committee Chair J.M. Savignac (1934-36; 1936-38; 1957-60) met with Premier Maurice Duplessis (1936-39; 1944-59) to request provincial funding as officials considered linking the east-west route to provincial highways to obtain funding. Savignac also called for fifty percent federal funding for slum clearance in the south-west district of St. Henri and was clear that the east-west route was the administration’s priority, while the north-south road was second in line. Shortly after the provincial meeting,
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635 “City expressway ‘engineering’ plans give years away even if ordered now,” Gazette 21 August 1953. The article also included a comparison to Toronto, noting the city was close to completion on it subway line and that the Metro council executive had recently approved a $20,000,000 unnamed expressway. Two additional east-west expressways [or route possibilities] were planned at the time, by the waterfront near Back River by Gouin Boulevard.

636 “Waterfront, back river study bared,” The Montréal Star 27 May 1954. Businessmen opposed the elevation because they would lose visual advertising if their storefronts were blocked.

637 The Montréal Star 27 May 1954. Asselin as paraphrased by unnamed author.


639 “Project cost may exceed $125 million,” The Montréal Star 8 January 1958; contradiction -- the city sought provincial permission for east-west waterfront route; Wilbur Arkison, “Highway by river in city?” The Gazette 8 January 1958. The following year an engineering report on the waterfront expressway by Lalonde and Valois suggested two alternate routes, between Ville St. Pierre and Jacques Cartier Bridge, but did not include cost estimates. “Waterfront road plan goes to council,” The Gazette 31 January 1959.
the city’s Executive Committee approved a $50,000,000 loan for the waterfront expressway, but a city council meeting ended in deadlock at midnight over whether to approve a $15,000,000 loan for the waterfront route. Councillor and Civic Action League member Roger Sigouin was credited with prolonging the debate which journalist Wilbur Arkison described as being characterized by “considerable argument and hubbub.”640

By August 1959 concerns were growing about the threat the waterfront route posed to many historical properties. Concerns about the route at this stage revolved around the impact it would have on the waterfront area. Critics argued the construction of a massive, elevated expressway would sever the waterfront from the rest of the city and that even shoreline vistas would be destroyed. Opponents also focused on the loss of numerous heritage buildings in the blocks near the waterfront that constituted the historic heart of the city. Support emerged from the city’s planning department for a formal survey of historic buildings and preservation plan. The expressway was slated to run through the old quarter of the city, including the Bonsecours Market and the Chateau de Ramezay. This was not the first show of concern for heritage properties in the city. A few years prior, respected French city planner and architect Jacques Gréber released a tentative master plan that combined the expressway with restoration and preservation plans, marking buildings to be preserved and relocating some parks to make way for the road.641

Others also supported calls to protect the city’s historical properties in the face of the expressway threat. Gazette editors, for example, said officials had been “strangely careless” with

---


Montréal’s history and urged officials to find a compromise between progress and preservation, pointing to Boston and Philadelphia as model cities in this regard. The editors ended on a pessimistic note conceding, “No doubt certain old buildings, rich in history though they may be, have to be removed as the price of progress.”642 Executive Committee Chair J.M. Savignac responded to these concerns by ordering a survey of historical sites threatened by the waterfront expressway.643 Still, some were not as concerned by the probable destruction of heritage properties. The Montréal Businessmen’s Association sponsored their own traffic study of the city to support their contention that more highways were needed in the city to alleviate congestion. The group also called on officials to balance their efforts between building infrastructure for both private and public transportation.644

Updated plans for the east-west expressway -- still largely along the waterfront -- were released in March 1960, calling for a $130,000,000, 8.5 mile route from the western limit of Montréal West to the east end of Moreau Street. Montréal Executive Committee Chairman J.M. Savignac immediately called for a Trans-Canada designation for the route in order to tap into...
federal funding. The city’s Urban Housing and Re-Development Committee responded to the proposal by calling for a route adjustment to avoid the planned CBC headquarters at Papineau Avenue and Craig Street where urban renewal plans were already underway. Engineers quickly decided to explore other sites for the CBC building.

The media response to the updated plan was dominated by concerns over the high cost of the project. The Star’s editorial board approved of the plan but argued the cost exceeded the city’s resources, and that both provincial and federal funding should be granted because “the expressway is clearly of a metropolitan character.” La Presse’s editorial board argued city officials knew the cost of the project would exceed estimates but failed to secure contributions from provincial and federal governments. A few months later Le Devoir’s editorial board joined the chorus of critics, noting rapidly rising cost estimates and objecting to the ongoing expenditures for studies on a project that had yet to begin. Others, like La Presse’s editorial board, supported the city’s push for the east-west waterfront route. Large public works projects, the board explained, were “à la mode” and the expressway was a worthy addition that could


648 “Une assistance indispensable,” La Presse, 26 March 1960.

649 “Des plans qui devaient couter au depart $150,000 coutent $400,000” Le Devoir 9 June 1960.
connect bridges on either side of the city and address Montréal’s transportation problems just as similar infrastructure had in New York City.  

The cost of the route was not the only concern included in initial critiques of the plans. In December 1960 a report by Montréal Port Council planners Jacques Pimard, H.P. Daniel van Ginkel, and Blanche van Ginkel declared the east-west waterfront expressway was “impractical or even impossible.” The planners argued the expressway plans were shortsighted and “based only on the requirement to create a cross-town thoroughfare without any recognition of its effect on contiguous industrial areas, on the harbour, or on the old city.” The group also noted cost estimates only included construction and expropriation fees and excluded the considerable

---


expense associated with accesses and widening arteries to accommodate the route. The group of planners argued the solution the consultants offered would result in traffic pouring into the old quarter of the city from an elevated expressway that would create a physical barrier between the city and its harbour. Instead, the planners called for an expressway combined with a smaller harbour road. Former Executive Committee Chairman J.M. Savignac responded to the report, arguing the planners did not understand the city’s needs, and that the official scheme “would contribute to rebuild[ing] several obsolete sections of Montréal.”

“Montréal will have the best roads system in all of Canada”

The following year the provincial government announced a bold move that would impact the expressway debates as well as conversations about the city’s other development projects. Spurred by the approach of Expo ’67, officials began working to fast track the entire road network planned for the western part of the island including a “belt” surrounding an approximately twenty square mile section of the downtown. Then in August 1963 federal, provincial and municipal governments announced a new route for the Trans-Canada through Montréal. The $175,000,000 plans for the north-south, fifteen mile, six lane route included a

---


654 Charles Lazarus, “Road planned on lakeshore,” The Montréal Star 17 August 1961. Much of the network was intended to alleviate congestion west of the Décarie interchange. St. John’s Road in particular was to be improved north of the Trans-Canada in an effort to open the area for industrial and residential development. A subsequent 1963 City Planning Department document showed the belt design, typical of the inner city expressway networks of the era. Montréal City Planning Department, “Metropole” (1963). Centre de Documentation Marie-Victorin (CDMV), City of Montréal.

655 The Monitor 12 August 1965.
mostly elevated riverside expressway, a tunnel-bridge across the St. Lawrence at Boucherville, and a link to the planned east-west expressway. The road, according to the plan, would transition between ground level, elevated, and depressed “as required.” The budget breakdown indicated $100,000,000 of provincial financing, $40,000,000 of federal financing, and $35,000,000 of municipal financing.\(^656\) Federal Minister of Public Works Jean-Paul Deschatelets (1963-65) was careful to note the project qualified for federal funding through the Trans-Canada Act because it was designated as part of that highway.\(^657\) By selecting the Décarie path over the Cavendish option, the announcement put to rest long running debates over the Trans-Canada alignment. Provincial Minister of Roads Bernard Pinard (1960-1966; 1970-1973) said the north-south route would be completed in time for Expo '67, but the east-west route would not since the path was not finalized. The routes were “approximated,” officials warned, “to cope with the unexpected, a high degree of flexibility must be maintained.”\(^658\) But even as city planning officials faced a three month deadline to finalize the route, residents in areas like Côte St. Luc that were threatened by possible rerouting had not yet been consulted.\(^659\)

---

\(^656\) Bill Bantey, “Trans-Canada highway through island area costs $175,000,000,” *The Gazette* 30 August 1963.

\(^657\) Myer Negru, “City share of cost of two expressways set at $40,000,000,” *The Gazette* 30 August 1963. The original Trans-Canada route through Montréal was to run north Montee Street Leonard to Metropolitan Boulevard. Bruce Garvey, “$75 million project portion of Trans-Canada highway,” *The Gazette* 1 August 1963; more route details in article, including map with old and new routes. Federal sources also noted their Décarie plan was almost identical to the city’s Décarie plan of 1961. Local federal MP E.T. Asselin extolled the virtues of the plan, saying the Décarie Trans-Canada route would improve local safety by reducing traffic volumes on residential streets. “Asselin lauds plan,” *The Monitor* 29 August 1963.

\(^658\) Bill Bantey, “Trans-Canada highway through island area costs $175,000,000,” *The Gazette* 30 August 1963.

\(^659\) Charles Lazarus, “City given deadline to complete plans for new highway,” *The Montréal Star* 29 August 1963. Later west end Mayor Samuel Moskovitch of Cote St. Luc was disappointed the Cavendish route would not be developed, saying the Décarie would become a bottleneck. Local MP E.T. Asselin said of the route slated to go east to meet the Décarie, “This new highway will be good for exercising the horses from Blue Bonnets raceway but good for nothing more.” “The west end view of Trans-Canada plans,” *The Monitor* 5 September 1963.
By February 1964 the province issued expropriation notices for the Trans-Canada extension. Settlements with residents were expected to take months or even years despite the fact the demolition was scheduled to begin in July. While the filing of expropriation notices marked significant progress towards the realization of the expressway, the move aroused the public opposition that would plague the project for years to come. Star journalist Charles Lazarus attributed the “rising chorus of objections from home-owners and others” to the expressway’s path through some residential areas, instead of following the Décarie strictly between Metropolitan Boulevard and the waterfront. Officials preferred these residential expropriations over commercial requisitions because residential compensation payments were significantly lower and the impetus to expedite expropriations despite the lack of secured funding was, of course, the government’s goal of having the expressway completed in time for Expo ’67.

Despite some local resistance, officials moved ahead with the expropriations. One resident registered his opposition by lamenting the displacement of families and loss of local parks. Instead of “the monstrous super-highway,” he called for a tunnel to house the road between Côte St. Luc and Sherbrooke Street. Warning that catering to the Expo would ruin the Notre-Dame-de-Grâce region “forever.” He urged the province to relocate the highway to the

660 Charles Lazarus, “Décarie land to be bought,” The Montréal Star 3 February 1964. “Décarie as Trans-Canada route,” The Gazette 4 February 1964. Federal authorities were paying for a portion of demolition costs but not for expropriation. Properties around the Décarie south of Cote St. Luc Road were spared because of the high costs of “certain enterprises in that area.”

661 Charles Lazarus, “World's fair need pushes Trans-Canada road job here,” The Montréal Star 4 February 1964. Several projects costing an estimated $400,000,000 were planned in advance of Expo ’67, with the province’s share of the bill being $267,000,000 or 65 percent. The bridge and tunnel crossing between Montréal and Boucherville was estimated at $75,000,000 while the “Trans-Canada Highway via the east-west expressway and Décarie Boulevard” would cost $175,000,000, and the remaining plans required $225,000,000.
city’s outskirts. The Province of Québec Association of Architects also raised concerns about the impact of the route on the neighbourhood. The group targeted the elevated sections, arguing elevated roads were “detrimental to the economical and aesthetic values of a city.” The east-west route was necessary, they conceded, but insisted “it is vitally important that the intimate physical relationships between the old city and the waterfront, and consequently the World Exhibition site, be maintained and further enhanced.”

Provincial officials were unmoved. The legislative assembly approved $12,000,000 for expropriations for the north-south section of the Trans-Canada, with construction scheduled to begin by spring 1964. Minister of Roads Bernard Pinard announced residents would be expected to move in a “few weeks or months” and would be paid seventy-five percent of the municipal valuation of their homes immediately, with the “balance subject to a later negotiation.” Both Pinard and Premier Jean Lesage (1960-66) were careful to note the $12,000,000 was the “book value” -- not the total cost -- of expropriations, and reiterated the need to move forward with the project to ensure completion for Expo ’67. Of the estimated 125 homes to be expropriated, the Star reported the majority were only a few years old, and most of the displaced families had to be relocated outside their existing neighbourhood in Pointe-aux-Trembles, a few miles east of the expressway.

---


664 “Highway plan given approval,” The Montréal Star 12 February 1964. At the time there was still no final route decision for the east-west waterfront expressway, as the city was in the midst of negotiations with the National Harbours Board.

In March the financing agreement for the Trans-Canada was announced: federal authorities would pay ninety percent of the road costs and Québec would cover ten percent, while municipalities were responsible for expropriation costs for land needed for approaches and service roads, as well as the construction cost of service roads. The final route for the Trans-Canada through downtown Montréal ran between the Canadian Pacific Railway tracks and St. Antoine street, including a tunnel between Mountain Street and Beaver Hall Hill. The expressway would be fed by a four direction interchange above the Canadian National Railway’s Turcot Yards. Despite the announcement, construction was still slated to start after Expo ’67 as the north-south portion of the network remained the priority.

By fall 1964, city council agreed to the joint provincial and federal plan for the $175,000,000 Trans-Canada link. Under the arrangement, the city would pay an estimated $40,000,000 maximum, with a $35,000,000 federal contribution and the province paying the remainder, subject to the approval of the National Harbours Board. Confident of the plan, federal Minister of Public Works Jean-Paul Deschatelets boasted that “Montréal will have the

---


best roads system in all of Canada.” While the north-south section of the network remained the priority, officials explained the east-west route was also being deliberately delayed until after Expo ’67 in response to fears of a lag in construction and attendant economic downturn after the pre-Expo construction boom. The strategic scheduling was generally well received, but Minister of Roads Pinard nevertheless reminded officials: “It is the responsibility of governments to plan their projects so there is no recession after 1967.”

Except for the scheduled delay on the east-west route, the rest of the city’s expressways moved ahead relatively quickly during this period. The Bonaventure Expressway opened in April 1965, billed as “a fast link between downtown Montréal and Expo ’67.” Meanwhile the opening of the Décarie Trans-Canada was announced for April 24, days before the Expo opened. The Montréal Star dubbed the route “The spectacular Décarie Expressway,” noting it was the “first depressed speedway in Québec and one of the largest of its type in Canada.” The project cost $65,000,000, half of which paid for expropriations and the Turcot interchange. The interchange was the “nucleus” of the city’s transportation system, directing traffic to different areas of the city. The opening of the Décarie Expressway and Turcot Interchange meant visitors could travel from Toronto through Ottawa and on to Montréal all on the Trans-Canada, and the expressway routes allowed travellers to proceed “without being encumbered by intersections, traffic lights or pedestrians.”

Provincial officials were proud of the progress made on the city’s expressway network under their stewardship. They touted the completion of the Metropolitan Expressway in 1960 and the Décarie and Bonaventure Expressways in 1967 for the Expo. As Expo came and went work on the east-west had yet to begin. A provincial engineer said he would be “very surprised” if work on the east-west section of the Trans-Canada began before 1969, but a department source told one reporter the start date could be as late as 1970. Some were critical of the government’s ambitious pre-Expo construction schedule and challenged its boast of gains. Critics complained that portions of the expressway network categorized as finished actually included incomplete sections that still required permanent paving and additional lanes. These detractors blamed the situation on the rush to complete the Bonaventure-Décarie project in time for Expo ‘67 as well as incomplete funding for some sections, which they linked to “the state of the provincial treasury.” Minister of Roads Fernand Lafontaine (1966-70) shot back that critics should complain to the city and the National Harbours Board since provincial authorities were only responsible for the stretch of the Bonaventure between the aqueduct region to Décarie Boulevard and the Turcot Interchange. As in other cities, the involvement of multiple levels of

673 Ministry of Transport, Transport Plan for Montréal (October 1967); CDMV, City of Montréal. The report also highlighted the standard funding arrangement whereby the province financed 80 percent of urban highways and commissioned the required studies, but planning decisions were made jointly between the province and the city. Trans-Canada routes, of course, were financed differently, receiving 50 percent federal funding.

674 Charles Lazarus, “Cross-city road job deferred,” The Montréal Star 18 April 1968. An anonymous “informant” from the provincial roads department said work on east-west section between Turcot Interchange and Hippolyte-Lafontaine bridge/tunnel likely not to begin until 1970 because the funding arrangement had not yet been finalized.

675 Charles Lazarus, “Highway link still far off,” The Montréal Star 3 January 1968. Critics also complained that the Bonaventure merging ramps at the Atwater access were dangerous and the median was eventually lowered to improve visibility, an adjustment they wanted on the Metropolitan as well. Len Rowcliffe, “The Bonaventure is fixed but how about Metropolitan?” The Montréal Star 20 November 1970.

government with jurisdiction over the different metropolitan regions expressways traversed complicated the process significantly.

“Elevated urban expressways have proven a costly, inefficient and disruptive answer to urban transportation”

Opposition to the east-west expressway really began to build momentum as construction continued into late 1960s. The receipt of expropriation notices by residents living in the roadway’s path motivated local groups to mobilize against the route. The Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee (LWCC) -- sometimes also called the Westmount Citizens’ Committee -- led efforts to publicize the threat to homes and fight against pro-expressway forces. Despite Westmount’s image as a community of affluent anglophones, Lower Westmount was actually overwhelmingly working class, and thus consistent with the kinds of neighbourhoods most often threatened by expressway plans. In addition to the LWCC, other more broadly based advocacy groups that represented anglophone and francophone communities alike became involved as the fight wore on. The first larger group to join the cause was the Housing and Urban Renewal Committee (HURC). Led by local politicians, professionals and academics, these groups offered a series of arguments against the expressways.

Most objections revolved around the loss of housing, as critics pointed to a shortage of affordable housing in the city. They challenged claims that the homes slated for expropriation were dilapidated structures that would constitute no real loss to the city’s housing stock. Expressway opponents also argued that the funding for the roads should be diverted to other infrastructure needs, the most pressing of which was a large scale overhaul of sewage and sanitation systems. More cutting commentaries speculated on the reasons why the destruction of
communities was considered a justifiable sacrifice in exchange for another inner city expressway. These arguments resembled objections seen in other cities where working class and lower income neighbourhoods were marked expendable. The unique Montréal angle was that in addition to or instead of charges of classism and racism, protestors questioned how tensions between francophones and anglophones affected the debates, and speculated that working class and francophone communities were considered expendable by highway planners.

Once the route of the east-west expressway was relocated inland from the harbour, opponents focused their objections on the section that threatened residential areas. Paul-Émile Sauvageau, the Union Nationale member for Bourget, called on the province to ensure the estimated 3,000 families who would lose their homes in that area would be properly compensated and relocated in comparable dwellings. Others were unhappy with the city’s record on expropriations. The Star’s editorial board criticized the long delays between the time when residents were expropriated and when construction was scheduled -- or rumoured -- to begin. The editor argued that widespread expropriations and demolitions increased the numbers of empty properties which were eventually converted to interim parking lots. In an editorial titled “People come second,” the editor wrote, “We have already been through one unhappy period of expropriation and destruction involving the families in the Selby street area of Westmount . . . . Yet yesterday it was revealed that there is no more than a good chance that

677 Don Foley, “Family aid wanted in relocation cases,” The Montréal Star 5 January 1968. Sauvageau also wanted the same protections for those who had already been expropriated for the Hippolyte Lafontaine tunnel-bridge.
highway construction work will begin in 1969, or perhaps it will be 1970.”

Residents, the editor argued, were “a pretty low priority” while businesses were given advance notice and an opportunity to relocate: “We hope civic intervention on behalf of our most depressed groups will at last make certain that people do come first.”

After these delays in the late 1960s, construction on the Trans-Canada extension east from the Turcot Interchange began in November 1970. Although expropriations for the east-west route were already under way, Minister of Roads Bernard Pinard warned locals that an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 families still had to be moved. City hall echoed that estimate, announcing 2,000 families would be displaced by the Trans-Canada Turcot and Louis Hippolyte-Lafontaine bridge-tunnel extension alone, and that city officials hoped the province would help fund the construction of low-cost housing to accommodate displaced residents.

Community groups rallied in the face of these expropriations to defend their neighbourhoods. The Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee was particularly concerned about 125 housing units targeted for expropriation in the Selby Street area. Westmount citizens

---

678 The Montréal Star’s editorial repeatedly criticized the government’s handling of the expropriations and recalled the Selby Street example on a number of occasions. The board called for more intergovernmental cooperation to avoid a repeat of the Selby Street expropriations, where 250 families were moved out years before construction began and denounced the city’s expropriation policy at large, charging, “There has been a willy-nilly destruction of serviceable housing in many parts of Greater Montréal. “Westmount housing,” (editorial) The Montréal Star 10 December 1970.

679 “People come second,” (editorial) The Montréal Star 19 April 1968. Le Devoir’s editors had also raised similar concerns around the same projects earlier, arguing the city’s priority must be to rehouse expropriated residents, particularly in Lower Westmount as well as in Little Burgandy where renewal projects were planned. “Vers la rénovation urbaine et une politique d’habitation,” Le Devoir 12 January 1966. The board’s assertion was perhaps supported by the case of Whitey’s Hideaway, a bar on Aqueduct Street that had received several expropriation notices from November 1967 but was only forced to vacate the location in January 1971. Chris Allan, “Umpteenth closing will stick -- probably,” The Gazette 19 January 1971.


found support from the Housing and Urban Renewal Committee, co-chaired by Montréal architect and McGill Professor Joseph Baker.\textsuperscript{683} Described as a group of “seventy professional men, clergy and union representatives,” HURC opposed the Trans-Canada extension, arguing funding for the road should instead be used for developing low cost housing and rapid transit, and combatting pollution. Many groups who opposed the Trans-Canada extension pointed to the health problems plaguing the threatened areas. In the previous provincial election candidates had promised new hospital facilities for the region, yet no progress had been made. As a St. Henri citizen’s group said, “Expressways are just fine. A hospital is even better.” Gerard Riberdy, the spokesman for the Comité des Citoyens de L’Hospital Saint Henri agreed, remarking, “You could write a book about the health problems in this section of town.”\textsuperscript{684} Expressway opponents also found support from Jean-Paul Guay, an urban planner who had worked for the city on the Décarie and east-west expressways, when he told a Association Francophone Pour le Savoir audience that “indirect” costs should be included in expropriation estimates, moving beyond the basic “monetary value” to also account for the perhaps more significant “social and economic use” of lost land and buildings.\textsuperscript{685}

HURC Co-Chair Joseph Baker criticized the Trans-Canada extension, claiming the expressway was an ineffective way to respond to congestion and adding that the money should

\textsuperscript{683} The Housing and Urban Renewal Committee had already been active on this front, appealing to Lucien Saulnier, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the City of Montréal in June 1970. Among their concerns was that the need for housing would be demoted in favour of improvements to the city’s transportation infrastructure. Instead of destroying housing to accommodate street widening programs, the Committee stressed the need to extend the Metro system. Rolf Latte and Serge Carreau, Co-Chairmen of the Committee on Housing and Urban Renewal of the Montréal Metropolitan Area, to Lucien Saulnier, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Letter, 22 June 1970; MG 2076, C. 3, File 131, McGill University Archives (MUA).

\textsuperscript{684} Kendal Windeyer, “Citizen’s groups hit Québec jobless aid,” \textit{The Gazette} 26 November 1970. The extension ran from the Turcot Interchange to the east end of the island and linked to the Hippolyte-Lafontaine bridge/tunnel.

\textsuperscript{685} Jean-Paul Guay, “L’évaluation des effets sur le milieu dans la localisation d’une autoroute urbaine,” Presentation at ACFAS 36th Congres, November 1968; CDMV, City of Montréal.
instead be spent on expanding the city’s metro system, creating more low income housing as well as rehabilitating existing housing, and constructing new sewage treatment plants. As Baker explained, expressways in other North American cities had proven to be overpriced and ineffective, often exacerbating traffic problems and significantly delaying the planning of mass transit systems.\textsuperscript{686} The group elaborated, saying, “In numerous examples across the North American continent, elevated urban expressways have proven a costly, inefficient and disruptive answer to urban transportation, most often aggravating the very condition they seek to cure and postponing the construction of adequate mass transit facilities.”\textsuperscript{687} Expressways were obsolete and typically resulted in the displacement of already disadvantaged communities. The committee concluded simply: “Don’t build it.”\textsuperscript{688}

The provincial response to growing local opposition was to downplay the impact of the route and emphasize its utility. A spokesman for provincial officials maintained that the families displaced by the route lived in primarily “blighted areas.” The road, he explained, would serve a number of important functions in the city, easing downtown congestion, linking the industrial areas of Lachine, St. Pierre and La Salle in the west and east ends, and opening up the south shore around Contrecoeur, Varennes and Verchères for industrial development.\textsuperscript{689}

\textsuperscript{686} Joseph Baker, Co-President of the Committee on Housing and Urban Renewal of the Montréal Metropolitan Region, Unaddressed form letter, 25 November 1970; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA.

\textsuperscript{687} Joseph Baker and Serge Carreau, Co-Presidents, Committee on Housing and Urban Renewal of the Montréal Metropolitan Region, Press Release, 25 November 1970, 2; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA. The following year when officials received complaints about noise from the Trans-Canada, provincial roads engineer John Connally argued elevated expressways were the only solution. Charles Lazarus, “Noise problems tudied [sic],” \textit{The Montréal Star} 17 June 1971.

\textsuperscript{688} Charles Lazarus, “Turcot interchange extension justified economically,” \textit{The Montréal Star} 27 November 1970. The Housing and Urban Renewal Committee’s critique of the expressway was also publicly endorsed by the Montréal Council of Social Agencies, who echoed the committee’s insistence that housing must be prioritized over expressways. Peter S. Leggat, President of the Montréal Council of Social Agencies, to Claude Castonguay, Minister of Health and Family Welfare, Telegram, 8 December 1970; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA.

Local activists were unconvinced. Fernand Leclaire, president of the Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee joined with Housing and Urban Renewal Committee members in condemning the east-west route. Leclaire relayed community objections to the expropriation and destruction of 125 homes in the Selby Street area, arguing that plans for access ramps and service roads could be modified to save homes. The expressway scheme, Leclaire contended, hurt “the people least able to suffer the consequences,” adding, “certain individuals have died from emotional effects directly attributable to the way they were evicted. The injustice we are still suffering was brought about by the lack of planning and unrestrained start of construction on the autoroute.” Leclaire estimated 3,900 homes in the centre-east region of Montréal would be demolished in the initial phase of construction while another 10,000 would be targeted in subsequent stages. Only cars and cement companies benefited from expressways, he added, and inner urban neighbourhoods must not be sacrificed to benefit suburban neighbours.690

Frustrated by the lack of information they had received about aid for displaced families, Westmount representatives called for a meeting with city and provincial officials.691 A few weeks later Leclaire accused the provincial government, which had not responded to the citizen’s committee request for a meeting, of trying to coerce the twenty-nine families who would be displaced by an access ramp into signing expropriation agreements. After irritating locals by


691 Walter Turner, “Westmount seeks meeting on Trans-Canada ramp,” The Montréal Star 9 December 1970. It is unclear whether Leclair secured the meeting he requested: press reports suggested he did not, but internal documents of the Committee on Housing and Urban Renewal indicated Leclaire and Joseph Baker had an agreement with “someone in the highway department” from 7 December 1970 that expropriation planning would be suspended until further ramp studies were conducted. Bob Davis relayed many of the details of the Westmount expropriation work and community response reported in the press to the Committee, including accounts of government agents intimidating residents, offering settlements that drastically undervalued homes, and even confiscating tenants’ leases. Davis also reported that the FSA (?) was contacting FRAP, the P.Q. and the press in an effort to rouse support for their cause. Gilda to Michel and Ben, “Re: Evictions in lower Westmount for the East-West Highway construction,” 15 December 1970; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA.
reportedly pressuring women whose husbands were not home to sign agreements, two
government agents canvassing the area had to lock themselves in their cars to escape enraged
locals. “Violence will explode in the area anytime now if this continues,” Leclaire warned.692
The group hired a lawyer and threatened to seek an injunction against the expressway if the ramp
was not relocated and expropriations halted until alternative housing was constructed. While
some residents said they only sought a fair settlement, most completely refused to move, with
one resident threatening to fight “the next s.o.b. who shows up with eviction papers”693 and
another simply remarking, “I’m not moving. That’s all.”694

Meanwhile, the opposition spurred debates in the House of Commons. Some MPs
opposed the Trans-Canada extension route, arguing that the housing shortage meant existing
homes should not be sacrificed to the expressway. Georges Valade, a Progressive Conservative
representative for Sainte-Marie, advocated what he called the “magnificent” harbour location as
an alternative. Others including Member of Parliament (MP) and Secretary of State Gérard
Pelletier (1968-73) as well as Greenwood NDP MP Andrew Brewin called for an underground
expressway to avoid “butcher[ing]” residential areas in the east end.695 Premier Robert Bourassa
(1970-76) admonished Pelletier, saying it was discourteous to speak out without contacting
Bourassa first, and telling the minister the Trans-Canada expressway was not his area of
expertise. Minister of Roads Pinard also reminded critics that the Trans-Canada route had been

693 Joseph Baker quoting Shelia Baxter, “Architect feels ‘real priorities’ ignored in autoroute planning,” The
Montréal Star 2 January 1971.
695 Federal authorities were not included in the debates as federal involvement was limited to a contribution to
provincial funding because of the Trans-Canada designation, although the Canadian Mortgage and Housing
Company (CMHC) had advised officials they would be concerned by any significant loss of housing in the city.
endorsed by all three levels of government years prior. Pinard’s defence did not prevent other critics from weighing in, including PQ leader René Lévesque (1968-85) who argued the highway was a temporary solution to the province’s unemployment problem and one that would exacerbate the housing shortage. Lévesque shared the position of many other expressway opponents, arguing public funds should be used to build affordable housing and expand public transportation.

Despite protests fuelled by the loss of homes, construction on the east-west route continued. Member of the National Assembly of Québec (MNA) and Liberal for Jacques-Cartier Claire Kirkland-Casgrain was confounded by the protests, noting the expressway route dovetailed perfectly with slum clearance in the area. “I really don’t understand the protests,” she said, “For years they told us people should be moved from poor to better housing. Most of the places to be torn down should have been demolished years ago. Now there’s a chance to improve things -- and we get protests.” Opponents criticized Kirkland-Casgrain’s perspective, urging her to listen to protestors who called for more public transit. One objector, Stuart Kinmond, lamented “the enormous reduction through demolition of low-rental unsubsidized accommodations as well as the inestimable damage to the social structures which are so important to these lower-income, tight knit communities,” concluding, “I feel Mr. Pinard is not taking any account of social costs in his calculations.” Provincial officials held firm and dismissed criticism that the project would destroy the “social fabric” of the area calling it “so

---

699 Stuart Kinmond, “Highway work may provide needed jobs but plan ignores damage to social structure,” The Montréal Star 6 January 1971.
much nonsense.” The expressway was needed to alleviate congestion, they argued, and delays only cost jobs.

“The time has come to decide whether Highway Men will continue to determine the social or physical parameters for our environment”

While community advocates debated the merits of the plan and politicians tried to make sense of the opposition, Westmount representatives appealed to the province to save their community from the expressway by changing the route. Despite initial reassurances from their provincial counterparts that changes would be considered, local officials’ continued skepticism was justified when residents received expropriation notices regardless. This move provoked greater opposition, leading to the emergence of the largest protest alliance, a broad based coalition of labour, political, community and professional groups that banded together under the name the Common Front Against the Highway. The group was shaped by their shared urban planning priorities but also inspired by the working class nature of some of the threatened neighbourhoods and the sense that these areas were deliberately undervalued and targeted in a manner at odds with social justice.

By the end of 1970 west end families had been notified of planned expropriations but government agents were no longer pushing for settlements because the city acknowledged that the ramp was poorly positioned. As per the financing arrangements, Westmount as a municipality was responsible for funding the ramp construction, but municipal authorities instead presented alternative plans to the provincial government and continued to seek equitable

700 Charles Lazarus, “Mayor, minister face highway issue,” The Montréal Star 2 January 1971. Provincial officials also recalled that the waterfront location, which would not threaten as many homes, had been rejected by the National Harbours Board.
settlements and accommodations for those threatened with expropriation. The approach seemed to work as municipal officials including Westmount Mayor Peter McEntyre (1969-71) secured the meeting they sought with provincial engineers and “traffic experts” to discuss the possible relocation of the ramp. McEntyre remained skeptical of the sincerity of the provincial government, commenting: “We’re convinced the government is insincere in wanting to cause as little dislocation as possible. It’s a question of sites and the experts have told us they want to give further study to our alternatives.” Adjustments to the road plan seemed unlikely since the government had prioritized expressway construction to combat unemployment. The Star’s editorial board called it “essentially a make-work project.”

Opponents contended an extension of the Metro system and the development of a housing policy had both been ignored by the Jean Drapeau administration in its pursuit of “projets de grandeur.” Drapeau was widely recognized as favouring large projects and criticized by many for overlooking lower profile infrastructure needs such as housing.

Once again the Montréal Star’s editorial board offered a critical assessment, explaining:

> It is a traditional view that if one improves the top of a community the bottom automatically rises. This is a view which events in Europe and elsewhere, including Latin America, have shown to lack substance. In 1971 the task of the administration is not to worry about the soul of Montréal so much as its body; to fight to preserve housing as well as to build more; to meet need as it arises and work to fill it. There may be a time

---


704 “Remember when Montréal had no autoroutes?” The Montréal Star 4 December 1970.
when we can and should have both styles, the glittering and the basic. That time has not yet arisen.\textsuperscript{705}

Community activists objected to the expressway on a number of counts. One of the most vocal opponents was Co-Chairman of the Housing and Urban Renewal Committee Joseph Baker. He was also a former president of the Province of Québec Association of Architects and Director of the Community Design Workshop at the McGill School of Architecture. The latter paired volunteer professionals and university students with lower income neighbourhoods threatened by urban renewal schemes to advocate on their behalf. The group called for “rehabilitation, not redevelopment,” a new route for the contentious ramp and the clean up of properties that had been expropriated but not yet demolished. In a project labelled Operation St. Antoine, workshop members photographed all of the homes threatened by the expressway and interviewed local families. As Baker explained, “Operation St. Antoine was not one of those negative ‘Stop whatever it is’ kind of endeavours . . . It poured over plans, talked with consulting engineers, and anyone remotely connected with the strange decision to route the access ramp through [local resident] Mrs. Martin’s living room.” He criticized Premier Bourassa for pushing through the Trans-Canada project in fall 1970 simply because no other public projects were ready to begin. Baker condemned autocentric planning, saying, “The time has come to decide whether Highway Men will continue to determine the social or physical parameters for our environment, to decide whether true planning does not imply a careful and sensitive assessment of all criteria and consequences upon which our actions will be based.”\textsuperscript{706}

\textsuperscript{705} “The city: its body as well as its soul,” (editorial) \textit{The Montréal Star} 30 December 1970.

\textsuperscript{706} Joseph Baker, “Architect feels ‘real priorities’ ignored in autoroute planning,” \textit{The Montréal Star} 2 January 1971. Baker reported that almost all the families previously displaced from the Selby Street area had to relocate outside of the municipality due to the lack of available housing.
As public opposition to the east-west route grew, provincial and city officials met to discuss the most controversial section of the route from Papineau to Viau Street, where 2,000 houses were slated for expropriation. The officials agreed housing was a priority and arranged low cost housing for the relocation of families from the western section between the Turcot Interchange and the Jacques Cartier Bridge. Executive Committee Chairman Gérard Niding (1970-78) left disappointed, noting, “We didn’t get an opportunity to discuss the project and its effects.” Still, the city agreed that despite the weaknesses officials saw in the plan, they would not block the Trans-Canada extension. Shortly thereafter the province advised Westmount Mayor Peter McEntyre that an access ramp that previously required the expropriation of twenty-nine properties had been moved west and now required only three expropriations. William Miller, legal advisor for the Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee, was subdued, remarking, “We’re not going to dance in the streets over the change, because it’s a very complex matter and we’ll have to examine all the ramifications.” Miller’s reservations seemed to be validated days later, as residents received expropriation notices despite the province’s promise the requisitions had been temporarily halted and were under review. Westmount’s council subsequently formalized its opposition to the ramp, passing a resolution that was opposed by only Alderman John Birks, who argued council should take a “wider view” of the project and recognize the purpose it would serve.

710 “Ramp location moved or not?” The Montréal Star 12 January 1971.
The province’s refusal to re-evaluate the expressway scheme combined with federal officials’ refusal to intervene provoked the opposition. While the Westmount community mobilized against the expressway and in particular the access ramp that threatened its neighbourhood, other groups were banding together to oppose the expressway at large. A powerful coalition of fourteen groups emerged in January 1971, a combination of high profile advocacy bodies and local community associations. The group’s leadership included the executive secretary of the Montréal Labour Council and Québec Federation of Labour member Guy Dupuis, Montréal Housing and Urban Renewal Committee member and architect Gaétan Biancamano, MNA for Maisonneuve Robert Burns, Front d’Action Politique member Michel Lizé, and vice-president of the Montréal Council of the Confederation of National Trade Unions Michel Bourdon. Other members included representatives from citizens committees from Lower Westmount, Little Burgundy, Maisonneuve, and St. Jacques, the Montréal Architects Society, the Alliance des Professuers de Montréal, several PQ riding associations, the Front Revolutionnaire pour une Alternative Progressiste (FRAP) and the PQ. As a writer for The Gazette observed, “The Common Front includes most anti-autoroute organizations, and its member list reads like a who’s who of Montréal labour unions and self-help committees.”

The coalition’s opposition to the route grew from the group’s shared conviction that improved and expanded housing, an extended Metro network, and enhanced water purification

712 “Call a halt, autoroute foes demand,” The Gazette 28 January 1971. FRAP had previously established their concerns over the social costs of the project in terms of displacing families and dividing neighbourhoods, arguing officials should use public housing construction instead of expressway building to generate jobs and that the rightful priorities for urban development should be the expansion of the Metro and improving water treatment systems. FRAP Conseil Permanent, Minutes, 9 December 1970; 37P-160/44, Université du Québec à Montréal Archives. The 125,000 member Montréal Labour Council and the Montréal Central Council of the Confederation of National Trade Unions together called the Trans-Canada extension “a senseless piece of opportunism.” The groups acknowledged the project would generate 4,000 jobs but said the loss of 20,000 homes at a time when the city needed an estimated 100,000 low income housing units was simply too high a price to pay. “Labour groups to fight highway extension,” The Gazette 16 January 1971.
plants would all be better make-work projects than the expressway.\footnote{14 groups gang up on minister of roads,” \textit{The Montréal Star} 15 January 1971. The Montréal branch of the Society to Overcome Pollution (STOP), founded in 1970, was not a formal member of the Front but supported the group’s calls for expressway funds to be diverted to the planned Metro extension and water treatment plants, arguing automobiles produced 64 percent of all air pollution. Norman Pascoe, “City east-west expressway first planned 46 years ago,” \textit{The Montréal Star} 30 January 1971.} The highway, they argued, “is going against the grain of social progress.”\footnote{Mark Daly and Ray Doucet, “City urges halt to highway work,” \textit{The Montréal Star} 22 January 1971. Quotation from one of the group leaders, Montréal Housing and Urban Renewal Committee member and architect Gaétan Biancamano,} Coalition members were also acutely aware of the politics surrounding the expressway project and argued their group’s principal strength was that it could adopt an unequivocal stand against the expressway, whereas “The City of Montréal has to be sort of wishy washy in the face of the ‘Liberal entrepreneurs’,” according to group member Michel Bourdon. This position did not mean the group rejected all political affiliations. In fact it embraced the PQ and in turn the political party helped produce and circulate anti-expressway literature.\footnote{“Call a halt, autoroute foes demand,” \textit{The Gazette} 28 January 1971.}

The housing and relocation debates were also shaped by the fact that primarily working class neighbourhoods were threatened by the extension, many of which had been targeted for urban renewal in the preceding years. Anti-expressway activists often accused pro-expressway officials of undervaluing certain features of these areas, in particular the availability of affordable housing and the sense of community, often referred to as the milieu of a neighbourhood. The coalition denounced the injustice of forcing people out of their homes when equally affordable alternative housing was unavailable elsewhere. Members acknowledged some of the targeted areas, such as the working class and predominantly French speaking neighbourhood of Maisonneuve, had been classified as slums but argued that affordable rental rates and the tight knit community that existed in such areas should be taken into account. Running an expressway
through these neighbourhoods, activists argued, would precipitate significant irreversible changes. As coalition members explained, “Then we’ll have not only the highway, but shopping centres, gas stations, access ramps -- the area will be uninhabitable.”

In Maisonneuve, the average household income was $4,000, and some families survived on meagre welfare. Resident Mrs. Dirk Jol, who lived on the threatened Davidson Street, described the area:

   This is a lovely neighbourhood, the kind where you know all your neighbours and the storekeepers, and there is a feeling of belonging. The houses are good houses, not slum dwellings. They are not so high that you can’t see the sky, and birds still come to feed on your balcony. Most of the people are French-speaking, so it is one of the last French quarters.

If the expressway was built, Jol lamented, “Gone will be a neighbourhood with a unique flavour, and in its place will be a ghetto of low-income people who simply can’t afford to move. The whole social fabric will be broken.”

The outcry from communities threatened by the expressway moved some politicians with local affiliations to speak out on their behalf. Federal State Secretary Gérard Pelletier, for example, whose constituency of Hochelaga was threatened by the east-west route, opposed the expressway. Residents in Pelletier’s riding worked through the Comité Locataire de Hochelaga to publicize the threat to their neighbourhood. Locals also registered their opposition with Hochelaga-Maisonneuve City Councillor Pierre Lorange. At the local level, city councillors for Maisonneuve Pierre Lorange, Normand Lussier, and Yvon Payette presented a petition against the extension to the province. It included signatures from three local members of federal
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718 Ibid.
parliament and over 300 area merchants and residents. The petition called for an eastern rerouting of the extension, along the waterfront parallel to Notre Dame Street, which supporters advocated because it would displace fewer residents. Lorange argued the existing extension was “completely against the most elementary social and economic interests of the people of the area.” He added: “Mr. Pinard seems to forget that thousands of people in the sectors are attached to their milieu and are not quite ready to let it gradually deteriorate because of the construction of an expressway.”

Others, such as Executive Committee Chairman Gérard Niding, suggested an expressway to alleviate traffic was not even necessary. “It would be sad,” Niding said, “to disrupt our territory and to depersonalize the affected sectors to alleviate a problem which is not as grave as we seem to be making it.” If the requested meeting with the province was granted, Niding told reporters, he planned to reiterate local requests that Bourassa suspend work on the Trans-Canada extension while alternatives were considered. Niding agreed with the provincial position that the east-west was necessary, but questioned the chosen route. He recalled his surprise when provincial officials announced construction would begin in November because talks between the city and province on the project had collapsed in 1968.

Other local officials were moderate in their criticism, objecting to the route rather than the road itself, or arguing the economic boost the project would bring trumped concerns about
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720 Mark Daly and Ray Doucet, “City urges halt to highway work,” The Montréal Star 22 January 1971. “No more roads?” The Gazette 22 January 1971

721 Niding was among the many officials targeted by anti-expressway groups to extend his objections about the project to opposing the route outright. Peter S. Leggat, President of the Montréal Council of Social Agencies, to Gérard Niding, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the City of Montréal, Letter, 3 February 1971; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA. Dan Karon, “Montréal confident of delay,” The Gazette 23 January 1971.
need. Lucien Saulnier, the Chair of the Montréal Urban Community (1970-72), argued that both the expressway and a Metro extension were required and urged officials to take the time necessary to review their plans to find the best possible route. Initially Saulnier’s colleague, Executive Committee Vice-Chairman John Lynch-Staunton (1960-74), appeared to stand by the project despite doubts, explaining, “It may not be essential work as far as easing of traffic is concerned, but it is essential to help solve the unemployment situation here.” Days later Lynch-Staunton’s position seemed to change, as he remarked, “We don’t want the government to cancel the project but we feel that the days of bulldozing such an expressway through the city as was done with the Metropolitan Boulevard are over.”

In late January 1971 rumours emerged that the province was planning a closed session to consider temporarily shelving the controversial section of the extension, although publicly officials remained committed to the expressway. At the same time, city officials asked Premier Robert Bourassa to suspend work on the highway and peppered him with a series of questions which they insisted must be answered before work moved forward, asking, “what must be the true concept of this expressway and what role must it play in the modernization of the downtown area?” and “In what way can we go about building this expressway and at the same time preserve the proper urban milieu?” Their concerns about the project were wide ranging, as they pointed to the proven folly of expressways in other cities like Los Angeles. Highways, they added, should help alleviate downtown congestion and not facilitate greater access to the inner

723 Mark Daly, “Metro still city’s top priority,” The Montréal Star 20 January 1971.
city, as was planned. Finally, officials noted shifting planning trends which favoured the prioritization of public transit and pedestrian accommodations over freeways that threatened the local character, established communities and heritage of the city, and reduced scarce housing.726

The growth of anti-expressway sentiment among community activists and city officials in turn increased pressure on pro-expressway provincial politicians. The Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee notified provincial authorities that they would take legal action against the province if the work was not halted immediately, while city officials waited to see whether the premier would meet the demands to halt the project.727 Provincial officials reportedly felt betrayed by colleagues who were originally on board with the project, but now voiced reservations. Journalists reported provincial officials were considering retooling previously rejected alternatives in light of these developments, speculating that the jobs lost by cancelling or postponing the road might equal the “embarrassment” of the “touchy social issues” raised by protestors.728

While city officials and local residents waited for the province to respond to their ultimatums, citizens groups in Westmount and Hochelaga-Maisonneuve continued to condemn the extension. At a public meeting organized by the Westmount Municipal Association, over 100 attendees backed a resolution against the extension. Provincial Minister of State for Quality of the Environment Dr. Victor Goldbloom (1970-73) assured attendees that the road would not

726 Cabinet of the President of the Executive Committee to Premier Bourassa, Letter, 20 January 1971; MG 2076, C. 1, File 904, MUA.


728 Mark Daly, Charles Lazarus and Joseph Hanafin, “Barriers give city excuse to stall,” The Montréal Star 23 January 1971. The authors of this article also noted the existence of a city bylaw where requests to erect barriers for construction on highways must go through city, which would give the city an opportunity to stall the project since the province had to file the request. Even in late January 1971, the city did not have the necessary facilities to relocate displaced families. “Fight on highway extension centres on moving families,” The Gazette 25 January 1971.
create pollution because cars would soon be “nearly pollution-free.”729 City Planner Andrew Melamed, on the other hand, agreed with some critics who argued that the Metro extension should be prioritized over expressways because American cities clearly showed downtown expressways were “disastrous.”730 Others like provincial roads engineer John Connolly continued to support the project, arguing an alternative ramp location was “engineeringly impossible,” though he admitted that possibility had not been studied.731 After the Westmount Municipal Association’s meeting, the LWCC sent a telegram to Minister of Finance Edgar Benson, Secretary of State Gérard Pelletier and Treasury Board President and Liberal Westmount MP C.M. Drury demanding that the extension funds be diverted to housing and the Metro system.732 Premier Robert Bourassa, however, insisted work on the expressway would continue despite the public opposition.733

A few weeks later, the LWCC received its response from C.M. Drury. Drury declined to intervene in the expressway dispute, arguing that federal intervention in the matter would be inappropriate since better informed provincial and municipal authorities had previously approved the project. He explained that the federal government aimed to stimulate the economy through job creation, and accordingly, $70,000,000 of $150,000,000 federal funding for capital projects was granted to Québec because of high unemployment in the province. The east-west
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expressway had already been approved as a project that was consistent with the funding mandate. Interfering with provincial authorities’ choice of project would be unconstitutional, he argued, adding paradoxically, “In no instance is the federal government involving itself in the choice of projects, except to approve or disapprove what the Provinces recommend.” Drury noted that he “felt concern” for families displaced by the route, but added, “I also feel concern for the Lower Westmount community which has been seriously disturbed and inconvenienced in order that a more efficient mass transit system be put at the disposal of the City of Montréal.”

As residents in threatened neighbourhoods continued to fight the expressway and growing numbers of local officials expressed concerns over the plans, Star columnist Norman Pascoe joined the chorus of critics. He argued that unchecked technological advances perpetuated roads projects for economic gain and without any consideration of the impact on the environment and the resultant loss of housing. According to Pascoe, planners and their supporters lacked empathy and underestimated the impact of relocation on displaced residents:

Designers of these projects generally overlook the psychological impact on people forced out of homes and neighbourhoods where they have lived for years, sometimes for generations, in familiar surroundings. The young may adjust but older people are disturbed and dispirited. People who have never undergone their experience are callous in their ignorance and indifference. The attitude seems to be: ‘It’s too bad, but they’ll just have to find somewhere else to live’.
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734 Drury further explained, “The Federal Government applied two criteria to qualify the projects for the funds: that they be expected to involve construction that provincial governments would not otherwise undertaken [sic] before March, 1972 (when the load fund expires); and that they be expected to contribute directly to additional employment.” C.M. Drury, President of the Treasury Board, to Fred Leclair, President of the Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee, Letter, 12 February 1971; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA.
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“The government is flagrant in its disregard of public opinion”

In February 1971, the provincial government held a news conference to reveal discussions between the city and province over a possible route modification. Provincial officials said that the two parties were close to an agreement, but told reporters that no announcement would be made for two to three months, and in the meantime, construction would continue in the western section where no route changes were being considered. At the conference, Bourassa insisted that the provincial government was never opposed to a route change, only suggestions to stop work completely.737

At the same time, provincial officials advised the LWCC that only three buildings, comprising eleven homes, would be destroyed for the planned access ramp, and promised expropriations would be kept to a minimum. The committee, however, insisted the province’s figures underestimated the destruction by forty dwellings, and maintained that the ramp should be cancelled. It noted over 2,000 families in the east end had already been displaced, and criticized Bourassa’s unsympathetic stance, noting, “He is asking the evicted leave their homes quietly, so that the social order may be upheld.”738

Only a few days after the press conference provincial officials released plans for modifications to the eastern section of route, leaving the controversial western portion already under construction untouched, including the contentious Greene Avenue access which they labelled non-negotiable.739 A two and a half mile stretch of the expressway through the east end

737 “Trans-Canada route may be changed,” The Montréal Star 3 February 1971.


of the city was rerouted through a sparsely populated area north of Notre Dame Street so that 500 fewer families would be displaced and only fifty instead of ninety commercial units would be moved. The changes meant thirty families who had been evicted in anticipation of expropriations in the east end were granted a temporary reprieve until May 1972 as work on the new route was not expected to begin until 1974.\footnote{Ralph Surette, “Minister delays evictions,” \emph{The Montréal Star} 20 February 1971. Opponents of the expropriations continued to criticize the scheme despite the changes, making the same argument as those in Westmount and other working class communities as they insisted the houses slated for destruction were not slum dwellings. Dr. Camille Laurin, house leader of the Parti Québécois and MNA for Bourget, where the houses were located, said, “These people are distressed at the idea of leaving a milieu which they had chosen and where many have been established for a long time.” Laurin added that older residents in particular feared they would not be able to find comparable housing.} Some local officials accepted this solution. MUC Executive Committee Chair Lucien Saulnier was satisfied that the province had addressed the route problems, and noted that he had only opposed the idea of the expressway as an alternative to the Metro.\footnote{Evelyn Dumas, “Attention to Metro pleases Saulnier,” \emph{The Montréal Star} 4 February 1971.} Saulnier pointed to widespread change whereby city planners and administrators wanted to keep cars out of cities and emphasized public transit as one way to help achieve that goal. With this in mind, Saulnier argued that the Trans-Canada section that traversed the city centre should have access ramps but no exits to avoid exacerbating congestion.\footnote{Evelyn Dumas, “Saulnier against city exits on highway,” \emph{The Montréal Star} 25 February 1971.} Saulnier tried to strike this type of awkward and seemingly contradictory balance throughout the expressway controversy. He simultaneously offered measured approval for the route and support for protestors. He told attendees at one community meeting: “I have not heard of a unanimous decision to leave cars at home” and that
he believed the expressway was inevitable, but maintained that the type of road required should still be questioned.\textsuperscript{743}

The provincial compromise plan with adjustments to the eastern section of the route but no changes to the more controversial parts through Westmount did not appease community activists. The disappointment angered local anti-expressway leaders, leading to new action against the road as they reiterated their demands for direct communication with provincial authorities. The newly formed Westmount Action Committee (WAC) launched a multi-pronged attack, hiring a lawyer “to take legal action” against the government, distributing form letters that residents could send to pro-expressway politicians including the premier and minister of roads, and soliciting support from other like-minded community groups, including the Montréal Council of Social Agencies (MCSA).\textsuperscript{744} Leading activists in groups like WAC were often young professionals who mobilized in defence of threatened communities. WAC president David Curruthers was a twenty-nine year old father of two who lived in Westmount, described by journalist Adrian Waller as “one of the earliest anti-highway campaigners, a junior executive in tweed and horn-rimmed glasses who once lectured [history] at the University of Western

\textsuperscript{743} “MUC chief applauds anti-highway protest,” The Gazette 30 March 1971. Mark Daly, “Fight the ramp -- but no shotguns,” The Montréal Star 30 March 1971. Saulnier was right about the absence of any wide-spread support for banning automobiles within the city, but there was some advocates of the idea. J.A. Paterson, for example, wrote to the The Montréal Star with his idea to prohibit cars from the city centre, creating parking lots at Metro stations on the outskirts of the core, and turning inner city parking lots into parks. J.A. Paterson, “Rigid civic control of auto traffic needed if we are going to survive,” [letter to the editor] The Montréal Star 3 May 1971. MUC Chairman Lucien Saulnier later noted he originally favoured a “sealed” route with no downtown accesses but acknowledged it would be very difficult to engineer an underground highway, another compromise position. “Hiding a highway has its problems,” The Montréal Star 8 September 1971.

\textsuperscript{744} “Road foes continue struggle,” The Montréal Star 23 March 1971. Minister of Lands and Forests Kevin Drummond still refused to take a stand against expressway or speak publicly. David Carruthers, Chairman of the Westmount Action Committee, to Peter S. Legate, President of the Montréal Council of Social Agencies, Letter, 2 March 1971; MG 2076, C. 48, File 904, MUA. Carruthers asked Legate to solicit financial contributions from the Council’s member groups.
Although his home was not targeted, Curruthers resolved to fight for his neighbourhood.\textsuperscript{745}

Like many activist groups, WAC offered its own technical evaluation detailing objections. The group was well aware of other anti-expressway protests both in Canada and the U.S., and acknowledged that American disputes in cities like San Francisco, Boston and New York were defined by “explosive” racial tensions as expressways threatened inner city, racially segregated neighbourhoods. By contrast, the group felt that the landmark Canadian expressway controversy in Toronto was defined by class tensions, noting, “Opposition to the Spadina Expressway in Toronto has taken the form of a fight between the well-to-do suburbanites and the residents of the neighbourhoods through which the former wish to drive as quickly as possible.”\textsuperscript{746}

WAC systematically rejected arguments in favour of the expressway, maintaining that accommodating automobiles would only aid their proliferation, and that the existing Décarie Expressway, Champlain Bridge, Bonaventure Expressway, and the Louis-Hippolyte Lafontaine Bridge-Tunnel already provided adequate access to industrial areas. The group insisted that after being shelved for four years, the route was being resurrected to fulfill the province’s job creation mandate, not on the scheme’s merits.\textsuperscript{747} The committee further argued that expressway construction as a means of slum clearance was outdated and destructive. They explained:

Part of the justification for the east-west autoroute was to permit the demolition of older housing. This approach is typical of urban planning twenty years ago when slum

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{745} Adrian Waller, “The Trans-Canada argument goes on and so does road,” \textit{The Gazette} 23 April 1971.

\textsuperscript{746} David Carruthers, Chairman of the Westmount Action Committee, to Peter S. Legate, President of the Montréal Council of Social Agencies, Letter, 2 March 1971, and attachment, “A Technical Evaluation of the East-West Expressway,” 18 February 1971, 1; MG 2076, C. 48, File 904, MUA.

\textsuperscript{747} Ibid, 5.
\end{footnotesize}
clearance, i.e. the eviction of the poor from the only cheap housing available, was popular with the middle and upper classes who were embarrassed by the sight of poverty as they passed through the poorer neighbourhoods. In the light of past experience we now know that the disruption of community life and the forced dislocation of lower-income households (particularly the elderly) has worsened the living conditions of hundreds of thousands of families.748

As expressway opponents attempted to channel the power of their collective opposition, differences in strategies emerged. The Westmount Action Committee and the Common Front Against the Highway continued to work together. At a public meeting one attendee urged others to form a blockade against the bulldozers instead of pursuing legal action. The group’s invited guest speaker Alan Powell, Chair of the leading Stop Spadina Save Our City Coordinating Committee in Toronto, told them, “If that’s your way of stopping this thing, then do it, man,” and urged the protestors to persevere, noting the Toronto movement also began as a small group. Ansel Melamed, a city planner who advocated inter-urban transportation, suggested class tensions were part of the debates “since those most likely to use the highway live out of town in nice little suburbs and don’t give a damn about the problems it creates for those who live in the city core.”749 Others like leading Front member Michel Bourdon argued expressway opponents should focus on the legal battle, seeking an injunction to stop the work.750 Fellow Front member and PQ representative for Maisonneuve Robert Burns also directed his fire at the province: “It’s revolting. The government is flagrant in its disregard of public opinion on this project.” Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee president Fernand Leclaire agreed with Bourdon and Burns but

748 Ibid, 4.

749 Len Shippey, “Highway protest dispatched,” *The Montréal Star* 13 March 1971. The Lower Westmount Citizens’ Association and the Westmount Action Committee together also appealed directly to city residents not involved with the existing activists groups to support their fight, arguing politicians were unresponsive to concerns over the ramp. Marc Daly, “Westmount asks citizens to join protest,” *The Montréal Star* 23 March 1971.

suggested the activists’ work seemed to be paying off, noting, “True progress is measured in human advancement. This project has absolutely no such advantages for the island’s population.” He added, “Uniting ourselves into an action group has changed this [citizens complaints about not being heard] somewhat. Officials are starting to become more sympathetic to our suggestions.”  

“Many people have changed opinion about the necessity of the highway”

Community opposition reached unprecedented levels following the announcement of the provincial compromise. In early March Westmount officials refused to issue the required permit to provincial authorities for construction of the access ramp, although a lawyer advised them the permit could not be withheld indefinitely. Regardless, community officials defied the province and pledged to “continue to occupy dwellings, until something is done about this farce.” Minister of Roads Pinard argued the prior acceptance of the expressway by the community included the now contentious access points and estimated that he had only received “about three or four” letters opposing the ramp. Pinard advised Westmount Mayor Peter McEntyre that despite the municipality withholding the construction permit, the Greene Avenue

751 Ibid.


753 Mark Daly, “Goldbloom ready to mediate on Westmount autoroute fight,” The Montréal Star 29 March 1971. Westmount’s committee was the most active and vocal, but other community groups also registered their opposition to the city’s expressways, including the NDG Community Council which held a public meeting where “two gas-mask attired girls holding a huge banner which urged the highway work stopped” flanked the stage. “MUC chief applauds anti-highway protest,” The Gazette 30 March 1971. Mark Daly, “Fight the ramp -- but no shotguns,” The Montréal Star 30 March 1971.
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ramp was non-negotiable and would be built. In a letter to McEntyre, Pinard wrote, “in order to give a better and more efficient service to the collectivity, we have, regretfully, to ignore your opposition to the Greene ramp project.” The province’s commitment to the access was not well received in the Westmount community, as one WAC member threatened to defend his home armed with a shotgun. The day after Pinard’s letter to McEntyre was released the Trans-Canada construction site in Westmount was vandalized -- windshields on machines were smashed, tires slashed, and gas tanks had a substance “resembling sugar” poured into them, despite increased police patrols and watchmen on site.

The controversy that consumed the expressway project also spread to the National Assembly as provincial politicians debated the plan. Pinard maintained that all families would benefit from the expressway but Claude Charron, a PQ member for St. Jacques, rejected the minister’s assertion. Pinard told his colleagues, “A resident of the east end will be able to travel anywhere in the city by using the new autoroute to get to work in much less time than before . . .” but Charron interjected, “Provided he has a job to go to!” PQ member for Maisonneuve Robert Burns added, “And a car!” Pinard responded, “I don’t know too many families that don’t have a car, even in the east end,” to which Charron retorted, “I’ll show you plenty if you’ll come with me. Some of them don’t even have thirty-five cents for the Metro.”

In addition to speaking about the impact of the expressway on the neighbourhood it threatened, several opposition members questioned the route’s funding. Union Nationale leader
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757 “Highway site is hit by vandals,” The Gazette 1 April 1971.

758 “Assembly exchange,” The Gazette 1 April 1971.
Fernand Lafontaine blamed Pinard’s administration for allowing the east-west project to be delayed repeatedly since 1966, when Lafontaine recalled he, in his role at the time as minister of roads, secured a promise of federal funding for the Trans-Canada designated route. These delays, a few opposition members argued, led to the loss of federal funding that had been provided for Trans-Canada routes in every other province.\(^759\)

Pinard was not deterred by his colleagues’ attacks. The minister spoke at length about the benefits of the route, arguing it would foster development by opening up access and that it would -- paradoxically -- alleviate congestion on downtown streets by removing through traffic and bring more traffic downtown. Pinard rejected protestors’ claims about pollution, arguing industry, not traffic, was the main pollution producer, and that any efforts to curb auto pollution must come from the American auto manufacturers. He also addressed the criticism over expropriations, noting there was no opposition to the 2,000 expropriations required for the Décarie, and only seventy of the 600 expropriations required for the Turcot Interchange met with resistance, all of which were in the Westmount neighbourhood. Ultimately, he maintained, the displacement of residents was unfortunate but necessary as benefits far outweighed the costs.\(^760\)

Pinard attacked local expressway protestors and the politicians who supported them. He lambasted “professional agitators” whom he accused of coming to Montréal from Toronto after halting the Spadina Expressway. He told reporters: “Now they [Toronto activists] are feeding the contestation in lower Westmount. We know . . . we have information.”

\(^759\) Fernand Lafontaine in Québec Assemblee National, Journal des Debats, 31 March 1971, Vol. II, Tome I, 710-760; BANQ. This account may obscure the reality that the E-W was a replacement for original Trans-Canada designated link (Décarie), and accordingly, funding may have been unavailable because the earmarked funds had already been spent on original Trans-Canada designated link.

Committee Chair David Carruthers called Pinard’s accusation “fantasy,” insisting Toronto activists were not fueling protestors in Montréal, explaining that activists from the two cities were only “exchanging views.” The minister also criticized anti-expressway PQ members as well as federal Liberal Minister Gérard Pelletier, sniping, “I know more about autoroute construction than he does, although he may be better at writing books than I am.”

The dissension culminated in a filibuster by the PQ that almost prevented the adoption of a new budget which designated $8,000,000 for work on the east-west expressway.

Pinards’ suspicions about the involvement of outside agitators may have been aroused, at least in part, by the way in which expressway opponents chastised the provincial government for refusing to facilitate a public review. While a public review process for urban renewal expropriations existed, there was no equivalent for roads projects. The Montréal Council of Social Agencies made it clear that they only organized the upcoming hearings because provincial officials’ refused to make such accommodations. To emphasize their point, council members pointed to the Spadina Expressway controversy in Ontario, where the Ontario Municipal Board held public hearings as part of a review. MCSA members argued the need for public hearings and the creation of clear and permanent procedural guidelines to establish the role of such hearings in planning decisions spoke to the need to install an appropriate system of checks and balances on public power:

Their [sic] can be no doubt that the responsibility to hold Public hearings or to establish a special parliamentary commission that would assure adequate public scrutiny of projects that entail such vast expenditures and social consequences, lies squarely with the
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Government . . . Only in this way, they [the Boards of the Committees on Housing and Urban Renewal of the Montréal Metropolitan Region] believe, can the people of this province be assured that the power of the public domain will not again be exercised without due restraint.\textsuperscript{764}

Other activist groups also increased pressure on the provincial government during this time. The Common Front Against the Highway, which had grown into a coalition of more than fifty downtown groups, responded to the province’s inflexibility by hiring lawyer Claude St. Arnaud to seek an injunction against the province. The group argued that Westmount officials never agreed to the east-west route and accused the province of steamrolling opposition. They told reporters that they did not expect the move to be successful, but wanted to “register [their] opposition in the strongest form.”\textsuperscript{765}

Meanwhile a provincial spokesman tried to defuse the situation by stressing that the province was open to “any new proposals which might decrease any ill side effects the Greene Avenue ramp may have.” Star journalist Joseph Hanafin noted this was a “softer” response from the province’s original position. Hanafin also reported there had been rumours that at least two provincial cabinet ministers opposed the highway but could not speak publicly for fear of breaking cabinet solidarity. He suspected that those who sympathized with the protestors may have been working to persuade their colleagues for some time.\textsuperscript{766}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{764} Joseph Baker and Serge Carreau, Co-Presidents of the Committee on Housing and Urban Renewal of the Montréal Metropolitan Region, to Premier Robert Bourassa, Letter, 30 March 1971; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA. Instead of expressways, the Council urged the Premier to fund “projects of greater social priority,” including mass transit, sewage filtration, housing construction and rehabilitation.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{765} “Extension war hits new peak,” The Montréal Star 2 April 1971. Adrian Waller, “The Trans-Canada argument goes on and so does road,” The Gazette 23 April 1971.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{766} Joseph Hanafin, “Pinard talks hint easing of Trans-Canada stand,” The Montréal Star 2 April 1971. An adjustment to the plan involving a change in the eastern section running along Notre Dame Street instead of Reuen Street was subsequently announced, but the Greene Avenue ramp remained although officials noted further changes may be possible. Mark Wilson, “East end auto route changed,” The Montréal Star 6 April 1971. “Trans-Canada route change still possible,” The Gazette 6 April 1971.}
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One provincial politician had not changed his mind. Pinard denounced the media for not covering the government side of the controversy, arguing reporters who were critical of the project simply did not understand it. Frustrated by the previous week’s five hour session in the National Assembly during which he defended the east-west route against the PQ, Pinard argued reporters’ apparent inability to understand the project meant that his administration had to inform the public of plans directly to ensure accurate information was disseminated.767

Local media outlets were not pleased with Pinard’s accusations. The Gazette’s editorial board shot back at Pinard, blaming the province for the strained relationship between local residents and the government. The editors acknowledged it would not be fair for the Greene Avenue area or any other group to dictate planning decisions but stressed that the residents deserved a detailed explanation. They were also careful to note that opponents who recently destroyed machinery at the Westmount site detracted from the valid concerns of the majority of protestors:

Concerns about pollution, traffic congestion, demolition of valued or needed buildings, unwise expenditure of public funds, and the unsightliness of expressways is legitimate enough; and every one of these problems has been an issue in the debate about whether the limited-access highway from the Turcot interchange to the Lafontaine tunnel, long planned, should ever be built. The person who is seriously interested in their solution, however, is just not the type who will go out and wreck equipment.

They added that Mayor Drapeau and MUC Chair Saulnier were both “plainly cool toward the whole expressway project” and preferred a route closer to the waterfront to minimize expropriations, concluding that the protests “have made Montréal and provincial authorities realize that the public here no longer equates road-building automatically with progress.”768

767 “Viger park to be preserved,” The Gazette 3 April 1971.

Journalists were now even more interested in investigating the expressway controversy. In mid April 1971 journalist Joseph Hanafin reported that undisclosed sources had suggested the east-west expressway was pushed forward when Premier Bourassa sought projects to distract the public from the Front de Libération du Québec (FLQ) crisis and instructed his ministers to reconsider previously abandoned files. According to Hanafin’s sources, the only project that was ready to commence was the Trans-Canada extension although the government would have preferred work begin on the Trans-Québécoise highway network instead. Hanafin wrote: “It’s becoming more and more evident here many people have changed opinion about the necessity of the highway or at least of the priority given its construction over, say, much-needed home building.”\(^{769}\)  

Gazette columnist Brian Stewart offered his perspective on the debates, noting that city politicians seemed afraid to raise strong objections to the expressway and that City Planning Director Aimé Desautels, who opposed the extension, was excluded from talks between Drapeau and Pinard. “What we’ve got,” Stewart observed, “is an interesting gap between the civic servants who still oppose the expressway for several reasons, and the administration which now seems ready to live with it, for reasons not readily apparent.”\(^{770}\)

Whatever political forces were at play, the growing threat of expropriations and, in some cases, the reality of those requisitions, continued to cultivate anti-expressway sentiment. While 900 families had already been evicted in 1967 for the Trans-Canada extension, 250 were targeted in Lower Westmount and 1,800 more were at risk between Sanguinet Street and the Louis-Hippolyte Lafontaine Bridge-Tunnel. These numbers created a substantial pool of objectors. Opponents argued expressways did not create nearly enough jobs to negate the hardship to those

facing expropriation and that the routes would exacerbate, not reduce, congestion. Some facing expropriation did begin to sound defeated. One resident explained, “It’s so easy to break down a person’s spirit with this kind of thing.” Another expropriated resident, Shelia Baxter, attended city meetings about relocation where officials had promised to help residents find new accommodations, but was not impressed. “It was phoney,” she said, adding, “All they had there was two broads going through the ads in The Gazette. In the end, we got our own place.”

Other protestors expressed their opposition not only by lobbying local and provincial officials and holding public meetings, but also by staging events designed to draw attention and supporters to their cause. The Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee, for example, staged a family friendly parade complete with children and dogs where participants circulated a petition, toted placards, and sold buttons and balloons with anti-expressway slogans. Others held more assertive events, such as the No-Highway Committee of Dawson College. The group gathered students at Viger Park, a site threatened by the expressway for a rally described by one journalist: “Round and round Viger Park trampled some 200 students . . . Students sang to guitars, chanting ‘save our trees’.”

Frustrated by the sustained opposition, Pinard continued to blame “professional protestors” from Toronto. He called the expropriations unfortunate but noted the Décarie construction required 2,000 west end families to move, remarking, “There was no fuss then. Those people believed more in the development of their area and future advantages rather than in
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771 Adrian Waller, “The Trans-Canada argument goes on and so does road,” The Gazette 23 April 1971.
772 “This is what the people say,” The Gazette 23 April 1971.
774 “Save our trees, highway critics plead,” The Montréal Star 2 April 1971.
immediate inconveniences.”

Pinard was not the only government official who thought protestors did not fully understand the advantages of the route. Another unnamed official commented: “although the protestors may be sincere, they still don’t realize that the Trans-Canada’s functions are completely different from the Spadina Expressway idea in Toronto or any other expressway, for that matter.” Montréal, the official continued, was an island with a mountain blocking traffic flow, which limited the possibilities for viable routes.

The Montréal Council of Social Agencies called two day hearings on the expressways for April 23 and 24. The group was an umbrella organization for English language non-Catholic social agencies, and as such, was involved in a broad range of urban advocacy issues. The Council argued the lack of provincial response to the public questions and concerns over the expressway left it with no choice but to take the initiative in creating a public forum to discuss the implications of the plans, noting that during a similar dispute in Ontario the provincial advisory body the Municipal Board held public hearings. After inviting politicians, officials and citizen groups to the hearings, thirty-five briefs were submitted, thirty-three of which expressed opposition to the expressway.

The hearings attracted numerous presenters, all of whom spoke at length on the ills of urban expressways. Opponents included the PQ at large as well as local deputies from St. Anne,
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775 “Pinard says pros are protesting,” *The Gazette* 23 April 1971.


777 Madeleine Joubert, Director of the Canadian Institute of Adult Education; Clement Gauthier, Member of the Executive Board of Social Development for the City of Montréal; Pierre Meunier, Secretary of the Young Bar Association of Montréal (Commissioners of the Montréal Council of Social Agencies), Unaddressed form letter, 2 April 1971; MG 2076, C. 3, File 128, MUA.

Bourget, Maisonneuve, Saint-Jacques and Sainte-Marie, the Housing Committee of the Centre-South District, the Common Front Against the Highway, the CSN local (the Daoust employees’ union), the Cooperative Kitchen of the Centre-South District, the Association of Tenants and Landowners of Maisonneuve, the Society for the Elimination of Pollution, and the Montréal Council of the Confederation of National Trade Unions.779

Westmount activists Marc Zannis and Robert Davis also submitted a lengthy brief on behalf of the Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee criticizing every element of the expressway plans. Davis was a thirty-eight year old social worker and father of two who lived near the construction zone, and Zannis was a twenty-seven year old professional housing consultant who did not live near the planned highway.780 They argued Lower Westmount was a community under siege since 1969, having been considered as the site for a number of projects, including the highway, extensive urban renewal, a Hydro-Substation, and a metro station. The neighbourhood, they insisted, did not consist of “dilapidated housing” but rather “solid, low-cost housing” inhabited by lower income families.781

The pair linked these threats to the Westmount neighbourhood to a recent broader shift in the direction of urban development that they warned could change the city forever. Zannis and Davis explained:

779 Briefs, c. April 1971; MG 2076, C. 1, File 904, MUA. Montréal Council of the Confederation of National Trade Unions vice-president Michel Bourdon reiterated his previous assertion that citizens were not consulted, arguing hearings should be mandatory before construction begins on such projects. Evelyn Dumas, “Citizens not consulted on highway says Front,” The Montréal Star 24 April 1971.


781 Marc Zannis and Robert Davis, on behalf of the Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee, “Presentation: To the Public Hearing on the question of the construction of the East-West Autoroute (Trans-Canada Highway) on Montréal Island,” c. April 1971, 1; MG 2076, C. 48, File 904, MUA. Zannis’s earlier anti-expressway activism included participating on a panel of doctors and other experts organized by anti-expressway activists to discuss the environmental impact of E-W extension. “The Highway and the Urban Environment,” Meeting Poster, c. March 1971; MG 2076, C. 48, File 904, MUA.
In recent months, there has been talk of destruction of large open areas and historic buildings: the Sulpician property, Windsor Station, Van Horne’s Mansion, the Montréal Museum [sic] of Fine Arts, etc. A change has been noted in the urban theory of Montréal, away from the open public spaces serving as an attraction for investment. (This was to be the case in the early 1960’s in the area facing Place des Arts, if the CBC site moves elsewhere. Now a $100 million development is proposed.) We are moving from the era of the open plaza and outside staircases to the era of the shopping centre, parking lots, and distaste for the old. Together with the destruction of historic structures and other buildings of architectural interest, the city is in the process of defoliating its landscape by destroying parks and potential parks. In the centre of Montréal, the expressway is merely a prelude to something more serious and more irreversible. Both Windsor Station and the Laurentien Hotel are to go. These will be replaced by a super-tower for the CPR and a massive shopping centre, unrivaled even by the Fairview in the suburbs. The expressway phenomenon has only just started. We are now about to launch a new-era of Los Angelosing the city, to coin Marshall MacLuhan, by plunging the autoroute into the heart of Montréal. Perhaps, we can match Buffalo, N.Y. where a building by Frank Lloyd Wright was demolished for a parking lot. But in Montréal, with the densest residential population in North America, the problem is more serious. After the east-west autoroute [sic], there is the Cavendish-de Liesse Autoroute, the construction of Montee St. Leonard, and the most destructive Papineau North-South autoroute. We must surely be mad, if we allow Montréal to destroy itself in becoming a Megalopolis in a Laurentien desert.782

Like many expressway opponents, Zannis and Davis were most concerned with the shortage of affordable housing in the city, and how the expropriations required for the new expressway would exacerbate the problem. They acknowledged that the expropriation process had improved since the Selby Street expropriations in 1965, but argued the government’s approach was still “inhumane.” They explained: “Fifty dollars a room does not compensate a resident who has lived in a community all his life, nor does it compensate young children and teenagers for changing schools, or adults for loss of familiar friends, shops, public facilities.”783

782 Ibid, 1-2. Zannis and Davis also noted the traffic surveys were conducted before the construction of the Décarie and Bonaventure Expressways (4).

783 Ibid, 11-12.
Zannis and Davis also acknowledged the widespread opposition to the expressway and downplayed supporters as a group of industry forces who stood to benefit from the project and politicians who had championed the plans from the beginning. “Only one group has officially come out in favour of the autoroute,” they noted, “a trucking association.” Politicians who supported the scheme included the minister of roads, deputy minister of roads, Premier Bourassa, Claire-Kirkland Casgrain, Gerald Shanks, George Springate, and other roads officials. The activists claimed that officials were really pushing the expressway because it was a make-work project immediately available to help combat unemployment, which was considered key to maintaining social stability after the October Crisis of 1970:

The autoroute is apparently going ahead over the heads of the citizens. The reasons for its construction are partly due to historic fact, and partly due to a panic growing out of the October crisis . . . Perhaps the east-west expressway should be renamed in honour of James Cross. If that reason of ‘fear’ is the best the Government can offer, the citizens have justified reason to ask work to be stopped.

After the hearings the council issued a summary of opponents’ many objections. The most pressing problem in the province was housing, not “making it easier for cars to run.” They evoked a familiar false dichotomy, arguing the government’s emphasis on building highways showed they favoured catering to automobiles, while expanding public transit facilities would demonstrate they wanted to cater to people. Expressways, protestors argued, were not progress: “Downtown expressways are not a sign of progress, because they destroy communities. It will be a sign of progress when the government will decide to stop the construction of the expressway
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784 Ibid, 14-16.
785 Ibid, 16-17.
in the same way as the Ontario government did.”786 Opponents also challenged the government’s claims that the project would create jobs, arguing not nearly as many jobs as promised would be created, and that the temporary construction jobs could not compare to the permanent jobs that would be lost in the commercial areas destroyed by the expressway.787

Housing shortages in the city were another concern. Presenters contended approximately 100,000 low income-family housing units were needed in the city, while another 100,000 were in need of improvements to meet minimum standards. The expressway project, they argued, would result in the destruction of many more houses in working class neighbourhoods in Maisonneuve. “Who finally has to pay for all these anti-social decisions?” they asked, adding, “This social problem is much [more] fundamental than an investment to make it possible for cars to save five minutes driving east to west.”788

Hearing attendees also voiced concerns about pollution, arguing that more expressways would mean more cars and more pollution.789 They asked, “What will life be like for all the families living along side a new autoroute with all these cars passing at high speed?” Instead of expressways, the council advocated the construction of new Metro lines.790 Government estimates of $105,000,000 for the route were also substantially lower than the council’s “real cost” estimate of $452,700,000, not including the loss of taxes on municipal land.791

787 Ibid, 4-5.
788 Ibid, 5.
789 Ibid, 5.
790 Ibid, 6-7.
had a number of broader concerns about the impact of the expressway, arguing important industrial employers in Maisonneuve would be displaced, leaving many workers unemployed while the Notre-Dame Street route would prevent any expansion of the harbour. They were further concerned with the lack of consultation between the city and province, suggesting the province had foisted the project on the city without regard for the affected communities and that public opposition had been ignored.⁷⁹²

Finally, the commissioners of the Montréal Council of Social Agencies put together a series of recommendations based on the presentations at the hearings. They called for an immediate freeze on the project and demanded that citizens be consulted about “any major decision on this type of project which [will] have serious economic, physical, social and cultural impact,” that a permanent public consultation process be devised for all significant planning decisions, and that all displaced residents be fully compensated and given sufficient time to relocate.⁷⁹³

“*We’ve got to be more human now as compared to ten years ago*”

While some activists continued to criticize expressways at large and the east-west route in particular, Westmount protestors became increasingly focused on a smaller feature of the disputed project: an access ramp that threatened their neighbourhood. A compromise agreement between Westmount objectors and provincial officials subsequently marked the beginning of the end of resistance in that area. The Greene Avenue ramp compromise was struck at the same time that news of the cancellation of the Spadina Expressway in Toronto broke. As the Westmount

⁷⁹² Ibid, 9-10.

resistance wound down, the Spadina cancellation encouraged those still in the path of the expressway beyond Westmount to continue challenging the road.

The last stages of expressway protest in Westmount saw activists pushing for alternative designs to the proposed Greene Avenue ramp in an effort to reduce the number of homes that would be lost. The Lower Westmount Citizens’ Committee commissioned Queen’s Engineering Professor Kenneth Rose to create an alternative ramp plan that would not require any homes to be destroyed. Rose noted some alternatives had been ruled out by corporate users of the railway yards including Imperial Tobacco and Canadian Pacific Rail, but roads department officials promised to consider the alternative designs. 794 Westmount officials soon approved an alternate plan for the Greene Avenue ramp that would convert the street into a one way road so that the access ramp could be built directly on the street, thereby saving twenty-five houses from destruction. Local protestors were described as being “elated” with the plan. 795 Within days, provincial authorities accepted the ramp compromise. Even this agreement was marked by discord, though, as McEntyre said the province had previously rejected an identical proposal from the municipality while Pinard argued it was the province that had put forth the plan before and the municipality that had rejected it. 796


While the Greene Avenue ramp changes satisfied many in Westmount, opposition to the east-west route as a whole persisted. Together the Common Front Against the Highway and PQ staged a march followed by a rally in late May 1971 to protest the route. In what was described as “a noisy separatist-orientated motorcade,” an estimated 600 protestors -- “young and old” -- paraded with vehicles including separatist Reggis Chartrand’s “Patriotes” truck painted in blue, white and green, and other cars sporting Patriote and Québec flags. PQ economist and future Premier Jacques Parizeau (1994-96) observed that francophones and anglophones had never been united for a cause like they were with the expressway, and promised reporters the fight was not over despite the apparent lack of progress.

When news of the cancellation of Toronto’s Spadina Expressway broke shortly thereafter, it fired protestors and attracted extensive media attention. Many newspaper editors in Montréal seized the opportunity to draw comparisons between the two cities transportation systems and applaud or condemn local officials for their handling of the controversy. *Le Devoir’s* editorial board praised the cancellation of the route, comparing Ontario Premier Bill Davis to MUC Executive Committee Chairman Lucien Saulnier, as both expressed misgivings about the expressways in their respective cities. The fate of the Spadina Expressway, they concluded, should prompt Québec officials to reconsider their support for the east-west expressway. *The Gazette’s* editors adopted a significantly different position, praising Davis’s decision but insisting that the Toronto situation was different from Montréal. Comparing Montréal to Toronto, the editors argued the east-west route would complete the expressway rectangle around the city.

---


while Toronto already had a complete loop without the Spadina section. They also credited city officials with recognizing the importance of public transit: “Mayor Drapeau and MUC Chairman Saulnier saw the light some time ago. Not only do they want more subways; they have also become environmentalists. The expressway . . . is not their baby.” The extension between the Turcot Interchange and the Bonaventure Expressway, they later added, would not result in further losses, but the route east of the Bonaventure should be changed. The editors concluded that the Trans-Canada should be the last expressway for Montréal, and called for more public transit, saying, “the priority given the Metro extensions is ridiculously low.”

While many in Montréal applauded the Spadina cancellation, provincial officials insisted the situation in Toronto was not comparable to that in Montréal and consequently, that the cancellation had no bearing on Montréal’s east-west project. The province remained committed to the east-west expressway as Minister of Roads Pinard once again reiterated that the Trans-Canada extension would be neither cancelled nor postponed. Pinard told reporters simply, “Montréal is not Toronto,” adding that protests in Toronto “have been better organized.”

Pinard’s steadfast insistence on the route discouraged some opponents, as journalists and protestors alike saw signs of anti-expressway fatigue. In July 1971 the Québec Roads
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802 City planner Andrew Melamed supported Davis’s cancellation of the Spadina route: Melamed, “What if Montréal discouraged autos by investing road money in rapid transit?” The Montréal Star 17 June 1971.

803 “No expressway halt foreseen by Pinard,” The Gazette 15 June 1971. Pinard also referred to Westmount, where opposition was often strongest and most determined, as “suburban,” though it was clearly a downtown neighbourhood. The minister favoured the Notre Dame route, while the PQ was against the route as it traversed four areas it represented, Maisonneuve, Saint Jacques, Sainte Marie, Bourget; Joseph Hanafin, “Highway in city go-go -- Pinard,” The Montréal Star 15 June 1971. By June 9 1971, a roads department official said the Trans-Canada would be completed in time for the 1976 Olympics, adding the completion of the highway was a priority particularly because real estate development deals were pending. Charles Lazarus, “Trans-Canada Highway ‘will beat deadline’,” The Montréal Star 9 June 1971.
Department opened a housing bank for the estimated 8,000 people displaced by the expressway. Assistant Deputy Minister of Roads John Connolly told reporters: “By law we’re not obliged to find them new homes, but it’s a poor area and we want to help. We’ve got to be more human now as compared to ten years ago.” At the same time opponents of the route were increasingly resigned to the road. Gazette Journalist Gerry Flaherty said protestors had “fallen strangely silent,” noting fifty attended the opening of the housing bank, but that their calls for an end to the expressway “appear[ed] to lack significant support.” Star journalist Robert Plaskin agreed with his colleague’s assessment, writing that the Trans-Canada extension fight was effectively over. Later in October 1971 the province announced new housing for 1,300 displaced residents had been located, and another 400 properties would be purchased by the province outright. Activists also felt the tide had changed, as Michel Bourdon complained, “We can’t even get the news media behind us,” adding, “Our volunteer highway engineers and architects have maps and aerial photos which indicate the highway is a butchery of lower Montréal.” A roads department office that opened the following month in Masionneuve provoked hostility, as critics claimed it was nothing more than a public relations ploy. Although officials said the office was intended to facilitate ongoing dialogue between the government and residents,
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804 Gerry Flaherty, “Highway expropriation victims aided,” The Gazette 15 July 1971. Roads department officials were careful to note that the Notre Dame alignment of the Trans-Canada extension meant only 1,600 dwellings would be destroyed instead of 2,250.

805 Robert Plaskin, “Those city planners and their ingenuity,” The Montréal Star 4 August 1971. Plaskin noted the impact of the highway could be mitigated with landscaping, adding that the route’s design should be better than that of the Décarie and the elevated section of Metro Boulevard.

806 “Housing located for 1,300 families forced out by road,” The Gazette 9 October 1971.

Bourdon insisted: “No French-speaking member of the government has ever entered into any
debate with the citizens of the area about the autoroute.”

Expressway opponents’ concerns over expropriations remained despite construction moving forward. Pinard reiterated that the government would help families move despite PQ accusations to the contrary. The minister defended his administration, telling reporters, “It was only very recently that transportation specialists realized that a proportionate balance between the construction of roads and the rational organization of public transit systems was needed.” Insisting Westmount families had not been pressured by expropriators, the minister added that cancelling the project at such a late date would only result in a dead end road.

The strangest development at this time was the presentation of an award by federal officials to Westmount protestors applauding their citizen activism. In December 1971 the Vincent Massey Award was presented to Westmount activists by Robert Andras, the Minister of State for Urban Affairs, during a ceremony at the National Arts Centre. The award celebrated the citizen activists and community for resisting the “intrusions of a freeway and the threat of high-rise building density” and supporting the democratic process.

Meanwhile, there were numerous delays with the construction of the Trans-Canada extension. While the portion of the route between the Décarie and Guy was scheduled to open in early November, other sections of the route remained unsettled as late as fall 1972. Engineers
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809 Richard Lévesque, “1,600 families hit by highway,” The Montréal Star 10 December 1971. “Lower Westmount families not pressured, says Pinard,” The Gazette 20 December 1971. At the same time rumours emerged that Pinard was involved in a deal where a relative and former coworker bought land near the Trans-Canada that a farmer was told he could not develop, but Pinard denied the accusations. “Highway land deal denied by Pinard,” The Montréal Star 14 December 1971.

hoped the section to Sanguinet would be open by late 1973, but were not certain because approval of the section between Sanguinet and the Louis Hippolyte-Lafontaine Bridge-Tunnel was still pending. At the same time, the city entered talks with federal authorities to add an interchange that would link the Trans-Canada extension with the Jacques Cartier Bridge, a connection city authorities originally opposed.  

The design was at least pleasing to some like Star writer Charles Lazarus, who noted that, “The expressway design is neat and clean, with massive T-shaped concrete forms built on the caisson principle, providing support for the elevated roadways.”

The Trans-Canada extension was opened on 3 November 1972, and weeks later the route was credited with relieving one third of traffic from the Bonaventure. Minister of Roads Pinard told reporters the route would encourage downtown development and declared that the housing bank established to help relocate expropriated residents was “a success,” although some families still had yet to be resettled. The minister also announced the creation of a new watchdog group consisting of ecologists, urbanists, and sociologists to aid in efforts to minimize the “negative effects” of highways, including noise, pollution, and the displacement of residents. Pinard explained the group demonstrated the government’s new awareness of the impact of
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812 Charles Lazarus, “First two miles of new super highway will be opened to traffic next month,” The Montréal Star 21 October 1972. The highway construction was on schedule and due to open 1 November 1972 in May but later encountered delays through the summer. Bob Hayes, “First part of highway to be opened Nov. 1,” The Gazette 22 May 1972. Patrick Finn, “A summer of digging, blasting and concrete-laying,” The Montréal Star 3 June 1972.

highways on communities, while journalist René Laurent called it a concession to the protestors who had plagued the project.\footnote{814} Just as anti-expressway protestors knew it would, the extension had a significant impact on the communities it traversed. In the Little Burgandy area, merchants reported their businesses were suffering and residents were irritated by pollution generated by the construction. Neighbourhood mothers also feared for the safety of their children walking to school in a construction zone.\footnote{815} Area resident Patricia Arnold claimed that the expressway was routed through the “slums” because it made the road easier for other city residents to accept, even though it destroyed the community.\footnote{816} Other neighbourhoods in the area suffered as well, including the St. Antoine and Peel region.\footnote{817} After the first part of the extension opened, resident Roger Bird reported that he and his neighbours agreed that the expressway was not as bad as they had feared. He added, however, that his street was originally designated as an access road, and he felt guilty knowing his area escaped what would inevitably be visited upon another nearby community.\footnote{818}

In July 1973, officials announced construction delays on the tunnel section of the Trans-Canada extension meant the final completion date would be postponed from December 1973.
until June 1974. By January 1974, they announced that while the eastern section of the expressway -- as well as the already completed western section -- would be finished for the 1976 Olympics, the final downtown section between Sanguinet and the Louis-Hippolyte Lafontaine Bridge-Tunnel would not be completed until after the event. While the east-west expressway remained unfinished, anti-expressway protestors found their fortunes suddenly changed with the 1976 provincial election of the PQ. The new government cancelled the expressway citing funding shortages. The highway came to an abrupt end and was downgraded to an arterial route prior to the Jacques-Cartier Bridge, thus saving several francophone districts on the north end of the Island of Montréal from the road. For a political party that had been an official member of the Common Front Against the Highway, the decision to cancel the east-west expressway was hardly surprising.

In Montréal, the force of a united intergovernmental front seemed insurmountable despite sustained citizen protests against the east-west expressway. A last minute change in government at the provincial level, however, delivered a victory to protestors that many had decided was probably out of reach. While much of the city’s ambitious expressway building program preceded the anti-expressway fervour of the 1960s and 1970s, like in other cities opponents were eventually able to raise enough awareness about the social and environmental costs of the roads

---


to affect change. Protestors faced the challenge of strong government support fuelled by aspirations to make Montréal a world class city and growing anxiety about cultural tensions creating social unrest. Ultimately, though, opponents who repeatedly warned about the potentially devastating impact of inner city expressways found allies in power who agreed that any way the cost of expressways was measured, it was just too high.
Chapter 6: Halifax, Nova Scotia: “What kind of city do we want as citizens?”

In Halifax, the introduction of an expressway called Harbour Drive in the early 1960s encountered mixed reviews from local officials and politicians. Halifax’s expressway plan called for a sweeping route that would descend through neighbourhoods north of the city and encircle the peninsula, traversing the city’s waterfront. As local authorities debated the merits of the plan, public interest grew. Officials wondered whether a large-scale expressway was really necessary for Halifax and raised questions about how the route would be funded, acknowledging that the city’s resources were not nearly sufficient. Despite the fact that pro-expressway city officials attempts to secure the necessary federal funding had been rejected, they continued to treat the expressway as an eventual reality for the city. This motivated critics to rally opponents around their shared concerns about the social and environmental impact of the route in hopes of forcing expressway supporters to abandon the route completely.

The first wave of opposition focussed on the southern portion of the route that would run along the downtown waterfront and required the expropriation of heritage blocks. Although officials defended the plans, the proposal eventually underwent significant revisions that downgraded the expressway component of the waterfront section, south of the Cogswell Interchange, to an arterial route. The compromise did not appease opponents and a second wave of opposition targeting the remaining northern section of the expressway exceeded the first. Fuelled by the emergence of dedicated activist groups and culminating in boisterous public hearings, the second wave of protests concentrated on the impact of the road on disadvantaged communities north of the city centre. Objectors also voiced concerns that the downgraded version was merely a gateway to the full original route and challenged the direction of the city’s
development at large. The hearings marked a turning point, as opponents’ appeals about the toll
the expressway would take on the city and the political risks inherent in supporting such a
contentious project triggered a turn away from the Harbour Drive vision until it was quietly
shelved only a few years after the height of the controversy.

**Halifax**

Long the largest city in Atlantic Canada, Halifax’s challenge to transportation planners
was not only its situation on a peninsula but also its proximity to the neighbouring city of
Dartmouth, to which it was connected by the Angus L. Macdonald Bridge in 1955. The
downtown core was and remains bordered mainly by less affluent largely working class
neighbourhoods to the north and more affluent middle and upper class communities to the
south.\(^{822}\) The city struggled in the postwar period as Montréal challenged it as a shipping centre
and Québec and Ontario created industrial competition; historians have repeatedly stressed the
importance of federal investment in Halifax in the face of these challenges.\(^{823}\) Federal support
also helped officials buoy the old commercial heart of the city with renewal projects in the post-
World War II era of growing suburban centres.\(^{824}\)

During the expressway debates, the city did not possess a metropolitan or regional level
of government but was governed by an elected mayor and council of aldermen representing

---

\(^{822}\) For a detailed and nuanced exploration of the north end’s impoverished communities, David Hood, *Down But Not Out: Community and the Upper Streets in Halifax, 1890-1914* (Black Point, Nova Scotia: Fernwood, 2010).


different wards, including five municipalities annexed in 1969: Jollimore, Purcell’s Cove, Spryfield, Armdale, Kline Heights, Fairview, Rockingham, and Kearney Lake.\textsuperscript{825} These annexations contributed to the growth of metropolitan Halifax’s population, from 96,636 in 1941, to 138,427 in 1951, to 193,353 in 1961, to 222,627 in 1971.\textsuperscript{826}

The Harbour Drive plans were part of a widespread redevelopment and revitalization program for the city in the 1960s and 1970s. The most significant controversy over redevelopment in this era involved the relocation of the residents of Africville, a black community located on the northern outskirts of the city. The destruction of this community has dominated the literature on Halifax in this era. Scholars agree that the people of Africville were victims of a racist urban renewal scheme that classified the area with an admittedly poor standard of living as a slum without regard for the community established there. Furthermore while the stated goal of desegregation was admirable, it was imposed without community consultation, and as such was typical of renewal schemes imposed nation-wide in this era.\textsuperscript{827} The razing of Africville to free land for industrial development and a highway interchange linked to the nearby A. Murray MacKay Bridge remains highly controversial.


Officials also targeted the downtown core for renewal, destroying many heritage properties to make way for new developments like the Scotia Square complex. Attempts to secure funding from the Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE) for renewal projects once again demonstrated the importance of federal support in sustaining the region. Historians’ accounts of downtown renewal have focused on the buildings lost and saved, linking both fates to public opposition that triggered a shift in approach as subsequent efforts focused on restoration and revitalization. Observers have credited citizen activists for rejecting the postwar embrace of urban experts and rallying others around preservation efforts.\textsuperscript{828} This advocacy is credited with saving buildings that contribute to the distinct regional architecture including those housing the now landmark Maritime Museum of the Atlantic and the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, as well as a prominent court house.\textsuperscript{829} The city’s waterfront was also subject to broader rejuvenation, where several other heritage properties were restored and a popular public walkway was installed. Much of the redevelopment in this era was also guided by the city’s building height bylaw, designed to preserve the view from Citadel Hill.

\textit{“The present situation is obviously unsatisfactory in every way”}

Halifax’s geography required a modified network with only one expressway ring and attendant accesses. The route known as Harbour Drive was first discussed in the city’s 1945 master plan. The plan envisioned a highway running from Water and George Streets north-west to Gottingen at Cunard Street, then proceeding to the intersection of Robie and North Streets,

\textsuperscript{828} Fingard, Sutherland and Guildford, \textit{Halifax}, 169-178.

with the intention for “the ultimate construction of an elevated highway between Water and Gottingen Streets.” Almost twenty years later in 1963, the route was envisioned as an arterial road running through the heart of the city. At the time, the road was considered an essential element in council’s efforts to strengthen the Central Business District and implement urban renewal programs in the core.

Prior to the release of the formal Harbour Drive plans, public transit was also on the city’s agenda. The Nova Scotia Light and Power Co. Ltd. had been seeking a public buyout of the modest transit system it operated for years. Consultants Urwick, Currie Ltd. endorsed such a move, saying, “The present situation is obviously unsatisfactory in every way.” The main problems were unreliable service in the downtown core and a lack of service for outlying areas. Suburban expansion was blamed for exacerbating the problem, as roads provided easy access to suburban business centres, drawing business out of the downtown while simultaneously creating new areas that demanded transit service. A good mass transit system, according to the consultants, was the key to preserving downtown Halifax, especially the central business

---


831 In a resolution council said, “And whereas the viability of the Central Business District and the implementation of the aforesaid urban renewal schemes are almost completely dependent upon the construction of an improved traffic artery of the downtown area with improved connections to the Angus L. Macdonald Bridge and Cogswell Street, such improved traffic artery to be known as Harbour Drive.” Halifax City Council Minutes, 26 November 1964, 636; HRMA 102-1A (1964).

832 “Montréal firm will make study of transit here,” The Mail-Star 1 June 1962.
district. City council unanimously endorsed the report, which called for full city ownership of the transit system and eventual expansion to suburban areas.

The full plans for Harbour Drive emerged two years later, as DeLeuw Cather and Company were commissioned in June 1965 to create a functional plan for the section of Harbour Drive “from the foot of Prince Street, at it’s junction with Water Street, to the intersection of Devonshire Avenue with Barrington Street.” Released in November, the consultants’ plan was true to city officials’ original vision of Harbour Drive as a limited access high speed artery winding around the city. De Leuw, Cather and Company designed a four lane, fifty mile an hour “controlled access expressway” with a $9,500,000 price tag, not including expropriation costs. The route encircled the peninsula, ensuring easy access between the central business district and the suburban outskirts. The fully realized expressway would be the “ultimate stage” in improvements. Sections of the expressway were to be constructed in stages as access points were finalized and the route’s capacity was gradually expanded with additional lanes. Included in the plans was the Cogswell Interchange, a major, multi-level junction that would direct traffic into the newly redesigned artery and it’s attendant accesses. Consultants also suggested “serious


834 “Expanded transit service endorsed,” The Mail-Star 31 October 1962. The public takeover did not take effect until 1970, with the introduction of a new fleet of 86 diesel buses. Peter Meerburg, “Capital city will go roaring into 1970,” The Mail-Star 26 December 1969. At the time, consultants assessing the implementation of the new system advised officials that civic support was essential to the success of transit, and could be boosted through better public relations and cultivating a new image for transit in the city. Kates, Peat, Marwick & Company, Public Transit: Halifax: A Study of the Basic Components of Public Transit in the City of Halifax and their Improvement (June 1970). Halifax Public Library (HPL), Reference Collection.


836 Expropriation and demolition costs for the historical buildings along the waterfront section were later quoted at $2,020,200. A.D. Margison and Associates Limited, Harbour Drive: Cogswell Street Interchange: Development Specification; Project No. 2237 (July 1967), 4. HRMA, Corporate Library.

consideration” be given to building a twin to the existing Angus L. Macdonald Bridge, which linked Halifax and Dartmouth.\(^{838}\) The loss of some downtown heritage properties was justified by the expressway’s value in linking with important regional roads and “the high quality of traffic service the Drive is expected to render.”\(^{839}\) In terms of public transit, only diesel buses use the expressway with stops permitted solely at designated interchanges.

The route was designed paradoxically, to blend into the downtown landscape yet also stand out as an exemplar of modern design. The section that traversed the central business district included pedestrian overpasses that bridged a depressed section “to avoid a barrier between the related activities of the district core and the civic centre on the waterfront.” Plans were also included for “new buildings providing for more orderly and convenient arrangements” on the east side of the route, again demonstrating the popularity of clean, modern lines.\(^{840}\) As the consultants explained, “Aesthetic qualities are achieved through geometric arrangements, architectural features of the structures, and in landscaping.” Depressed sections and specially designed landscaping would create “smooth, flowing lines” with “pleasing results.”\(^{841}\)

“**People will prefer to use their cars for convenience and will continue to do so until driving conditions become impossible**”

Expressway schemes in theory and in reality were two different things. While some politicians and officials welcomed these plans, others were unsettled by the potential impact and

\(^{838}\)  “Suggests serious consideration of twin for existing Harbour Bridge,” “Approach essential to assure future expansion,” “Alternative Harbour Drive alignments were considered,” *The Mail-Star* 7 December 1965.


\(^{840}\)  Ibid, 34-35.

Response to the Harbour Drive scheme immediately following the release of the plans was mixed. Halifax Mayor Charles A. Vaughan (1957-60; 1963-66) questioned the need for an expressway, noting the plan would require additional parking facilities, the expropriation of substantial downtown property for the route and accommodations for increased traffic drawn in by the road. Vaughan noted that until a final decision, the uncertainty would likely deter developers from investing in the downtown. The expressway scheme, he said, “far exceed[ed]” the scope of similar plans in Toronto and Montréal, raising questions about the need for such a large scale project in a smaller urban centre. A decidedly more optimistic forecast came from The Mail-Star’s editorial board which applauded the promised alleviation of congestion, improved access to shipyards and docks, and supposed redevelopment.

Many city councillors seemed to share the mayor’s misgivings. After consultants made a special presentation to council, opinions on the scheme were so divergent and unsettled that council directed city staff to submit responses to the report in writing so that councillors could review their own positions prior to their next meeting. The staff report reminded councillors that the expressway was originally designed to encircle the peninsula, connecting the city with the suburban communities situated on its borders. Officials stressed that the route was designed to minimize expropriations. Indeed, the road would run through areas designated for urban renewal demolitions. They acknowledged that the city did not suffer from the congestion that led other metropolitan centres to implement similar expressway schemes, clarifying that the plan simply prepared for the possible eventual construction of the route by obtaining the necessary rights of

842 Harry Chapman, “20-year plan is broken down into 3 phases,” The Mail-Star 7 December 1965.

843 “Call for three phase plan spread over 20 year period,” The Mail-Star 7 December 1965.

way. Acquiring the necessary land as soon as possible would also avoid having to pay inflated prices in the future. The city staff reminded councillors that Harbour Drive plans needed to be finalized to secure a massive downtown redevelopment project known as Scotia Square, as well as a public housing project. The most significant challenge, staff members noted, was that the city could not afford the expressway and no outside funding was available at the time. They were hopeful that support would be forthcoming from the provincial government, the Bridge Commission, the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) or the Atlantic Development Board in the future. Finally, they touched on public transit, arguing that even projected population figures could not support a transit system that could compete with private automobiles. “People will prefer to use their cars for convenience,” they observed, “and will continue to do so until driving conditions become impossible.”

“A much better city”

By summer 1967, city councillors had largely turned against Harbour Drive as new, alarming details emerged. In September 1967, aldermen passed a resolution against the
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845 Ibid, 7-10, 15-16. The four problem areas in the city were the north gate of the H.M.C. dockyard, the approaches to the Angus L. Macdonald Bridge, Cornwallis Street and the Cogswell Street interchange.

846 Ibid, 3, 16-17. An agreement between the city and CMHC required officials to submit the Harbour Drive functional designs months prior to the second stage of construction. W.B. Hardman appealed to City Council on behalf of Halifax Developments Limited, stressing the importance of Harbour Drive to Scotia Square. Outlining the company’s construction schedule, he told councillors, “We are giving you this timing to emphasize that Harbour Drive and Scotia Square must be completed simultaneously.” Halifax City Council Minutes, 2 March 1967, 242-245; HRMA 102-1A (1967). CMHC was involved in cost sharing with the city for the scheme because some of the required land fell under a previously struck informal agreement. No final decisions were made because the details of the route had yet to be confirmed. City of Halifax, *Harbour Drive Series: Report 2: Cogswell Street Interchange* (Halifax, 1966), 13. HRMA, Corporate Library. Harbour Drive was considered part of the city’s urban renewal efforts, which would benefit agencies like CMHC by raising property values. De Leuw, Cather & Company of Canada Limited, Consulting Engineers, *A Functional Planning Report for Harbour Drive* (Halifax, November 1965), 41-42.


848 Ibid, 15-17.

“superhighway.” According to *The Mail-Star* journalist Dave Bazay, politicians “hit [the] panic button” when they received “futuristic” sketches of the route from city staff and realized the threat the project posed to “valuable commercial properties” including the downtown site of a new courthouse. Originally thought to be only seventy feet wide, the expressway subsequently appeared to stretch to 165 feet. Alderman Walter Fitzgerald declared he was “shocked” by the new reported width, while Alderman Black said, “By the time you get the 165 feet there won’t be anything left to service from the road but the fish.” Another council member, Alderman Hedley Ivany declared he was against city centre highways all together. The debates concluded with acting city manager Arnold Ward agreeing to limit the route to a maximum seventy foot width, thus keeping the project alive.849

The threat to the city’s heritage properties aroused the first wave of wider public opposition to the expressway. While successive versions of the road plan reduced the number of threatened properties, activists insisted that all the buildings should be spared in recognition of intrinsic historical value. For these early expressway opponents, these buildings constituted an irreplaceable and vital element in the city’s unique maritime character. Expressway advocates viewed the threatened historic blocks differently; for them, regardless of the properties’ historical qualities, the buildings stood in the way of a much-needed expressway. The importance of building a modern, dynamic city on par with other North American urban centres far outweighed arguments for preservation.

Despite concerns for heritage properties and doubts about the expressway, in March 1968 council approved the waterfront link to the Cogswell Interchange. The move necessitated the

construction of the expressway and the destruction of high profile buildings, most dating from the 1860s. The decision also meant a portion of the new courthouse site would have to be reclaimed. The move followed protracted debates as aldermen discussed the possibility of minor adjustments of alignment and width, at one point considering removing the fronts of a few buildings temporarily to accommodate construction.

During the debates, the Chairman of the Advisory Committee on the Preservation of Historic Buildings Louis Collins testified to their historic value but noted they could become part

---

850 The buildings that would be expropriated and destroyed included the Collins bank (1825), Simon warehouse (1860s), wooden warehouse (1860s), Jerusalem warehouse (1841), Pickford and Black building (1860s).
of “a waterfront esplanade development.” G. Murray, representing the Committee of Concern and the Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia (HTNS), supported Collins’s assessment, urging restoration so that the buildings might “provide Halifax with both a reflection of its early Maritime heritage and a productive enterprise in a renewed city.” Alderman Connolly, remarking on the human cost of destroying the buildings, told his colleagues that fifty-three families would be affected by the loss of their places of business. Most aldermen, however, were concerned about securing federal funding for the expressway. They debated whether different variations of the route would affect the project’s eligibility for financing through the CMHC. Ultimately they decided on a scheme where the waterfront link required twenty feet of frontage from each property, which effectively meant the destruction of the heritage buildings. Mayor Allan O’Brien (1966-71) and Louis Collins also considered seeking federal heritage designation for the remaining buildings, a move which O’Brien explained would create a “national attraction.” The expressway would be routed around the buildings so visitors from across Canada could drive the route, admiring a multi-million dollar redevelopment project on one side and heritage buildings on the other. These discussions did not settle the matter. Council later called for another


ultimately inconclusive report on the feasibility of saving, restoring, and leasing the threatened buildings as commercial spaces.854

Much of the pressure to move ahead with Harbour Drive came from Halifax Developments Limited, which orchestrated the massive Scotia Square project. The development, situated directly beside the planned expressway, was secured by assurances from council that the road would be completed in time for the opening of the complex. The elimination of two popular city streets removed to make way for Scotia Square necessitated the creation of the Cogswell Interchange, an important component of the Harbour Drive scheme. Inspired by the Place Bonaventure “trade mart” in Montréal, the $40,000,000 project involved nineteen acres of land in the Central Redevelopment Area in the city’s core. After five years and two phases, the final complex would include 450 residential apartment units, 300,000 square feet of retail space, 500,000 square feet of office space in three buildings, a 280 room hotel with conference facilities, a bank and post office, and parking facilities for 1,800 cars complete with gas stations and service centres.855

The developers, not surprisingly, maintained Harbour Drive was not only integral to the location and success of their project, but necessary for the whole city.856 Mayor Charles A. Vaughan voiced his approval in the early stages, arguing it would make Halifax “a much better


856 Ibid.
The developers characterized their project as transformative for the city. At the opening ceremony of the first stage of construction, the president of the development group told attendees that the project would level slums and create a legacy for future generations. Developer Charles E. McCulloch evoked legendary Nova Scotia politician Joseph Howe in his address, telling the crowd, “He told us to preserve our monuments -- but I am sure it was not his intention we perpetuate our slums. I think we of the present generation have an obligation, indeed a

---


golden opportunity to leave a heritage so our children’s children, when they speak of us, will be able to pay us the supreme compliment, ‘They built well’.”

By 1971, the auto-oriented design of Scotia Square already seemed out of touch with evolving city planning principles. Assessing the downtown, the city’s planners upheld the most pedestrian friendly areas as worthy models for future development. They stressed the importance of maintaining and expanding public access to the waterfront by establishing and promoting pedestrian routes; they highlighted the harbour, Citadel Hill, and the public gardens as the city’s best aesthetic features. Additionally, they singled out the Spring Garden Road area as a burgeoning commercial strip with an undesirable mix of heavy pedestrian and vehicular traffic, a characterization that underscored the move away from autocentric planning. Vehicular traffic was regarded as a nuisance that disrupted the atmosphere of the area “divid[ing] the street physically, and detract[ing] from the otherwise pleasing character and scale of development.”

Planners noted the manner in which the low elevation of buildings on the south side of street “permits the sun to bathe the north side of the street” should be maintained, adding, “The most attractive [buildings] are the converted houses rather than the structures created for commercial activity.” Furthermore, they argued in a forceful statement that captured new thinking that the city at large should not be planned primarily to accommodate automobiles:

It [downtown] is a nebulous, large agglomeration of buildings, streets, and various uses, very little of which is presently orientated to interest people. Like many cities, it is currently being redeveloped; the concept is admirable, but implementation has not been satisfactory in terms of location of new buildings, their height, appearance, parking, and pedestrian facilities . . . The potential exists for an attractive downtown. What is required

---

859 Ibid.
860 City of Halifax, Local Planning and Design Division, *Metro Center Study* (January 1971), Sections 4.6-4.8, 7.2-7.3. HRMA, Corporate Library.
861 Ibid, Section 7.6.2.
now is an improvement programme for all future years to realize the visual potential. Many attractive buildings exist; some are historic, which provides additional reason for improvement.\textsuperscript{862}

Private cars, planners concluded, “will need restraint.”\textsuperscript{863}

Planners’ ideas about how to plan were changing, as evidenced by the 1971 master plan for the city. In a draft circulated by the planning department among officials, planners were surprisingly candid in their criticism. The master plan summarized numerous reports that had been generated throughout the year, but they urged that it should not be adopted. They explained their position in an editorial footnote which hinted at growing tensions between officials and politicians:

The master plan is passé, a thick document should not be labouriously developed strictly by staff and then simply dumped into the lap of a review body -- be it city council or planning board. However, there have been such persistent entreaties and expectations about the plan that an overall document must be brought forward -- so that once this activity is consummated, the laborious process of formulating and adopting planning policies can begin.\textsuperscript{864}

While planners’ goals for downtown development evolved, city council had yet to make a firm commitment to Harbour Drive. The indecision frustrated officials, particularly since many studies assumed the expressway as a central link in the region’s transportation infrastructure.

City Manager C. McC. Henderson acknowledged the difficulty of deciding in favour of or against the route, admitting, “there are few facts now available to support either viewpoint,” but urged council to take action, telling it:

\textsuperscript{862} Ibid, Section 7.6.4.

\textsuperscript{863} Ibid, Section 8.6.2. Parking restrictions, including street parking and lot sizes, were included in the plan as well as improvements to public transit.

\textsuperscript{864} City of Halifax, Planning Department, \textit{The Master Plan!} [Draft] (December 1971), Introduction, footnote 1. HRMA, Corporate Library.
Transportation problems cannot be solved by piecemeal experiments. What is needed is to treat the road system as a system with transit and auto components. There is a need to spell out benefits, costs and alternatives. The minimum need is for an agreed-upon concept of the future urban pattern and a comprehensive regional transportation study. Without this investment, the possibilities for error and waste are multiplied many times over.\textsuperscript{865}

Furthermore, Henderson observed that despite not formally committing to the expressway, other planning decisions -- including the construction of the Cogswell Interchange, building a small preliminary section of the road, committing to a linked bridge, and ensuring new buildings downtown did not block the road’s path -- all assumed the project would go through.\textsuperscript{866} This combination of dithering and pursuit of piecemeal implementation was common in many cities. Councils hesitated to make a firm, public decision on expressway projects despite the fact that other planning decisions clearly indicated the commitment had already been made.

Finally, Henderson addressed the challenge of funding the massive project, blaming rising costs for delaying work.\textsuperscript{867} He also spoke about the possibility of funding the expressway in part through the federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion but noted local political support for such a move had been mixed in the past. The city manager reported that the Harbour Drive project qualified for federal and provincial funding under the program, but that the mayor had told city council after a visit to Ottawa that the expressway project was “the last priority” after infrastructure like sewers, schools, and housing. Since the city could not afford its share of the expressway bill, the mayor preferred any available funds be spent on sewers and schools.

\textsuperscript{865} “Harbour Drive -- Commitments, Advantages and Disadvantages (30 March 1971),” Halifax City Council Minutes, 7 April 1971, 1-5; HRMA 102-1B (1971). Henderson included a disclaimer about traffic studies, noting “A word of caution: the transportation study process has some distinct limitations” (footnote 1, page 5).

\textsuperscript{866} “Harbour Drive and Waterfront Historic Buildings (13 April 1971),” Halifax City Council Minutes, 15 April 1971, 1-2; HRMA 102-1B (1971).

\textsuperscript{867} “History of Harbour Drive -- Halifax, N.S.” Halifax City Council Minutes, 15 April 1971, 12; HRMA 102-1B.
Henderson recalled: “The mayor felt that it was impossible to tear down lower income housing for an expressway and then not provide sewers to service open land necessary for housing construction, and that even bus bays should come ahead of expressways.” The discussion of possible DREE funding pointed to a unique feature of the Halifax debates, as DREE was not a potential player in any other cities’ expressway schemes.

“People should not take a back seat to cars”

By September 1971 public opposition to Harbour Drive was beginning to take shape. During a regular council session a handful of citizens and leaders from interested community groups presented their concerns. The Halifax Landmarks Commission, the Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia, the Neighbourhood Centre, A.M. Smith and Company, and the MOVEment for Citizen Voice and Action (MOVE) were all represented. Opponents cited the potential loss of heritage buildings and public access to the harbour, as well as the lack of consultation with economically disadvantaged residents who might be displaced by the road in communities northwest of the downtown core. Inner city expressways, they argued, exacerbated traffic congestion and had not been proven to ensure the vitality of central business districts. Over the next year and a half, these early opponents of the expressway would find widespread support among other engaged citizens who shared their concerns.

Early reservations fuelled debates among officials and in turn attracted attention from engaged citizens. Local residents, alarmed about the impact of the expressway schemes on their cities, became increasingly concerned about the direction of urban development. In most cases,


869 Halifax City Council Minutes, 1 September 1971, 537-540; HRMA 102-1A (1971).
these individuals banded together remarkably quickly to form anti-expressway protest groups. Some also opted to channel their efforts through existing activist groups and in many cases dedicated anti-expressway protestors formed both working and formal coalitions with like-minded citizens who operated under a broader urban reform mandate. Protestors objected to postwar autocentric planning and challenged pro-expressway authorities with an alternate vision for cities that prioritized the safeguarding of the urban environment through the preservation of communities, the prevention of environmental degradation, and the promotion of public transit.

Anti-expressway protestors’ activism in Halifax was channeled mainly through four groups: MOVE, the Action Ecology Centre (AEC) at Dalhousie University, the Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia, and the Civic Advisory Committee on Historic Buildings. Although the city had created the Civic Advisory Committee to inform policy decisions impacting heritage properties, the group evolved and became a strong, early opponent of renewal and redevelopment schemes, which often put it at odds with elected and appointed officials. While the Civic Advisory Committee had been engaged in an on-going dialogue with city officials about the threatened waterfront heritage properties for some years, the other groups really mobilized only in advance of November 1972 public hearings on Harbour Drive. Opponents’ objections to the route fell into three categories: the threat the southern portion posed to the waterfront heritage properties downtown, the destructive impact the northern section would have on disadvantaged neighbourhoods outside the city’s core, and wider ranging opposition to expressways on principle.

The Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia, the Action Ecology Centre and MOVE all made efforts to mobilize opposition to the expressway. The HTNS mailed pamphlets to members
characteristic of anti-expressway material across the country. The package included a reprint of an article about dial-a-bus services, a cartoon lampooning expressways, a map of the route, and a list of suggested questions about the road’s impact to ask during hearings.\footnote{Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia pamphlets (c. 1972); Clippings file Halifax, N.S. - Streets G-Z; Harbour Drive. HPL, Reference Collection.} As a group concerned primarily with transit and land use planning the AEC also adopted a strong anti-expressway stance. Prior to the hearings, the group released A Time for Transit: A Handbook of Transportation Alternatives. The group blamed developers and the auto industry for pushing the expressway agenda and argued officials should adopt a regional approach to transportation planning that prioritized public transit and reforming autocentric land use both in and outside the city.\footnote{Urban Team of the Action Ecology Centre, \textit{A Time for Transit: A Handbook of Transportation Alternatives} (Halifax: Action Ecology Centre, c. 1973). HPL, Reference Collection.}

MOVE was the most vocal activist group involved in the Harbour Drive debates. Members worked primarily on a local level but petitioned senior levels of government when advantageous. Their boldest move in this regard was writing to the Minister of Regional Economic Expansion Jean Marchand (1969-72) asking him not to grant the city’s requests totaling $14,000,000 to fund the expressway. MOVE cited exorbitant costs and the city’s failure to explore the social and environmental impact of the route as well as potential alternatives.\footnote{Alan Ruffman to Jean Marchand, c. October 1972, reprinted in \textit{Move Magazine} Vol. 1, No. 1, 27 October 1972, 6-7; Movement for Citizens Voice and Action (MOVE) Fonds, MS-11-1, Box 13, University Archives & Special Collections, Dalhousie University (UASCD).}

As part of its efforts to encourage concerned citizens to attend the hearings, the group engaged in ridicule. They dubbed Harbour Drive “Hubbub Drive” and blasted local officials for their failure to grasp what was obvious to most, namely that expressways were outdated. The
road was the product of outdated thinking and would exacerbate not alleviate congestion, MOVE insisted, adding that construction estimates did not include maintenance costs. The group also criticized the possible loss of housing in the north end at a time when the city’s public housing waiting list had 1,800 names. “People should not take a back seat to cars,” MOVE lectured. Instead, members promoted public transit and recommended that people should be discouraged from bringing cars downtown.873

MOVE also debuted its eponymous magazine prior to the hearings; the first issue elaborated on the Harbour Drive battle. The group organized its objections into three areas of concern: the impact on the city’s traffic systems, the social costs, and alternatives. MOVE members asked how the influx of cars brought into the city by Harbour Drive would be handled by existing streets and parking facilities. Activists on this occasion and many more feared the freeway would flood the city with more traffic, not alleviate congestion as promised.

Another concern MOVE shared with urban activists across the country was a distrust of official estimates of the cost. The real cost, they insisted, would be much higher. MOVE members noted officials often omitted maintenance and expropriation costs from estimates. They also failed to account for the loss of prime developable downtown property, as the large swaths of land occupied by the expressway would be closed to commercial development and, accordingly, would not generate property tax income. Activists were also concerned that city policies contributed to the decline of the downtown core, a self fulfilling prophecy fed by years of chronic indecision over the Harbour Drive project. Business owners who ordinarily might

have improved or expanded their properties, they reported, were discouraged by rumours of expropriation while others relocated to Lakeside or Dartmouth preemptively.

MOVE also attacked the social cost of the scheme. It estimated sixty to 100 families would be displaced by the northern portion of the project and countless others would see their neighbourhoods irreversibly altered. The activists argued the homes on the east side of Barrington Street, north of Cogswell Street, in particular were not slums but part of well rounded and established communities. The city’s social services, they added, were already hard pressed with long waiting lists for affordable housing and lacked the resources to address the crisis the freeway would create. They used Africville as an example of the devastating impact relocation could have on a community, noting a recent study of the area that detailed the damaging impact of relocation on communities. As the study explained:

. . . when a neighbourhood is uprooted and the residents are relocated in unfamiliar non-neighbourhood surroundings, the need for social assistance among the residents increased as people are separated from places of employment in the former neighbourhood; and young people, deprived of adequate and familiar facilities such as playgrounds, drop-in-centres, and other gathering places, are more likely to turn to vandalism, drug use and petty thievery in their surroundings that was the case within the folkways of their old neighbourhood.874

Finally MOVE activists claimed city officials had ignored valid alternatives. The freeway idea originated in the mid 1940s, they argued, and was outdated: “In the 1970’s we have radically changed our ideas of what a city is all about. The downtown area is now thought of as a place to live, work and enjoy ourselves on a twenty-four hour basis. Does the dumper expressway idea, basically unchanged over twenty-seven years, still have any relevance for the kind of city we now want to live in.” Opponents also argued that improved traffic management

874 “What kind of city do we want?” in Move Magazine Vol. 1, No. 1, 27 October 1972, 8-10; Movement for Citizens Voice and Action (MOVE) Fonds, MS-11-1, Box 13, UASCD.
could alleviate congestion and the transit systems could be expanded. As activists made their arguments against the expressway, the stage was set for a public showdown.

City officials felt the heat from these growing protests. In anticipation of the expressway hearings, Mayor Walter Fitzgerald (1971-74; 1994-96) reminded residents, “The Harbour Drive of 1972 is different from the Harbour Drive of 1968,” arguing that the battle to keep the expressway out of the downtown core had already been won by heritage advocates. The issue at hand, he insisted, was the northern portion of the route. The mayor reiterated his position in a radio interview, stressing there would be no Harbour Drive south of the Cogswell Interchange, through the central business district, adding that the land originally purchased for the route had already been sold for other developments. The mayor also downplayed the possible displacement of residents by the northern section of the expressway, estimating only fifteen families would be relocated. When questioned on the number, Fitzgerald said modifications to the original route had actually allowed for more new housing developments, adding that the homes already destroyed were “old dilapidated [sic] buildings and slums.”

Unmoved by Fitzgerald’s assurances about the limited impact of the route in the north, opponents also remained skeptical about the mayor’s assertion that the southern portion of the expressway had really been shelved. The November 1972 hearings attracted 400 attendees, the majority of whom opposed the scheme. Speakers attacked the presumption that the automobile should shape cities and criticized the lack of public participation in the planning process. While the waterfront expressway through the city had been abandoned, the modified scheme called for

875 Ibid, 8-10.
876 “Harbour Drive North project: Public meeting is planned,” The Mail-Star 3 October 1972.
877 Walter Fitzgerald, Radio interview with Don Tremaine, 12 September 1972, MG 1 vol. 2437, no. 5c, NSARM.
the widening of Barrington Street -- from four to six lanes, from the Cogswell Interchange to the Fairview Overpass -- in addition to the original expressway design north of the interchange.

Most speakers acknowledged the need for improvements to downtown roads but still rejected the expressway plan. Many who did not trust the government’s assurances that the southern portion of Harbour Drive would not be resurrected as an expressway reiterated heritage advocates’ earlier concerns. More of the attendees focused on the northern section of the route that threatened disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Protestors argued that those communities had no voice in the debates and that planners had grossly understated the destructive impact that an expressway would have on the area. They insisted the threatened communities were not blighted slums that needed to be removed but instead were cohesive, established neighbourhoods in need of social support that would be condemned to decline if an expressway was built.

Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia representative Ian McGee voiced fears that Harbour Drive would eventually expand south, endangering heritage properties. Anthony Cook spoke on behalf of the Nova Scotia Association of Architects, and criticized the expressway studies for not considering the plan’s economic and social impact on the region. Cook further argued that the automobile’s popularity was due to the neglect of public transit. According to him, encouraging autocentric development would only stick Halifax with the “affliction” plaguing North American cities. Professor Andrew Harvey agreed, presenting a survey conducted by local colleges that revealed the public prioritized transit ahead of roads, asking, “for whom is this expressway being built?”

Opponents such as NDP candidate and Family Service Bureau Director Marty Dolin

---

cited a letter from Minister of the Department of Regional Economic Expansion Jean Marchand that seemed to reveal the effectiveness of MOVE’s earlier appeal, as Marchand stated no money would be contributed until a study of the social and economic impact of the expressway was conducted. Dolin argued council’s plans were outdated, adding that any future DREE funds should be used for public transit. 879 Others at the hearing, like north end resident Gertrude Knight, voiced concerns over the fate of her north end neighbourhood.880 Alan Ruffman, a leader in MOVE’s Harbour Drive North Committee, argued city council’s indecision had paralyzed land development and accused councillors of executing “a ‘planned deterioration’ of neighbourhoods” by allowing city owned buildings in the path of the expressway to fall into disrepair. 881 Ruffman’s group blasted the city for ad hoc planning, calling their approach an “unsynchronized, piece-meal method of implementing plans” and blamed city staff for not presenting alternatives to the expressway to city council.882 Lou Collins, Chairman of the Historic Landmarks Commission, echoed Ruffman’s complaints about indecision as well as other protestors’ fears the project would expand south. Collins urged council to hold more public debates to help answer the question “what kind of city do we want as citizens?”883


880 Knight also circulated pamphlets requesting community support for her north end neighbourhood’s opposition to Harbour Drive. The hand out included a list of problems associated with the expressway. Handout, MG 1 vol. 2437 no. 5b, NSARM.

881 Dan McSweeney, “Opponents of Harbour Drive North call for ‘rethinking’ on plans,” The Mail-Star 3 November 1972. Later there was more evidence of this “planned deterioration” as The 4th Estate reported the city owned old Surf Club building on Barrington was “allowed to deteriorate,” when the city failed to replace the furnace and the building was subsequently deserted. “Another perfectly good building has been sacrificed,” Ruffman said, “not by incompetence, but by the very competent design of city staff. Mary McGeer, “Making room for Harbour Drive: Old Surf Club to be demolished as city staff carries on,” The 4th Estate 7 June 1973.


MOVE’s Harbour Drive North Committee member and Dalhousie Public Affairs Professor Kell Antoft also presented a brief to council, urging it to explore public transit alternatives and stressing the need for a comprehensive regional transportation plan. Antoft questioned whether the publicly owned rail line that encircled the peninsula could be used for rapid transit. “Surely,” he argued, “there [is] better criteria than the demands of the motor car by which our future urban landscape [can] be guided.” In response to Mayor Fitzgerald’s claim that Harbour Drive would not deplete the city’s revenues because it would be funded through DREE, Antoft urged council to use any available funding for projects city residents supported, adding, “Let us not be seduced by these magic Ottawa dollars.”

Antoft also referred to a proposal he drafted with Dalhousie colleague and architecture and planning professor Dimitri Procos for a regional transportation system for Halifax. They urged authorities to engage in “comprehensive intergovernmental planning” whereby land use would be coordinated between municipal, provincial and federal authorities. Federal authorities, they noted, were unusually involved in Halifax due to federal land ownership in the city through the DREE, as well as infrastructure projects including service provisions, transportation and schools. Citing “the billion dollar Metro Centre project to be built on top of the downtown Toronto Canadian National Railway (CNR) railyards,” Antoft and Procos asked whether similar development projects might be possible for the CNR lands in Halifax along the Northwest Arm.

Antoft and Procos envisioned a regional transportation system whereby a commuter

884 Kell Antoft, “Harbour Drive,” Submission to Halifax City Council, 2 November 1972, 1-4; Kell Antoft Fonds, MS-2-743, Box 39, File 4, UASC. MOVE’s Harbour Drive North Committee also distributed posters advertising the hearings. Promotional poster, November 1972, File: Harbour Drive North, MG 1 vol. 2437 no. 5a-e, NSARM.

train system would run on CNR lines with terminals placed throughout the metropolitan region. Express buses would be fed by a network of mini buses, available on demand, to bring commuters to the main rail lines, while parking lots would also be situated at bus depots in areas not serviced by the main lines. Furthermore, user fees would be imposed on automobile owners within the metropolitan area to supplement the city’s road maintenance funds. Dedicated bicycle lanes would be established throughout the city.  

Greg Murray of the Halifax Board of Trade was one of the few attendees who supported the expressway. Murray argued Barrington Street had to be improved and that the project would alleviate heavy north end traffic. The social consequences of the scheme, he said, had been “somewhat overstated” when in reality, the project would actually help clear out an already “badly blighted” area. Where the northern section of the road was routed through industrial areas, it would not disrupt the neighbouring communities since residents in nearby houses and apartment buildings would have no need to cross the artery.

While some councillors, including Alderwoman Margaret Stanbury and Aldermen Nick Meagher and James L. Connolly, allied with activists in their opposition to the expressway, Mayor Walter Fitzgerald remained cool to opponents. Fitzgerald refused to make any promises about improving public participation in city planning, saying only that he would “give serious

---

886 Ibid, 5-8. The challenges inherent in forming a regional transportation planning body were later made clear by Edwin C. Harris, the Chairman of the Halifax Transit Corporation. Harris told the Canadian Urban Transit Association in 1977 that regional transit was important for the area but Dartmouth was wary of regional schemes because officials feared being outvoted by Halifax, which was twice as large. County government was traditionally dominated by rural interests, according to Harris, and attempts at creating a regional entity fell flat after WWII when a proposal for a second tier regional government was not pursued. In 1962 the province created the Halifax-Dartmouth Regional Authority, but it only coordinated prisons, not traffic. Edwin C. Harris, “Regional transit important,” The Mail-Star 24 June 1977.

consideration” to the protestors’ demands. His unwillingness to commit to such a change angered opponents who argued citizen participation in it’s current limited form was meaningless because aldermen, many of whom seemed to have already made their decisions, ultimately cast the deciding votes.888

City manager Cyril Henderson closed the hearings by reiterating the city’s position. He insisted that the Harbour Drive North plan built on existing arteries, did not threaten homes, and was situated on the boundary between residential and industrial areas. “The downtown is the heart of our City,” Henderson said, continuing, “If it is to live, it must be provided with an artery through which its life blood -- the people of the City -- can freely flow. Restricted arteries -- arterio-sclerosis -- bring about heart attacks and a patient dies. The City is just as vulnerable as a human being.”889

A “deep and unfortunate lack of trust”

Soon after the hearings, official city plans confirmed the mayor’s earlier assurances that the southern portion of Harbour Drive that originally threatened heritage buildings along the waterfront was no longer on the agenda. Instead, schemes revealed a number of scaled down alternatives, mostly involving street widening. While the northern section of Harbour Drive was still planned as originally conceived, new features including an emphasis on public transit and pedestrian accommodations emerged.

888 Pat Verge, “The Harbour Drive fight has been great, but now how about some real politics?” The 4th Estate 9 November 1972, 5.

A December 1972 traffic study included a scaled down version of the harbour front route while emphasizing the importance of transit improvements. Officials estimated the recommended network of freeway, expressway and arterial “elements” would cost $181,000,000 over twenty years, while improvements to the transit system would total $22,500,000 and an expanded ferry service would cost $2,860,000. Subsequent reports again highlighted the importance of balancing private automobiles and public transit in the city. A successful transit system, city manager Henderson reminded council, required commitment and cooperation. At the same time a waterfront development study reinforced these changing priorities and even challenged council to further its plans. Consultants advised planners to preserve heritage buildings and enhance public access to the waterfront by requiring low rise commercial developments with links to an enclosed pedestrian path system. They even opposed the downgraded plans to convert Water Street into a five or six lane arterial route.

These initial signs of a slow evolution in planning policy did not appease MOVE. The group remained vocal in its opposition to the remaining components of Harbour Drive, issuing press releases voicing frustration over the lack of response from city officials to its concerns. MOVE chastised officials for not keeping their promise to follow up on the many questions raised at the November 1972 hearings, underscoring the point by compiling several pages of

---


892 The fully enclosed, climate controlled pedestrian system was supposed to run along a portion of the waterfront over to Scotia Square, modeled after Montréal’s “underground city.” Arcop Associates, Commissioned by the Metropolitan Area Planning Committee to aid the City of Halifax Downtown Planning Committee, *Halifax Waterfront: Development Planning Study* (December 1972). HPL, Reference Library.

893 Ibid.
questions from various presenters at the hearings that had yet to be answered. Officials, activists argued, had already made their decision before the hearings were held. The city’s position was therefore “a flagrant slap in the face to the public” and the lack of response had fostered a “deep and unfortunate lack of trust.” They also used their submission to hearings on a new city plan to ridicule the city’s public consultation processes. Noting they were “completely skeptical and pessimistic” about the hearings given the previous experience, the committee nonetheless posed a series of rhetorical questions to hammer home its message:

Has council already frozen its opinion on the Municipal Development Plan? And will questions asked at this hearing get any more careful attention than did those asked at the earlier hearing? Will the City ever get around to answering the questions that Harbour Drive raises or is it content to build it then attempt to answer and solve the resulting problems?

City planning and transportation policy continued to evolve through the mid 1970s, with efforts to incorporate greater citizen participation in planning processes in addition to working towards a more balanced transportation policy. At the same time, new planning principles were introduced that ruled out not only expressways, but any kind of road upgrades in the city centre. In 1975 the Municipal Development Planning Committee solicited suggestions for incorporating public participation in local government from its Subcommittee on Citizens’ Participation. The subcommittee made recommendations as to the appropriate timing and forums for releasing

---

894 MOVE Harbour Drive North Committee Press Release, 18 January 1973, Movement for Citizens Voice and Action (MOVE) Fonds, MS-11-1, Box 34, UASCD. In addition to the cover page notice, the press release included a copy of the committee’s submission to the public hearing on the Halifax Municipal Development Plan, the list of 22 questions raised by speakers at the Harbour Drive hearings, a map of the route, and a reprint of the MOVE Magazine article, “What kind of city do we want?” in the form of an open letter to Council and Halifax residents.

895 “Submission of Harbour Drive North Committee to the Public Hearing on Draft Halifax Municipal Development Plan,” 10 January 1973, Movement for Citizens Voice and Action (MOVE) Fonds, MS-11-1, Box 34, UASCD.
information to the public, methods of consultation and participatory neighbourhood planning.\textsuperscript{896} The same year, council approved the formation of a traffic management board, whose first task was to study the city’s transportation challenges. The board’s priorities were to reduce auto volumes, improve transit use, and make the city’s streets more efficient. The key stipulations were that the board had to work within two new planning policies adopted by council: first, that no major road construction, including new roads or widening existing routes, would occur downtown, and second, that public transit would be emphasized.\textsuperscript{897} The board recommended a new network of one way streets for the city with one just realignment accompanied by an expanded public transit system supported by a system of dedicated bus lanes. The recommended road improvements were quoted at $1,140,000, while the transit changes were estimated to cost $20,000.\textsuperscript{898} This new direction represented a remarkable turnaround in a city where an urban expressway was being championed by officials only three years earlier.

\textit{“Concrete ramps and retaining walls are out of character with traditional downtown streetscapes”}

Ultimately, the only part of the Harbour Drive plan that was constructed was the Cogswell Interchange. It remains to this day a cumbersome monument to the folly of poor transportation planning. The interchange required 6.5 hectares of downtown property and the destruction of 134 buildings when originally constructed. The impracticality of the feature,

\textsuperscript{896} K. Scott Wood for the Citizens’ Working Group, Letter and Draft Proposal, 1 October 1975, MDP Committee, 102-44 B.22, HRMA. A workshop held in November generated more discussion and suggestions for the proposal: Discussion summary and notes, 15 November 1975, MDP Committee, 102-44 B.22, HRMA.

\textsuperscript{897} IBI Group in association with Canadian British Consultants Limited, \textit{Downtown Transportation Study: Final Report} (August 1976), Section I - Background, Section II - The Issues. HPL, Reference Collection.

\textsuperscript{898} Ibid, Introduction, 1-4.

In 2001 The Chronicle Herald reported the interchange only survived the Harbour Drive protests because it was already under construction when public opposition gained strength. Business Commission Executive Director Kate Carmichael called the interchange “a physical and psychological barrier” that divided the downtown, while Urban Planning and Design Professor Beverly Sadalack, who co-authored a study calling for its demolition, said, “Halifax is such a human-scale city, and (the interchange) stands out in contrast.” \footnote{“Wanted: Ideas for future of Cogswell Street interchange,” The Chronicle Herald 21 February 2001.}

Another assessment validated many of protestors’ fears from years earlier, noting:

Its concrete ramps and retaining walls are out of character with traditional downtown streetscapes. The interchange is occupying valuable land that could be more effectively developed to augment the downtown and increase the municipal tax base. It creates a barrier between the Central Business District and the Gottingen Street Commercial Area, which was once an important complement. It is now also obstructing important waterfront developments such as the Sheraton Hotel, the two Purdys Towers, and the new Casino. \footnote{Vaughan Engineering, Cogswell Street Interchange Study (March 2001). HRMA, Corporate Library.}

In April 2011, members of the Action Ecology Centre celebrated the fortieth anniversary of the defeat of Harbour Drive with demonstrations at the Cogswell Interchange, as officials called for proposals to dismantle the interchange and redevelop the area.

The controversy over Harbour Drive marked a turning point in Halifax’s development, as the lukewarm reception from local politicians and lack of federal support created an opening for
spirited debates that then inspired full fledged opposition. In this case, the defeat of the expressway can be attributed to hesitant politicians and engaged citizens. Individuals from both groups feared damage to the city’s waterfront, particularly the loss of heritage buildings, and the surely devastating impact to neighbourhoods north of the downtown core.

The strong opposition officials encountered changed their plans, giving them a clear indication of the lack of political and public support for an inner city expressway. Planners adjusted subsequent proposals to reflect evolving planning values, saving the area from a waterfront expressway that would forever change the face of the city. While opponents in other cities fought the pervasive conviction that expressways represented a necessary concession to the auto king, Halifax’s size and the modest scale of the traffic problem undermined claims that expressways were an essential component of progressive planning. Later efforts to make the waterfront a destination for residents and tourists alike demonstrated the legacy of the expressway debates. Public access to the waterfront was improved through pedestrian friendly pathways and heritage buildings were refurbished to house shops and restaurants.

Central to the lack of political and public support for Harbour Drive was the question of whether Halifax even needed an expressway. These doubts made the significant financial, social, and environmental costs of the road even more difficult to justify. Compared to other Canadian cities the modest population and limited congestion during rush hours did not seem to require an expressway remedy. Halifax was a smaller urban centre with limited suburban growth: demand on the city’s transportation arteries simply did not compare to that in Toronto and Montréal. To some officials striving to make their city modern, Halifax was facing the same access and mobility challenges as larger cities on a smaller scale, and so the solution was to apply the most
current and popular transportation planning schemes. For planning officials a scaled down version of the expressway networks proposed for other Canadian centres would help ensure that Halifax kept pace with national development trends and possibly allow it to recover its status as a major Canadian city. In the minds of detractors, however, an expressway seemed like a strangely large solution to a relatively small problem.
Conclusion

In the years immediately following WWII, city planners and politicians aware of aging facilities and hopeful for growth commissioned master plans for their cities. The centerpiece of each plan was city-wide transportation infrastructure, with inner city expressways ensuring connectivity within, and to, the city. These plans typically downplayed the value of public transit, or at most, regarded it as a supplementary option to complement the essential lifelines, the expressways. From the late 1940s through to the early and even mid 1960s in some cities, planners’ and politicians’ schemes for autocentric design and development went largely unchallenged, or even unnoticed. Planners who had guided postwar cities’ growth with little input from urban residents seemed poised to oversee a landmark transformation of urban form and function.

In the 1960s, growing concerns about the development patterns and future vitality of cities interrupted that trajectory. Citizen activists mobilized to advocate reform in the face of seemingly impenetrable and unassailable municipal governments and bureaucracies. Protesters rallied against autocratic urban renewal schemes, planning and design, pollution, and the destruction of urban green spaces. In response to the widespread opposition, renewal schemes were reoriented towards preservation and restoration instead of demolition. The victories that activists accumulated in battles over inner city expressways and other projects like housing developments galvanized and emboldened the movement, while defeats fuelled their resolve to make municipal governments more representative of and responsive to their constituents. Unsatisfied with casting a vote only once every few years, they wanted greater involvement and
influence in the political process that shaped their cities and a political culture and structure that would welcome and facilitate that level of citizen involvement.

While protesters were genuinely concerned with the potential proliferation of expressways in their cities, these battles were about more than singular transportation arteries. Expressway disputes were an instrumental part of a wider struggle to define urban modernity, a struggle that challenged the basis of politicians and civil servants' power by questioning their legitimacy as elected leaders and uniquely qualified experts, respectively. Ideas about what the modern city would look like, how it would operate, and who should have the power to make those determinations varied within each group, but all who were involved recognized the expressway disputes as a potentially definitive flash point in Canadian urban history.

The subsequent emergence of reform groups that sought to change the direction of city development by challenging the autocratic municipal bureaucracies was the direct legacy of expressway and other development battles. Reformers who learned their first lessons in municipal politics in the streets graduated into more official channels, claiming influential positions in administrations as councillors and even mayors in the late 1960s and 1970s. While many expressway schemes were abandoned, however, autocentric planning continued. In addition, despite repeated calls for reforms to accommodate greater citizen participation in municipal politics and urban planning and some experiments with different governing structures, the form and function of municipal governments did not change significantly.

* * * * *

There were many factors that contributed to the turn against expressways in the late 1960s. While the change in public mood seemed sudden to many, it was the product of a
generational shift in both attitudes and values. For one generation, the automobile remained a liberating technological innovation, the advent and popularization of which occurred within their lifetime. It represented an unprecedented level of personal freedom and mobility. For the next generation, the automobile was in many ways little more than a household appliance, not a previously unimaginable advance but a commonplace convenience, a standard feature of daily life. Many members of this younger generation were unhappy with transportation systems that catered increasingly to the automobile, often to the detriment of public transit and non-motorized alternatives, and argued that autocentric city planning hurt the city in other ways as well.

This generational divide was also evident in the changing role of experts. Professionals like planners, engineers and architects who had enjoyed an exclusive status as the gatekeepers of scientific truth were increasingly challenged by citizen activists. Where older generations generally accepted experts’ edicts, increasingly the younger generations did not. They rejected the notion that only a small group had special access to the solutions to urban problems. In many cases, the experts were not only questioned but became the subjects of ridicule, scorn and suspicion. The dethroning of the urban experts shaped the debates by allowing citizens on both sides to offer their own analyses and solutions.

Ironically, many of the protestors who took the lead in this respect were experts in their own fields, highly trained academics and professionals. They resolved this obvious contradiction by claiming to be disciples of the new thinking of the era, creating a divide among planners that mirrored the growing divisions among other expert consultants and even politicians. While some of the older generation maintained autocentric planning was the way forward, others adopted protestors’ skepticism about accommodating cars regardless of the consequences. At a time
when “people power” dominated and even controlled public debates, specialists shunned their
expert statuses in favour of the more noble -- and influential -- calling of being a voice for the
people. They would alternate between exerting their expert statuses when speaking to the people
or institutions who respected expertise and denigrating others with that same status in an effort to
claim legitimacy as leaders of the people. In a movement that sought more accessible,
responsive and interactive city governance, there was no room for the exclusivity that preserved
the status of experts as unchallenged guides for elected politicians.

There were further internal divisions among civil servants, hired consultants and
politicians. Civil servants and hired consultants had little in common with elected officials, and
the two groups frequently butted heads. Politicians were often accused by both electors and civil
servants of railroading and being uncommunicative with the general public, suggesting a
significant lack of respect and regard for their constituents. They were also charged with
handicapping consultants by giving them very limited study terms in order to ensure the
recommendations would support existing policy. At the same time politicians were accused of
being out of touch with the “real world,” a charge that suggests ignorance rather than malice.
Experts were also accused of being out of touch, and were the subjects of public distrust and
suspicion. Often politicians were seen as victims of over zealous experts who were supposed to
follow, not create, policy. Hired consultants were especially suspect, regarded as outsiders who
lacked familiarity with and appreciation for the local community. The expressway controversies
brought these latent tensions in civic government to the surface.

Locally, intergovernmental relations were complicated by the persistent tension between
metropolitan and city authorities. City officials often viewed metro’s efforts at regional planning
as hostile to the autonomy and well being of the old city centre. They resented metro officials’
power over their area and were frustrated by the amalgamated system under which regional
priorities were imposed on the urban core. The perpetual squabbling between local
administrations also hindered communication with their provincial counterparts. Where
provincial authorities were open to expressway proposals, city and metro officials’ inability to
reach a consensus sunk the plans.

    In addition to vocal citizen activists and divided officials, questions about the financial
cost of expressways complicated the proceedings. Detractors urged that any decisions about
funding had to be made in light of concerns over the social and environmental cost of the roads.
The financial toll, they insisted, was only part of the real cost. The financial considerations
inherent in moving roads plans forward was further complicated by significant variations in
funding formulas from province to province. In some areas, provincial funding was denied
completely, while in others, provincial authorities were prepared to be generous. The contrast
between the availability of financing for the six subject cities demonstrates how different local
authorities had different expectations of provincial and federal support, and relatedly, how these
relative expectations affected the fate of expressway plans in each city. The variations between
available funding also underscores the central importance of tallying not just the financial, but
also the social and environmental costs of the schemes. The comparisons demonstrate that
decisions about funding -- whether made when expressway plans were first introduced or at the
height of the controversies -- were inextricably linked to concerns about social, environmental
and political costs as well as the city planning priorities established in light of those
considerations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Highway Funding Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>The provincial and metropolitan governments would each pay for 50% of the Spadina Expressway. Although metro was granted approval to secure the final loan needed to complete the route by the Ontario Municipal Board, expressway opponents appealed the decision to the provincial cabinet, where it was overturned, effectively cancelling the expressway. Result: the Spadina Expressway was partially constructed, ending at Eglinton Avenue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>The province refused to fund inner city expressways, arguing the routes would not solve Vancouver’s transportation problems and that highways should not run through cities. The premier subsequently told city officials that the province would pay for 1/3 of a waterfront freeway if an equal federation contribution could be secured. The offer was made immediately after federal authorities refused to fund the waterfront route through CMHC or approve a Trans-Canada designation. Provincial authorities later opened the possibility of making an undefined contribution strictly to the third crossing project (not any attached freeways, including the waterfront route) if the federal government agreed to an unspecified funding commitment, but later withdrew the offer after federal authorities shelved the crossing project. Result: neither freeways nor the third crossing where built in Vancouver, but the existing Georgia Viaduct was replaced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>The province typically covered 50% of the cost of highways with a bypass function. The city pushed for full provincial funding for the expressway network of the Metropolitan Edmonton Transportation Study, pledging to cover the full cost of secondary roads in exchange. The province later revised the contribution to 75% of the cost of METS expressways but the city remained unsatisfied with anything short of full funding. Result: none of the METS expressways were constructed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba</td>
<td>The province refused to fund the Winnipeg Area Transportation Study expressways, arguing neither the need for the routes nor the utility of expressways had been proven. Result: none of the WATS expressways were constructed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Québec</td>
<td>The funding breakdown for the east-west route included a river crossing and a north-south route, all calculated together. The city paid approximately 23% (to a maximum of $40,000,000), the federal government paid approximately 20% ($30,000,000) and the province paid the remainder (approximately $100,000,000), all on the approval of the National Harbours Board. The 1976 provincial election of the Parti Québécois brought the cancellation of the east-west route. Result: the east-west was not fully constructed, and is downgraded to an arterial route prior to the Jacques-Cartier Bridge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Province | Highway Funding Policy
---|---
Nova Scotia | City officials expected Harbour Drive would be principally or fully paid for through the federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion, but were disappointed when federal authorities refused to fund the road, citing sewers, schools and housing as priorities for the region. With the refusal of federal funding, the province also declined to make a contribution. Result: Harbour Drive was not built, but the Cogswell Interchange which was designed as a distributor to connect the existing Angus L. MacDonald Bridge and Harbour Drive was installed.

* * * * *

Expressway opponents’ vision of the ideal city was different from that which many pro-expressway officials, business interests and suburban communities championed. Protestors were not against the transformation of the city into a modern and progressive metropolis, rather they insisted modernity and progress should not be unilaterally defined. Protestors saw the ideal city as one in which people came before cars. They established a false dichotomy whereby cars were portrayed as tyrannical machines. In this equation, the human operator was absent. Instead, in autocentric cities people merely struggled to survive the oppression. A variation on this theme acknowledged the human operators behind the wheel but depicted motorists as passive actors or even victims whose dependence on automobiles was created and perpetuated by unscrupulous pro-auto forces. In this case, motorists were chained to their automobiles because it was required by the urban landscape. Protestors argued that as soon as other modes of transportation -- mainly extensive, efficient public transit -- were made available, people would abandon the expensive and high maintenance private car in large numbers. Freeways, they maintained, were not progressive. The ideal city was pedestrian friendly and boasted full transit networks, protected green spaces, and reduced pollution.
Although expressways were not defeated solely by being swept up in the citizen activism of the era, that reality does not negate the significance of the protests. The opposition opened the process to discussion and debate. While a number of officials and politicians had expressed doubts about expressways when the plans were initially introduced, it was the public opposition that prompted those with reservations and others without to carefully reconsider the plans. The presence of early objectors fostered and fed doubts. They raised the public profile of the issue, shaping the controversies, and dictating the terms of reference for the conversation.

Middle class professionals were central to protest groups as they mobilized against advocates who wanted inner city expressways to accommodate and encourage what they regarded as inevitable and desirable growth. Protestors were fuelled by broadly based environmental concerns which dovetailed with their efforts to engage actively with their local governments in city planning. They rallied against what they saw as non-responsive politicians, the undue influence of corporations and developers in city planning, and civic officials who were increasingly playing the role of active political agents instead of dispassionate civil servants. Importantly, activists also recognized the need to move beyond grassroots action to working within established legal and government channels to fight expressways.

In city after city many of the leading activists were academics. Highly trained professionals such as engineers, architects and sociologists also joined the fight against expressways. Organization was key to the protestors’ success, as they formed well staffed and coordinated groups, and networked with activists across the country. The leaders understood that they had to work carefully and plan strategically, garnering enough attention and support to bolster their cause, but not alienating potentially powerful allies in official ranks. Not everyone
agreed on the strategy of striking a balance: some pushed for aggressive tactics while others advocated a more diplomatic approach. Whatever their method, these groups were focused on clear goals. Critics who argued that protestors opposed expressways for sport, to be mere contrarians, were wrong. The potential social and environmental impact of inner urban expressways brought together activists who were interested in improving housing, revitalizing heritage properties and preserving parks. In this respect, anti-expressway activism provided a common focal point that united activists, thereby facilitating the development of a broader reform vision for Canadian cities.

Anti-expressway protestors, indeed objectors involved in many urban development disputes in this era, were often accused of simply defending their own interests, tagged with the “not in my backyard” or NIMBY label. This label was never used as a compliment but rather as a way to question objectors’ motives. The implication was that expressway and other development opponents did not object to the projects on principle, but simply because they would negatively impact their home territory, their neighbourhood, their community. What is peculiar about the NIMBY accusation is that it scolds people for being concerned with developments that may affect their home region; the reality is that it makes perfect sense for citizens to become engaged with issues that they feel affect them. If the argument is to simply move the objectionable project to another community or neighbourhood, then criticism of that position is reasonable. But to suggest protestors only opposed expressways because they threatened their immediate surroundings is both unfair and inaccurate.

The exception was in Montréal, where construction on the opposed expressway continued throughout the debates before later being cancelled. In this case, the actual construction of part
of the disputed route affected the nature of the debates. The early issues were much the same as in other cities, with concerns about heritage blocks, waterfront vistas, urban quality of life and community preservation. As expropriations were conducted and construction began, debates in some communities devolved into the kind of self-interested and narrow-minded arguments traditionally associated with the NIMBY attitude. Some opponents’ concerns exemplified this attitude as their concerns were limited to how the expressway would affect their neighbourhood and arguments devolved into wrangling over whose back yard would be lost to the road.

Some expressway protestors in other cities were undoubtedly initially drawn into the debates because of the threat the roads posed to their own neighbourhoods, and in some cases, their literal back yards. But the other way in which the NIMBY sentiment might accurately be applied to expressway protests requires a much broader conception of the phrase. For many urban dwellers, the whole city is their backyard. Often city residents have no back yards, or very small ones. As a result, the parks, recreation centres, social hotspots, shopping districts and other shared leisure spaces of the city form a communal backyard of sorts. For urban residents, the city is an extension of their home, and as such, they regard the growth and development of the city at large as impacting their quality of life for better or for worse. They have a direct interest in the health and welfare of their cities. Only if the conception of NIMBY is broadened to accommodate this reality of city living can the label accurately describe most anti-expressway protestors. With this revised meaning, it loses its negative connotations and becomes an accurate descriptor of an engaged citizenry.

* * * * *
The spirit of protest and dissent that permeated this era was clearly evident in expressway debates. Expressway advocates were depicted by their opponents as ruthless capitalists and conspiratorial developers who demonstrated a blatant disregard for cities’ heritage, working class communities and green spaces. Expressway opponents were also demonized in similarly dramatic terms. As far as roads advocates were concerned, protestors were all variations of leftist caricatures, depicted as hippies, ivory-tower academics or even communists. Regardless of their particular categorization, expressway opponents were united by their apparent propensity to automatically object to all plans while never offering alternative solutions. The irony was that these seemingly very different characterizations of pro and anti-expressway forces resulted in identical condemnations. Both sides argued their opponents were completely out of touch with the “real world.” Academic protest leaders and pro-expressway experts were accused of being cloistered, divorced from the realities and challenges of urban living. Both were accused of operating according to their own agendas, of attempting to impose their collective will on the city. These criticisms culminated in the most damning charge of all, that both expressway supporters and opponents were undemocratic. On one side, supporters were charged with ignoring the opposition while on the other, protestors were accused of obscuring and attempting to override the silent majority who supported expressways.

Other rhetorical devices employed frequently during the expressway debates regarded the city at large. Competing visions of modernity, and by extension progress, drove the debates. Pro-expressway forces envisioned a sleek, streamlined and uncluttered urban environment. No congestion, no jostling for position on the roads or sidewalks. A calm, controlled and orderly city where efficient transportation systems provided the necessary support to the residents and
visitors who propelled the economy. Anti-expressway forces dreamed of a different kind of city, one they regarded as a more humane environment. Calling on the familiar people versus cars dichotomy, people would be prioritized above all else. This vision of a livable city included residential, commercial and recreational spaces co-existing. This urban centre was a bustling destination that derived its vitality from the people who lived, played and worked there. Egalitarian mass transit systems were the preferred mode of transportation, heritage blocks were restored instead of demolished, and development was carefully controlled to protect and nurture existing communities.

Another way both sides used rhetoric to further their arguments was to depict the city as a living entity. The point of departure for this imagery was that the city was ailing, a play on the widespread concern that cities in many developed countries in the 1960s were in crisis. For expressway proponents, the cure for the ailing city was expressways as an integral component of renewal schemes. Roads were the lifeblood of cities, ensuring healthy circulation of people and goods. In this scenario, the patient would be brought back to health by unclogging the arteries that were essential to the city’s vitality. The living city imagery also worked for expressway opponents, but in a different way. All embraced the notion of the living city, although some rejected the diagnosis of ill health, arguing the dire report was a fabrication manufactured by pro-auto interests. Those who accepted the premise of the ailing patient argued the remedy was improved public transit, not expressways. In either case, whether or not protestors accepted that the city was ailing, they described the damage expressways would inflict in bodily terms. The roads were knives or even daggers, they would carve up the city, disemboweling it or spearing its
heart. In this conception, expressways were instruments of torture or a fatal condition that would result in a slow and painful death.

One way to address reservations about expressways was to experiment with the language used to describe the routes. For their part, expressway planners and proponents in some cities sometimes favoured freeway or even parkway -- however inaccurate and inappropriate the latter was -- over expressway. In reality, expressways and freeways shared the same essential features as high-speed, limited access routes. Where expressway was the most common label employed in Canada, freeway was the standard terminology in the United States. Roads advocates in Canada may have used the freeway label to encourage undecided Canadians to associate the plans with modern American metropolises, but as the debates wore on the desirability of those American examples was less certain. The other attraction to the use of freeway over expressway may have been one of two very literal interpretations, that the word was consistent with the notion of automobiles as the key to untold freedom, or that the routes were literally toll-free.

While the expressway and freeway labels were often treated as interchangeable, parkway was very seldom used, likely because none of the planned routes -- whether traversing green spaces or not -- could be described by even the most creative minds as lower speed scenic routes ideal for pleasure cruises.

*     *    *     *     *

This exploration of expressway controversies in six cities across Canada reveals a clear pattern. The narrative arc may be reduced to the most basic components -- plans were introduced, officials debated, protestors objected, and plans were defeated. The closer examination reveals the importance of the components of the controversies that are lost in this
bare-bones sketch. While remaining emblematic of the times, expressway debates revealed the importance of factors that are often downplayed or overlooked entirely in accounts of urban development battles of the era. In popular histories and public memory, the reasons behind the abandonment or cancellation of projects like expressways has often been oversimplified.

In an era marked by high levels of citizen engagement and public protests, evolving ideals and new values were articulated largely through grassroots activism. This dramatic explosion of “people power” in the late 1960s and early 1970s has dominated many accounts and overshadowed some of the other factors at play. The scale and scope of the public debates over expressways was due in large part to the energy and persistence of citizen activists, but the actual defeat of the plans -- whether through perpetual postponement, abandonment or cancellation -- was due to a more complex combination of factors. Officials’ early concerns about the cost of expressways and doubts about whether the roads were the right solution to inner urban transportation challenges left an opening for more ardent opponents to develop their critiques and mobilize supporters.

In this way, concerns about the non-financial costs of expressways came to dominate the debates, and inform government decisions about funding. Many officials seemed genuinely moved by the social and environmental tolls expressways would take while others were undoubtedly more interested in the potential political cost to themselves and their administrations. Indeed, the mounting unpopularity of expressways added yet another dimension to the high cost of the roads, and the potential political toll was in many ways more immediate, more personal, and perhaps even more important to elected officials than the social, environmental and financial impact. In this way, the widespread protests raised the stakes of the
expressway debates and amplified what were in many cities long-standing concerns about social
and environmental impacts. This in turn made the call to accept or reject the roads at the height
of the debates a different decision than when the routes were originally proposed.

At the time expressways were being planned, creating a modern city was considered an
absolute necessity. Cities were in a fight -- real, exaggerated or imagined -- for survival in the
face of rapidly expanding suburban centres. In addition, shifting national growth trends were
challenging the old hierarchy of Canadian cities, granting increased status to some while
diminishing the influence of others. Instead of the old order of Montréal, Toronto, Winnipeg,
Vancouver, Edmonton and Halifax, a new ranking was emerging: Toronto, Montréal, Vancouver,
Edmonton, Winnipeg and Halifax. If these pressures were not enough, many were also
concerned with how Canadian cities measured up to urban centres internationally. Where
planners identified an opportunity to shape cities’ development for years to come, they looked
largely to American cities to support their autocentric vision. Progress was something officials
sought to nurture, yet it was also something that was ultimately inevitable. Progress would
occur, with or without cities on board. As a result, officials focused on ensuring their cities
would not be left behind.

These tensions gave rise to a narrative shaped both by similarities and differences.
Expressway controversies were marked by regional distinctions that generally reinforced the
existing and enduring image of each city. Toronto took the lead, even when it was not the
chronological leader. Pro and anti-expressway forces across the country repeatedly called on the
Toronto example as a guide. Protestors sought inspiration and encouragement from the city’s
activists, and the road cancellation was widely regarded as a reliable predictor of the fate of plans
in other centres. In Vancouver left-wing political activism sustained two distinct rounds of debates. There, both opponents and supporters made their arguments with special awareness of the city’s prized scenery and natural setting. The similarities between Edmonton’s story and the others were perhaps most notable for once again demonstrating the strength of liberalism and progressive thought in a province defined more than any other in the country by conservatism. In Winnipeg the context of the debates spoke to both the regional and national experience. There, the preoccupation with the city’s declining status as a regional economic centre shaped arguments both for and against expressways. In the same way, Montréal’s controversy was influenced by pre-existing issues. Growing tensions between Francophones and Anglophones lent a nationally unique element to the widespread concerns over the future of Canada’s cities.

All of this unfolded amid the added pressure of city officials’ push to make Montréal a world class city. Finally, Halifax’s debates were also shaped by challenges that perpetually plagued the city. Where officials sought to restore some of its wartime strength and influence through city building projects, protestors favoured embracing its maritime character and protecting the city’s disadvantaged neighbourhoods, a local interpretation of developing urban reform values.

To return to the questions posed in the introduction about national history, what does this study reveal about the feasibility, rewards and limits of large scale national history projects? Is it possible to write truly national history, and is it possible to discuss national trends? This study shows that it is indeed possible to write truly national history and to discuss national trends. The way in which expressway disputes in all six cities were local variations on a national pattern has been established. This clearly demonstrates that regional peculiarities were important in shaping the story in each city, but were not so pronounced as to prevent a discussion of national trends,
and in particular, the common tensions that shaped urban development in the postwar era. Considering the diversity and size of the country, this consistency is remarkable. This study demonstrates the value of large scale national history projects in a country where there is perpetual anxiety over the existence or lack of a national history and identity, as it suggests that the national experience may best be described as being at once the same and different.

This study also raises the question of whether there is anything unique in the national experience of expressway disputes in Canada. Debates in Canadian cities help situate the country within a broader transnational community of countries like the United States, England, Australia and New Zealand that were experiencing the same tumult at the same time. This begs the question, what, if anything, was unique about the national experience within Canada? This study reveals that pro and anti-expressway forces in Canadian cities were looking to different examples for very different reasons. The extensive freeway networks in many American cities initially seemed aspirational to expressway supporters. As the tide turned, these examples -- Los Angeles in particular -- quickly became cautionary tales both for opponents who argued against expressways and for supporters who maintained Canadian networks would not be like the American systems.

More important than any American examples, however, was one domestic case: Toronto. In city after city across Canada, those on both sides of the debates looked to Toronto for encouragement as well as the best indication of whether expressways would be built. In Vancouver both sides consulted with Toronto figures on how best to make their case, and protestors upheld Ontario’s expressway cancellation as a model to emulate. In Edmonton and Winnipeg protestors admired Toronto activists for their role in stopping the expressway. Also in
Winnipeg, city planners and officials studied the Spadina defeat in an effort to better understand the turn against inner city expressways. Like other activists, those in Montréal consulted with Toronto protestors and celebrated the defeat of the Ontario road. Finally in Halifax, skeptics questioned the appropriateness of an inner city expressway by comparing it to the size of the planned Toronto route. In all cases and for both sides, Toronto was the model -- for better or for worse -- to which all others were compared. In these respects, expressway disputes reveal how established national dynamics were evident in even the most raucous urban battles, and how large scale national history projects can illuminate these patterns while also offering new and unexpected insights about the forces shaping urban development.
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